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PREFACE

During the past few years students have frequently come to the author

with this query, Where can I find an elementary treatment of atomic

spectra?” Further questioning has shown, in general, that, although

these students have had at least one year of calculus and one or more years

of college physics, they have found most treatments of atomic spectra

either too brief or too highly mathematical. The desire to meet the

situation has given the author the incentive and the encouragement

to write this book.

In preparing a manuscript that will in some measure meet the desires

of beginning students, as well as those already familiar with certain

phases of atomic spectra, the author set up the following three objectives

:

first, to start as nearly as possible at the beginning of each subject;

second, to develop each new concept so that the student with a working

knowledge of elementary physics and elementary calculus should have

little difficulty in following; and third, clearly to illustrate each chapter, as

far as possible, with diagrams and photographs of actual spectra.

At the outset one is confronted with the problem of describing a field

of scientific investigation that has developed, and still is developing,

at a rapid rate. On the one hand we have the Bohr-Sommerfeld theory

of an orbital atom and on the other the newer and more satisfactory

theory of quantum mechanics. Believing that one can better under-

stand the principles of quantum mechanics by first becoming well

acquainted with the observed spectra and with the vector model, the

orbital model of the atom is first treated in some detail. Once developed

the orbital model then furnishes a very easy step to the quantum-

mechanical atom as given by Schrodinger’s wave equation or by the

Dirac electron. At frequent intervals throughout the book both the old

and new models, of orbits and probability density functions, are compared

with each other.

The treatment as it is given here starts with the historical background

of spectroscopy (Chap. I) and develops in the first ten chapters the old

and the new quantum theories of one-valence-electron atoms. The

second half of the book (Chaps. XI through XXI) deals with complex

atomic systems of two or more valence electrons and includes a brief

account of x-ray spectra. Believing that frequent comparison with the

observed spectral lines, by giving actual reproductions of spectrograms,

is all too often neglected, the author has spent a great deal of time in

photographing many of the spectra used as illustrations. That photo-
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viii PREFACE

graphs are an extremely important feature of any book on atomic spectra

may be emphasized by pointing out that, of all the theories and knowledge

concerning atoms, the spectrum lines will remain the same for all time.

For the benefit of those readers who profit greatly by the working

out of examples, typical problems on each subject are given at the end of

most chapters. All sections, figures, tables, and equations are assigned

two numbers, the first number designating the chapter, and the second the

ordinal number in the chapter. The purpose of this notation is to facili-

tate the finding of any section, figure, table, or equation referred to in the

text. In referring to Eq. (4.9), for example, one turns to Chap. IV, using

the headings at the top of each page, and then to the ninth equation in

that chapter.

The author wishes to take this opportunity especially to thank

Prof. Raymond T. Birge and Dr. E. Ramberg for their valuable criticism

of the entire manuscript. Sincere thanks are also to be extended to

Adeline Dally White for her assistance and patience in the reading of the

proof. Prof. F. K. Richtmyer and S. Allison for their reading of Chap. XVI
on x-ray spectra. Prof. H. N. Russell for reading Chaps. XI, XII, XIII,

XIV, XV, and XIX, on complex spectra. Prof. S. Goudsmit for reading

Chap. XVIII onhyperfine structure. Prof. P. S. Epstein for reading Chap.
XX on the Stark effect. Prof. J. R. Oppenheimer for the reading of

sections dealing with quantum-mechanical results, and Profs. R. B. Brode
and F. A. Jenkins for their reading of various sections and chapters.

Most sincere thanks are also extended to Drs. A. S. King and P. W.
Merrill of the Mount Wilson Observatory, and Prof. D. H. Menzel of the
Lick and Harvard observatories, for the original terrestrial, stellar, and
solar spectrograms, and to Mr. H. D. Babcock of the Mount Wilson
Observatory for the very fine Zeeman patterns of vanadium and chro-

mium. I also wish to thank Prof. F. K. Richtmyer and Dr. F. Hirsch for

the original spectrograms reproduced in Figs. 16.5 and 16.7, Prof. M.
Siegbahn for the copies of the x-ray diffraction and interference patterns
reproduced in Figs. 16.2 and 16.3, Prof. J. S. Foster for the Stark-effect
patterns reproduced in Fig. 20.12, Profs. G. N. Lewis and C. D. Shane and
Drs. F. H. Spedding and N. S. Grace for the spectrograms of and
reproduced in Figs. 9.1 and 9.5. Finally I wish to thank Prof. R. B.
Brode and Miss Burmann for especially photographing the x-ray absorp-
tion spectra shown in Fig. 16.9, S. S. Ballard for the photographing of the
Lyman series of and H^, reproduced in Fig. 2.12, and Dr. N. S. Grace,
Dr. E. McMillan, and K. More for the original spectrograms reproduced
in Fig. 18.2.

Haevey Elliott White.
Beekelby, Calif.,

September
J 1934.
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INTRODUCTION
TO ATOMIC SPECTRA

CHAPTER I

EARLY HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENTS IN ATOMIC SPECTRA

Si;:'2rrri;rir.“isr.T£
^otoscopyM it, beginning in the year 1666 with the fccvfry by

S:-

tr\T * P^«1p«ad^“

Sr“—
Had Newton used a narrow slit as a secondary source of lisht Anti

^OW known the Fraunhofer Iznel
i.l). These lines are

If
than half a century passed in the historv

.ne/wr-f
Wollaston, W. H., Phil. Trans. Roy. Soc., II 365 1802

3

^^-'^^nhofer, J., Gilbert Sj Ann.^ 66, 264, 1817.
^

® Foucault, L., Ann. chim. et phys., 68, 476, 1860.

1



[Chap. I

2 introduction to atomic spectra

M arc was first allowed to pass through a sodium flame just in front

of the slit of a spectroscope, two black lines appeared m exactly ^e s^e

position of the spectrum as the two D lines of the sun s spectrum.

Lny years passed before evidence of this kind proved do'ibt

nhat many of the elements found on the earth were to be found ^
in the sun. Kirchhoff^ was not long in coming forward with the theoiy

that the sun is surrounded by layers of gases acting as absorbing screens

for the bright lines emitted from the hot surfaces beneat .

H G F E

IT
Violet ^

Fraunhofer Lines

D

Green ^ Qran'^ Red"

Q0004
4000

Q0005
5000

Q0006
6000

0.0007 Millimeters

7000 Ahgstroms

Fig. 1.1.

—

Prominent Fraunhofer lines. Solar spectrum.

In the year 1859 Kirchhoff gave, in papers read before the Berlin

Academy of Sciences, a mathematical and experimental proof of the

following law: The ratio between the powers of emission and the powers o)

absorption for rays of the same wave-length is

mme temperature. To this law, which goes under Kirchhoff s n^mj the

following coroUaries are to be added; (1) The rays emitted by a substamce

excited in some way or another depend upon the substance and the tem-

perature; and (2) every substance has a power of absorption which is a mcm-

mum for the rays it tends to emit. The impetus Kirchhoff’s work gave to the

field of spectroscopy was soon felt, for it brought many mvestigators

mto^the^fielch^gstr^^^
set about making accurate measurements of the

solar lines and published an elaborate map of the sun’s spectrum. Ang-

strom’s map, covering the visible region of the spectrum, stood for a

number of years as a standard source of wave-lengths. Every line to be

used as standard was given to ten-milhonths of a millimeter.

1 2 A New Era.—The year 1882 marks the beginning of a new era in

the analysis of spectra. Realizing that a good grating is essential to

accurate wave-length measurements, Rowland constructed a ruhng

engine and began ruling good gratings. So successful was Rowland m

this undertaking that within a few years he published a photographic

map of the solar spectrum some fifty feet in length. Reproductmns

from two sections of this map are given in Fig. 1.2, showing the sodiun

iKibchhofe, G., M<matsher. Berl. Akad. Ifm., 1859, p. 662; Pogg. Ann., 109

148 275, 1860; Ann. chim. et phys.,'5S, 254, 1860; 69, 124, 18 .

15E .882, .3,46., .882

Nature, 26, 211, 1882.



Sec. 1.2] EARLY HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENTS 3

D lines, the iron E lines, and the ionized calcium H lines. With a wave-

length scale above, the lines, as can be seen in the figure, were given to

ten-millionths of a millimeter, a convenient unit of length introduced by

Angstrom and now called the Angstrom unit. The Angstrom unit

Fiq. 1.2,—Sections of Rowland’s solar map.

is abbreviated A, or just A, and, in terms of the standard meter, 1 m
= lo^o A.

Up to the time Balmer (1885) discovered the law of the hydrogen

series, many attempts had been made to discover the laws governing

the distribution of spectrum lines of any element. It was well known

that the spectra of many elements contained hundreds of lines, whereas

the spectra of others contained relatively few . In hydrogen, for example?

half a dozen lines apparently comprised its entire spectrum. These few

lines formed what is now called a series (see Fig. 1.3).

In 1871 Stoney,’- drawing an analogy between the harmonic over-

tones of a fundamental frequency in sound and the series of lines in

4000 5000 6000 Angstroms

Fig. 1.3.—The Balmer series of hydrogen.

hydrogen, pointed out that the first, second, and fourth lines were the

twentieth, twenty-seventh, and thirty-second harmonics of a fundamental

vibration whose wave-length in vacuo is 131, 274.14 A. Ten years later

Schuster^ discredited this hypothesis by showing that such a coincidence

is no more than would be expected by chance.

1 Stonby, G. J., Phil. Mag., 41, 291, 1871.

2 Schuster, A., Proc. Roy. Soc, London, 31, 337, 1881. *



4 INTRODUCTION TO ATOMIC SPECTRA [Chap. I

Liveing and Dewar/ in a study of the absorption of spectrum lines,

made the outstanding discovery that most of the lines of sodium and

potassium could be arranged into series of groups of lines. A reproduc-

tion of their diagram is given in Fig. 1.4. Excluding the D lines of

sodium, each successive group of four lines becomes fainter and more

diffuse as it approaches the violet end of the spectrum. Liveing and

sd sd sd sd s d

4500 5000 5500 6000 Angstroms

Fig. 1.4.—Schematic representation of the sodium and potassium aeries. {After Liveing
and Dewar.)

Dewar say that while the wave-lengths of the fifth, seventh, and eleventh

doublets of sodium were very nearly as the whole series cannot

be represented as harmonics of one fundamental. Somewhat similar

harmonic relations were found in potassium but again no more than would
be expected by chance.

Four years later Hartley^ discovered that the components of a
doublet or triplet series have the same separations when measured
in terms of frequencies instead of wave-lengths. This is now known as

Hartley's law. This same year Liveing and Dewar® announced their

discovery of series in thallium, zinc, and aluminum.^

1.3. Balmer’s Law.—By 1885 the hydrogen series, as observed in the
spectra of certain types of stars, had been extended to 14 lines. Photo-
graphs of the hydrogen spectrum are given in Fig. 1.5. This year is

significant in the history of spectrum analysis for at this early date
Balmer announced the law of the entire hydrogen series. He showed
that, within the limits of experimental error, each line of the series is

given by the simple relation

X - h-A-
nl — n

..

}

2
1

(1 -1)

where h — 3645.6 k. and ni and n2 are small integers. The best agree-
ment for the whole series was obtained by making = 2 throughout

1 Liveing, G. D., and J. Dewar, Proc. Roy. Soc. London, 29, 398, 1879.
2 Hartley, W. N., Jour. Chem. Soc., 43, 390, 1883.
» Liveing, G. D., and J. Dewar, Phil. Trans. Roy. Soc., 174, 187, 1883.
A more complete and general account of tlie early history of spectroscopy is to

be foiJnd in Kayser, “Handbuch der Spektroscopie, VoL I, pp. 3-128, 1900.
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»nd »i 3, 4, IS, 6 • •
• for the first, second, third, fourth, • * members

(if the seriM. The agreement between the calculated and observed

valuiw of the first four lines is shown in the following table:

Tabi.» l.t.- BAi-MRK’s Law for tub Hyuboobn Sbribs

CulculiitcMl wnvri-UniKt.hH

Ha - l/i“«5fK0KA
- iJA » 4H(iO.K()

Hy “ If A - 4340,00

- ||/< - 4101 30

Angstrom’s

obKWVc'd values

«6(12,10 A
48«0.74

4340.10

4101,20

Difference

+0.02 1
-^0.06

+0.10
-0.10

While the diffareneen teivveen calculated and observed wave-lengths

for the next 10 lines are in some cases as large as 4 A, the agreement is as

g<KKl as could be expected from the existing measurements. The

Sotmif S«n«f®

HYDROGEN
Sfcitar ScjSof Spedro

Y Pegoisi

Solar

Eclipse

Fill. tmd iotar sp^ctrograini ihowing th© Balmcr aeries of hydrogen,

necuracy with which line* wore then known is seen from the following

mennurement« of five different investigators for the first member of the

hydrogen series:

Taruk l,2.-KAKi,y Mbahorbs of -tub Hydroqbn Link He,

„ Van der WilUgen

So 4,,^,.,..,

X. «. Mondonhall

Sif- ’ ‘

'

DitEcheiuor
OITO 5

1.4. Rydberg’* Contributions. Rydberg’s early contributions to

atomic siHJctm consisted imt only in finding the laws of a number of

aerie, but also in showing that Hartley’s

differences was applicable in cases

DonentB were very far apart. For example, he showed that the firs

member of the principal series of thallium is a doublet with the enormous
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separation of 1574 A, one line lying in the green at X5350 and the other

in the near ultra-violet at X3776. This discovery proved to be of con-

siderable importance, as it suggested the possibility that all series arising

from the same element were in some simple way connected with each
other.

Using Liveing and Dewar^s data on the sodium and potassium
series, Rydberg made for the first time the distinction between what is

called a shav'p series and a diffuse series. The Na and K series given in

Fig. 1.4 were each shown to be in reality two series, one a series of sharp
doublets (designated by s) and the other a series of diffuse doublets (des-

ignated by d),

A third type of series found in many spectra is the so-called principal

series

)

involving as its first member the resonance or persistence line of the
entire spectrum. Resonance or persistence lines are those relatively

strong lines most easily excited. Such lines usually appear strong in a
Bunsen flame. The yellow D lines are a good example of this.

Still a fourth type of series was discovered by Bergmann. This type
of series is usually observed in the near infra-red region and is sometimes
called the Bergmann series. Since Bergmann did not discover all such
series, Hicks called them the fundamental series. Although this name is

perhaps less appropriate than the other and is really misleading, it has
after 20 years become attached to the series. New series were dis-

covered so rapidly about this time that many different names and
systems of notation arose. Three of these systems commonly used are
given in the following table.

Table 1.3.—Series Notation Used -by Different Investigators

Foote and Mohler Paschen Rydberg

Second subordinate II. Nebenserie

Hauptserie

I. Nebenserie

Bergmann

Sharp

Principal

Diffuse

Fundamental

Principal

First subordinate .

Bergmann

In searching for a general series formula Rydberg discovered that
if the wave-lengths X or the frequencies v oi a series be plotted against
consecutive whole numbers, a smooth curve which is approximately a
displaced rectangular hyperbola is the result.^ For a curve such as the
one shown in Fig. 1,6 he attempted a solution of the form

1 It is eonvenient in practice to express v numerically not as the actual frequency
but as the frequency divided by the velocity of light. Such quantities are called
wave numbers and, since c == v\, they are given by the reciprocal of the wave-length
measured in centimeters. In this way a spectrum line is described by the number of
waves per centimeter in vacm. Wave numbers, therefore, are units with the dimen-
sions of reciprocal centimeters, abbreviated cm~^.
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^ = 2, 3^ 4, 5,
• * *

Vn - n .
( 1 .2 )

n + li

where v„ is the wave number of the given line n, and C, and /x are

constants. In this equation, approaches r „ as a limit, as n approaches

infinity. While this formula did not give the desired accuracy for an

entire series, Eydberg was of the opinion that the form of the equation

could not be far from correct.
, , . ^

The next equation investigated by Rydberg was of the form

N
Vn

w = 2, 3, 4, 5, (1.3)

(n + fi)^

where, as before, N and ix are constants, v - is the limit of the senes, and

n is the ordinal number of the line in the series. This formula proved

ULXXX V <

equation is now written

E n = 2,5, 4, 5,_ (1.4)

" (n + m)"

If we now let <, vt, and represent for

diffuse, and fundamental series, respectively, then the four general

series may be represented by

Sharp series:

< = vS. - n = 2, 3, 4,
• • • «>. (1-5)
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Principal senes

R
(n + 'py’ 2, 3, 00 (1 6)

Diffuse series

R
(n + i))2'

00 (1 7)

Fundamental series

R= where n - 3, 4, 5, 00 (1 8)

Here S, P, D, and F represent the values of /x, and vtoy p S, vi, and v

I

the

limits of the different series In applying the above equations to the

three chief series of lithium, Rydberg obtained the following expressions

V* = 28601 6 -
109721

6

(1 9)
(w + 0 5951)2

109721

6

(1 10)= 43487 7 -
(n + 0 9596)2

vi = 28598 5 -
109721

6

(1 11)
(n + 0 9974)2

These equations show a relation that might have been anticipated

from an examination of the sharp and diffuse series of Na and K in Fig

14, mz
j that the limits of the S and D series are probably the same,

'i e
y v% vt It IS to be noted that the first member of the sharp series,

Eq (1 9), starts with = 2 With n = 1 this formula gives the first

member of the principal series with a negative value

1 6 The Rydberg-Schuster Law—Rydberg observed that if n is

placed equal to unity m the sharp-senes formula, Eq (19), the right-

hand term became approximately the limit of the principal-series formula,

Eq (110)

109721 6

(1 + 0 5951)2
43123 1 ^vl (1 12)

Similarly, if nis placed equal to umty in the principal-series formula,

the nght-hand term becomes approximately the hmit of the sharp
senes

109721 6

(1 + 0 9596)2
28573 1 = (1 13)

Rydberg came to the conclusion that the calculated differences were
due to experimental errors and that the sharp- and diffuse-senes limits

were identical He therefore could write Eqs (1 9), (1 10), and (1 11)

in the following form
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=

yp ==

.4 =

B B
'

(1 + py in + Sy
R R

__ —-- 7

(1 + sy in + py
B R

j • T^\

o

9

(1.14)

(1.15)

(1.16)

It was not until 1896 that Bydberg^ discovered, as ^sterj m

of the principal series and the common hmit_ of the sharp and dittus

series is equal to the first member of the principal series.

P ^ yS == j;P = — v*.

These important relatJ »e Jw knovm as
^“he

r^ries", Range announced that the

limits of the diffuse and fundamental series is equal to the first line

the diffuse series;

I'm — vL ~

Hence, from Els. (1.7) and (1.18), Eq. 1.8 can be written

R ^ (1.18a)

" (2 + i)? in + py

and tto equation a^d to the^oup

:“e:lSroSdSrsome other se.es. Eorthe disuse

"'Tie”SdKSete'‘llri^ weTa°s tte Rung. la» Is shown in

Kg 1.7 by plotung the spectral frequencies. In7™ ^
the order nnmtar n

^
‘^e rlftetTerie. each one is

confusion
“““f that the first member of the

-hS"^^iranitely- 1

rrmraL lr?h^ h^tre'^drUge by them..* X

A study of the singlet and triplet senes

elements shows that similar laws are to be found. This may

Astrophys. Jour., i, 91, 189^

» ScHVSTBB, A., Nature, 66, 180, 200, 223, 1896.
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trated by the calcium series shown schematically in Fig. 1.8. The
upper four series represent the triplets and the lower four the singlets.

Intervals between certain series limits, shown at the bottom of the figure,

Fig. 1.7.—Schematic plot of the four chief series of sodium doiibleis showing the Rydberg-
Schuster and Runge laws.

are observed to be the same as the frequencies of certain radiated lines.

Figures such as these reveal many important relations and, as we shall

see later, facilitate the formation of what are called energy level diagrams.

1.6. Series Notation.—A somewhat abbreviated notation for Ryd-
berg^s formulas was employed by Ritz. This abbreviated notation,

which follows directly from Eqs. (1.14), (1.15), (1.16), and (1.18a), for

the four chief types of series is written as follows:
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< = IP - nS, vi= IP - nD.

v^, = lS- nP, vi==2D - nF. (1.19)

In order to distinguish between singlet-, doublet-, and triplet-series

systems, various schemes have been proposed by different investigators.

Fowler,! for example, used capital letters S, P, D, etc., for singlets, Greek

letters <r, tt, 5, etc., for doublets, and small letters s, p, d, etc., for triplets.

Paschen and Gotze^ on the other hand adopted the scheme of small

letters s, p, d for both doublets and triplets, and capitals 8, P, D for

singlets.

A more recent scheme of spectra notation, published by Russell, Shen-

stone, and Turner,® has been accepted internationally by many investi-

gators. In this new system capital letters are used for all series and small

superscripts in front of each letter give the multiplicity (see Table 1.4).

Table 1.4.

—

Series Notation

Series Fowler Paschen Adopted

8 P D F
O’ TT 5 <p

s p d f

8 P D F
s p d f
s p d f

VSf iP

^8 2jD W
^8 sp 3jD sp

Timilrlp'f'i

TPrinlpt

1.7. Satellites and Fine Structure.—The appearance of faint lines,

or satellites, in some series was discovered by Rydberg and also by

Kayser and Runge. At first the satellites, which usually appear on the

long wave-length side of the diffuse series, were considered as a secondary

diffuse series until it was discovered that Hartley’s law of constant

frequency separations applied to the separation of the satellite and one

of the strong lines of the doublet. In most diffuse doublets the strongest

line lies between the satellite and the weaker line of the doublet.

This is illustrated in Fig. 1.9, where the first four members of the four

chief series of caesium are plotted schematically. Plotted to a frequency

scale it is seen that the outside separation of each member of the sharp

and diffuse series and the first member of the principal series is exactly

the same. It should also be noted that the first member of the principal

series is, when inverted, the fiirst member of the sharp series. This mem-

ber is shown dotted.

Unlike other series, to be studied later, the strongest line in each

F-doublet in caesium lies on the low-frequency side of the respective

satellites. Like all W series, however, each doublet has one interval in

common with the first member of the diffuse series.

1 Fowler, A., “Report on Series in Line Spectra,” Fleetway Press, 1922.

2 Paschen, F., and R. GOtzb, “Seriengesetze der Linienspektren,” Julius

Springer, 1922.

3 Russell, H. N., A. G. Shbnstonb, andL. A. Turner, Phya. Rev., 33, 900, 1929.
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Similar relations are found to exist among the triplet series of the

alkaline earths. The first four members of the four chief series of

calcium are shown schematically in Fig. 1.10. From the diagram it is

seen, first, that the common limit of sharp and diffuse series is a triple

Limits 4th. 3rd 2nd. 1st.

Fig, 1.9. Frequency plot of the doublet fine structure in the chief series of caesium.

limit with separations equal to the first member of the principal series;

second, that the limit of the fundamental series is a triple limit with
separations equal to the separations of the strongest line and satellites
of the first member of the diffuse series; and third, that the principal
series has a single limit. It is to be noted in the doublet series (Figs.

Ill J_ I

I

fundamental

Limits 4th. 5nd. 2nd “ist
“

Fig. l.lO.-Frequency plot of the triplet fine structure in the chief series of calcium.

principal doublet becomes the first
sharp douWet when mverted, the reverse is true for the triplet series ofcaJemm. By inverting the first sharp-series member (Fig. 1.10) theImes fall in with the principal series in order of separations and intensities
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In the development of Rydberg^s formula, each member of a series

was assumed to be a single line. In the case of a series where each

member is made up of two or more components, the constants v « and m

of Eq. (1.4) must be calculated for each component. Rydberg’s formulas

for the sharp series of triplets, for example, would be written, in the

accepted notation,

R R
“ (T+ (n + JL JT 2 Av Ol,

R R 13p, „ ^3.0,

"a + ^PxV Jn +
JL jT 1 lb Ol,

R R
" (T + ^Poy ” (n + %)“

JL Jt 0 lb

(1 .20 )

where ^Po, ^Pi, ^P2 ,
occurring in the denominators, are small con-

stants. Symbolically PP 2 stands for the term R/(l + ^P^y which is

one of the three limits of the sharp series. The subscripts 0, 1, and 2,

used here to distinguish between limits, are in accord with, and are part

of, the internationally adopted notation and are of importance in the

theory of atomic structure.

A spectral line is seen to be given by the difference between two

terms and a series of lines by the difference between one fixed term and a

series of running terms. The various components of the diffuse-triplet

series with three main lines and three satellites are designated

VP2 — n^Dsj first strong line; l^Pi — n^D^j second strong line.

VP2 “ nW 2 j
satellite; l®Pi — n^Di, satellite. (1.21)

1®P2 — nWij satellite; l^Po — nWi, third strong line.

The general abbreviated notation of series terms is given in the

following table along with the early schemes used by Fowler and Paschen.

Table 1,6.—Notation of Sebibs Terms

Series Fowler Paschen
Internationally

adopted

Singlet 3 P D F 3 P D F ‘(So 'Pi 'Ps 'Pj

Doublet <r TTi 5 <p

TTl 5' <p'

s p 2 di /a

Pi di fi

^Si ^Pi ‘Di ‘Fi

‘Pi ‘Di ‘Fi

Triplet s Pi d f
P. d' f
p, d" f"

s Pi di fi

P 2 di fi

Pa dz fz

‘Si ‘Pi ‘D, ‘Ft

‘Pi ‘Di ‘Ft

‘Pi ‘Di ‘Fi

While the new notation is somewhat complicated by the use of

superscripts and especially by half-integral subscripts, it will be seen
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later that each letter and number has a definite meaning, in the light of

present-day theories of atomic structure.

1.8. The L3unaii, Balmer, Paschen, Brackett, and Pfund Series of

Hydrogen. It i^ readily shown that Balmer’s formula given by Eq. (1.1)

is obtained directly from Rydberg’s more general formula

R R
Vn

(ni + niY

by placing = 0, = 0, ni = 2, and m
Eq. (1.1),

(rii H- ^2)"

3, 4, 5,

( 1 .22)

Inverting

1^ _
an\~

R
Vn = -5

n\

(1.23)

(1.24)

1 = 1 .

X a

where a = 3645.6 A. Writing R = n\/a,

^ =
nl ^\n\ n\}

This is the well-known form of the hydrogen-series formula.
It was Ritz, as well as Rydberg, who made the suggestion that

might take running values just as well as ni. This predicts an entirely
different series for each value assigned to ni. For example, with ni = 1,

2, 3, 4, and 5, the following formulas are obtained

:

Lyman series:

Balmer series:

Paschen series:

Vn — r(^

Brackett series:

Pfund series:

- wliere = 2, 3, 4,
• *

* • (1.25)

- 4)’ ^2 = 3, 4, 5,
• *

' • (1.26)

- where rii = 4, 5, 6,
• *

' • (1.27)

~
n|)’

*
‘ • (1.28)

- ^)’ where m = 6, 7, 8,
• *

*
. (1.29)

Knowing the value of R from the well-known Balmer series the positions
of the lines in the other series are predicted with considerable accuracy.
The first series was discovered by Lyman in the extreme ultra-violet
region of the spectrum. This series has therefore become known as theLyman series. The third, fourth, and fifth series have been discovered
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where they were predicted in the infra-red region of the spectrum by
Paschen, Brackett, and Pfund, respectively. The first line of these five

series appears at X1215, X6563, X1875.1, X40500, and X74000 1
,
respec-

tively. It is to be seen from the formulas that the fixed terms of the

second, third, fourth, and fifth equations are the first, second, third, and
fourth running terms of the Lyman series. Similarly, the fixed terms of

the third, fourth, and fifth equations are the first, second, and third

running terms of the Balmer series; etc. This is known as the Ritz

combination 'principle as it applies to hydrogen.

1.9. The Ritz Combination Principle-—Predictions by the Ritz

combination principle of new series in elements other than hydrogen

have been verified in many spectra. If the sharp and principal series of

the alkali metals are represented, in the abbreviated notation, by

Sharp: Vn = PP — where = 2, 3, 4,
• •

•
,

Principal: Vn — VS — n^P, where n = 2, 3, 4,
• •

•

,

^ ^

the series predicted by Ritz are obtained by changing the fixed terms

l^P and VS to 2^P, 3T and 2'^Sj 3'^S, etc. The resultant formulas are

of the following form

:

Combination sharp series:

2^P — '}i^S, where = 3, 4, 5,
• •

• .

3^P — where n = 4, 5, 6,
• •

•
,

etc.

(1.31)

Combination principal series

:

2^S - n^P, where n = 3,4, 5,
•

• . . .

3^S — n^P, where n = 4, 5, 6,
• •

•
.

v • 1

etc.

In a similar fashion new diffuse and fundamental series are predicted

by changing the fixed ^P term of the diffuse series and the fixed W term
of the fundamental series.

Since all fixed terms occurring in Eqs. (1.31) and (1.32) are included

in the running terms of Eqs. (1.30), the predicted series are simply com-
binations, or differences, between terms of the chief series. Such series

have therefore been called combination series. Extensive investigations

of the infra-red spectrum of many elements, by Paschen, have led to the

identification of many of the combination lines and series.

In the spectra of the alkaline earth elements there are not only the
four chief series of triplets ^8, ^P, and W but also four chief series of

singlets ^;S, ^P, ^P, and W. Series and lines have been found not only
for triplet-triplet and singlet-singlet combinations but also triplet-singlet

and singlet-triplet combinations. These latter are called intercomhination

lines or series.
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1.10.

The Ritz Formula.—The work of Ritz on spectral series is

of considerable importance since it marks the development of a series

formula still employed by many investigators. Assuming that Rydberg’s

formula for hydrogen was correct in form

"" ' K? " ?)’

and realizing that p and q must be functions involving the order number
n, Ritz obtained, from theoretical considerations, p and q in the form of
infinite series

:

, I
6i

,
di

,

59 = ni + aiH—gH— ^ + • •

ni nj ni

I , , Cz
, ,

q = (i2 —o"^

—

4
"^

—

6
"^ ‘ ’

nl n\ n\

(1.34)

Using only the first two terms of p and g, Ritz^s equation becomes
identical with Rydberg^s general formula which is now to be considered
only a close approximation. In some cases, the first three terms of the
expansion for p and q are suflSicient to represent a series of spectrum lines
to within the limits of experimental error.

1.11.

The Hicks Formula.—The admirable work of Hicks ^ in develop-
ing an accurate formula to represent spectral series is worthy of mention
at this point. Like Ritz, Hicks starts with the assumption that Ryd-
berg s formula is fundamental in that it not only represents each series
separately but also gives the relations existing between the different
series. Quite independent of Ritz, Hicks expanded the denominator of
Rydberg^s Eq. (1.3finto a series of terms

n

The final formula becomes

Vn
R

(n + +- + A+. A 4.

y

(1.35)

(1.36)

+Vi

kke Ritz’s, reduces to Rydberg’s formula when only
the first two members in the denominator are used

1.12.

Series Formulas Applied to the AlkaU Metals.-The extension

feelfHT tte forty-seventh member by Wood'^

to tllT 1
the principal series of potassium, rubidium, andcaesium, to the twenty-third, twenty-fourth, and twentieth members,

3»- .13, 323,

® Wood, R. W., Astrophys. Jour., 29, 97, 1909.
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respectively by Bevan^ furnishes the necessary data for testing the

accuracy of proposed series formulas. A careful investigation of these

series was carried out by Birge^ who found that the Ritz formula was to

be preferred and that with three undetermined constants it would

represent the series of the alkali metals of lower atomic weight with fair

accuracy. Birge shows that the number of terms that need be used in

Fia. 1.11.—Principal series of sodium in absorption. (After Wood.)

the denominator depends directly on the size of the coefficients of the

several terms, and that these coefficients increase with atomic weight.

This increase is shown in the following table

:

Table 1.6.—Series Coefficients

(After Birge) ^

Element Atomic weight h

H 1 0 0

He 4 0.0111 0.0047

Li 7 0.047 0.026

Na 23 0.144 0.113

K 39 0.287 0.221

Rb 85 0.345 0.266

Cs 133 0.412 0.333

1 HxBGl, a. T„ Aairophya. Jour., S2, 112, 1910.

To illustrate the accuracy with which the Eitz formula represents

series in some cases, the principal series of sodium is given in the table

shown on page 18.

The Rydberg constant as calculated by Birge from the first five

members of the Balmer series of hydrogen and used by him for all series

formulas is i? = 109678.6. It is to be noted that the maximum error

throughout the table is only 0.1A.

This work greatly strengthened the idea that the Rydberg constant

was a universal constant and that it was of fundamental importance in

series relations. The Ritz equation has therefore been adopted by many
investigators as the most accurate formula, with the fewest constants,

for use in spectral series. A modified but equally satisfactory form of

the Ritz formula will be discussed in Sec. 1.14.

1 Bevan, P. V., Phil. Mag., 19, 195, 1910.

^ Birge, R. T., Adro'phys. Jonr., 32, 112, 1910-
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Tablb 1.7. Thu Ritz Formula Applied to the Sodium Series Observed by Wooi(

{Calculations after BirgeY

where A = 41,450.083 cm-S R = 109,678.6 cm-i, a = 0.144335, and b = -0.1130286.

n Xyao obs.
Calc.

diff.
n Xvao obti.

Calc.

diff.
n Xvaci obs.

Calc.

diff.

2 5897.563 0.00 18 2432.08 -0.01 34 2418.03 +0.01

3 3303.895 0.00 19 30.07 -0.02 35 17.75 +0.02

4 2853.63 -0.04 20 28.37 -0.01 36 17.45 0.00

5 2681.17 +0.09 21 26.93 +0.02 37 17.21 +0.03

6 2594.67 +0.09 22 25.65 +0.03 38 16.98 +0.04

7 2544.49 -0.05 23 24.53 +0.01 39 16.76 +0.03

8 2512.90 +0.07 24 23.55 0.00 40 16.54 +0.'02

9 2491.36 -0.04 25 22.69 0.00 41 10.35' +0.03

10 76.26 +0.03 26 21.93 +0.02 42 16.17 +0.02

11 65.18 +0.10 27 21.25 +0.01 43 16.02 +0.03

12 56.67 +0.05 28 20.67 +0.04 44 15.86 +0.04

13 50.11 +0.04 29 20.15 +0.07 45 15.71 +0.03

14 44.89 -0.03 30 19.65 -hO.06 46
,

15.59 +0.06

15 40.71 +0.01 31 19.09 -0.05 47 15.43 +0.01

16 37.35 +0.06 32 18.74 0.00 48 15.29 -O.OI

17 34.50 +0.04 33 18.36 -0.01 49 15.15 -0.04

iBirgb, R. T. Asiroxihys . Jour.y 32, 112,1910.

1.13. Neon with 130 Series.—The first successful analysis of a really

complex spectrum was made by Paschen^ in the case of neon. Althougl

the neon spectrum was found to contain a great many lines, Paschen waj

able to arrange them into 130 different series. These series, classifie(

as 30 principal series, 30 sharp series, and 70 diffuse series, were found t(

be combinations between 4 series of S terms, Si, Sa, and S 4 ;
10 series 0

P terms, pi, p 2 , ps, • • . , Pio) and 12 series of D terms, di, dz, dzj • . •

di2 . Paschen showed that, while many of the series were regular am

followed a Ritz formula, others were irregular and could not be fitted b

any formula. These abnormal series will be discussed in the followinj

section.

1.14. Normal and Abnormal Series.—Occasionally it is found tha

certain members of a well-established series do not follow the ordinar

Rydberg or Ritz formula to within the limits of experimental erroi

Well-known series of this kind were pointed out by Saunders in th

singlet series of Ca, Sr, and Ba, and by Paschen in certain neon series

A convenient method, employed by Paschen and others, for illustratiU;

deviations from a normal series is to plot yu, the residual constant in th

Rydberg denominator, of each term against n, the order number of th

^Paschen. F., Ann. d. Phys., 60, 405, 1919; 63, 201, 1920.
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term. Several of the diffuse series of terms of neon as given by Paschen

are reproduced in ’Pig. 1.12. A normal series should show residuals that

follow a smooth curve like the first nine members of the seriSs. The
curves for the di, dz, and terms show no such smoothness, making it

very difficult to represent the series by any type of series formula.

A series following a Rydberg formula is represented on such a graph
by a horizontal line, ^.e., fx constant. With a normal series like d^ of

Fig. 1.12.—Four diffuse series in neon showing normal and abnormal progression of the
residual (i. {After Paschen.)

neon, a Ritz formula with at least one added term is necessary to ade-

quately represent the series. If Tn represents the running term of a

Ritz formula, and Ti the fixed term,

= Tt - r„ = Ti - ^ (1.37)

Another useful form of the Ritz formula is obtained by inserting the

running term itself as a correction in the denominator:

Tn =
R

(n + a + hTn)^
(1.38)

This term being large at the beginning of a series, the correction is

correspondingly large. Formulas representing abnormal series like

di, ds, and ds in Fig. 1.12 will be treated in Chap. XIX.
Other anomalies that frequently occur in spectral series are the

irregular spacings of the fine structure in certain members of the series.

A good example of this type of anomaly is to be found in the diffuse

triplet series of calcium. In Fig. 1.13 a normal diffuse series, as is

observed in cadmium, is shown in contrast with the abnormal calcium

series. The three chief lines of each triplet are designated fe, and d,

and the three satellites c, e, and /. Experimentally it is the interval
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between the two satellites / and c and the interval between the satellite

c and the chief line a that follows Hartley’s law of equal separations in

both series. In cadmium it is seen that the main lines and satelhtes

converge toward the three series limits very early in the series. In

calcium, on the other hand, the lines first converge m a normal fashion,

then spread out anomalously and converge a second time toward the

three series limits. These irregularitks now have a very beautiful

explanation which will be given in detail in Chap. XIX.

Normotl Series of Co<olmium
Triple+sAbnormal Series of Calcium Normal

Triple+s
inplet.

Fig. l.lSr—DiffuBO series of triplets iu (utclmiain and caloiuxn.

1.16. Hydrogen and the Pickering Series.—In the hands of Balmer

and Rydberg the historical hydrogen series was well accounted for when

Rckering, in 1897, discovered in the spectrum of the star f-Puppis a

series of lines whose wave-lengths are closely related to the Balmer series

of hvdrogen Rydberg was the first to show that this new series could

i itSed by m B.Ws tala to take both half a»d

tide tatgral vllue., Balmer’s iomala for the Pickering senes may

thotofore be written

where 712 == 2.5, 3, 3.5, 4, 4.5, (I.39;

The Balmer and Pickering series are both shown schematicaUy in Fig

1 14 So good was the agreement between calculated and obser

wave-lengtL that the Pickering series was soon attributed to some ne^

form of hydrogen found in the stars but not on the earth-
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Since was allowed to take on half-integral values, Rydberg predicted

new series of lines by allowing Jii to take half-integral values. One series,

for example, could be written

vn = ~ where Ui = 2, 2.5, 3,
• • •

• (1.40)

All of the lines of this predicted series, except the first, are in the ultra-

violet region of the spectrum. With the appearance of a line in the

spectrum of f-Puppis at X4688, the position of the first line of the pre-

dicted series, Rydberg’s assumption was verified and the existence of a

new form of hydrogen was (erroneously) established.

He. Hi H, 52

Balmer Series

1

t

Pickering Series

..... -1

—

^

.

J_

J

3500 4.000 4^00 5,000 5,500 6P00 ^00 A
4500 4.UUU

^

*

Fia. 1 . 14.—Comparison of the Balmer series of hydrogen and the Pickering series.

Fowler in his experiments on helium brought out, with a tube con-

taining helium and hydrogen, not only the first two members of the

Pickering series strongly but also a number of other lines observed by

Pickering in the stars. While all of these lines seemed to be in some way

connected with the Balmer formula for hydrogen, they did not seem to

be in any way connected with the known chief series of helium. The

whole matter was finally cleared up by Bohr^ in the extension of ms

theory of the hydrogen atom to ionized helium. This is the subject taken

up in Chap. II.
, , . r „ +„

1 16 Enhanced Lines.—Spectral lines which on passmg from arc to

spark conditions become brighter, or more intense,, were early detoed

by Lockyer as enhanced Unes. In the discovery of senes relations

among the enhanced lines of the alkaline earths, Fowler^ made the dis-

tinctiL between three classes of enhanced lines; (1) lines that are strong

in the arc but strengthened in the spark, (2) lines that are weak in the

arc but strengthened in the spark, and (3) lines that do not appear in th

arc at all but are brought out strongly in the spark

Fowler discovered, in the enhanced spectra of Mg, Ca, and Sr, smes

of doublet lines corresponding in type to the principal, sharp, and diffuse

1 Bohe, N., Phil. Mag., 26, 476, 1913.

2 Fowlbe, a., Phil. Trans. Boy. Soc., A, 214, 225, 1914.
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doublets of the alkali metals. In an attempt to represent these series

by some sort of Rydberg or Ritz formula, it was found that n^, the order

number of the series, must take on half-integral as well as integral values.

The situation so resembled that of the Pickering series and the hydrogen

series that Powler, knowing the conditions under which the enhanced

lines were produced, associated correctly the enhanced doublet seiies of

Mg, Ca, and Sr with the ionized atoms of the respective elements. For

such series we shall see in the next two chapters that the Rydberg con-

stant R is to be replaced by 4B so that the enhanced series formula

becomes

+ ixxY

~

where is integral valued only. »

Problem

With the frequencies of the four chief series of spectrum lines as given for ionized

calcium by Fowler, ^'Series in Line Spectra,^’ construct a diagram similar to tho one

shown in Fig. 1.7. Indicate clearly the intervals illustrating the Rydbcrg-Schustor

and Runge laws.



CHAPTER II

u

11m ;

I

INTRODUCTION TO THE QUANTUM THEORY AND THE BOHR
ATOM

The Quantum theory was first introduced by Planck in the year 1900

and is the result of an attempt by him to derive the law of black-body

radiation. In order to formulate an equation which would fit the experi-

iriental data at hand Planck postulated that energy is radiated and

absorbed only in whole multiples of an elementary quantum of energy,

E = hv, (2.1)

wlaere v is the frequency of the emitted or absorbed radiation and h

is a universal constant now known as PlayicWs constant of action (h =••

(6.547 ± 0.008) X lO-^^ erg sec.). Planck

arrived at the quantum hypothesis by assuming

tliat a simple harmonic oscillator acts as a reson-

ator to radiation. Making use of this hypoth-

esis Einstein developed the law of the

photoelectric effect, and Bohr developed the

-theory of the hydrogen atom.

2.1. Planck’s Simple Harmonic Oscillator.

—

_A.s an introduction to the quantum theory we
shall first consider Planck’s simple harmonic

oscillator. The term simple harmonic oscillator

is here referred to as a single electrically charged

pa^rticle of mass m free to oscillate along a

straight line under the action of a force propor-

tional to the displacement from and always

directed toward a central equilibrium position.

For such an oscillator the position of the mass

m is conveniently described in terms of

the projection on any diameter of a graph point P moving with constant

speed on the circumference of a circle of reference (see Fig. 2.1).

With the radius of the circle of reference equal to the amplitude of

'v-ihration a, the position coordinate q is given by

q = a cos cat, (2.2)

The momentum mq of the particle is obtained by differentiating Eq. (2.2)

SLixd multiplying through by m. This gives

mq == --maca sin cat = p,

23

Flu. 2.1.— r*lan(ik’H simple har-
monic oscillator.

(2.3)
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Squaring the resulting expressions for cos coi and sin cat and adding yields

I

g' = 1.
{macaY

(2.4)

This is the equation of an ellipse in a pq plane with a major axis a and a

minor axis maco. When sin cot = 1, then q
= —aco and g = 0; the

potential energy is zero and the total energy is all kinetic. Replacing

the angular velocity co by 2t times the frequency v, the total energy of the

oscillator becomes

W = imq^ = 2T^v^ma^. (2.5)

Now the area of the ellipse in the pq plane is obtained by integrating the
momentum p over a complete cycle, i.e ,

:

Area = / = ^.p dq = rob == 2T^vma^. (2.6)

This area is, thus, equal to the total energy W divided by v, i.e,

:

W
Area of ellipse in pq plane = —

(2.7)

Now Planck made the drastic assumption that the total energy W
of the oscillator can take only integral values of energy hv:

W = nhv, where n = 1, 2, 3, (2.8)

This quantum condition expressed in terms of the area of the ellipse in

Pl
phase space becomes

Area = / = ^p dq = nh, (2.9)

This last equation signifies that out of

all the classically possible ellipses only

certain discrete ones are allowed.

These discrete “ quantized '' ellipses

which represent quantized states of

the linear oscillator are shown in

Fig. 2.2.

According to Eq. (2.9) the total

area of the first ellipse is A, the second
2hy the third 3/i, etc., so that the area between any two consecutive
ellipses is just h. The motion of the oscillator in any one of its quantized
states is now represented by a graph point traversing one of the fixed

ellipses in phase space. In the emission or absorption of radiation the
graph point jumps to a smaller or larger ellipse with the simultaneous
emission or absorption of a quantum of energy hv. The elliptic path
traversed by the graph point in phase space is not to be confused with the
actual path of the mass point.

Fig. 2.2.—Phase-space diagram for
simple harmonic oscillator.
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With such a quantised oscillator Planck was able to derive (where

the strictly classical laws of mechanics and the asHumptions of statistical

mechanics failed) a law of black-body radiation which agrew with

c'ixperimontal observations.

2.2. The Bohr Atom.— The announcement by Bohr' in the year 1913

of his theory for (he hydrogen a((»m marks the l)eginnlng of a new ora

iii Hpeetroseopy and atomic sfructuro. Bohr not (miy gave a satisfactory

a.ffount of the Bulmer, Lynuin, and Pjischen series of hydrogen and the

Pickering series of ionized helium but also ealeulateci from purely theo-

retical considerations the value of the Rydberg constant. More than

this his theory gave a physical meaning

to the experimental discovery that the

frequency of a spectrum line is given ^ «^in
hy the difference between two terms. /

Bohr adopted the theory of Ruthor- / Ww
ford* that an atom consists of a posi- /

j

t ively charged nucleus surrounded by a 1 1

<tiu8ter of electrons. Rutherf<ird hu<l \ /

just shown from experiments on large- \ j
tingle scattering of a particles that each \. y
nucleus carries with it a charge that

c'orresponds to a numl>er of electrons

npproxinuitely e<iunl to the al*)mic

number Z. Making the fissumption, following Rutlutrford, that ihti

number of eledronn around the nuelem of a neutral atom in eiiunl to (he ntomie.

number Z, Bohr concluded that the hydrogen atom was made up of one

electron, of charge — r, and ono proton, of charge +c « A’.

(tonsider with Bohr then the simplest type of atomic system, m.,
t hat of a positively charged nucleus and an electron describing closed

orbits around it. Bineo the mass of the hydrogen nucleus M Is approxi-

mately 2000 times the mass of the electron m, the motion will be approxi-

mately the same as the motion of an electron around a fixed central charge

of infinite mass.

2.3. Bohr’s First Assumption.—Bohr’s first assumption was that ths

electron moticH in circular orbiin about the nuelem under the action of a
CouUmh field of force (see h'ig. 2.3). The force of attraction between the

electron of charge <? and the nucleus of charge E will then be

e*Z

a*'
(2.10)

where a is the electron-nuclear distance, B - Zc, and Z is the atomic
number; 1 for hydrogen, 2 for helium, t.e., helium with one of Its two

‘ Boim, N,, PhU. Mag., 86, 1, 476, 1918.
» RuTHsaroRD, L. M„ PhU. Mag., 81, 6fl9, 1911.
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electrons removed, 3 for doubly ionized lithium, i e
,
lithium with two

of its three electrons removed, etc This force is equal to the centripetal

force ww^/a, where v is the velocity and m the mass of the electron For

equihbnum conditions, then,

e^Z _
a? a

(
211 )

from which

=
ma

(212)

'

The kinetic energy of the rotator becomes, therefore,

K E = = ~ = r (2 13) >

2 2a >

If the potential energy of the system is zero when the electron is
^

infinitely far removed from the nucleus, then

p E = = -2T = V (2 14)
a

Now the total energy W is the sum of the kinetic energy T and the

potential energy V so that, by adding Eqs (2 13) and (2 14),

^ = r + F =^ = -r (2 16)

For uniform circular motion the kinetic energy may also be written

T = = |ina^(2ir/)^ (2 16)

where <p is the angular velocity and / is the frequency of revolution

From Eq (2 13)

_
2̂T’

(217)

which substituted in (2 16) gives

T = (2 18)

One interesting result brought out in Eq (2 15) is that the kinetic energy

T taken with a negative sign is equal to the total energy W
2 4 Bohr’s Second Assumption—Bohr’s second assumption for the

hydrogen atom may be stated as follows ^tt times the orbital angulciT

momentum is equal to an integer times Planck’s constant of action h

2Trpcp — 27rwaV = 'n>hj where n = 1, 2, 3, (2 19)

This assumption may be derived from Planck’s quantum conditions

for the harmonic oscillator by making the following substitutions XM
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Bohr's rotator the angular displacement <p replaces the linear displace-

ment q of the oscillator and the angular momentum = macp replaces

the momentum p — mq. Since the angular momentum is constant for

circular motion the graph point in phase space' always remains at a fixed

distance from the cp axis. Now the quantum conditions are that for one

complete revolution of the electron the area under

the graph-point curve in phase space is equal to

an integer n times h [see Eq. (2.9)]:

Area = J = ^p^d<p = P<pd<p == nh, (2.20)

In making one complete revolution, the

radius vector has turned through an angle

(p = 27r. The phase-space diagram may there- 111

fore be represented in the form of a cylinder
^

of circumference 2t (see Fig. 2.4) and the i
motion by a graph point moving with constant ^

speed on one of the circles at a distance nhj^'K 0

above the base of the cylinder. The area of

each shaded section in the figure is equal to A.

Carrying out the integration in Eq. (2.20) we Fig. 2.4 -Phase-space dia-

obtain Bohr's second assumption, Eq. (2.19).

Replacing in this equation by 27r times the frequency of revolution /,

and multiplying through by /,

Substituting Eq. (2.16),

47r^/^ma^

nh
(2.21)

. 2T
^ nh'

(2.22)

Inserting this value of the frequency in Eq. (2.18), the kinetic energy

The total energy of the rotator is thus quantized in that it is given only by

integral values of the quantum number n.

It should be pointed out that contrary to the principles of classical

electrodynamics, the electron in any one of its stationary orbits is not

to be thought of as radiating but as continuing in the same state with the

same energy.

2.6. Bohr’s Third Assumption.—From Planck's quantum theory that

radiation does not take place continuously but in quanta of energy,

Bohr takes one more step and makes his third and, at the time, radical
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assumption that the frequency of d spectrum line v is proportional to the

difference between two energy states, such that

hp = Wi - Wi = Ti - Ti, (2.24)

where the subscripts 2 and 1 denote the initial and final states, respec-

tively, and h is Planck’s constant of action. With the energy expressed

in terms of the kinetic energy, as it is in Eq. (’2.23), the frequency becomes

2Tr^me^Z^/ 1 _
VnJ nlJ

(2.25)

While V represents the actual frequency of the radiation, i.e., the number
of waves in 2.99796 X 10^“ cm, it is convenient in practice to express the

frequency in wave numbers, i.e., the number of waves in 1 cm. The
frequency in wave numbers pis obtained by dividing i> by the velocity of

light c,

V = (2.26)

or by taking the reciprocal of the wave-length X measured in centimeters.

Expressed in wave numbers, Eq. (2.25) becomes

_ %chne^Z^I 1 l\
^ cA® ny (2.27)

or, more briefly, by

‘-Hk-vi)’ (2.28)

where

^ 2Tr^me^

® ch^
(2.29)

is the Rydberg constant [see Eqs. (1.4) and (1.39)].

For hydrogen with Z = 1, Eq. (2.28) becomes identical with the
experimental formula of Balmer for the hydrogen series, even to the value
of the Rydberg constant.

2.6. Characteristics of the Bohr Circular Orbits.—^Before going
further, it will be of interest to determine some of the characteristics of

Bohr’s stationary states, as, for example, the radius of the circular orbits

and the speed of the orbital electron. From Eqs. (2.13) and (2.23)

e^Z ‘Zichrh^Z^

r^hF~

which gives for the radius

' _
^ Z (2.31)
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TT«?me the best known values of the physical constants,

m = 9.035 X 10-“ g,

e = 4.770 X 10-‘“ abs. e.s.u.,

h = 6.547 X 10“^^ erg sec.,

the values of a conae out to be

/w 2

a = 0.528 X 10-' cm X ^
(2.32)

The radius of the first Bohr orbit of hydrogen, Z = 1, n = 1, is therefore

ai = 0.528 X 10-' cm = (2.33)

This gives the diameter of the hydrogen atom in the normal state n = 1,

as about 1 A, a value in good agreement with the value arrived at from

Hydrogen

Fig. 2.5.—Relative sizes of the Bohr circular orbits for H I, He II, and Li III.

collision experiments. In general the radius of all orbits varies as n' and

as 1/2?. The first three orbits for (1) hydrogen Z = 1, (2) ionized

Z = 2, and (3) doubly ionized lithium Z = 3 are shown in Fig.

2.5, drawn to the same scale. The helium atom with a nuclear charge

E = Ze = 2e and two orbital electrons is made hydrogen-hke by removing

one of its electrons. The resultant ionized helium o,tom is usually desig-

nated He II or He+. Similarly the lithium atom with a nuclear charge

E = Ze = 3e and three orbital electrons is made hydrogen-like by

removing two of its electrons. The doubly ionized lithium atom is

designated Li III or Li++. (The number of plus signs in the one notation

signifies the number of electrons missing, whereas the Roman numeral

gives the effective nuclear charge in units of e in the other.)

The speed of the electron in its orbit is obtained directly from Eqs.

(2.13) and (2.31)

:

2ire^
_
Z

h n
V (2.34)
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As compared with the velocity of light c,

V _ 2'ire^
^
2

c ch n

which for the first Bohr orbit of hydrogen gives

V _ _ __ 1

c~ ^ ~
'W

~
137.29'

(2.35)

(2.36)

The constant a is Sommerfeld^s fine-structure constant and, as we
shall see later, is of importance in the study of the fine structure of the

hydrogen series. Equation (2.34) shows that the speed of the electron

varies as Z and as 1/n.

Fig. 2.6.—Bohr circular orbits of hydrogen showing series transitions.

2.7, Bohr Orbits and the Hydrogen Series.—With the Rydberg
constant calculated from the best known values of e, h, c, and m, the

chief series in hydrogen may be computed from Eq. (2,28). The*

Lyman series in the extreme ultra-violet is given by ni = 1 and

712 = 2, 3, 4,
• •

•
,
the Balmer series in the visible spectrum by = 2

and nt = 3, 4, 6
,

• •
•

,
the Paschen series in the near infra-red spectrum

by ni = 3 and =*4, 5, 6,
• •

•
,
etc.

The transition of an electron from any one of the excited states

n == 2, 3, 4, 5,
• • * to the first Bohr orbit n = 1 gives rise to a radiated

sp)ectrum line belonging to the Lyman series (see Fig. 2.6). The transi-

tion of an electron from any one of the excited states n = 3, 4,- 5, 6,
* • *

to the second Bohr orbit n = 2 gives rise to a spectrum line belonging to

the Balmer series, etc. (see Fig. 2.7.) Should an electron be excited by
some means or other to the third Bohr orbit, it may return to the normal
state n = 1 in one of two ways: either by two jumps = 3 to n =2 and
then 71 = 2 to n = 1 with the emission of and the first line of the

Lyman series, or in one jump n = 3 to ti = 1 with the emission of a
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single radiated frequency, the second member of the Lyman series. In

either of the two processes here cited the total energy radiated is the

same, hence the frequency radiated in the latter case is equal to the sum
of the other two frequencies. When the electron is in its lowest possible

energy state n = 1, it is said to be in the normal state.

The absorption of radiation by a hydrogen atom is the reverse of the

process of emission and would be represented in Fig. 2.6 by the transition

BALMER SERIES OP HYDROGEN!

1
1'

I

i n I" I I M I I 1 I I i r :
r-

Series limit 11 21 34 50 70 3,797 ,35 * 3,889 X 3,970

Hv Hk H, He
^

Fig. 2.7.—Balmer series of hydrogen in emission. {After Wood.) (Each of the heavier
lines shows grating ghosts.)

of the electron from the inner orbit to one of larger n. Absorption is thus)

a process by which atoms may be excited. It must be remembered that,|

while the kinetic energy increases with decreasing n, i.e,, smaller orbits, i

the total energy decreases [see Eq. (2.15)].

2.8. Series of Ionized Helium, He II (He+).—In the early develop-

ment of atofiaic spectra the Pickering series, first discovered in the star

f-Puppis by Pickering, was ascribed to some form of hydrogen. Owing
to the excellent experimental work of Evans/ Fowler, ^ and Paschen® this

series is now known to arise from ionized helium atoms. The experi-

ments consisted of producing the Pickering series in pure helium and of

showing that it was absent in pure hydrogen. One of the first outstand-

ing successes of Bohr^s orbital model was attributed to the accuracy with
which Eq. (2.28) represented this one series.

With Z = 2 in Bohr's formula the Rydberg constant R is replaced

by4E:

(2.36a)

With different values of ni and this formula represents all of the

known series of ionized helium. The Pickering series is represented by
= 4 and na — 6

, 6, 7,
• •

•
,
while the so-called X4686 series of Fowler

is represented by ?3i = 3 and n2 = 4, 5, 6,
• •

. Two other series

have been found in the extreme ultra-violet spectrum of helium by
Lyman. ^ These two series are given accurately by ni = 2 and by
ni = 1, 732 taking running values 3, 4, 5, . . . and 2, 3, 4, ...

,
respec-

tively. A photograph of the latter series is shown in Fig. 2.7a.

^ Evans, E. J., PUl. Mag., 29, 284, 1915.
2 FowLBR, A., Proc. Roy. Soc., 90, 42’6, 1914.
3 Paschen, F., Ann. d. Phys., 50, 901, 1916.
4 Lyman, T., Astrophys. Jour., 23, 181, 1906; 43, 89, 1916.
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2 9 Senes of Doubly Ionized Lithium, Ii III (Li++) and Tnply loniaed

Berylhum, Be IV (Be+++) —Lithium, atomic number Z = 3, next

follows V»Alinro m the penodic table with three orbital electrons By
doubly ionizing the atom of lithium a structure is left which is hydrogen-

like, 1 e
,

it has but one electron and a nucleus With a nuclear charge

1 IONIZED HELIUM
'N C A -^«av*'iAC

Pig 2 7a—Lyman senes of ionized lielium {After Kruger )

three times that of the hydrogen atom, the Rydberg constant R of

Eq (2 28) must be replaced by 9E, giving for all Li III series,

i|

V (2 37)

Beryllium, Z = 4, the fourth element in the penodic table is made
hydrogen-like by triply ionizing the atom, t c

,
by removing three of its

four electrons Bohr's formula for Be lY becomes therefore

Placing Til = 1 and ni = 2, 3, 4, ,
Eqs ('2 37) and (2 38)

represent extreme ultra-violet series of Li III and Be IV, the first members
of which have been found by Ericson and Edlen^ at X135 02^ and
X75 94A respectively

2 10 Energy Level Diagrams —In attempting to represent th.e

stationary states of an atom and the particular transitions giving rise to
series Imes, as was done in Fig 2 6, certain difficulties arise, viz

,
orbits

with large n values, higher senes members, and series limits cannot be
shown In order to incorporate these latter features into the same
atomic picture, energy level diagrams are frequently drawn (see Fig 2 8)

In an energy level diagram each Bohr orbit, or stationaiy state, is
represented by a horizontal line plotted to an energy scale Instead of
plotting the energy directly it is customary to plot something which is
proportional to it, W divided by Planck's constant h and the velocity of
light c In this way the diffeience between any two levels gives directly
the frequency of the radiation m wave numbers, ^ e

,
m cm“i Since th.e

energies of the quantized states are negative m value [see Eq (2 15)] and
approach zero as > oo

^
the zero of energy (n infinite) is drawn at the top

1 Ericson, A
,
and B Edlen, Z&its f Phys

, 69, 679, 1930
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of the figure and the other states below. In Fig. 2.8 energy level dia-

grams for hydrogen and ionized helium are drawn to the same scale. The
first few members of each of the various series are also indicated. It

should be noted that each member of the Balmer series and alternate mem-
bers of the Pic'kering series apparently have the same energy transitions.

Fio. 2.S. —Energy hivel dlagrttmi of hyiirogon aiul ioni«istl h©llura.

2.11. Unquantizdd State* and Continuous Spectra.—Soon after Bohr

put forward his famous theory of the hydrogen atom it be(!ame apparent

that there might also be orbits with positive energy that are not quantized.

That such states should exist is shown experimentally by the observation

of a continuous band of radiat ion starting at the series limit of the Balmer
series of hydrogen and extending some little distance to shorter wave-

lengths, f.e., to higher freciuoncies. These new tmquantized orbits take

the form of hyperbolas and are analogous to the paths taken by certain

comets known to have ptissod near to our own sun never to return again.

From classical elecintclynainics it is readily shown that an electron

moving about a nucleus in such an hyperbolic path (see Fig. 2.9) has a
positive energy. The positive energy only means that, before the

approaching electron comes under the Influence of the nucleus, the

potential energy 1' - e^Z/a is zero, and that the kinetic energy

T (2.39)
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IS positive As before, m and v are the mass and velocity of the electron.,

e its charge, and Ze = Ej the nuclear charge with a the electron-nuclear

distance The total energy of the electron at any point in its path will be

W — T + V = -^mv^ (2 40)

If at any time the electron jumps to one of the quantized Bohf
orbits, eneigy of frequency given by the difference in eneigy between
the initial and final states, will be radiated

1 .
,

27rWZ2
r*”' - IT + (2 41)

The frequency of this radiation will be greater than any frequency* ?

arising from transitions starting from any of the quantized states and^
. ending on the final quantized state of

/ the series in question In other words,

/ the spectrum line will he beyond the

series limit Since v and a take valued ^

that vary continuously through all val-

11 \ nes, the spectrum beyond the series

11 \ limit will not be discontinuous but ?

I
( • spread out into a continuous band In

\ Vj ^ energy level diagrams of hydrogen
^

\ / and ionized helium (Fig 2 8), the con-i
tmuum of energy levels is shown as"

starting at the series limit and extend-^
^

Fig 2 9 —Non-quantized orbits oa the mg upward In this diagram, transi-J
Bbhr model of hydrogen

tions may also be shown starting from
any point in the continuum and ending on any of the quantized *

states

2 12 The So-called ‘‘Reduced Mass” of the Electron—In deriving
all of the above equations for the Bohr orbits, or stationary states, it has '

been assumed that the electron of mass m rotates about a nucleus of
infinite mass, z e , a stationary nucleus Before going further, let us
consider the finite mass of the nucleus and determine its effect upon,
Bohr^s fundamental results It may be shown from elementary principles
of classical mechanics that the preceding equations will apply to two
masses m andM rotating about their center of mass, if m be replaced by

mM
m + M

1 +-^^ M
(2 4:2)

fjL is called the reduced mass and approaches m as M 00
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If Mp represents one-sixteenth the mass of an oxygen atom and A the

atomic weight, then, to a first approximation, we may write, for any

nucleus,

M = A- Mp) (2.43)

and, for the reduced mass.

Making this substitution for the mass m in Bohr’s formula, Eq. (2.27),

2Tr^me*Z^

M 1 + ^
1—L\
nf nl

)

and the Rydberg constant becomes

where Roo is the value of Ra for infinite mass, A is infinite.

The last equation shows that the Rydberg constant is not exactly

the same for all atomic nuclei. It should be made clear that the quantum

conditions applied to the angular momentum of the electron in Eq. (2.19)

are now applied to the atomic system, electron plus nucleus, as a whole.

For convenience, however, we shall continue to speak of the quantum

number n as though it were the quantum number of the electron alone.

2.13. Variation of the Rydberg Constant.—Assuming that the Ryd-

berg constant R is exactly the same for both hydrogen and ionized helium,

Eqs. (2.28) and (2.36) show that alternate members of the Pickering series

(^2 = 6, 8, 10,
• •

•) coincide with members (^2 = 3, 4, 5,
• •

•) of the

Table 2.1.—Wave-lengths of the Balmer and Pickering Series

{After Paschen)

6 6560.19 3 6562.80 2.61

7 5411.60

8 4859.40 4 4861.38 1.98

9 4541.66

10 4338.74 5 4340.51 1.77

11 4199.90

12 4100.10 6 4101.78 1.68
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Balmer series. A careful experimental investigation of these lines by

Paschen has shown that the Balmer lines are not exactly coincident with
i

alternate lines of the Pickering series but are displaced by small intervals

to longer wave-lengths. Paschen’s measurements are given in Table 2.1

and shown graphically in Fig. 2.10.

If the frequency differences between corresponding lines are studied

(instead of AX), it is found that the series limits of the two elements must

differ by about 11 wave numbers. This means that the Rydberg con- ^

stant for He II is about four times 11 cm”^, or 44 cm-^ larger than it is

for hydrogen. This result is in excellent agreement with theoretical

values obtained from Eq. (2.45). Owing to the fact that the calculation
^

of R from theory involves knowing accurate values of the physical
j

constants, it is better to measure the wave-lengths of the hydrogen and
j

Ha

LimiH
n

Hr
He

ill ill ll 1 ll 1_ll L 1 1

25,000 cm-‘ 20,000 15,000

Fig. 2.10.—Balmer and Pickering series plotted together.

helium lines and from these to calculate directly the Rydberg constant.

Thus determined, the Rydberg constant furnishes one of the best relations

used in determining most probable values of the physical constants.

The most accurate spectroscopic measurements on hydrogen and
ionized helium have been made by Houston.^ Using Eq. (2.45) he
obtains

Ri = 109677.759 cm“S (2.47)

and for ionized helium,

i?4 = 109722.403 cm-X (2.48)

From Eq. 2.46,

Using Houston’s values of i?i and Ri, Birge^ obtains, as the most probable
value of

= 109737.424 cm-i. (2.50)

Values of the Rydberg constant, based upon this value of i2„, are
given in Table 2.2 for a number of the lighter elements. The variation

^ Houston, W. V., Phys, Rev.j 30, 608, 1927.

2 Biege, R. T., Phys. Rev^, Supplement, 1, 1, 1929.
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2 2 -Variation of thb Rydbebg Constant with Atomic Ntjmbee

1

1

2

3

4

5

8

10

21

33

Element

HI

H2
He
Li

Be
B
0
Ne
Sc

As

Atomic weight A Ra

1 007 109677 7S9
2 00 109707 387
4 00 109722 403
7 109728 84
9 109730 74

11 109731 96
16 109733 66
20 109734 42
45 109736 08
75 109736 62
CO

_ 109737 424

Rtx) — ItA

59 665

30 037

15 021

8 58

6 68

5 46

3 76

3 00

1 34

0 80

0 00

214 Bohr’s Correspondence Theorem -According to Planck’soriginal quantum hypothesis, an oscillator emits only radiation of a
^’^^^l^ency of the oscillator itself Accord-

g to Bohr s theory of the hydrogen atom, the frequency of radiationemitted or absorbed is not equal to the Lquency of tL rota^one o Its stationary orbits but a frequency determined by the differencen energy between two orbital states [see Eq (2 24)] Attempts tofind a correlation between the classical frequeLy of rLlutioTm the

treaIment°o1ais\r"®'^°''‘^"“"®*^®°^
A rather brief but elementarytreatinent of this theorem is not out of place here i

^

f _ 2T Air^me'^Z’’

nh m®A»

2RcZ^
(2 52)

C2 24) and (2 25), a radiated frequency on the quantum theory is given

if = ~ ^8 2ir^me‘^ZV 1 1 \ / i i \

*
-

- ^)
- RcZ>(-, - 1)

This may be written in the form

P = Rcz4 fa ~ ^i) (^1 + 112)\

\ n\nl
)

(2 53)

(2 64)
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If we now consider transitions where Am = wz - = 1, and where
wi is very large, we get, asymptotically,

. 2RcZ^ 2RcZ^ ^=
(2 -55)

Thus, for very large quantum numbers n, the quantum-theory frequency
and the classical orbit frequency become equal, a remarkable and impor-
tant result.

If we now allow transitions in which Am > 1 and m > > An, the
frequency v, using Eq. (2.54), is as follows:

V
2RcZ\

5—Am
2RcZ^

n\
Am = / • Am. (2.56)

This general result shows that the quantum-theory frequencies corre-
spond to the fundamental classical frequencies /, or to their harmonics
2/, 3/, if, etc.

We shall now derive these same relations in a little different fashion.
From Eq. (2.20) we first write down the phase integral for the quantum
number m.

J = m/i. (2.57)

It follows from this equation that the difference in J for two states is

given by

AJ = An- h. (2.58)

Since, from Eq. (2.24), hr> = - Wt = AW, the quantum frequency

V
AW
AJ

An. (2.69)

Moreover, with W = -RcZ%/n^, the classical frequency from Eq. (2.52)
becomes, in differential form.

^ h' dn dj’ (2.60)

or, from Eq. (2.66),

P
dW
dJ

An. (2.61)

Thus the difference between the quantum-theory frequency and the
classical frequency is just that between the difference quotient AWjAJ
and the differential quotient dW/dJ. Graphical representations of these
frequencies are shown in Fig. 2.13. The energy levels W of hydrogen
are plotted in Fig. 2.13 as a function of the phase integral J = nh. The
slope of the secant AW/AJ represents the frequency of the first line

of the Balmer series, whereas the two tangent lines give the slope dWjdJ,
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the classical frequencies at the end points,

higher n values, the slopes of these lines,

become more nearly the same.

As we go to higher and

and hence the frequencie*.

Using Eqs. (2.62) and (2.53), the classical and quantum-t,h««^

freouencies of hydrogen for a few sample cases have been calculal^ii

and given in Table 2.3. Just as in Fig. 2.13, the quantum-this*^

frequLcy always lies between the initial and final revolution frequenrt**

and at the same time approaches both of the latter asymptotically.

Tabm 2.3.

—

Asymptotic Appeoach op tub QvANTUM-THKony PHKgUENCiBS Tc» iriMi

CnASSICAE Frequbncy

Initial

quantum
state

Final

quantxim

state

Initial

orbit

frequency

(Juanturn-

theory

frequency

Final

orbit

frequorm^*

n » 2

6

10

26

101

601

n *= 1

6

9

24

100

500

0.82 X 10“sec."‘

3,04 XlO”
6.68 X10‘*
4.21 X 10“

6.383 X 10"

6.229 X 10’

2.47 X 10“

4.02 X 10“

7.71 X 10“

4.48 X10“
6.479 X 10“

5.246 X 10’

0.68 X 10*«

6.26 X lO'*

9.02 X to*
4.76 X lO»»

6.576 X l»
6.261 X l»

mm.

A comparison of two quantum jumps An = 2 shown by the dol^

secant in Fig 2 13, with the classical orbit frequencies at both end

E,». (2.62), (2.53). and (2 .61). In thU.
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the first harmonic of the classical frequency, t-C to be compared

with the spectral frequency.

Problems

1.

As many as 33 members of the Balitier senes or i >
t *1. AS many aa oo 1 e c

\Vhat iH the duuiH’ti^r of tim hydwjCHi
in the spectrum of certain stars (see Fig. l.oj. vynai. m

, ^
atom, i.e., the orbit diameter, when the electron is in the or »i ^

2 . Find the velocity of the electron in Prob. 1.
* > a #

o A ' ±u
*^1

4? iHotone H® to bav€* twirc of thr
3. Assuming the nucleus of the hydrogen isonopo »

chief isotope compute the wave-length interval between th« twj> (.n.t»riHmR

the second member of the Lyman series.
^

.

4. If the measured wave-length of the first Balinar Horio^ tw b * * *
* «

6564.685 1, and the first line of the Lyman series in ioiusstHl - *ICM.7W7 A.

, . . .1 1 £ fOT IllftinlO f till'

what IS the average value of the Rydberg constiam* *

mass of the proton to be 1840 times the mass of the ch»ct.rtin.
. , . . .

6. Compute the revolution frequency of tho elcictron m lb«' flruf 10 «rl)tl4< tif hv<lwi-

gen, and the quantum-theory frequency for traimitionx luqwtH'ti t ic niiiiip cir ii « or

In = 1. Plot frequency-difference curves n - / an.l / -7 « f.mc .on of tlm

quantum number n to show that the quant.ini fro.puuH’to** 1 ic ( niwtin

revolution frequencies. ^ »

6. Using Eqs. (2.22) and (2.23), derive an expn^HBion fur the ef the etei tmn

in its orbit.



CHAPTER III

SOMMERFELD’S ELLIPTIC ORBITS AND SPACE QUANTIZATION

Soon after Bohr put forward Ms famous theory of the hydrogen

atom Sommerfeld^ extended the model so as to include elUptic orbits.

The importance of this extension may be attributed directly to th©
||

accuracy with which his resultant equations, with suitable relativity

corrections, account for the fine structure of the energy levels and;
::|

spectrum lines in hydrogen and hydrogen-like atoms.
;|

In order to quantize any proposed atomic system Wilson® and Som-
;|

merfeld postulated, about the same time and quite independently, that
|

each degree of freedom must be quantized separately. In other word#
f

^
each degree of freedom should be fixed

>

/*\e by its own separate quantum number, J

V 3.1. Two Degrees of Freedom.—

-

/ \ \ Following Sommerfeld, the motion of
|

I 1
electron in an elliptic orbit, with th® ;

T ^

E ) nucleus at one focus, presents a system .

\ y with two degrees of freedom and heno® J

two quantum conditions. In polswr^^

coordinates the position of the electroai;
Jig. 3 . 1.—Elliptic orbit.

jg given by the azimuth angle <p (se®ii

Fig. 3.1) and the electron-nuclear distance r. Assuming that the poteor*;

tial energy is zero when the electron is removed to infinity,

where e and E are the charges on the electron and nucleus, respectively

^

and Z is the atomic number. The kinetic energy is given by

T == = ^in(r^ -(- = Imr® -|- (3 S6J

These equations involve two displacement coordinates, ip and r, an.dl

two momentum coordinates,

= mr^<p and p, = mf. (3.SJ

Corresponding to these two degrees of freedom two phase-spac®

diagrams (see Figs. 2.4 and 3.3) can be drawn in such a way that tta®

Sommerfeld, A., Ann. d. Phys., 51, 1, 1916.

' Wilson, W,, Phil Mag., 29, 796, 1915.

42
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motion of the electron is represented by two graph points, one moving
on one diagram and one on the other. Applying the quantum conditions
[see Eq. (2.9)] to these two degrees of freedom,

and

= hh (3.4)

i^Vrdr = rh, (3.5)

where k and r take integral values only and are called the azimuthal and
radial quantum numbers, respectively.

According to Kepler's second law of planetary motion the angular
momentum remains constant throughout the motion so that the first

integral is readily evaluated. Integrating over a complete cycle,

J

^27r _

^
p<pd(p = 27rp^ = 27rmrV = (3.6)

This result is identical with Bohr's quantum conditions for circular orbits

[Eq. (2.20)]. The quantized angular momentum for elliptic orbits

may therefore be represented by a graph point traversing one of the paths
in the phase space given for circular orbits in Fig. 2.4.

3.2. The Radial Quantum Number.—In order to quantize the radial

motion of the electron the left-hand side of Eq. (3.5) must be evaluated.

The object of this section is to present Sommerfeld's method of evaluating
this integral. The starting point is the general equation of an ellipse

in polar coordinates,

= Cl + C2 cos <pj (3.7)

iwhere Ci and C 2 are constants to be determined for every ellipse. If the

eccentricity e of an ellipse (see Fig. 3.2) is defined as the ratio SQ/a, where
a is the semimajor axis, then

EQ = a€. (3.8)
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i. <= it, is readily shown that the perihelioi

In terms of the eccen ri

^ ^ semiminor axis h become
distance EP, the aphelion distance ea,

Perihelion BP = a(l «) •

Aphelion EA = a(l + >

Semiminor axis h = oVl -

, ,0 = 0 Ea. (3.7) becomes
With the electron at periheho , v >

—i- r = Cl +
0(1 - e)

whileataphelion,.=-,Eq. (3.7) becomes

= Cl - C..

a(l + «)

C, and C? can be evaluated
With these two equations, Ci ana

n i—j and C2 = _ ,2\’

and the equation of the ellipse written

1 1 -t- « cos tp

1^- e^T’

(3.9

(3.H

(3.1

(3.]

(3.

Taking the log of each side of this equation and differentiating,

get
Idr t sin y

. (3

7 dy 1 + e cos y

Remembering that = wrV,

Since

one obtains

dr . _V<p
pr = w = mj-T -

^2 dy

dr 1

dr = ^dy,

l/drV . _ „ o2

Pxdr = Pvl^^;
“ P'""

The phase integral, Eq. (3.5), now becomes

V,dy = rh.

(1 4- e cos <py

(3

(3

0

c

^frdr = Pr«“

Now, from Eq. (3.6),
kh
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-f2xJ

Integrating by parts, we get

sin^ (p r

(1 + e cos
~ k

vT^

(3.20)

(3.21)

which upon transposing and squaring becomes, from the definition of the

semiminor axis [Eq. (3.9)],

1 - €2 =
(k + ry

Since k and r take integral values only, we may write

k + r = Uj where n = 1, 2, 3,
* •

|Pr

(3.22)

(3.23)

is the so-called total quantum
number.

In terms of this new quantum

number n, Eq. (3.22) leads to the

very interesting and simple result that

- = - (3.24)
n a

Out of all the classically possible

ellipses the quantum conditions allow

only those for which the ratio of the

major and minor axes is that of two

integers, viz., the quantum numbers n and k.

The radial motion of the electron may be represented by a graph point

traversing one of the curves in the phase space shown in Fig. 3.3.

3.3. The Total Energy W.—The total energy of each stationary state

has yet to be calculated. From Eqs. (3.1) and (3.2),

e^Z

Fici. 3.3.—Phase-space diagram for

the radial motion.

W = T + V
2 2

which in terms of Pr and p^ [Eqs. (3.3) and (3.15)] gives

e^ZW

w

LL. + -

[002mr^
tl.
r

By direct substitution of Eqs. (3.13) and (3.14),

W P'0

ma^(l — €“)'*

1 +
- + e COS (p

e^Z(l + € cos <p)

a(l - ^^)

(3.25)

(3.26)

(3.27)

(3.28)
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For a conservative system the total energy is constant aixd is

independent of the time and of the angle <p. Since the total is

constant and cos (p varies, the coelEcient of e cos <p must vanish.

ing terms in e cos (p and equating to zero,

€ COS 0. (3.29)

This gives

__

OTO^(l — 6^)^ a(l — €*)
(3.30)

from which

a = •

“ me^ZiX - e^)
(3.31)

With the values of and 1 — e^ from Eqs. (3.6) and (3.22), respectively,

the semimajor axis

“ ""
hrhne^Z^^

' (3.32)

and with. Eq. (3.9) the semiminor axis

Here ai is the radius of the first Bohr circular orbit [see Eq. (2.33)],
and n is the total quantum number.

With the value of a from Eq. (3.31), the total energy [Eq. (3.28)]
becomes

W = e^Z jl + e^

a(l - e^)\ 2 2a

Substituting a from Eq. 3.32,

h\k -f“r)2

(3.34)

(3.35)

This equation is of particular interest in that the energy is exactly
the Same as that obtained by Bohr for circular orbits [see Eq. (2.23)]

.

3.4. General Characteristics of Sommerfeld’s Elliptic Orbits.—W^liile
the introduction of elliptic orbits has thus far introduced no new energy
states for the hydrogen atom, the electron may now move in differ-ent

orbits. For any given value of the energy, corresponding to the total

quantum number n, there are n different quantized orbits for the electx-on.
If, for example, n = 6, the azimuthal quantum number k may take on
one of the five values 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5, while the radial quantum nuncLber r

takes on the values 4, 3, 2, 1, or 0, respectively. A study of the possibility
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of states with fc = 0 shows that the ellipse reduces to motion along a
straight line with the nucleus at one end. Sommerfeld therefore excluded
such states on the grounds that the electron would collide with the
nucleus. As the quantum mechanics leads to a model of hydrogen-like
atoms which possess features than can be described in terms of elliptic

orbits, the size and shape of Sommerfeld’s electron orbits are of interest

and will be given here in somewhat more detail.

From Eqs. (3.32) and (3.33) it is seen that the semimajor a.Yig a
is proportional to n^, and to 1/Z, and the semiminor axis b is proportional

to nk, and to 1/Z. Starting with the smallest orbits of hydrogen with

Z = 1, ionized helium with Z = 2, doubly ionized lithium with Z = S,

etc., we place n = 1, k = 1 and r = 0. These are circles of radius

oi, ai/2, ai/3, etc., shown at the top of Fig. 3.4, and are exactly the same

as Bohr’s circular orbits. With n = 2 there are two possibilities for

each atom, fc = 2, r = 0 and fc = 1, r = 1. The first set of quantum

numbers gives Bohr’s circular orbits of radius 4ai, 4ai/2, 4ai/3, etc.,

and the second set gives elliptic orbits with semimajor axes the same

as for the circles, 4ai, 4ai/2, 4ai/3, etc., and semiminor axes 2ai, 2ai/2,

2ai/3, etc.

For the next higher states of H, He II, Li III, etc., with n — 3, there

are three types of orbits possible, fc = 3, r = 0;fc = 2, r = l; and fc = 1,

r = 2. The first set gives Bohr’s circular orbits of radius 9ai, 9ai/2,

9ai/3’ etc. The second set (fc = 2, r = 1) gives eUiptic orbits with

semimajor axes the same as for the circles and semiminor axes two-thirds
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as large The third set (fc = 1, r = 2) gives elliptic orbits with semi-

ma3or axes the same as for the circles but with semimmor axes one-third

as large In general, a and h vary as the reciprocal of the atomic number

Z, ^ 6 ,
as 1/2^, so that by reducing the hydrogen orbits (Fig 3 4) to

one-half and one-third their dimensions they become identical with the

orbits of He II and Li III, respectively

According to the relation = fc + r, each quantized orbit is deter-

mmed by two out of the three quantum numbers n, fc, and r It is

customary to define each quantized state by giving the total quantum

number n and the azimuthal quantum number k As will be seen m
the following chapters, the radial quantum number is generally not used

In the hterature two systems of notation for n and k are found to be in

general use According to the one system, the numerical value of k is

given as a subscript of the numerical value of n For example, the state

ri = 3, fc = 2 IS written 82 A later and now more widely used notation

IS one in which the numerical value of n is followed by one of the letters

V? /> Q) ,
representing the azimuthal quantum numbers 1, 2,

3, 4, 5, 6, etc
,
respectively The state n = 4, fc = 2, for example, is

designated 4p (see Table 3 1)

Table 3 1 —Electron-orbit Notation

n — 1 n — 2 n = 3 n « 4

2i 22 3i 32 Ss 4i 42 4a 44

nk Is 2s 2p 3s 3p 3d 4s 4p 4d 4/*

The origin of the letters s, p, d, and / goes back to the discovery of

sharp
j
principal, diffuse, and fundamental series, m the alkali spectra,

and to the designation of such series by Rydberg formulas These have
been treated at some length in Chap I

It is convenient to remember that, for a given n it is the s orbit which
comes closest to, and recedes farthest from, the nifcleus, le

,
it is the

most eUiptic of any family of orbits having the same major axis Next
in eccentricity come the p electron orbits with k = 2, followed by d
electrons with k = S, f electrons with = 4, etc

3 5 Space Quantization—Up to this point the motion of a single

electron of a hydrogen-like atom has been confined to two degrees of

freedom In this special case an electron orbit or energy state is deter-
mmed by two of the three quantum numbers n, k, and r As a moie
general case, however, the motion of the electron is three-dimensional
With three degrees of freedom the Wilson-Sommeifeld quantum con-
ditions require three quantum numbers to desciibe each energy state
m place of two It should be pointed out at the outset, however, that
the introduction of a third quantum number does not change the size
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or shape of. the Bohr-Sommerfeid orbits but simply determines their
orientation with respect to some direction in space.

In order to set up a fixed axis in space we first imagine the atom placed
in a uniform magnetic field H. Let the vertical axis in Fig. 3.5 be the
direction of the applied field, and let cc be the angle between this axis
and the normal to the plane of the orbit. As a result of the applied field

the plane of the orbit processes about if, just as a mechanical top pro-
cesses in a gravitational field and the orbital angular momentum
vector, generates a cone about the

vertical axis. The quantum condi-

tions imply that the orbit is space-

quantized, i.e,j that a takes on certain

discrete values only. It will be shown

in the following section, how, for any

given orbit, the precession frequency

depends upon if. If now the field H
is gradually reduced to zero, the angle

a remains constant {a is independent

of jff), while the rate at which p^p

precesses about H decreases to zero.

In this rather indirect way the atom

is left with the plane of the electron

orbit, or the orbit angular momentum three degrees of freedom.

Pp,, in one of a discrete set of orienta-

tions in space, but the energy is identical with that obtained by quantizing

the field-free atom.

Now in the two-dimensional problem, treated in the preceding

sections, the kinetic energy in terms of the coordinates r and <p is {(p is

now replaced by \l/) (see Fig. 3.5)

f = \rnf^ -t- (3.36)

and is subject to the quantum conditions that

= hh and (^prdr = rJi, (3.37)

where the radial quantum number r = 0, 1, 2, 3,
• •

• and the azimuthal

quantum number fc == 1, 2, 3, 4,
• •

•
. The potential energy is given

by

V = - (3.38)
r

In the three-dimensional problem, let the position of the electron he

given by the polar coordinates r, 0, and <p. With the potential energy

exactly the same as it is in the two-dimensional problem, we need only
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write down the kinetic energy In terms of the corresponding momenta,
the kinetic energy T is

2^ = i(Pr»- + (3 39)

The quantum conditions in terms of the phase integrals are

(^Prdr = rh, = th, = mh, (3 40)

where the quantum numbers r, t, and m take integral values only
Smce the total energy W = T V m the r, 4/ coordinates is just

the same as m the r, 6, <p coordmates, it follows from Eqs (3 36) and
(3 39) that

VtT + = Vrr + p^tp + (3 41)
from which

= p^tp + p^e (3 42) ,

or

^Ppdip = ^p^d<p + ^psdd (3 43)

The quantum conditions for each of the phase integrals are most [

easily expressed in terms of their corresponding quantum numbers k,
m, and t, respectively It follows that

K = t -j- m

Since the total angular momentum of the electron p^ is constant, p„, its
projection on the <p axis, is also constant, so that

Pv = cos a
(3 46)

The angle between and p^ is therefore determmed by the quantum
numbers m and k,

cos a = ^ =

where the magnetic quantum number

m
p^ k (3 46)

^

m = ±1, +2, ± 3
, ± 4,

and the azimuthal quantum number

±k (3 47)

k - 1,2, 3, 4, n
(3 43)

o’^sto^iary to represent the space quantization of an electron

a® a vector Equa-
tion (3 47) shows that the number of possible m values is limited by thevalue of k In Fig 3 6, the space diagram for s electrons (le k = 1)

' onentations of p. Similar diagrams for ^ and d
electrons show four and six possible orientations, respectively By
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drawing the oriented vector of length k = 2Tp^/h in place of the
projection wO always be just the magnetic quantum number m. The
state m = 0 in this early work was always excluded on the ground that
the application of an electric field would cause the electron to collide
TOth the nucleus. We shall see later that on the quantum mechanics
the states m = 0 are allowed. Experimental proof of the space quanti-

KJucjLjji £ijuiu vjreriticxi.

3.6. Larmor’s Theorem.—Just as a mechanical top processes in a
pavitation^ field, so an electron in an orbit would be expected classicaUv
to process in a magnetic field. This precession is called the Larmor
precesmn and the relation expressing the frequency of precession is
called Lam^s theorem. This theorem, derived on the classical theory
of electrodsmamics, states that to a first approximation the change
in the motion of an electron about a nucleus produced by the introduction
of a magnetic field of intensity is a precession of the orbit about the
field direction with uniform angular velocity

cor = H

or with a uniform frequency

e

2mc

vl - H
4nrmc

(3.49)

(3.50)

*Stobn,.0., Zeits. f. Phya., 7, 249, 1921; Gdblach, W., and O. Stebn Zeita f
Phya., 8, 110, 1921 ; 9. 349, 1922; Stern, 0., Zeita. f. Phya., 41, 663, .1927. ! .

"
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This theorem is of considerable importance in atoime structu**®
as it enables an easy calculation of energy levels in the presence of
external magnetic field.. The classical theory shows that, as the magnetic*
field starts from zero and gradually increase^, there is no change in
size or shape of the electron orbit. i The picture formed therefore
the one shown in Fig. 3.7. As the orbit processes with angular veloci-ty
0)1 , the orbit normal describes a cone about the field direction H

The quantum conditions presented in the previous section shoW
that, if we represent the orbital angular momentum = kh/2T by ^

vector of length h, the projection of h on tb.®
field direction H must be integral-valued, i.e.,

= ±1, ±2, +3, • •
• ±jk. (3.51>

3.7. Magnetic Moment and the Bohr Mag-
neton. It will here be shown classically that, i»
terms of electron orbits, the ratio between the
magnetic moinent u. and the orbital angular
momentum p is given by

V

e

2mc (3.52>

Hereafter we shall frequently refer to the orbital
Flo. 3.7.—Larmor pre-

^'^S'^l^.r momentum p as the Tnechcinicttl 'momBTiC.

^ ^f'mentaryprindplemelectrodymumcsstatea
netic field, H. rnat tue magnetic moment jx (in electromagnetric

units) of a current in a single loop or circuit is
equal to the area of the circuit A, times the current I (in electrostatfo
units) divided by the velocity of light c:

area • /
~c

(3.53)

In terms of the moving charge e and its period of revolution T the
current I is given by ’

^
(3.54)

Now the area of a Kepler ellipse in terms of the mass of the electron m.
Its mechamcal moment p, and the period T is

T T h
Area = — ~ . h.JL

2m^ 2m ^
2jr (3.55)

It is not difl&(^t to show from classical dectrodynamics that, when a field ih

l-””
“* *“ X. ‘hi
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giving for the magnetic moment, just as stated above in Eq. (3.62),

^ 27r 2mc iirmc
(3.66)

According to this result the magnetic moment of a
should always be equal to an integral number of units:

hydrogen atom

eh ergs

47rmc gauss (3.67)

This unit of magnetic moment is called the Bohr magneton and is equal
to 0.918 X 10“^^ erg gauss"'^ Returning to Larmor's theorem [Eq.
(3.49)], we see that the angular velocity of the Larmor precession is equal
to the field strength Hj times the ratio between the magnetic and mechan-
ical moments:

01 ,.
= ®

.

p 2mc (3.68)

Similarly the precession frequency

p 4irmc (3.69)

It is interesting to note in passing that the freciuency of precession is
independent of the orientation angle between the orbit normal and the
-field direction (see Fig. 3.7).

Problems

1. Derive a general expression for the period of the electron in any of the Bohr-
Sq.mmerfeld orbit^. Compare this formula with the one obtained in Chap. 11.IProb. 6, for the Bohr circular orbits,

2. Prom the definition of the eccentricity as given by Eq. (3.8), show that thep>ermeiion, aphelion, and semiminor axis are given by the relations in Eq. (8.9).



CHAPTER IV

QUANTUM MECHANICS AND THE SCHRQDINGER WAVE
EQUATION

mile the quantum theory of Planck, as extended to atomic structure
by Bohr, Sommerfeld, and others, has proved to be of inestimable valuem the analysis of atomic spectra, other methods of representing atomic
processes have been developed which are m still better agreement with
the experimental facts

In the y^ 1923 de Broghei put forward a new theory of quantumgnamcs wkch at the outset met with little success In the hands ofS^odmger, however, the theory was greatly improved and extended Atabout the same time Heisenberg^ put forward an independent theory ofquantum dymmtcs or matnx mechamcs which was so successful m itl^erd apphcations that it attracted wide attention While both of

“I*"older quantum theorv we pan o+,ii t
^ replaces the

some use of the orbital picture oUhe atoT
“

standtig'^lSllTel^w Broglie's out-

very 2pie - ^he

X =
mv (4

SrtSfe vdo“t’‘ Tfx““ mas. 0
ynth ths movmg partiL jiff,

to be associa

<»rpuscslar proves, t "* '“''™ >>.

wave properties given by de Brihe’f *“ >»
atoms, and molecules, for examnfo m Electrons, proto
diffraeted m much the .am^^ condition.ame manner as sound and light With tl

54
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brief introduction de Broglie’s equation, ‘ which indicates that the wav^
length associated with any moving particle is inversely proportional
•to the momentum mv, will serve as a starting point in the quantum
mechanics of hydrogen, the simplest of all atomic systems.

4.2. The Schrodinger Wave Equation.—In order to show that, with
the coming of the quantum mechanics, we need not lose entirely the
Bohr-Sommerfeld orbital picture of the atom, we shall consider in some
detail the Schrodinger wave equation as it applies to hydrogen. A very
brief and simple derivation of the Schrodinger wave equation will be
given here by starting with de Broglie's equation, (4.1), and the well-
known equation for the propagation of elastic waves. This latter
equation in its very simplest form is written

(4.2)

where stands for the Laplacian of % which in Cartesian coordinates
a:, y, and z is given by

V ^ (4.3)

ilere represents the displacement of the waves and a their velocityof propagation. In looking for a solution of Eip (4.2) we might expect
-fcbe displacement to be some periodic function of the time

(4.4)

In this trial solution, the amplitude, is some function of the coordinates
a;, y and 2 but not of time; and cc is equal to 27r times the frequency

taking second derivatives of the displacement

dt^ dz^

and substituting in the wave equation, (4.2),

etc.. (4.6)

In terms of the wave-length

v¥ + = 0.

equation may be written

X = - —
V <a

’

(4.6)

(4.7)

vV + 0.

(4.8)

See
^ For an elementary treatment of de Broglie’s
Arthur Haas-, “Wave Mechanics and the New

fundamental equation [Eq. (4.1)1
Quantum Theory.”

’
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Introduciiig the de Broglie wave-length for a moving particle fEJQ

vv + - 0.

With this introduction of the de Broglie wave-length, is ixtterpJt'^
the amplitude of a wave associated with a particle moving with.

In terms of the kinetic energy T = ^mv^, the potential onei
and the total energy

W = -f F,

the equation becomes

VV + ^{W - V)^ = 0.

This is Schrodinger’s so-called wave equation.
4.3. Schrodinger’s Wave Equation AppUed to Hydrogen. T'lxe

Sommerfeld orbital picture of the hydrogen atom is now to be reby one in which the probability of the presence of the eleeti-t^ii
element of volume dv is given by the function Hei-e cli
the complex conjugate of i.e., the function obtained if all iixiaa
fa^re i = m if there be any, are replaced by _*
suiteble valu® of the total energy W, and the potential eLrgvr' P'with reasomble boundary conditions imposed upon ^ ^ aP^luhoim of the wave equation [Eq. (4.11)] belong to 'a diLr^tof ^lutions, each one of which represents an energy state of i

ini ^ discreteness of the energy stateintroduced quite artificiaUy, whereas they will now be sWr, K ^
appear quite naturally as solutions of Schrodinger's eouAfi
this chapter these solutions wiU be taken up in detail

^

r® sin* e d<(>^ sin e dd \

(W - V)^ = 0,

charge e, moving in the central force fieldchai^ B, the potential energy is given by
^ of mass Jia

V = ~i

€
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educed mass of the electron is given by The
,

m M
conditions imposed upon are that it and its first derivative
where continuous, single-valued, and finite. Solutions which
}se conditions are called eigenfunctions.
ave equation in this form may be solved by separating it into
il differential equations. This is accomplished by replacing

Fig. 4.1.—Position coordinates of the electron.

iuct of a function of <p alone, one of 6 alone, and one of r alone.

d> • e • ie. (4.14)

first and second derivatives of yf' and substituting in Eq. (4.12),

, L 1 d

sin^fl sin 0 dd
( a
;( sm ^ -TV )-
'\ dd Je^ • Sind de\ de/6^

(W - V)r^ = 0. (4.15)

separate out the factors involving ip only and set them equal
it Cl, since they, as a whole, must be independent of <p, being
5) equal to a function of 6 and r only:

= r
d<p^ # ^ (4.16)

agle <p goes from 0 to 27r, the solutions of this equation, in
single-valued, must have a period 2x. This limitation con-
nissible solutions to functions of the form

4’ = A • e*’”p. (4.17)
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where m is any whole number, positive, negative, or zero, A is any

constant. Taking first and second derivatives, Eq. (4*10) becomes

1 2

d<p^^ ^
.

(4.18)

This m is to be associated with the magnetic quantura ntaixiber of the

1
orbital model treated in Chap. III. Replacing ^ of the original

equation, (4.15), by the second equation to be taken is one involving

B alone:

1 1 a

0 sin a dff sin^a
= C2 . (4.19)

This equation involving 6 as the only variable will be shown in Sec. 4.6

to have solutions w^hen

C2 = -1(1 + 1 ) (4.20)

where I takes positive whole number values ^|m| only. I is here to be

associated with the azimuthal quantum number k of the Bohr-Sommer-
feld orbits.

Substituting —1(1 + 1) for the left-hand side of Eq[. (4.19) in Eq.

(4.15), the third and last differential equation to be solved becomes

1 d (
arV )

l(l + l)^
,

SttV
i? + ^f(TT - V)R = O. (4.21)

This equation has solutions for all positive values of W, a^rxcl for negative

values of W given by the relation

w =
nW (4.22)

where n takes whole integral values only. This n is to be a.ssociated with
the total quantum number of the Bohr-Sommerfeld orbits. Thus out
of Schrodinger’s equation the quantum states, first calculated by Bohr
and Sommerfeld, and the quantum numbers m, I, and n appear quite
naturally as characteristic solutions of fhe wave equation, a distinct
contrast with the quite artificially obtained quantum states and quantum
numbers m, k, and n oi the older quantum theory.

In the new theory the three quantum numbers have values as follows

:

m = 0, +1, +2, ±3, • •
• ±1.

i = 0,1, 2, 3, 4,
• •

• n — 1. (4.23)
w = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,

• • • 00 .

The various electron states of the hydrogen atom in 11116 new theory i

afe designated as shown in Table 4.1.
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Table 4.1.—Designation of the Elbctbon States in Hydbogen

1 - 0

s

1 = 1

V

1 = 2

d

1 = 3

f

1 = 4

ff

1 = 6

h

n = 1 Is

n = 2 2s 2v
n 5= 3 3s 3p 3d

n = 4 4s 4p 4d 4/

n — 5 5s 5p 5d 5/

n = 6 6s 6p 6d 6/ ^9 6h

For each of these states I there are 2Z + 1 magnetic states m.

4.4. Eigenfunctions.—For any given set of quantum numbers m, I,

and n, the eigenfunction i, which satisfies the wave equation [Eq. (4.12)],

is of the form [see Eq. (4.14)].

f 0m,2 • Rl,n~ (4.24)

As has been noted before^ the theory was found to predict observed

phenomena correctly, if the product of i/' with its complex conjugate

yp* and the volume element dv was interpreted as the probability that

the electron would be found in a certain

element of volume of extent dv. The product

ypxp* may hence be called the probability density

for the electron. As an example, sin d

drdddip is the probability that the single elec-

tron will be found in a small element of vol-

ume of size sin 6drddd<p specified by given

values of the coordinates r, 6, and When
this probability is summed up over all space-,

the result should be unity, i.e., we must find

only one electron. This is accomplished by

suitable adjustment of the constants occurr-

ing in the solutions and the process of adjustment is called normalization.

It is found that the behavior of the hydrogen atom can be accounted

for in most respects if the electron is thought of as being spread out over

all space in such a manner that iW'* gives the charge density at any point.

It is important, therefore, that we determine just how<this charge density

is distributed. In attempting to do this, one observes from Eq. (4.14)

that

= >!.$* • ee* • RB*. (4.25)

Fig. 4.2.—4>4>*, the proba-
bility-density distribution

as a function of the angle <p.

Expressed in this way gives the probability density \IaI/* b,

function of the angle cp alone (see Fig. 4.2), 00* gives the probability

density as a function of the angle 6 alone, and finally RR* gives the

probability density as a function of r alone. In the following sections
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of this chapter each of these three factors will be treated separately in

some detail and then compared with the Bohr-Sommerfeld orbits. ^'The
three will then be brought together to form the quantum-mechanical
model of the atom.

4.6. The (f Factor of the Eigenfunction —The first factor of
the eigenfunction \j/ is obtained as a solution of Eq. (4.16) and is written

= A •

(4.26)

By setting m = 0, ±1, +2, +3, • •
•

,
a complete set of solutions is

obtained that are orthogonal and may be normalized. Since A is any
constant whatever, this orthogonal set can be normalized to unity:

This gives

J

f*27r

Q
= 1, where $*/ = A • (4.27)

/^2 I ^ ^2 j

0 for m m^)

^ 27r for m = m'\

from which the constant

Thus normalized

1

\/^

— 1

a/2t

(4.28)

(4.29)

(4.30)

4.6. The d Factor e„,z of the Eigenfunction V'.—The second factor
Qm.i of the eigenfunction [Eq. (4.24)] is obtained from Eq. (4.19). The
solutions of this differential equation obeying the conditions imposed
on the eigenfunctions contain as factors the so-called associated Legendre
polynomials, and are of the form

0m, z = B sin” e • Pf (cos e),

where m = |m| and Ff (cos 6) is a polynomial in cos B.x* _ .1
. . I ,

(4.31)

^
> - — x —w****M/* J.JJL V. Since these

functions vamsh except for |m| ^ Z, m may take on integral values from
therefore 2Z + 1 angular factors to be associated

with each given value of 1. The associated Legendre polynomials form a
complete orthogonal set of solutions, for

rn f®’
©m.zem.z'^sin Bdff = BV 2 • (Z -|- m)

!

for I ^ I',)

They may therefore be normaUzed to unity by making the constant

_ ^
(2Z -)- 1) (; — fn)

!

(4.32)

B
2(1 + m) I

(4.33)
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As a result,
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e,n, = ePriooB e). (4.34)

Expressions for the associated Legendre polynomials are listed in

Table 4.2 for values of m and I, corresponding to the various electron

types s, p, d, etc.

Table 4.2.—Valves op the Associated Legendeb Polynomials

Electron i m P?(cos e)

s 0 0 1

V 1 1 1

1 0 cos d

2 2 3

d 2 1 3 cos e

2 0 1 (cos® ^ — 1)

3 3 15

f
3 2 15 cos 0

3 1 i(6 cos® ^ 1)

3 0 i(6 cos® 0—3 cos 6)

4 4 106
4 3 106 cos e

g 4 2 w cos® 0-1)
4 1 f (7 cos® 0—3 cos 0)

4 0 i(36 cos4 0-30 cos® 0 + 3)

4.7. Correlation of and Om.iOmj with the Bohr-Sommerfeld
Orbits.—In order to compare the angular factors and e„,; of the
quantum mechanics with the classical orbits of the quantum theory, it

wdU be necessary to express them in the somewhat classical form of a
probability (see Sec. 4.4). This is accomplished by interpreting the
product • d<p as the probability of finding the electron between the
angle and <p + d^, and sin &d0 as the probability of finding
the electron between d and 0 + d9. Using Eq. (4.34), and the values of
the associated Legendre polynomials in Table 4.2, values of

;
=

(©OT,!)^ are computed for Table 4.3.

With a given value of m for any electron, $,„$* = l/27r, a constant
independent of the angle p. This means that the probability of an
electron being found in a small element of angle dipi is the same as for
any other equal angle d(p2 - Equal probability in all directions from
O to 2r, may be represented graphically by a circle as shown in Fig. 4,2.
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For an s electron, I == 0 and (0m.O^ = 2 ;
^ constant independent of

the angle 6. Equal probability in all directions d, between 0 and t,

would be represented graphically by a half circle. Taking <p and d

together, this half circle rotated through 2t radians, the range of <p,

results in a sphere the cross section of which is shown at the top and left

in Fig, 4.3. Thus for an s electron the charge density is spherically

symmetrical about the nucleus. In terms of the classical orbital model

this may be taken to mean that there is no motion in a direction of chang-

ing (p OT 6.

Table 4.3.—The Probability Density Factor

Elec-

tron,
i m

m = 4-1

m = — 1

s 0 0 i

V 1 + li i sin2 e 1

1 0 1 COS^ d

2 +2 is sin^ e

d 2 +1 ^ sin® e cos 2 d 1

2 0 iS(9 cos^ ^ — 6 cos^ ^4-1)

3 +3 IS sin® e

/ 3 +2 W sin^ 6 cos^ e

3 +1 Ji sin^ 0(25 cos^ 0 — 10 cos® 0-1-1)

3 0 1(25 cos® 0—30 cos'‘ 0 + 9 cos® 0)

4 +4 fit sins 0

4 +3 W sin® 0 cos® 0

g 4 +2 sin"^ 0(49 cos^ 0 — 14 cos® 0 + 1) i
4 +1 iff sin® 0(49 cos® 0—42 cos^ 0 + 9 cos® 0)

4 0 t|^(1225 cos® 0 — 2100 cos® 0 + 1110 cos^ 0 — 180 cos®

0 + 9)

For a p electron with Z = 1, m may take one of the three values 1, 0,

and —1. For these three states, (0m,O^ gives the charge distributions

shown at the right and top in Fig. 4.3. Each curve is shown plotted

symmetrically on each side of the vertical axis in order to represent a

cross section of the three-dimensional plot. Three-dimensional curves

are obtained by rotating each figure about its vertical axis. It should

be pointed out that the electron is not confined to the shaded areas in

each figure. The magnitude of a straight line joining the center and any
point on a given curve is a measure of the electron’s probability of being

found in the direction of that line.

For d electrons with Z ~ 2, there are five possible states m = 2, 1, 0,

— 1, and —2. Figures for each of these five states are shown in the third
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row of Fig. 4.3, followed by corresponding figures for/, g, and h electrons.

These figures indicate that for all m = 0 states, with the exception of s

Fig. 4.3.—The probability-density distribution factor plotted as a function of the

angle 6 for a, p, d, f, g, and h electrons. For states w = 0 the scale is approximately

l/(i -I- 1) times that of the other states having the same value. The classical oriented

orbit for each state is given below each figure, tilted slightly out of the normal plane to

show an orbit rather than a straight line.

electrons, the charge density is greatest in the direction of the poles,

i.e., in the direction 6 = 0 and tt. The exponent of being zero

implies that there is no motion in the <p coordinate and that the motion
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of the electron, i.e., the plane of the orbit, is in some one meridian plane
through the <fi axis, all meridian planes being equally probable. This
corresponds remarkably well with the orientation of the classical orbits
shown below each figure (see Fig. 4.3). The orbital angular momentum
for these classical orbits is taken to be a/1(Z + 1) • h/2ir and its projection
on the ,p axis is taken to be mh/%r. It will be shown in the succeeding
chapters that better agreement between the Bohr-Sommerfeld orbital
model and the quantum-mechanical model is obtained when the orbital
angular momentum M/2t is replaced by s/Kl + 1) • h/2ir, where
Z = A — 1.

With m = ox -I, {Qra.iY takes on its largest values in the direction
of the

.
equatorial plane. This corresponds to the two classical orbits

nearest the equatorial plane, and the opposite signs in the exponents
of the

<f> factors and correspond to the opposite directions of
rotation in the orbit. ^

The interesting cases for d, /, and g, and h electrons occur when m
w not equal to 0, -f-Z, or 1. Here (0m,z)^ takes on its largest values in
definite oriented directions which correspond closely with the oriented
classical orbits. The opposite signs in the exponents and
correspond to the opposite directions of the electron’s rotation in the
orbit, and the symmetry about the (p axis corresponds to the orbit normal
occupying some one meridian plane with all meridian planes equally
probable.

4.8. The Radial Factor of the Eigenfunction i/-.—The third factor
Rn.i of the eigenfunction \p — gives, when multiplied by i?*

j,the so-called probability-density distribution \p4/* as a function of the
nuclear-electron distance r. The radial equation to be solved is

Z(Z + 1)„ , _
(4.36)

where the potential energy

(4.36)

The boundary conations to be imposed are that R shall be everywhere
continuous and finite. For any stationary states to be found R should
certainly be small for large r and approach zero as jww

.

The radial equation may be simplified by making the substitution

giving

^ See

I
/ ™ Sir^jxe^Z W + 1)

^2
= 0 .

Condon, E. U., and P. M. Morse, “Quantum Mechanics.”

(4.37)

(4.38)
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This equation is still further simplified by introducing two new vari-

ables n and x in place of the total energy W and the radius r.

Let

W = ± and — (4.39)

Making these substitutions,

d^R'

dx^
+ (*i

,n_ Ijl -I- 1)

X x^
-^ie' = 0 . (4.40)

In terms of oi, the radius of the Bohr first circular orbit of hydrogen

[see Eq. (2.33)],

= 0.53 X 10-*cm, (4.41)
4irVe

the new variable x may be abbreviated

2rZ

nai
(4.42)

The solutions of the radial equation must satisfy the boundary con-

ditions at x = 0 and a: = 00 . As oo
,
the terms n/x and -1(1 + l)/x^

become negligibly small compared with J and Eq. (4.40) becomes

d^'
dx^

(4.43)

Taking the positive sign, the solutions of this equation are

A sin
I

and A cos (4.44)

both of which are finite as x->oo . These expressions correspond to the

continuum of energy states above the series limit in hydrogen. This

continuum corresponds to the continuum of the hyperbolic orbits of the

classical theory, and the finite value of R' for large x signifies a finite

probability for the electron leaving or returning to the atom with a

definite velocity.

Taking the negative sign, the solutions of Eq. (4.43) are

Ae’’'2 and Ae~2. (4.45)

Only the second of these is finite for large x. Rn.i will therefore contain

a factor to make it fit the boundary conditions at r = »

.

In trying for a solution of Eq. (4.40) near the nucleus, f.c., for small x,

a power-series development reveals two possible solutions of the form

'

.
•

'

Ax+' and Ax“*“L (4.46)
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Only the first of these satisfies the boundary conditions and vanishes at
= 0. Bn,

I

will therefore contain as a factor.

If we then write the solution as a product of and a third

factor in the form of a power series in rr, whose coefficients we adjust so

as to satisfy the differential equation, (4.40), it is found that this third

factor degenerates to a polynomial for integral values of n and that in

this case only the total solution satisfies the boundary conditions for

r = 00 as well as r = 0. These represent the negative energy states

[Eq. (4.22)] obtained first by Bohr from the orbital model [Eq. (2.23)].

A further investigation of the radial equation shows that the poly-

nomials above referred to are derivatives of the Laguerre polynomials, an
orthogonal system of functions, abbreviated see Table 4.4.

The solution now takes on the form

Rn,i = Cx+^ •

(4 .47)

where the constant C is yet to be determined as a normalizing factor.

This radial normalizing factor is obtained in much the same way as the
<p and B normalizing factors of Secs. 4.5 and 4.6 were obtained:

^ _ /4(n - I - l)\Z^
^ V [(ra + Z)!]Va?

‘

Inserting the values of x from Eq. (4.42), the radial function finally

becomes^

Bn,

I

Hn - I -1)\ Z^(2Zr\
[(n + Z)!]®ra%5 \nai/

e

Zr

nai : jn+i
Tl+Z (4.49)

4.9. Correlation of with the Bohr-Sommerfeld Orbits.—It
is of-some interest at this point to examine some of the eigenfunction
values for the various types of electron states. To do this we shall make
use of Table 4.4 of Laguerre polynomials, where x is written for
2Zr/nai [see Eqs. (4.49) and (4.42)].

The dependence of Rn.i upon r is shown in Fig. 4.4 for several states
of the hydrogen atom Z = 1. The electron-nuclear distance r is given
in units of the radius of the first Bohr circular orbit di = 0.531. The
dotted curves represent the radial factor Rn.iRh = (BnaY of the prob-
ability density

If for each value of r the corresponding value of (E„,0^ is multiplied
by drTrr*, the area of a sphere of radius r, curves of the type shown in Fig.
4.5b are obtained. This new function D = 4irr^(E„,0* is called the proh-
abiUty-density function and represents the probability of finding the

‘ For a fuller account of the solutions of the radial equation see E. U. Condon
and P. M. Morse, “Quantum Mechanics.” Also A. Sommerfeld “Wave Mechanics.”
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Table 4.4.—Derivatives of the Lagubrrb Polynomials^

67

Electron n 1

Is 1 0 -11

2p 2 1 -3!

3d 3 2 -5!

4 3 -7!

0 2a: - 4
1 24a: - 96

2 • 720a: - 5760

3s 3 0 + 18a: — 18

4p 4 1 -60a:=* + 600a: — 1200

4s 4 0 4a:’ - 48a:’ + 144a: - 96

^Recursion formulas for calculating other polynomials than those tabulated hero

are given by E. U. Condon and P. M. Morse, ^^Quantum Mechanics.^'

electron between two spheres of radius r and r + dr. It should be

noted, in the particular case chosen, that the principal maximum of D
comes at about 5ai. This means that a 2s electron has a greater prob-

Fig. 4.4.—The radial function Rn,i and plotted as a function of tho elootron-nuoloar
distance r for six states in hydrogen, Z ^ 1.

ability of being found at a distance of about 5ai than at any other dis-

tance. Other points of particular interest are those at which 1) comes to
zero, r = 0, r = 2ai, and r = »

.

Although nothing better could be
mshed for than zero at the end points, it is difficult to imagine how a 2s

/
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4 6 The probabihty density factor (Rn iP plotted as a fiinction of the electron-
nuclear distance r (r is given in units ai = 0 53 1 the radius of the first Bohr circular orbit)
The density distribution curves D = 47rTi>(j!i:„ ,)i the shaded areas are to be compared
With the electroa-nuclear distance of the classical electron orbits where the orbital angular
momentum is taken to be -y/lil -j- 1) h/2t
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electron can sometimes be found on one side of 2ai and sometimes on the

other bat never in between. In Chap. IX we shall see how, with the

introduction of the spinning electron, this difficulty vanishes.

In Tig. 4.6, the probability distribution function D is shown for 12

of the lowest quantum states in hydrogen, Z = 1, Corresponding to

each of these states an electron orbit is drawn to the same r scale. In

each orbit the angular momentum is taken as VZ(Z + 1) • A/2r, where

^ = 0, 1, 2, 3,
• •

• for Sy p, d, * electrons. The major axis of

each orbit is given by the total quantum number n and is the same as for

the Bohr-Somnaerfeld orbits. This model will be discussed, along with

three others, at the end of this chapter (see Sec. 4.11).

In each distribution curve it is observed that D differs greatly from

zero only W’ithin the electron-nuclear distance of the corresponding

orbits. It should be mentioned that while the Is, 2p, 3d, and 4/ states

show single maxima at r = ai, 4ai, 9ai, and 16ai, which are exactly the

radii of the 6orresponding Bohr circular orbits, a better general agreement

is obtained with the orbits shown.

A still more striking comparison of the older quantum theory with

the quantum mechanics can be made by comparing the average value of

r computed for each theory. The method of evaluating f from the

quantum mechanics has been given by Waller. ^ His formulas along with

several others are given below.

Quantum Mechanics:^ Quantum Theory:

Probability-density Distribution Bohr-Sommerfield Orbits

f =: - 5))
7

(4 .60)

+ 1 )
- f

1

(4.51 )

L 1 _
(4 .52 )

/jp
3

'

a\nHQ +m + V’

It should be noted that the time average value of r on the quantum theory

becomes identical with the quantum-mechanics expression when is

replaced by Z(!I + 1). The vertical line on each of the curves in Tig. 4.6

represents the time average distance f, for the density curves as well as

the orbits shown. A further discussion of the above given formulas

and the different atomic models will be continued in Sec. 4.11 of this

chapter.

4.10. A G-eneral Interpretation of the Eigenfunction \p .—With given

values of the quantum numbers m, I, and n, the three factors of the

^ Waller, I., Zeits.f, Phys., 88, 635, 1926,
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eigenfunction ^j/ may be brought together to form a general quantum-

mechanical model of the atom

n = Qml Rnl (4 53)

In findmg the solutions of Schrodinger^s wave equation, each of these

three factors has been normahzed to unity (see Secs 4 5, 4 6, and 4 8),

so that, if we now integrate 44'"^ throughout the whole of the <p, 6, r

coordinate space, we must get 1

j*
i'm I I' n'dv

/l for m = m', Z = V, n = n',

\o otherwise
(4 54)

There bemg but one electron, ypm i n has been normalized to unity The
complex conjugate i n differs from \j/m i n only in the sign of the expo-

nents ±im(p of the (p factor

From Eqs (4 30), (4 34), and (4 49) we may now write for the com-
plete eigenfunction,

im<p r
1(21 + 1)G -

‘ 2(1 + my
iMn - I

- l)iW2ZrY
\ [(n + \reai/

sm™ eP7(cos e)

-Zr
'2Zr\

jiai/
(4 55)

Attempts to bnng together the probabihty-density factors

(6ln^)^ and (Rni)^ mto one smgle picture for if we may call it a
picture, have been somewhat successful Langer and Walker,^ using a
method which is as yet unpublished, have produced probabihty-density
photographs which represent the spherically symmetrical s states and
the 2p states m = + 1 and 0 Using a rather simple mechamcal device
the author has made photographs of a spmmng model which represent
time exposures of the hydrogen atom m many other stationary states ^

A number of these photographs are reproduced m Fig 4 7 Each figure
m three-dimensional space is symmetrical about a vertical axis Photo-
graphs for the states with negative m are identical with those of positive
m The visual or photographic impression of any cloud distribution
viewed from the equatorial plane is almost the same as a cross section
A smoke ring, for example, when looked at edge on appears more dense
at the ends than m the middle The circular patterns representmg s
states are to be pictured as concentric shells, whereas the 2p states
m = +1 and wi = —1 look more hke smoke rings The Sd, m = ±1
states look like two cones with then apices touching each other at the
nucleus The 4d, m = +2 states look like two concentric rings, etc

K ,
^ ® ^ ^ TIbet, Atoms, Molecules and Quanta,” p 565,

MeGraw-HiU Book Company, Inc , also Slater, J C
,
Phys Rev 37 482 1931

2 White, H E
,
Phys Rev , 37, 1416, 1931

’ ’ ’
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Si m4 54 m-0 54 m«l M m«l

Fki. 4.7, FhtiWgfaphi of the elwtroo cloud for va,riou« of the hydrogen itfoiit

m naiwic from it iipCming micharded model. The probahility-denHity dlitrlhutitm

k iymmeiric&l about the which i« vertical and in the plane of the paper. The soak

WMsb figure may be obtained from Fig. 4.fi.
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4.11. Useftil Atomic Models.—On the older quantum theory the total

quantum, number ti and the azimuthal quantum number h determined

the size and shape of the electron orbits, and the magnetic quantum

number m determined their orientation in space (see Fig. 3.6). In

Sommerfeld^s development of the three-dimensional problem, Chap. III^

we have seen how the orientation of each orbit may be represented by a

vector of magnitude /c, or lch/2iT, oriented at such an angle that its projec-

tion on the Z axis is m, or mhf2Tr. With the introduction of the quantum

mechanics the azimuthal quantum number k is replaced by I (see Table

4.1).

Fig. 4.8.—Four different orbit models proposed by various early investigators.

In setting up an orbital model which will be in harmony with the

quantum-mechanical model (Fig. 4.6), we are led by Eq. (4.50) to

replace by l(Ji + 1), and by Eq. (4.52) to replace ¥ by l{l + l) (J + j-).

This leads, on the one hand, to a model in which k is replaced hy\/l(l + 1)

= Z* and, on the other hand, to two models, one in which fc is replaced

by Z + i, and the other in which k is replaced by L The answer to the

question as to which of these models is to be preferred is to be found in

WeyFs^ quantum-mechanical proof that values of any angular momentum
"h lx "k

vector 1*^ and its component along a given axis are “I” ^ ‘^
and respectively. Four vector models, which have been used

by different investigators, are shown in Fig. 4.8. In each of these

^ Weyl, “Gmppentheorie tmd Quantenmechanik/' Secs. 12 and 35; see also

Condon, E. TJ., and P. M. Morse, Quantum Mechanics,^’ Sec. 64.
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four models, drawn for n = 4 states, the total quantum number is the

same. Values of the azimuthal quantum number are given in the follow-

ing table for each of these models.

Table 4,5.“^“ Values of the Azimuthal Quantum Number According to Four
Different Orbit Models

Electron

Qnantui n-niechanic8

model a

^/i{r+ \) -

Sommerfeld

model h

A; - 1 « Z

Land6
model c

1 + i

Bohr-

Sommerfeld

model d

k

s 0 0 i 1

V vs 1 2 2

d v« 2 2 3

f Vi2 3 1 4

g V26 4 1 5

Before the coming of the quantum mechanics, model c was used quite

extensively by Back and Land6^ and model b was used by Sommerfeld.

The commendable features of models a and h are that they give the

correct number of magnetic levels. This will become apparent when
we come to deal with the Zeeman effect in Chap. X. Space-quantization

diagrams for p, rf, and / electrons are shown in Fig. 4 .9 . This is a vector

representation of model a showing the various oriented positions of the

1-1 l-Z

rri-+3

+2

+ l

0

-2

-3

Fig. 4,9.—Vector diagramn of th© apace quantization of p, d, and / electrons according to
model a,

angular momentum vector with respect to a vanishing magnetic field,

previously sot up (see Sec. 3.6) and as such is called a vector model.

In describing certain atomic processes it is sometimes convenient
to think in terms of the original Bohr-Sommerfeld orbits, model d, or in

‘ See Back, E., and A. Lani>^, “Zeemaneffekt.”
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terms of Land^^s model c. Of these two the latter is perhaps to be pre-

ferred in that the square of Z + Z(Z + 1) + J, is more nearly the

quantum-mechanical value Z(Z + 1).

The average values of the electron-nuclear distance r, calculated for

models a, b, c, and d, from Eq. (4.50), are given in the following table

for comparison purposes. The same values of f are indicated on the

r axis of each curve in Fig. 4.6 by •, O, and +, respectively.

As orbital models, c and d are found to be very useful; but as vector

models they are objectionable in that they require too many restrictions.^

Models a and b are useful as vector models but are objectionable as

orbital models in that they give zero angular momentum for all s states,

orbits originally forbidden by Sommerfeld. Taking all things into con-

sideration one finds that certain difficulties are encountered in attempting

to represent the quantum-mechanical formulation of the hydrogen-like

atom in terms of any one classical model. We are justified, therefore, in

Table 4.6.

—

Average Values op the Electron-nuclear Distance r as Calcu-
lated FROM Eq. (4.50), IN Units op ai/Z

Electron n 1
Model

a

Model
h

Model
c

Model
d

Is 1 0 i§ u ii 1

2s 2 0 6 6 5i H
3s 3 0 m 13J 13| 13

2p 2 1 5 5| 4

3p s 1 12J 13 12| iij

4tp 4 1 23 23§ 221 22

3d 3 2 lOi lU lOi 9

4d 4 2 21 22 20J 19i
5d 5 2 34§ 35J 34f 33

4/ 4 3 18 m 171 16

6/ 6 3 31

J

33 31 i 291

6/ 6 3 48 m 471 46

using any one orbital or vector model in so far as, when properly set up,

it gives qualitatively or quantitatively the quantum-mechanical result.

This does not in any way imply that the quantum mechanics always

leads to the correct result but that in most cases it does agree with

experimental observations. Because of the simplicity of the vector

model and its general application to complex spectra, even to some of

the finest details, model a will be used extensively in the following chap-

ters. W’e shall try, however, to think, in so far as seems advisable in this

^ See Back, E., and A. LAND]£,/‘Zeemaneffekt.”
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elementary treatment, iu terms of the quantum-mechanics electron

clouds, f.e., the probability-density distribution.

“ 4.12. Spherical Symmetry.—In Sec. 4.7 we have seen that all s states

are spherically symmetrical about the nucleus, i.c., the probabihty-

density or charge distribution is independent of the angles (p and d. For
any given value of I, Unsold^ has shown that the charge distribution

summed over the states m = +Ztom = presents spherical symmetry.

S Electrons d Electrons

Fig. 4.10.-*-The probability-density factor (0m, z)^ plotted vertically, as a function of the

angle 6 plotted horizontally, for s, p, and d electrons. The straight lines and the shaded

areas represent spherical symmetry, the result of the summation of the curves m = —I
to m = -\-l.

Since the charge distribution is symmetrical around the (p axis for all

electrons, one has only to show that

m= +

1

^ (0m,

=

constant. (4.56)

m = — 1

The constancy of this sum may be seen from the values given in

Table 4.3 and from the curves in Fig. 4.10. In these curves, (6m,!)*

is plotted as a function of the angle 6. The sum of the three curves for

the three p states m = 1, 0, and —1 gives the straight line indicated by

the shaded area in the figure. Similarly the five possible states for a

d electron, m = 2, 1, 0, —1, and —2, give a straight line. This, it will

be shown later, plays an important part in the building up of the elements

in the periodic table and leads to the so-called Pauli exclusion 'principle.

Problems

1. For a 2p electron of hydrogen in the m = 0 state, show that Eq. (4.34) is a

solution of Eq. (4.19).

* Unsold, A., Ann. d. Phys., 82, 379, 1927.
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2 . For a 2^ electron of hydrogen, show that Eq. (4.47) is a solution of the radial
Eq. (4,35).

3 . Using the values of the associated Legendre polynomials in Table 4.2, calculate
by means of Eq. (4.34) the probability-density curve for an /electron, I - 3,

m = 1 (see Fig. 4.3).

4 . As in Prob. 3, plot the probability-density curve (O^.z)^ for a g electron, I = 4,

m = 0 (see Fig. 4.3). Tabulate values of (G^.z)® and the corresponding values of (9.

5 . From the values of in Table 4.3, show that the sum of the five d states
m = 2, 1, 0, —1, and —2 gives |.

6. Using Eq. (4.49) and the values of the Laguerre polynomials in Table 4.4, plot,
as in Fig. 4.6, the radial curves En.z, {Rn.iY, and 4xr2(En,z)2 for a 3p electron. Tabu-
late all values computed.



CHAPTER V

THE ALKALI METALS AND THE PERIODIC TABLE

With the coming of the quantum theory the energy level diagram
of hydrogen and its extension to all other atomic systems, with certain
modifications, is perhaps the most far-reaching and important discovery

5.1.—Energy level diagrams of neutral lithium and sodium atoms.

that has been made in atomic structure. Whether any proposed atomic
model is correct or not, it now appears that energy levels and energy
level diagrams will always remain with us.

77
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6.1. Energy Level Diagrams.—From a historical standpoint it is

of interest to note how nearly the energy level diagram came to being

discovered before the advent of the quantum theory. Returning to the

frequency plot of the four chief series of spectrum lines of sodium (Fig.

1.7), the Rydberg-Schuster law makes it possible to construct an energy

level diagram by turning the figure sideways and raising each series until

the limits fall together. Each spectrum line now becomes an energy

level and the diagram takes the form shown at the right in Fig. 5.1.

The lowest level is a sharp or S level, followed by a principal or P level,

then another sharp level >S, a diffuse level D, etc. Thus the energy level

diagram of sodium consists of a series of sharp, a series of principal, a

series of diffuse and a series of fundamental energy levels approaching a

common limit.

The diagram at the left in Fig. 5.1 may be obtained in exactly the

same way from the four chief series of spectrum lines observed in lithium.

The superscript in the level notation indicates that the level in question

belongs to a doublet system and that it has certain doublet characteristics.^

Just as in hydrogen these energy levels represent certain possible

energy states of an electron, and transitions between them represent

spectrum lines. The energy levels ?^ = 1, 2, 3,
* •

* of hydrogen are

given, for comparison, on the term-value scale in the center of the figure.

The words term or term value^ often used in place of energy level or state,

have been retained from the early use of the terms in the Rydberg and
Ritz formulas treated in Chap. I. The fixed term of these series formulas

[see Eqs. (1.4) and (1.37)] corresponds to a final or lower energy level com-
mon to a given series, and the running terms correspond to the different

initial levels, from which the series gets its name, sharp
j
principal, diffuse,

or fundamental. The first member of the principal series of lithium, for

example, is one in which the final state is the lowest level with a term
value [see Eq. (1.10)] of 43487.7 cm”b ^.nd the initial state, neglecting

the fine structure, is the first excited level with a term value of 28582.5

cm"'^.

Just as the energy level diagrams of Fig. 5.1, may be obtained directly

from the observed series of spectrum lines as shown in Fig. 1.7, so may
energy level diagrams for the alkaline earths be obtained from the

observed series of lines as given for calcium, for example, in Fig. 1.8.

Turning this figure sideways and raising each series until the limits fall

together, an energy level diagram is obtained with a singlet sharp level

at the bottom. These more complicated diagrams will be taken up in a

later chapter. With this brief introduction to energy level diagrams we
shall now turn to Bohr's Aufbauprinzip.

1 The doublet fine structure of certain of the energy levels and spectrum lines is

attributed to the spinning of the electron. This fine structure will be neglected in

this chapter but will be taken up in detail in Chap. VIII.
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6.2. The Bohr-Stoner Scheme of the Building Up of the Elements.

—

efore taking up in detail the well-known spectra of the alkali metals it is

aportant that we first consider the Bohr-Stoner scheme of the building
0 of the elements in the periodic table. The periodic table, as it is now
equently formulated, is given in Table 5.1.

The number above each element gives the atomic number Zj and the
^mbols below give the lowest energy level for that atom. Referring
Fig. 5.1, for example, the lowest level of lithium and sodium is a sharp

vel designated as The meaning of the superscripts and the sub-
ripts will be given in detail later.

Table 5.1

First

Period

1

H PERIODIC TABLE
2
He
’Sn

Second
^riod

3 mIn119
8 9
0 F
"R. •

10

Third
Period

13

Al
14

Si
’Po n 16 17

S Cl
18
A
•c

If ^9 1
bur+h
>en od ii ii

25
Mn

26
Fe
*D4

27
Co

28
Ni

29
Cu

30
Zn
’Sr

31

GciMM 9Hi
'ifth
>eriod

38
Sr

39
y

40
Zr

4i

Cb
42
Mo

43
Mo

44
Ru

45
Rh

46
Pel

47 48
Cd
•Sa

49

^P'A

50
Sn
la

51

Sb
52
Ta
’Pa B

Sixth
>eriod

55

P* ii i m ii ii 84
Po
’Pa

85

ieven+h
Period 1i iWl QQDDQBZ3m QQ l^\ Qm [03IWl03Be BIT!

56 59
Ce Pr
’H* *K.(t

60
Hd
»L«

61 62
II Sm
"Li.A ^<4 i 67

Ho
* Lzi/z

68
Er
1,091m

Making the assumption that the number of electrons around the
icleus of a neutral atom is equal to the atomic number Z, and that each
these electrons takes on a definite quantized state, Bohr put forward
8 Aufbauprinzip of building up the elements. With quantum numbers
signed to each electron each atom Z in the periodic table is, so far as
e extranuclear electrons are concerned, formed by adding one more
^ctron to the atom 2 — 1. The quantum numbers to be assigned to
is last bound electron are such that the electron in this state is in the
ost tightly bound state possible. With such a scheme the atom will

.ve the least amount of energy possible.

Rydberg was the first to show that the atomic numbers of the inert
-ses He, Ne, A, Kr, Xe, and Rn, which are given in the last column of
ible 5.1, are given by the following formula:
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He Ne A Kr Xe Rn
Z = 2(12 + 2® + 22 + 32 + 32 + 42) (5.1

2 10 18 36 54 86

With relations of this kind already known Bohr’s assignments o

electrons to the different elements are readily made. The varioui

electrons are classified under so-called shells of electrons. A.II elBCtvon.

belonging to the same shell are characterized by the same total quantum num
ber n. The first shell n = 1, the second shell n = 2, the third shel

n = 3, etc., is filled, or completed, when it contains 2, 8, 18, 32, etc.

electrons, respectively. These numbers are given by the formula

N = 2n\

The shells n = 1, 2, 3, 4,
• •

• are sometimes called (from x-ra;3

spectra) the K, L, M, N, . . . shells, respectively.

The electrons in any shell n are further divided into subshells so tha

electrons belonging to the same svbshell have the same azimuthal quantun

number 1. Electrons for which i = 0, 1, 2, 3,
• •

• are called s, p, d

/, . . . electrons, respectively, where I = k — 1 (see Chap. IV). )

is the azimuthal quantum number of the Bohr-Sommerfeld orbits (se<

Chap. III).

Bohr divided the number of electrons in each shell equally among th«

subshells. Stoner,^ on the other hand, divided them in the manne:
shown in Table 5.2.

Table 5.2

Subshell

K
n = 1

L
n = 2

M
n = S 11

System.

Is 2s 2p 3s Zp Zd 4s 4p 4d 4^
^

Number of electrons 2 4 4 6 6 6 8 8 8 8 Bohr
Number of electrons 2 2 6 2 6 10 2 6 10 14 Stoner

Stoner’s division, as we shall see later, follows directly from Pauli’i

exclusion principle and is in complete agreement with experimenta
observations.

6.3. The First Period.—The one electron bound to hydrogen in it

normal state is a Is electron with an energy of binding of 109677 cm“2
The energy level is designated ^Si- Helium in its normal state contain
two electrons both of which are bound to the atom in Is states. Th'
energy level of the system is designated as ^So. The electron cpnfigura

1 Stonee, E. C., Phil. Mag., 48, 719, 1924.
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tions and the corresponding states for normal H and He atoms axe there-
fore written:

H, Is,

He, Is^ iSo

6 .4. The Second Period.—With the K shell completed in helium the
third electron bound to the third element lithium, in its normal S state
(see Fig. 5.1), is a 2s electron. The fourth electron bound to the fourth
element beryllium, Z = 4:, is also a 25 electron to complete the 2s sub-
shell. The normal state of the fifth element boron, Z = 5, is known
from spectroscopic data to be a P state. On the Bohr-Stoner scheme
the first electron added should be one with quantum numbers n = 2 and
^ ~ 1- Such an electron is called a 2p electron. This, as well as other
examples to follow, indicates the origin of our present electron nomen-
clature s, p, d, etc. The known spectra of the remaining elements
in the second period, carbon, nitrogen, oxygen, fluorine, and neon, show
that 2p electrons are added one after the other to complete not only the
2p subshell but also the mainL shell, n = 2. The electron configurations
and the corresponding states for elements in the second period are
designated as follows:

Li
,
ls^2s N

,
ls^2s*2p®,

Be, ls^2s^
,
Ido 0 ,

ls^2s^2p\

B
,
ls^2s^2p ,^Pi F

,
ls^2s^2p\

•

,
C ,

ls^2s^2p^, sPo Ne, ls^2s^2p^,

5 .6. The Third Period.—The building up of the eight elements in the
third period of the periodic table is similar to that of the eight elements
in the second period. The normal level of the well-known sodium
diagram (see Fig. 5.1) is an S state, so that the eleventh electron to
be bound to sodium must be a 3s electron. Following sodium the
elements magnesium, aluminum, silicon, phosphorus, sulphur, chlorine,
and airgon are built up by adding successively one more 3s electron and
then six 3p electrons. The normal states of the atoms and the corre-
sponding configurations of the electrons are;

Na, Is22s22p63s
, ^Si P

,
Is22s222383s^323*,

Mg, ls^2s‘2p03s‘
,
Ido S

,
Is22s22p®3s!“3p^ »P2

A1
,
ls‘2s^2p^3s^3p

, Ti Cl, Is22s2223«3s23p5 ^Pj

:
Si

,
ls^2s‘2p^3s‘3p^ ^Po A

, Is=2s22p»3s23p8 ^do

For brevity the first 10 electrons of these configurations are often
omitted, e.g., the configuration for A1 would be written 3s“3p. The chief
rea-son for this is that only the last bound electrons are responsible for
the so-called optical spectra. In dealing with x-rays, however, the inner
electrons are involved in the process of emission or absorption and should
when necessary be given (see Chap. XVI).
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6.6. The Fourth Period or First Long Period.—^The first long period

of elements, starting with potassium Z = 19, and ending with krypton

Z — 36, contains 18 elements. Since the subshells 3s and 3p have

been filled in argon Z = 18, and the 3d subshell is next in line, one might

well expect the normal state of potassium, Z = 19, to be a D state, i.e.,

one given by a 3d electron, n — 3, I = 2. The well-known spectrum of

potassium, on the other hand, is like that of sodium with an S state

at the bottom of the energy level diagram. It is therefore evident that

an s election, and necessarily a 4s electron, must have been added in

place of the expected 3d electron, and this in turn must be due to the

fact that the 4s electron is more tightly bound than the 3d electron.

Table 5 .3 .—The Electron Configurations of the 92 Elements in Their Normal
Atomic States

Shell
K

n 1

L
n = 2

M
w = 3

N
71 — 4

Normal

state

Subehell 1 = 0 1 = 1 1-0 1-1 1 = 2 1=0 1=1 1=2 1=3

1 H U 2SJ

2 He ls2 iSo

3 Li 2a 2Si

4 Be 28® iSo

5 B ls2 28® 2j) 2Pi

6 C “ “
2p2 3Po

7 N “
22)3

8 0 “ a
22)4 3?!

9 P “ ** 2p3 2Pg

10 Ne 2jfl iSo

11 Na 2s® 38 2SJ

12 Mg “ **
38® iSo

13 A1 la2 28® 2p« 38® 3p ®Pi

14 Si
“ “ “ “ • 3p2 »Po

15 P “ “ “ “
3p3

, 16 S
« “ “

3p4

17 Cl
“

3p3 2P§

18 A «•
K

“ “
3p3 iSo

19 K 28® 2jfi 38® 3p« 48 2Si

20 Ca ** “
482 iSo

21 Sc la® 28® 22)3 38® 3p» Zd 48® 22)3

22 Ti
** “ “ “ “

3d2 482 3^2

23 V “ “ “ **
Sda 48® 4PJ

24 Cr “ “ “
3d3 48 ’Ss

25 Mn “ “ “
3d6 48® •s§

26 Fe “ “ “ u
,
3d» 48® ^ik

27 Co “ “ *i tt

3d7 482

28 Ni “ “ “
3d8 48® >F4

29 Cu “ “ 3dw 48 ®Sj

30 Zn 3(110 48® iSo
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6.3.—The Electron Configurations op the 92 Elements in Their Normai,
Atomic States.

—

{Continued)

Shell
K

n — 1 n = 2

M
n = 3 n = 4 n

0
= 5

P
71 = 6

Q
n=7

Normal
state

Subshell l-^O i-0 /=52 /=0 ?=2 1=3 1=0 = 1 1=2 Z=0 Z = 1 1=2 1=0

31 CSa 23‘-J 2 p« 3s2 3/>« 482 4p n
32 Ge ii “

4p2 3Po

33 Ab ** ** “ *•
4p8

34 Se **

4p4 3P2

35 Br “ “
4.p5

36 ICr M 4p«

37 Rb 1«3 263 2p« 38* 3p« 482 4p« 58 25§

38 Sr 582 iiSo

39 Y 2'jpfi 382 3j;® 482 4p» id 6s2 2D|

40 Zr “ “ “
4d2 582 3P2

41 Ob “ “ “
4d4 58

42 Mto “ “ “ » tt “
4d6 58 253

43 Ma “ “ “ “ “
4d6 582 •Sit

44 B.U •* “ ” 41
icP 68 •Fs

45 R.h “ “ “ “ “ “ “
4d8 5s 4P8

46 I><i
“ “ " ** “ “ “ li 4dio

47 Az “ “ “ “ “ “ 4dio 58 251

4S Cd “
4(/io 582 i5p

49 Xxi 2«3 2p« 382 3p« 3tiio 482 4p« 4d«o 582 5p 2P|
50 Sn “ “ “ “ “

6p2 •Po

51 Sb “ “ “ “
5p3 •Si

52 Xe “ “ “ “ “ “ '* (t
5p* 8P2

53 I “ “ “ “ “ “ “
5p* 2P3

54 Xe “ “ “ “ “
5p3 i5o

55 Ca 2p® 382 3|3« St/'o 482 4p® 4dio 582 5p3 68 25^

56 Ba “ “ " “ “ “ “ “ “
682 15 0

57 “ “ " “ “ “ “
5d 682 2D?

58 Ce “ “ “ " “ “
4/

“ “
5d 682 •Hit

59 X»r “ “ “ “ (( “
4/2

“ “
5d 682

60 Nd “ “ “ “
4/3

“ “
5d 682 •Ut

61 11 " “ “ “ “ “ “
4/'«

“
5d 682

62 Sm “ “ “
4/3

“ “
5d 682 •^Kit

63 Eu “ “ “ “ “ “
4/«

“
5d 682 •Hit

64 Od “ “ .4 “ “
4/7

“
5d 682 •Jht

65 Xb “ “
4/8

“ “
5d 682

66 I3y “ “ “ “ “
4/9

" “
5d 682 7jKio7

67 Ho “
4/10

“ “
5d 682 «LjyL?

68 Er •• “ u “ “
4/11

“ “
5d 682 5LlO?

69 Xm " “ “ “ 4/12
“

5d 682 •Kx^2

70 Yb “ “ “ “ “ “ “
4/13

*•
5d 682 •Ha?

71 Eu “ “ ‘ “ “ “ “ “
4/1.1 5d 682 2Dg

72 Hf 2«2 2p8 3«2 3p« 3£/'“ 482 4p« id^o 4/i< 6s2 5p" 5d^ 682 3P2

73 Xa “ “ " “ “ “ “ “ ** 5ds 682

74 W « “ “ “ “ u “
5d^ 682 •Do

75 Be “ “ “ “ “ * “ “
5d6 682 •Si?

76 Os “ 5(P 68 •Fb?
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Table 5.3.—The Electron Configurations of the 92 Elements in Their Normal
Atomic States.

—

{Concluded)

Shell
K L M N 0 p Q Normal

71 = 1 71 = 2 n = Z n = i n = 5 71 = £ 71 = 7 state

Subshell Z=0 1=0 1=1 1=0 l=l 1=2 1= 0 1=1 1=2 1=3 1=0 1=1 1=2 i=0 1=1 1=2 1=0

77 It 182 282 382 3dio 482 4p6 4^10 4yi4 582 5p» 5<P 2ng
78 Pt

“ *• u u « “ “ 5dio

79 Au “ “ “ " “ “ 5dio 68 2N}
80 Hg “ “ “ 6dio 682 2^0

81 T1 182 28= 2p« 382 3p« Zd^o 482 4p« 4dio 4/14 582 5p8 5d^o 682 6p 2P*
82 Pb ** “ “ “ “ “

6p2 aPo
83 Bi

** ** “ “ “ ** “
6p»

84 Po ** “ “ “ “ “
6p^

85 — “ “ ** “ “ *' “ “ 6pS 2Pg?
86 Rn « It n “

6p6 ^So

87 -- 18* 2s2 2jfi 382 Zjfi Zd^o 482 4p« 4dio 4/M 582 5p* 5dio 6s2 6p6 78 2^i?
88 Ra “ “ “ u “

782 I/So

89 Ac l8* 28* 2jfi 382 3p8 3dio 482 4p« id^Q 4/M 582 6s2 6p8 6d 782 spg?
90 Th “ “ “ “ “ “ “ “ “ tt

6d2 782 aPs?
91 Pa

92 U » “ “ “ » « u .. - “
6d»

6d*

7s2

7s* ‘Do?

Norn.—Eleotroa configurations not confirmed by experimental observations are indicated by question marks after the
predicted normal states of the atoms.

This anomaly will be discussed in Sec. 5.10. In calcium another 4s
electron is added to complete the 4s subshell. Following calcium the
next 10 elements, scandium, titanium, vanadium, chromium, man-
ganese, iron, cobalt, nickel, copper, and zinc, are built up by the addition
of 3d electrons. The normal state of zinc has the complete electron
configuration

Zn, Is22s22p«3s23p«3di04s2, i^o.

The following six elements, Z = 31 to Z = 36, gallium, germanium,
arsenic, selenium, bromide, and krypton, are built up by the successive
addition of six 4p electrons and mark the end of the first long period.
The complete electron configuration for krypton in its normal state is
written

Kr, Is22s22p63s23p«3di04s24p®,

The building up of the entire periodic table may be given at this
point.

6.7. The Fifth Period or Second Long Period.—The second long
period, like the first, contains 18 elements starting with an alkali metal
and ending with an inert gas. Although the 4d and 4/ subshells are yet to
be filled, the thirty-seventh electron bound to rubidium, Z = 37, is a
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5s electron. Another electron in a 5s state, added to form strontium,^ = 38, completes the 6s subshell. In the next 10 elements, yttrium
zirconium, columbium, molybdenum, masurium, ruthenium rho-
lum, palladium, silver, and cadmium, 10 4d electrons are added asshown in Table 5.3 to complete the U subshell. The irregular way in

which these id electrons are added is indicative of an attempt to build
up one of the inner N subshells more quickly at the expense of one of
the already completed 0 subshells. Although these irregularities, which
are derived from experimental observations, were not predicted, they
are now well understood and will be treated in the following chapters.

With the next six elements, indium, tin, antimony, tellurium, iodine,
and xenon, six 5p electrons are added successively to complete the 5p
subshell. The normal state of xenon Z = 54, an S state, is given by
the complete electron configuration

Xe, Is22s22p®3s23p«3du>4s24p64^i05s25p6^

6.8. The Sixth Period or Third Long Period.—The third long period,
like the first and second, starts with an alkali metal and ends with
an inert gas. This period is unique, however, in that it is interrupted
at one point to allow the introduction of the 14 rare-earth elements.
Including these the period contains 32 elements. In the first two
elements, caesium and barium, 6s electrons are added to complete the
6s subshell. With the addition of one 5d electron in lanthanum, Z = 57,
a break occurs to allow the successive addition of 14 4/ electrons char-
acteristic of the 14 rare-earth elements. The last element, Lu 71, marks
the completion of the N shell, n = 4. With the next element, Hf 72, the
addition of 5d electrons is resumed until the subshell is completed.
The building on of six 6p electrons in the next six elements, thallium 81

Table 5.4

S“ ELECTRONS

Is' 1s^'

H He

'2s' 2s^'

Li Be

'

3s' 3s^'

Ha Mg

'4s'

K Ca
'

5s' 5s^''

Rb Sr

'

6s' 6s^''

C$ Bm

'

7s'

Rq

PERIODIC TABLE
NORMAL STATE ELECTRON

CONFIGURATIONS

^-ELECTRONS

p- ELECTRONS

2p' 2p^ 2p3 2p^ ^5 2p5
B N<2

3p’ 3p^ 3p5 Sp-* 3p5 3p®

A! Si P S Cl A

V Cr Mn Fe Co Ni Cu Zn G01 Ga As Sc Br Kr

MO M01 Ru Rh Pd Ag Cd In Sn Sb Tc I X«

“eP&FisW' 5cl«’635d'‘’6s^5ol«^'”6p' 6p^ 6p3
^

6p" 6p^ 6p^"

W Re Os Ir Pt Au Hq Tl Pb Bi Po Rn

,
Th Rji U

1 f~ELECTR0N$

C« Pr Nd II Sm Eu Gd Tb Dy Ho Er Tm Yb Lu
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to radon 86, completes the third long period. The normal S state of

radon is given by the complete electron configuration

6.9. The Seventh and Last Period.—The seventh period, like all but

the first period, starts with an alkali metal, cornellium, followed by
radium, actinium, thorium, uranium X, and uranium. Though the

spectroscopic analysis for these elements is very meager, this period

very probably starts in just the same way as the first and second long

periods.

A very convenient and informing way of representing the addition

of the various electrons to the elements of the periodic table is shown
in Table 5.4. This arrangement not only retains most of the spectro-

scopic and chemical relations between elements and groups of elements

but also places corresponding ^electron configurations and subshells

together in individual columns.

6.10. Energy Levels of the Alkali Metals.—Many attempts have
been made to calculate the energy levels arising from other than hydro-

gen-like atoms. While calculations of the energy levels for the two and
three body problems, hydrogen, and helium have been reasonably

successful, many body problems still remain unsolved. In a few special

cases, however, some headway has been made with the more complex
atoms.

Next to hydrogen the alkali metals Li, Na, K, Rb, and Cs have
the simplest of the known spectra. Each alkali atom contains, in
addition to the completed subshells of electrons, one single electron in
an outer shell (see Table 5.3). The complete configurations are written

out in Table 5.5.

Table 5 .5 .—Nobmal Configubations for the Alkali Metals

Shell K L M N 0 P

Li 2s

Na 1S2 2s2 2p« 3s

K 3s2 3p« 4s

Rb ls2 2^2 2p® 3s2 3p« 3d“ 4s2 4p® 6s
Cs 1S2 2^2 2p® 3*2 3p« 3^1“ 4s2 4p® 4d^® 5s^ 6p® 6s

It is the single unbalanced electron that is responsible for the positive
valence of one of the alkafi metals and also for the quite simple spectrum.

Referring to the simple hydrogen spectrum, the Lyman, Balmer,
Paschen, Brackett, and Pfund series are given by Balmer's formula

(6 .2)
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Rff is the Kydberg constant for hydrogen, ‘ and ni and ni arfe integers.

The success of Bohr^s theory of the hydrogen atom lay in the fact that

he was able for the first time to obtain from theoretical considerations

the fundamental Rydberg constant and to show that ni and n2 are the

necessary quantum numbers to be associated with each quantized

state of the atom. Neglecting small relativity and spin corrections, to

be treated in Chaps. VIII and IX, there is no difference in energy between

the Bohr circular orbits of hydrogen and the Sommerfeld elliptic orbits

with the same total quantum number n.

Fig. 5.2.—Energy level diagrams of the alkali metals, lithium, sodium, potassium, rubi-

dium, and caesium, and hydrogen.

In complex atoms, on the other hand, there is a considerable energy

difference between the levels arising from s, p, d, and / electrons of the

same total quantum number. This difference in energy is attributed

to the various amounts of penetration of the different electron orbits

into the electron subshells.

Returning to the energy level diagram of lithium in Fig. 5.1, the

normal state 2^S arises from the electron configuration If now

the atom is to be excited, the last bound and most easily moved electron

2s has the possibility of going to any of the higher virtual states, ^.e., to

2p, 3s, 3p, Sd, 4s, 4p, etc. When in one of these stationary states, the

energy level is designated, as in the diagram, by 2^Py 3^P, 3^1), 42>S,

42p, etc. If the excited electron is in the 3d state, for example, the

complete electron configuration of the atom is designated as Is^id and

the energy level as 3^P.
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This same designation scheme leads to the level assignments shown
This same ae g already bemg filled, the

to sodium m Fig. W. Tte

aTescited electron is in a 4p state, the complete electron
4s, ‘tp, eiic. A

»2o<>!!2-n64'n and the energy leveP as To
configuration is designated Is 2s zpyp

4^

%W^KgraroftS^^ metds are given in Fig. 5.2.

It^by the e*cit«l electron only. The energy leyela of hydrogen

““t™ ‘to* to t“e ^TTofLTneTgy levels “

dneT «ries of Uthlum and sodium are given - Tables 5.6 and 6.7. For

comparison purposes the hydrogen values are also give .

Table 6 .6.—Term Values op Lithium

[After Paschen and Goetze)

Term Electron n = 2 n = 3 n = 4 = 5 n == 6 n = 7

ip

2D

2F

a, 1 = 0

• p, i = 1

d,l = i

/, 2 = 3

43484.4

28581.4

16280.6

12669.9

12202.6

8474.1

7017.0

6862.6

6856.5

6186.9

4472.8

4389.2

4381.2

3499.6

3094.4

3046.9

3031.0

2535.3

2268.9

2239.4

1

Hydrogen
1

27419.4 12186.4 6864.8 4387.1 3046.6 2238.3
1

Table 5.7.—Teem Values op Sodium

(After Paschen and Goetze)

Term Electron n = 3 w = 4 n *== 5 n = 6 n - 7 n = 8

ip

2D

2F

a, 1=0
p, 2 = 1

d,l = 2

f,l-^

41444.9

24492.7

12274.4

15706.6

11181.9

6897.6

6858.6

8246.8

6408.9

4411.6

4388.6

6073.7

4162.9

3069.8

3039.7

3434.9

2908.9

2245.0

2231.0

2481.9

2150.7

1720.1

1708.2

Hydrogen

—

.
12186.4 6854.8 4387.1 3046.6 2238.3 1713.7

6 11 The Efiective Quantum Number ana me vuanxum ^

has alre'ady been pointed out in Chap. I that the principal«^
has been observed as far as the forty-seventh member (see F g. Lll

Although the different series belonging to the other alkali metals

not been observed to quite as many members, the series limits and ter

1 •

1 The figure 4 refers to the total quantum number of the electron and i® 0“^^^
in onlelSron systems as an abbreviation of the more explicit notation where tl

electron configuration is given first, followed by the term type, t.e.,

2 The terms, energy level, energy state, state, and term, are ^ "

or less synonymous and are often used indiscriminately.
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values of the sharp, principal, diffuse, and fundamental series are known
with very great precision. We have also seen in Chap. I that the

frequency of a spectrum line is given by the difference between two
terms, and that a series of lines is given by the difference between a fixed

term and a series of running terms.

where R is the Rydberg constant, ui and are integers, and ixi and 1x 2

are small constants*

With somewhat definite knowledge concerning the quantum number
n of the valence electron in the alkali metals, the integers rii and ^2

in Rydberg's formula may be replaced by the total quantum numbers

of the electron energy states. Since the quantum number n is in general

greater than Rydberg's denominator n + /x, the formula for a spectrum

line or series may, changing the sign of mi and )U 2 ,
be written

V

and a spectral term by

R_
,

R
(ni — iiiY (ns — jus)*

T — ^ = —
(n — m)*

(6.4)

(6 . 6)

where n is now the total quantum number. The factor n — /t is still

called the Rydberg denominator, y, is the quantum defect, and n,tt Is

the so-called effective quantum number.

The bracketing together in Fig. 6.1 of the energy levels having

the same total quantum number reveals a number of interesting and

important relations. One important result is that in each group of

levels the S level lies deepest and is followed by P, D, and F levels in

this order. A second relation indicates that in going from the more

elliptic s orbits (S states) to the more nearly circular p, d, and / orbits

(P, D, and F states) the term values approach those of hydrogen. Using

the Eq. (6.5), the effective quantum numbers n,// for the term values of

lithium and sodium (see Tables 6.6 and 5.7) are calculated and given in

Tables 6.8 and 6.9.

Table 6.8.—Valtjeb or the Effective Quantum Number n,H fob Lithium

(Ru - 109729 cm->)

Term Electron n * 2 ** n » 3 n =» 4 n » 6mHI n * 7

^s s, i; - 0 1.589 2.696 3.698 4.699 6.699 6.679

2p
p, Z - 1 1.960 2.966 3.964 4.964 6.966 6.964

d, Z - 2 2.999 3.999 6.000 6.001 7.000

2p
/. Z - 3 4.000 6.004
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Table 5 0—Values of the Effective Quantum Numbee neff for Sodium
(/^Na = 109734 cm“i)

Term Electron n = 3 n = 4 n ~ 5 n — 6 w = 7 n == 8

s, Z = 0 1 627 2 643 3 648 4 651 5 662 6 649
2p v,l = l 2 117 3 133 4 138 5 141 6 142 7 143

d,l = 2 2 990 3 989 4 987 6 989 6 991 7 987
2p f,l = S 4 000 5 001 6 008 7 012 8 015

A correlation of n and neff shows that ix is greatest for the aS states,
and that, as we shall see in Chap VII, it is a measure of the penetration
of the valence electron mto the subshells of electrons The picture
formed is that of a nucleus of charge Ze closely surrounded by a core

1 electrons outside of which at some distance a single electron, is

moving m a hydrogen-like state The effect of the net core-nucleus
charge e is such as to make the system hydrogen-like, 6 ,

a singly
charged nucleus and one electron For the s states the electron pene-
trate down into the core where the effective nuclear charge is greater
and hence the binding is greater

6 12 The Selection Principle —Under ordinary conditions spectrum
hneS correspondmg to the transition of an electron from any one state
to another are not observed In emission or absorption spectra a
selection nde is found to be in operation In short, this selection rule,
which may be derived from Bohr's correspondence principle as well as
the quantum mechamcs, may be stated as follows In any single electron
transition the quantum number I must change by ~\-l or — 1, z e

m = ±1
(,o o;

In terms of the orbital model the orbital angular momentum mustchanp by one iimt of A/2t only With the law of the conservation ofangular niomentum m mind this can only be interpreted to mean thatev^ p oton hv has associated with it an angular momentum of A/2irIn any tonsition the total quantum number n is not restricted many way and nmy change by any mtegral value, mcluding zero Let usconader several examples
If the sodium atom (see Fig 6 ll i« pwi+orl k,r
«+ +1. 1 1 ^ ,

6 a; IS excitea by some means or other“ r»«ed to one of the excited etntea

t c’k ’
1

'
,

' electron may return to the normal state3 S by matin* only certain elected jumps Accordmg to the^dertionprmciple m. electron m . 3=0 rtate must return to the norm^ sStem two separate jumps to mth the emission of +km #: Ti
^

diffuse senes, wntten then S^P to witk +1,

^

tot line the prmcipal eerim K (r:;""m a 4.P etam. on the other hand, it h„ three poeeible rout :^”n”L‘*
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rS?
ret^n to the normal state: first, by the direct transition

1 r to d second, by the three transitions to 3^D to 3T to or
third, by the three transitions to 4=*^ to S^P to Z^S. There are some
exceptions to the selection rule for the quantum number I, but the
forbidden transitions occur so seldom that the resultant spectrum lines
are exceedingly faint. These exceptions are found experimentaUy and
should occur theoretically when high external fields are present (see
Chaps. X and XIII).

^

It should be pointed out in passing that the quantum numbers
assigned to any electron really belong to the atomic system as a whole.
It IS only because we can approximate a complex atom by a set of inde-
pendent one-electron systems with given values for the quantum numbers
n and I, that we can associate the latter with the individual electrons.

Problems

1 . If the valence electron in sodium is excited to the 42D state, what are the
different routes open for the electron in returning to the normal state ?

^

2. Calculate the Rydberg denominators for the first five term values of the sharp,
principal, diffuse, and fundamental series of potassium (see Fowler, ‘'Series in Line
Spectra^')* Where the fine structure is known, use the larger of the two values
R = 109736 cm-i.

3 . From the values of the effective quantum number calculated in Prob. 2, compute
the quantum defect ju.

4 . The first five members of a certain series have wave-lengths as follows: Xair =
7800.29, 4201.82, 3587.08, 3348.72, and 3228.05 A. Using Eq.. (5.4), compute at
least four values of jua and from their average determine ^ud the term value of the
fixed term. With the fixed term known, determine the five running terms. Assume
R « 109737 cm^S and ni = 5 and n 2 - 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9.

6. It will be found very useful to memorize the order of the elements in the
periodic table and the corresponding electron configurations of the normal state. This
task is greatly facilitated by taking one period at a time and writing them in the form
shown in Table 5.4.



CHAPTER VI

EXCITATION POTENTIALS, IONIZATION POTENTIALS, AND THE
SPECTRA OF IONIZED ATOMS

One of the most direct proofs of the existence of discrete energy
states -within an atom was first foimd in the experiments of Lenard,i
Franck and Hertz, ^ and others, on critical potentials. The collision
of a neutral atom -with a fast-moving atom, molecule, or electron -will
under suitable conditions result in the excitation or ionization of the
atom. Ji in collision the energy exchange between, say, an electron
and atom is aU energy of translation, the atom is not excited and the

rtnu xxerLz cTiticai potentials experiment.

co^on is said to be elastic. If, on the other hand, the velocity of^^e ec ron
^

sufficiently high, the colhsion may be inelastic. In this

^reUrt^T potential

T •

a-toui, or, as we say, in exciting the atom. Inelastic colW between atoms, molecules, or electrons, which by virturofation^ motion result m the excitation or ionization of one of the atomsor molecules, are called collisions of the first kind An evni+Afl +
in turn by collision with another atom moSe trZT T "^7

atat. ^thout the

Und.
t.omsion is called a colhsion of the second

6.1. Critical Potentials.—In the Franck and Ror-t., «
cue., poteetie. . ™pet hh.

^Lenahh, Ann. d. Phys., 8, 149, 1902

“ «, 12
,

. 911 ,- PH,..
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electrons of known velocity. A diaeram Af „

schematic form is given in Fig. 6.1. Electrons ^fro^^

us m its simplest

ycelerated toward a gild G by applying a potential f! ^“n LTAn opposing potential 7^, much smaller than 7i is
the grid G and the plate P. The vapor pressure in thTi il 7T
distances between filament, grid, and plate are so adjusted that the^
free path is considerably smaller than the
somewhat greater than the grid-plate distance GP

^ ^

If an electron starts from rest at the filament and reaches the grid Gwithout an encounter, its velocity r is given by the energy re?r«on

Ve = imv\
(g

where e is the charge on the electron, m is its mass, and 7 is the acceleratmg potential in electrostatic units. Expressing 7 in volts 7, th^
energy becomes ^

Zi. - 1 2

300
~

• (6.2)

In order for an electron to colUde inelasticaUy with an atom, it must
give up sufficient energy imv^ to raise the valence electron from its
normal state to the first excited state. In the case of a sodium atom (see
Fig. 5.1) this amounts to raising the valence electron from the to the
3^P state, an energy given by

W^ip — Wzis = hv = hvc, (6.3)

where h is Planck’s constant, c the velocity of light, and v the frequency
in wave numbers of the first member of the principal series 3^)3 — 3®P.
In this example the kinetic energy given up by the bombarding electron
must be

he 16956 ergs. (6.4)

It is customary to express the kinetic energy of an electron in terms
of volts. The general relation between electron velocity expressed in

volts and the excitation energy of the atom expressed in wave numbers
is, from Eqs. (6.2) and (6.3), given by the expression

300ft,c _
V ^ 7i

10%
p = 1.2336 X 10-^ X p. (6.5)

An electron starting from rest must therefore faU through a differ-

ence of potential 7i = 1.2336 X 10“^ X 16956 = 2.1 volts in order

that upon collision with a sodium atom at rest the valence electron will be

raised to the 3^P state.

^ For .a treatment of the early work on critical potentials see K. T. Compton and

P. L. Mohler, “Critical Potentials,” Nat. Research Council, Bull., Vol. 9, Pt. I, No. 48,

1924.
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Characteristic of the early work on critical potentials are the experi-

ments of Tate and Foote^ on sodium vapor in which an experimental

set-up similar to that of Franck and Hertz (Fig. 6.1) was used. The

curve reproduced in Fig. 6.2, showing the variation in plate current

with accelerating potential Fi, is characteristic of their results and may
be explained as follows. Initially, with Fi — 0, very few electrons

leave the filament with suflSicient velocity to reach the plate against the

small retarding field 72, maintained in this case at about 0.8 volt. As

7i is gradually increased, the speed and number of electrons reaching

AcceleroiHng Po+en+iai, Volts

Fig. 6.2.—Critical potential curve of sodium. {After Tale and Foote.)

the grid increase and the plate current rises. When the velocity has

increased sufficiently to excite sodium atoms, inelastic collisions occur.

With a further increase in 7i more electrons reach the critical velocity,

are stopped by inelastic collision, and not being able to reach the plate

cause a temporary drop in galvanometer current. This drop in current

continues until the critical speed is attained far enough in front of the

grid to collide inelasticaUy and again reach the plate P. The current
therefore rises again and continues to rise until the electrons after one
inelastic collision attain the critical speed and make a second inelastic

collision. Except for the doubling of the third and fourth maxima, this

process and explanation repeats itself with each major rise and fall of the
curve.

The double peaks in Fig. 6.2 show that not only have collisions

occurred in which the valence electron has been excited but also collisions

in which the valence electron has been completely removed from the
atom, the atom has been ionized. Gomplete ejection of the electron
from sodium would, from Eq. (6.5), require an equivalent electron
velocity of 1.2336 X 41444.9 = 5.1 volts. In view of the initial electron

1 Tate, J. T., and P. D. Foote, Jour. Wash. Acad. Set., 7, 617, 1917.
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velocity at the filament the first ionization should occur at about Fi = 4.5

volts. With ionization taking place at this potential, it is to be expected

that the electrons starting from rest at this point will collide inelastically

at 2.1 volts further on, as observed.

Improved experimental technique on critical potentials has made

it possible to obtain not only one excitation potential for a given atom

Table 6.1.—Ckitical Potentials op the Alkali Metals

Element

First excitation potential Ionization potential

Observed
Computed
from spectra

Observed
Computed

from spectra

Li 3 1.84 5.37

Na 11 2.12 2.09 5.13 5.12

K 19 1,66 1.60 4.1 4.32

Rb 37 1.6 1.56 4.1 4.16

Cs 66 1,48 1.38 3.9 3.88

but many. The additional critical potentials correspond to the raising

of the valence electron to excited states other than the first one dis-

cussed above. Although in every element investigated the critical

potentials are in excellent agreement with the values calculated from

spectral terms, it should be mentioned that an occasional potential is

found which is difficult to explain. The first excitation potential and the

ionization potential of each of the alkali metals are given in Table 6.1.

These experimental determinations of critical potentMs confim

the values computed from spectroscopic data. With the
^

'

stants e, h, and c known with considerable accuracy, spectroscop e

data furnish the most accurate means of determuung excitation

“ elements in

are given in lig. 6.3. ®e
sTOboU ate) irnbeate

are indicated between the vertical lines, i
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the type of electron removed in ionization. It is to be noted that the

inert gases show the largest ionization potentials and the alkali metals

the smallest.

6.2. The Spectra of Ionized Atoms.—^The elements beryllium, magne-

sium, calcium, strontium, and barium contain, in addition to the closed

shells of electrons of the preceding inert gases, two rather loosely bound

a electrons (see Tables 5.3 and 5.4). The positive valence two, which is

characteristic of the chemical behavior of the alkaline earths, is attributed

to these two outermost, but deeply penetrating, electrons. The electron

configurations of these elements, excluding the inert gas cores, are

Bel Mg I Cal Sri Ba I

2s^ Zs^ 4^2 5^2 0^2

If by some excitation process each of these atoms loses one of its

valence electrons, i.e., it becomes ionized, the electron configurations, so

far as the remaining electrons are concerned, become identical with

those of the preceding alkali metals:

Li I Na I K I Rb I Cs I

Be II Mg II Ca II Sr II Ba II

2s 3s 4s 5s 6s

While the process of excitation and emission of radiation from

ionized atoms is similar to that for neutral atoms, the energies involved

are considerably greater. If the excitation is brought about by an

encounter between a fast-moving electron and a neutral calcium atom,

then, at impact, the interchange of energy must be sufficient to remove

completely one valence electron from the atom and to raise the other

to an excited state.

An energy level diagram of singly ionized calcium is given in Fig. 6.4.

The normal state of the atom is given by 4^)S and corresponds to the

valence electron in a 4s orbit. Unlike the alkali metals the first excited

state is a diffuse level rather than a principal level, however. Owing
to the fact that the electron in a 3^D level cannot return to the normal

level without violating the selection rule (A? = ±1 only), this

3^D level is called a metastable state. Once the electron is in this meta-

stable state, it will remain there for some time and may return to the

normal state only by collision with another particle and the liberation

of its energy without radiation. Next following the metastable state

comes the first member of the principal series the second member
of the sharp series 5^S, the second member of the diffuse series 4^Z),

etc. States having the same total quantum number n are' bracketed

together. While the strong lines of the alkali metals (see Fig. 5.1)

are to be found in the visible and near infra-red spectral region, the

corresponding lines in the ionized alkaline earths are to be found in the
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visible and near ultra-violet region. In potassium, for example, the first
member of the principal series is in the far red between 7000 and 8000 A
whereas the first line of the principal series of ionized calcium is in the

Fig. 6.4.

—

Energy level diagram of singly ionized calcium.

violet just below 4000 A., Photographs of these lines axe given in

Fig. 17.1.

The atomic picture that may be formed of an alkaline-earth atom

after it is ionized is that of a nucleus of charge Ze closely surrounded

by a cloud, or core, of 2-2 electrons and, outside this, one valence electron.

The net core-nucleus charge 2e is such as to make the system similar
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to that of ionized helium where the term values, according to Bohr^s

theory, are given by

r =^ n = 1, 2, 3,
• •

• (see Chap. II) (6.6)
nr

By analogy with the formulas of hydrogen and ionized helium it follows

that for ionized atoms like those under discussion the expression for

term values may be written

K̂it (n - fty’
(6.7)

where n is the total quantum number of the electron and ft the quantum

defect. The well-known enhanced series of the alkaline-earth elements

are represented therefore [see Sec. 1.16 and Eq. (1.41)] by the formula

iR iB

(ni — itiy (rii — jiiY
(6 .8)

Energy level diagrams for each of the ionized alkaline-earth elements

are given in Fig. 6.5. The term-value scale is one-fourth that of the

Fig. 6.5.—Energy level diagrams of singly ionized beryllium, magnesium, calcium, stron-
tium, and barium, and hydrogen.

hydrogen scale shown at the right. With the relatively large energy

values for the different states, electron transitions between states will

in general be large. The difference between each term value and the

hydrogen term values of the same n, shown by horizontal lines, is a

measure of the quantum defect p. A comparison of these diagrams with
those of Fig. 5.2 brings out a number of interesting relations. The
relatively large quantum defect of $ electrons in Li I and Be II, of 5
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and T electrons in Na I and Mg 11, and of s, p, and d electrons in K I,

Ca II, Rb I, Sr II, Cs I, and Ba II, which is a measure of the penetration
of the valence electron into the subshells of electrons, is of particular
interest and will be considered in detail in Chap. VII,

One outstanding difference between the diagrams is the relative
order of binding of s, j), and d electrons in the third, fourth, and fifth

elements. In potassium, for example, the order is 4s, 4p, 5s, Zd, 5p, etc.,

whereas in Ca II it is 4s, 3d, ip, 5s, 4d, etc. Noting this shift of the
3d electron from fourth place in K I to second place in Ca II, Bohr
predicted that in doubly ionized scandium. Sc III, the Z^D state should
lie deepest. Later investigations, as will be shown in Chap. XVII,
confirm this.

’

Although spectra of many singly ionized atoms are well known,
the examples of the alkaline earths as treated here will serve as an
introduction to the general subject of the spectra of ionized atoms.
This subject will be resumed in Chap. XVII where multiply-ionized
atoms will also be treated.



CHAPTER VII

PENETRATING AND NONPENETRATING ORBITS IN THE ALO
METALS

We shall now turn our attention to the formulation of an ator

model which treats the interaction of a single valence electron w
the nucleus when it is screened by an intervening core of electro

i.e., by inner completed subshells of electrons. This must be done

Fig. 7.1.—Probability-density-distribution curves for the rubidium-atom core of 36 <

trons. {After Hartree.)

we are to calculate from theoretical considerations the energy le*^

of the alkali metals. On the classical picture of the atom the nuc]

is surrounded by various shells and subshells of electrons in orl

resembling the various possible states of the Bohr-Sommerfeld hydro
atom. The quantum-mechanical picture, on the other hand, app<
in the form of a probabihty-density distribution for the same electrc

7.1. The Quantum-mechanical Model of the Alkali Metals.—
means of successive approximations to the so-called self-consistent fi

100
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Hartree^ has calculated the radial density distributions of each coreelectron for the different alkali metals. Although a treatment ofTemethods by which these calculations are made is out of place here the
calculations are not difficult but are long and tedious. It will suffiS

0 12 3 4 ^ 6 7o(i

Fig. 7.2.—Probability-density distribution curves for the neutral alkali atoms, lithium,

sodium, potassium, and rubidium. In each case the core is shown by one curve and the

A^alence electron by another.

to say, however, that the resultant electric field obtained for any atom

is such that the solutions of Schrodinger's wave equation for all of the

core electrons in this field give a distribution of electrons which reproduces

the field.

1 Habtrbb, D. R., Proc. Camh. Phil. Soc.j 24, ,89, 111, 1928.
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. an example of Hartree’s results, probability-density-distributid

curves for the rubidium core are shown in Fig. 7.1. The radial cur\
for each subshell is shown in the lower half of the figure. The heav
curve represents the sum of all of the 36 core electrons. The fou
loops, or humps, in the latter are taken to represent the K, L, M, and j

shells, even though every electron contributes ^something to each shel
The dotted curves shown above for comparison purposes have bee
calculated from hydrogen wave functions by Pauling^ by using approx:
mation methods and by Thomas^ from statistical considerations. I
comparing these curves with the corresponding hydrogen-like function
shown in Fig. 4.6, it is observed that each density curve, due to a ver
large nuclear charge, has been drawn in toward the nucleus by a con
siderable amoxmt.

Probability-density-distribution curves for lithium, sodium, potag
aum, and rubidium are given together in Fig. 7.2. In each case th
core charge is shown by a shaded curve and the valence electron in it
normal state by another curve. Radially it should be noted that th
major shells in each atom lie well inside the first Bohr circular orbit o
hydrogen r = ui, and that the valence electron lies well inside th
corresponding hydrogen state. In hydrogen, for example, the densit^
distribution D for a 5s electron is appreciably large as far out as 50ai
whereas in rubidium the nodes and loops have been pulled in to abou
one-tenth of this.

The dots on the r axis represent the extremities of the classical orbiti
based on model a (see Fig. 4.8). In these s states the kinetic energy
of the electron at the end of the orbit is zero, and the total energy ii

all potential,

TF = P.E. = (7.i;

where r is in centimeters. Expressing V in vplts and r in Angstroms

v _ SOOe _ 300 X 4.77 X 10-1® 14.31
r X 10-8 j. ^ jQ_8

-
(7 .2

:

Expressing r in units of Oi (oi = 0.528 A),

= .
271

y ionization potential in volts’
(7-3^

From the ionization potentials of the alkali metals given in Table 6 1
the following values of the orbital extremities are obtained:

hi Na K Rb Cs
= 5.0ai 5.3ai 6.3ai 6.5ai 7.0ai

1 Pauuno, L., Proc. Roy. Soc., A, 114, 181, 1927.

DA.T s®® also Gaunt, Proc CanibPM. Soc., 24, 328, 1928; and Pebmi, Z&Us. f. Phys., 48, 73, 1928.
'
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THe .tore deriTOto is only . ol„se appmximation, tor w. iavo
0. rigid core of unit charge.

aaoumea

7.2. Penetrating Nonpenetrating Orbits.—The quantum-
ixaechanical model of the sodium atom is shown in Fig. 7.3. In addition
-t.o the shaded curve for the 10 core electrons the three lowest possible
states for the one and o«ly valence electron are also shown. The eorre-

Fiti. 7.3.'^Compariflon. of the quaatum-mechanical with the classical model of the
xioutral sodium atom. Throe of the lowest possible states for the single valence electron
«tr€ also shown.

^ponding 3^, 3p, and 3d classical orbits based on model h (see Fig. 4.8),

^ro shown in the lower part of the figure. A comparison of these orbits

with the corresponding hydrogen orbits shows that, due to penetration

into the core, 3s and 3p are greatly reduced in size radially. The 3d

orbit, on the other hand, remains well outside the main part of the core

‘-Sbnd is hydrogen-like. Corresponding to the penetration of the 3s and 3p

orbits the probability-density-distrihution curves (above) have small

loops close to the nucleus.
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Consider now the classical picture of a valence electron describing

any one of various types of orbits about the spherically symmetrical

sodium-atom core. In Fig. 7.4 six different orbits are shown representing

valence-electron states with the same total quantum number n (the

same major axis) but slightly different azimuthal quantum number I

(different minor axes). With a core-density distribution of charge

always finite but approaching zero as r —> oo
,
all valence-electron orbits

will be more or less penetrating.

In Fig. 7.4a the electron moves in a path well outside the major

part of the core. Since the field in this outside region does not deviate

greatly from a Coulomb field, the orbit will be a Kepler ellipse processing

slowly (due to small deviations from a Coulomb field) about the atom

center. In the remaining figures increased penetration is shown accom-

panied by an increase in the precession at each turn of the orbit. As

the electron goes from aphelion (r„^x) to perihelion (rmin); it leaves

behind it more and more of the core charge. With the steady increase

in force field the electron is drawn from its original path into a more

and more eccentric path, with the result that at its closest approach

to the nucleus the electron has turned through somewhat more than

180 deg. Upon reaching rmax again, there has been an advance, i.e., a

precession, of the aphelion. The increased force of attraction between

nucleus and electron at penetration increases the binding energy, the

kinetic energy, and. the term values but decreases the total energy of the

atomic system [see Eq. (2.15)].
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7.3. Nonpenetrating Orbits.—Nonpenetrating orbits are defined as
those orbits for which the observed energies are very nearly equal to
those of the corresponding hydrogen-like orbits. Such orbits on either
the classical or quantum-mechanical model do not appreciably penetrate
the atom core and are those states for which the azimuthal quantum
number I is more nearly equal to the total quantum number n. The /
orbits in all of the alkali metals are good examples of nonpenetrating
orbits. Term values for the 4/, 5/, and 6/ states given in Table 7.1 will

illustrate this.

Table 7.1.

—

Tebm Values of Nonpenetrating / Orbits in the Alkali Metals
Compared with Those of Hydrogen

Electron designation

Term designation - - -

4/

PP
6/

5‘F
6/

6^F

Hydrogen 6854.85 4387.11 3046.60
Li 6856.6 4381.2 3031.0
Na 6858,6 4388.6 3039.7
K 6879.2 4404.8 3057.6
Rb 6893.1 4413.7 3063.9
Cs 6935.2 4436.2 3076.9

With the exception of caesium the observed values are hydrogen-like

to 1 per cent or better.

Term values plotted as they are in Fig. 5.2 show, in general, that

T, d, and / orbits in lithium, d and / orbits in sodium and potassium,

and / orbits in rubidium and caesium

are nearly hydrogen-like. In the

enhanced spectra of the ionized alka-

line earths the term values are to

be compared with those of ionized

helium, or they are to be divided by 4

(z.e., by Z‘^) and compared with hydro-

gen as in Fig. 6.5. In these energy

level diagrams it is observed that P, d, Fia. 7.6.—Schematic representation

and/ orbits in Be II, d and/ orbits in polarization of the atom core by

Mg II, and/ orbits m Ca II, Sr II, and
Ba II are hydrogen-like and therefore correspond to nonpenetrating orbits.

Although nearly hydrogen-like, the term values of nonpenetrating

orbits (see Table 7. 1) ,
in general, are greater than those of hydrogen. Born

and Heisenberg^ attributed these small differences to a polarization

of the core by the valence electron (see Fig. 7.5). In the field of the

^ Born. M., and W. Heisenberg, Zeits. /. Phys,, 23, 388, 1924.
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valence electron the atom core is pushed away and the nucleus is pulled

toward the electron by virtue of the repulsion and attraction of like and

unlike charges, respectively. The effect of this polarization is to decrease

the total energy of the system. On an energy diagram this means a

lowering of the level, i. 6 . ,
an increase in the term value . Theoretical values

of the polarization energy calculated for the alkali metals with the aid

of the quantum mechanics are found to account for the major part of

these very small deviations from hydrogen-like terms.

^

7.4. Penetrating Orbits on the Classical Model.—Although no sharp

line of demarkation can be drawn between penetrating and nonpene-

trating orbits, the former may be defined as those orbits for which the

term values are appreciably different from those of hydrogen. Referring

to Fig. 5.2, the s orbits of Li, the s and p orbits of Na and K, and the

s, p, and d orbits of Rb and Cs come under this rough classification. Cer-

tainly on the quantum-mechanical model all orbits are penetrating.

To effect a calculation of the term values for penetrating orbits on the

classical theory, one is led by necessity to simplify somewhat the atom-core

model given in Fig. 7.4. A suitable idealized model was first put forward

by Schrodinger^ in which the core elec-

trons were thought of as being distrib-

uted uniformly over the surface of one or

more concentric spheres. This same

model has been treated by Wentzel,®

Sommerfeld,^ Van Urk,® Pauling and

Goudsmit,® and others. Since the

classical treatment of penetrating orbits

is so closely analogous to the quantum-
mechanical treatment of the same
orbits, to be taken up in the next

section, Schrodinger's simplified model
will be considered here in some detail.

Consider the very simplest model in which the core electrons are

distributed uniformly over the surface of a sphere of radius p (see Fig. 7.6).

Let Zie represent the effective nuclear charge inside the charge shell and
Zoe the effective nuclear charge outside the shell. Usually Zo is 1 for the

alkali metals, 2 for the alkaline earths, etc. The potential energy

Fig. 7.6.—Valence electron penetrat-

ing an ideal core where the core electrons

are distributed uniformly over the sur-

face of a sphere.

^For the quantum-mechanics formula giving the polarization energy see L.

Pauling and S. Goudsmit, '^Structure of Line Spectra/’ p. 45, 1930; and also J. H.
Van Vleck and N. G. Whitelaw, Phys. Rev., 44, 551, 1933.

2 SCHRODINGER, E., Zeits. f. Phys., 4, 347, 1921.
3 Wentzel, G., Zeits. /. Phys., 19, 53, 1923.

^SoMMERFELD, A., ^'Atombau,” 6th German ed., p. 422, 1931.
B Van Urk, A. T., Z&its.f. Phys., 13, 268, 1923.

•Pauling, L., and S. Goudsmit, ^'Structure of Line Spectra,” p. 40, 1930.
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of the valence electron when outside the thin spherical shell of charge

(Zi — Zo)e will be

Vo= -

while inside it beconaes

Vi = +

r
(7 .4)

Zid _ Z^^

P P
(7 .5)

The total energy for an elliptic orbit, in polar coordinates r and <p, is

given by Eq. (3.26) as

W = T+V
2mY’'

^
rV

+ V, (7 .6)

where pr and are the radial and angular momenta, respectively.

From the results obtained in Chap. Ill it is seen that outside the charged

shell the motion will be that of an electron in a Coulomb field of charge

Zoe, and inside the shell the motion will be that of an electron in a Cou-

lomb field of charge ZiC.

Applying the quantum conditions to the orbital angular momentum

p^j which must be constant at all times throughout the motion,

= kh, (7 .7)

That part of the electron path which is outside the shell is a segment

of an ellipse determined by the azimuthal quantum number k and the

radial quantum number whereas the path inside the shell is a segment

of an ellipse determined by the same azimuthal k (p^ = constant) but a

different radial quantum number, u. Substituting successively the

potential energies of Eqs. (7.4) and (7,5) in the total energy [Eq. (7.6)]

and solving for pr, the radial quantum conditions can be written down as

- ^dr = §Rdr = rji, (7.8)

+ ~- ~
= ^Rdr = rd. (7.9)

The total quantum numbers to be associated with To and r» will, as usual,

be given by

no = fc + ro and Ui ^ k + Vi. (7.10)

Sin(j!e the electron does not complete either of the two ellipses in

one cycle, the integrals of Eqs. (7.8) and (7.9) are not to be evaluated

over a complete cycle as indicated but over only that part of the ellipse

actually traversed. The radial quantum number r for the actual path

traversed is therefore given by the sum of the two integrals
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f Rodv + C Ridt = r/i. (7.1
^/outside •/inside

The total energy in the otiist'de region by Eqs. (2.14), (2.16), (2.30), (2.3;

and (7.4) is

Tr rr ^2 '72/>2

(7.1W = r _ I = ='2 2r 2ainl

where ai is the radius of the first Bohr circular orbit.

The total energy inside is

W = -T = ^ = - Zy {Zi - Zo)^_
(7.]

(7.1

Penetrating Orbit

2ain| ' P

Since the energy inside and outside must be the same,

^ ,

{Zj - Zo)e^

2ainl 2a inf P

Consider now the special case shown in Fig. 7.7, in which the t

partial Kepler ellipses are almost complete.^ If the outside orbit W(

a complete Kepler ellipse the electi

would never penetrate the shi

whereas if the inner orbit were co

plete the electron would always remj

inside. As the outer ellipse is mg
less and less penetrating, the t

ellipses become more and more co

plete and the integrals of Eq. (7.:

approach those of Eqs. (7.8) and (7.

Expressing this in terms of the rac

quantum numbers,

r = ro + Ti. (7

.

In a similar fashion the perihel

distance of the outer orbit ao(l —
approaches the aphelion of the inner ellipse ai(l + e^), both approach

at the same time the radius of the spherical shell p. We write, therefc

Fig. 7.7.—Special case where inner

and outer ellipses are almost complete.

Core charge distributed uniformly over
the surface of a sphere.

0<.(1 — e.) = ai(l + €<) = p, «* = ;r
~

In terms of the quantum numbers [Eqs. (3.23), (7.10), and (7.15)]

n — rio = ni — fc = (7 -

This difference n — tIo is the so-called quantum defect and Uo is the R;

berg denominator The semimajor axis and eccentricity of

1 See Van Urk, A. T., Zeits. /. Phys., 13, 268, 1923.
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ixaner ellipse are by Eqs. (3.32) and (3.22), respectively,

cii = ai^ and e? = l _

SuWituttag in Eq. (7.16) and squaring, the™ results

from which.
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(7.18)

(7.19)

n,- = pZi{2paiZi - alk^)- (7.20)

Re^acmg
^

and h by the corresponding quantum-mechanical values

VlTl +h! t Eq- (4.52)], and substituting in
JS-iQL* (<.17)y th.6 Quantum, defect b6coines

P - pZi{2paiZi - all{l + l)}-4 - Q ^). (7,21)

This expresses the experimental result, well known before the quantum
ixuecnamcs, that for a given atom the quantum defect ^ is a functionof the azimuthal quantum number and is independent of the total
quantum number (see Table 7.2).

TAUiLiE 7.2. Expebimuntal Values op the Quantum Defect n —n<, = h for
Pbnbtsatino Orbits in Lithium and Sodium

Element Term Electron ri = 2 71 = 3 71 = 4 n — 5 ?i — 6 n — 7

Li Z 0 0.41 0.40 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.S5

Ka Z ~ 0

Z = 1

1.37

0.88

1.36

0.87

1.35

0.86
1.35

0.86

1.35

0.86

In order to calculate quantum defects fromEq. (7.21), it is necessary
"to determine values for the electron-nuclear distance p. Successful

attempts to calculate suitable values of p from quantum-mechanical
density-distribution curves similar to those shown in Tigs. 7.1 and 7.2

liave been made by Pauling. ‘ In the case of Na, Pauling obtains the

average value of the electron-nuclear distance Pj^ for the two K electrons

as 0.132ai, and for the eight L electrons p^ = 0.77a.i. Assuming that

"tPxe valence electron penetrates only the outermost shell of eight electrons,

fchi.e effective nuclear charge Z^ will be 9e. Substituting Zi and

in. Eq. (7.21), the values of p = 1.36 and p = 0.85 are obtained for the s

and. f orbits of sodium, in very good agreement with the observed values

Siven in Table 7.2. For lithium with Zt = 3 and pj^
= 0.53ai the value

^ Paulino, I.., Proc. Roy. Soc., A, 114, 181, 1927.
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^ = 0.39 is computed for the s orbits, also in good agreement with

7.B. Quantum-mechanical Model for Penetrating Orbits. The solu-

tions of the Schrodinger wave equation for hydrogen-like atoms and

for the normal state of the helium-like and lithium-like atoms have been

carried out to a high degree of accuracy. The calculations for lithium-

like atoms are of particular interest in that they appear to give the

quantum-mechanical analogue of the inner and outer orbit segments, so

well known on the classical theory and treated in the last section.

Numerous attempts have been made to calculate the energy of the

lithium atom in its normal state ^S. Perhaps the most recent and

accurate calculations are those made by Wilson.^ In previous deter-

minations single-electron wave functions of the hydrogen type were

used instead of a wave function for the atom as a whole. The rather

brief treatment to be given here is that of Wilson based upon a principle

previously introduced by Slater.^

Slater has shown that a wave function representing an atom^ con-

taining many electrons may be properly constructed by expressing it

in the form of a determinant the elements of which are built up out

of the Schrodinger wave equation. In the case of lithium, for example,

the wave function is written

^ =
j4,2 d.3

A.1 .ds

Bi B
(7.22)

where the A’s and A’s are Is hydrogen-like wave functions for the

two K electrons and the J5’s are 2s wave functions for the L electron.

From Eq. (4.55) the solutions of the wave equation for Is and 2s

electrons are

1
^

(7-23)

B = 4'i,
= (7-24)

where Ni = -(Z*A)S ^2 = (2V8ir)S Z is the atomic number, and ai,

the radius of the first Bohr circular orbit, has been chosen as unit of

length Now the 2s function [Eq. (7.24)] for the valence electron is

orthogonal to the Is functions [Eq. (7.23)] for the K electrons. This

would no longer be so, if different values for Z should be substituted

in Eqs. (7.23) and (7.24). For this case Slater* has shown that the

two functions may be orthogonalized by adding a fraction of one of the

> -Wilson, E. B., Jour. Chem. Phys., 1, 210, 1933. For other references see this

paper.

2 Slater, J. C., PhyB. Rev.j 34, 1293, 1928.

3 Slater, J. C., Phys. Rev., 42, 33, 1932.
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IS to the 2s function. Now a determinant possesses the prop-

the determinant remains unchanged in value Wilson’s
I wave function for the lithium atom therefore takee the fom

'I'
JL
V6

^2 Az
A2 Az ’

Bi + bAi B 2 A- iA2 Bz + hAz
(7.25)

A’s and B’s now represent the simple hydrogen-like wave
^ith modified values for Z.

determinants involving hydrogen-like functions with Z put
ae atomic number are used to calculate the energy, the result

IFiq- 7.8.~—Quantum-mechanical model of the lithium atom.

^od as might be expected. Much better agreement is obtained

5ring the as parameters and adjusting them, by variation

intil a minimum energy is obtained. Wilson found the lowest

ne with the wave functions and their parameters as follows:

A, = (7.26)

(y „ —cr7)ri — iZ— <rz)ri —(Z—<ri)rA

Ai - 2 _ e 2 + (7.27)

= 0.31, (12 = 1.67, (Ti = 0, and Ni and JV2 are normalizing

rhe probability-density-distribution curve obtained by plotting

hinst the electron-nuclear distance r is shown by the heavy

Fig. 7.8. The dotted curve for the hydrogen 2s state does

belong here but is shown as a comparison with the 2s state of

The latter curve is obtained by plotting 4iirVi<.-

ailing in of the inner loop of the Li 2s curve over the inner

e hydrogen 2s curve is due to the lack of screening by the Is

>f the core and is to be compared with the deeper penetration
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and speeding up of the electron in the inner part of the classical orbi

The 2s electron, since it is most of the time well outside the core,

screened from the nucleus by the two core electrons. This avera^

screening is well represented by the screening constant a‘2 — 1.67, Tl

screening of each Is electron from the nucleus by the other Is electrc

should lie between 0 and 1. The value tri == 0.31 is in good agreeixie]

with this. When the 2s electron is inside the core {i.e., the small

loop), the screening by the outer Is electrons is practically negligibl

The value 0-3 = 0 is in good agreement with this. This same analog

between the quantum-mechanical model and the orbital model shou

extend to all elements.

The accuracy with which Eq. (7.25) represents the normal states

lithium and singly ionized beryllium (see Figs. 5.2 and 6.5) is shown \

the following values:

Spectroscopi(i CalcAilated

Li I, 2h T= 43484(11)1' 43089

Be II, 2^' T = 146880 145984

Calculations of the quantum defect for the alkali metals from
purely theoretical standpoint have also been made by Hartree.^ Ha
tree, employing his self-consistent field theovy (see Sec. 7.1), has determin<

the quantum defects and energy levels for a number of states in sevei

of the alkalis. After determining a probability-density-distributii

curve for the core of the atom, as in Fig. 7.1, the energy of the valen

electron moving in this field can be calculated. In rubidium, for examp
he obtained the following values of ju:

Table 7.3.—Observed and Calculated Values op the Quantum Defect
fi FOR Rubidium

{After Hartree)

Electron term fi (obs.) M (calc.) Diff.

5s 5‘S 3.195 3.008 0.187

6s e^s 3.153 2.987 0.166
7s 7^8 3.146 2.983 0.163

5p 52? 2.71 2.54 0.17

6p 62? 2.68 2.51 0.17
U 42D 0.233 0.028 0.206

Since the quantum defect is a measure of the penetration of t

valence electron into the atom core, the orbital model as well as t

quantum-mechanical model would be expected to show that the pei

^ Hartree, D. R., Proc. Camh. Phil. Soc., 24, 89, 111, 1928.
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penetrating and nonpbnetrating orbits

•tration is not greatly different for all sta+P? nf
arst seven of a series of i states

"
- 2
“ e™*

according’ to mo'dd
™

-beneath, them are drawn the hvdrno-PTt rnr-rtv. j
t;o model a, and

curves of the same quantum numberl
^ ’^^*y-density-distribution

Oa
perihelion distances are very nearly thesa-ine. On the quantum-mechanicfl.1 TvipriAi i a,.. „ .

loop (indicated by the first nodal points), with the exception of 3d, are
nearly the same. Figure 7.9 brings out better than any other, perhaps,
•tire close analogies that may be drawn between the orbits of the earlyquantum theory and the probability-density-distribution curves of the
rie-wer quantum mechanics. This is one of the reasons why the terms
o7'J>-it, pe.netrating orbit, nonpenetrating orbit, etc., are still used in discussing
Quantum-mechanical processes.

Problems

X* Assuming that the a and p orbits in potassium penetrate only the shell of eight^ electrons, eompute the value of fromEq.
(7 .21 ). Compare these values of p with

tlxe clensity-distribution curve in Fig. 7 .2 . If the values of the quantum defect are not
Iciiowu from Prob. 2, Chap. V, they are readily calculated from the term values
directly.

Compute, on the classical theory, model a, the maximum electron-nuclear
dista^nces attained by the valence electron of sodium in the first 10 s orbits. Compare
fclxese values with the corresponding s orbits of hydrogen by plotting a graph. Plot
^Tnan,x af^aiHst n for hydrogen and iieu for sodium.



CHAPTER VIII

doublet fine structure and the spinning electron

' From the very earliest observations of spectral series it has been

known that each member of certain general types of series shows fine

structure while those of others do not. Each member of some of the

series in the alkah metals, for example, is a close doublet (see Fig. 1.9),

whereas in the alkaline earths it is a close triplet (see Fig. 1.10). So

far as energy levels are concerned, term analyses of so-called doublet

spectra show that P, D, F,G, . . . levels are probably double, whereas 8

levels are always single (see Figs. 5.1, 6.2, 6.4, and 6.6). It is with this

fine structure that we are concerned in this chapter, for in its explanation

we are led to a new concept, the spinning electron.

8.1. Observed Doublet Fine Structure in the Alkali Metals and the

Boron Group of Elements.—Before taking up the question of the origin

of fine structure, it is important that we become more or less familiar

with the doublet spectra of the alkalies and another group of elements

not yet considered. These are the elements in the third group of the

periodic table (Table 5.1), boron, aluminum, gallium, indium, and

thallium. Like the alkali metals each of these atoms gives rise to four

chief series of spectrum lines; sharp, principal, diffuse, and fundamental.

From these observed series, energy level diagrams are finally constructed

as shown in Fig. 8.1. The chief difference between the alkali metals and

what we ahall hereafter call the boron group of elements is best described

in terms of the energy levels rather than in terms of the spectrum lines.

In the alkali metals a ^8 term lies deepest, followed by a term

as the first excited state (see Fig. 5.2) ;
whereas, in the boron group a “P

term lies deepest, followed by ^8. This observed experimental fact

is the basis, in the Bohr-Stoner scheme of the building up of the elements,

for the addition of p electrons in these elements (see Table 5.1). The

complete electron configurations for the boron group are written as

follows:

B 5, Is* 2s* 2p
• A1 13, Is* 2s* 2p* 3s* 3p

Ga 31, Is* 28* 2p« 3s* 3p« 3ii*« 4s* ip

In 49, Is* 2s* 2p> 3s* 3p'> 3d‘o 4s* 4p« 4^*“ 6s* 6^

T1 81, Is* 2s* 2p« 3s* 3p‘ 3d“ 48* 4p«-4d“ 68* 6p* 5d‘® 6s® Bp

All other subshells being complete, it is the single unbalanced p electron

which, when the atom is excited, takes on the various possible energy

114
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Sec. 8.1]

J. JLO

filled. There being no d electro^ 7n 1.
with a total quantum number n lower than 3^^the^^

^

electron to the firs. state Pla^CeS^TtrsToruf
it shluld be noted^LTre^^- temHnSl'fivrL^^
alkali metals, are nearly hydrogen-like, indicaS^ V^elT^l

U)
<u

_3

:5|

£1
C.

Fia. 8.1.—Energy level diagrams of the boron group of elements.

orbits. It is to be noted too that for a given total quantum number n
the order of binding, which is also the order of increasing penetration, is

W, ^D, ^P, and ^8,

The largest fine-structure separations in each element of the boron
group are to be found in the normal states ^P. The very narrow ^P^-^Pi
interval in boron widens with each succeeding element until in thallium
it has become almost as large as the gross-structure interval

The first sharp series doublets given in Table 8.1 indicate the enormous
spreading out of the first terms in going to higher atomic numbers. One
line of the thallium doublet is in the visible green region of the spectrum
and the other member is in the ultra-violet over 1500 1. away.

Exactly this same spreading out of the fine structure is observed in

the alkali metals in going from lithium to caesium. This may be seen

directly from the principal series as they are plotted in Eig. 8.2. The
sodium doublets are relatively much narrower than shown. The fine-
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Table 8.1.—Boxjblbt Sbpakations foe the First Members op the Sharp Series

^Pr^Si
X X

AX
A

Av

cm"”'

B
2497.82 2496.87 0.95 6.20

3961.68 3944.16 17.52 112.07
A1

4172.22 4033.18 139.04 826.10
Ga

4511.44 4101.87 409.57 2212.63
III

T1
5350.65 3775,87 1574.78 7792.42

structure intervals for the first member of the principal series in each of

the alkalies and ionized alkaline earths are observed as follows:

Li I Na I K I Rb I Cs I

0.338 17.2 57.9 237.7 554.0 cm~*

Be II Mg II Ca II Sr II Ba II

6.61 91.5 223.0 800.0 1691.0 cm~‘

In lithium the 2^S-2^P interval (see Fig. 5.1) is over 4000 times the
fine-structure interval 0.338 cm~^ whereas in caesium the corresponding

interval is only 20 times larger.

Principal Series

40,000 30,000 cmr^ 20,000 10,000—Radiated Frequency—
Fi(i. 8.2. Illustrating fine structure in the principal series of the alkali metals. (Hodium

and potassium doublets are narrower than shown.)

A general survey of the energy level diagrams (Figs. 5.1, 5.2, 6.4, and
6.5) will enable certain general conclusions concerning fine-structure
intervals to be drawn : First, corresponding doublet separations increase
with atomic number. Second, doublet separations in the ionized
alkaline earths are larger than the corresponding doublets im the alkali
metals. Third, within each element doublet separations decrease in.

going to higher members of a series. Fourth, within each element
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are^ Wilder ^thln
^ doublets of the same n, and D doublets

are illustrated arif
of same n. The last two statements

of the three
^'ig- 8-3 by giving the four lowest members

OKceptioL to ^hesfISeff' If
f b®

^ontioned in passing that

«n«f iiNr,...
"o®® rules are well known. These exceptions, however,

y counted for and will be treated as special cases in Chap. XIX.
^P'

*P;

tp
¥

Flo. 8.8. 8('h*tmati<! rcprosoHtation of relative term Heparations in the different series.

8.2. Selection Rules for Doublets.—In the doublet spectra of atomic
systems containing but one valence electron the small letters s, p, d,

for the different electron orbits are replaced by the corresponding
capitals S, P, D, F,

, for the terms. The small superscript 2 in
front of each term indicates that the level in question, including S levels,
haa doublet properties and belongs to a doublet system. Although all

S levels are single, their doublet nature will later be seen to reveal itself

when the atom is placed in a magnetic field. In order to distinguish
between two fine-structure levels having the same n and I values^ the
cumbrous but theoretically important half-integral subscripts are used.
This subscript to each term, first called the inner quantum number by
Sommerfald, is of importance in atomic structure, for it gives the total

angular momentum of all the extranuclear electrons (see Sec. 8.4).

The mmr quantum number is frequently referred to as the electron

quantum number j or the term quantum number J.

Observation shows that, for the transition of an electron from one

energy state to another, definite selection rules are in operation. This

is illustrated schematically in Fig. 8.4 by six different sets of com-

binations. From these diagrams, which are based upon experimental

observations, selection rules for doublets may be summarized as follows:

In any electron transition^

and

1 changes by +1, or —1 only,

j changes by 0, +1, or —1 only.

* VtolatiDtii of either of these selection rules are attributed to the presence of an

external ©l^trlo or magnetic field (see Chaps. X and XX) or to quadripole radiation.
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The total quantum number n has no restrictions and. may change by any

integral amount. The relative intensities of the radiated spectrum

lines are illustrated by the heights of the lines directly below each transi-

tion arrow at the bottom of the figure. Combinations between
and ^8 always give rise to a fine-structure doublet, whereas all other,

combinations give rise to a doublet and one satellite. In some doublet

spectra, and terms are known. In designating any spectrum

line like X5890 of sodium (see Fig. 5.1), the lower state is written first

followed by the higher state thus, The reason for this order

goes back to the very earliest work in atomic spectra (see Chap. I) . Spec-

trum lines in absorption are written in the same way, the lowest level first.

Fio. 8.4.—Illustrating selection and intensity rules for doublet combinations.

8.3. Intensity Rules for Fine-structure Doublets.—General observa-

tions of hne intensities in doublet spectra show that certain intensity

rules may be formulated. These intensity rules are best stated in terms

of the quantum numbers of the electron in the initial and final energy

states involved. The strongest lines in any doublet arise from transitions

in which j and I change in the same way. When there is more than one

such line in the same doublet, the line involving the largest j values is

strongest. For example, in the first principal-series doublet of Fig. 8.4. the

line is stronger than since in the former I changes by

-1 (1 == 1 to i: = 0) and j changes by -1 (j = f to j = i). As a second

example, consider a member of the diffuse series in. which there are two

strong lines and one satellite. For the two strong lines and

^Pi-^Di, j and I both change by -1. The stronger of the two lines

^Pr-^Di involves the larger j values. For the faint satellite

Al = —1 and Aj = 0.

Quantitative rules for the relative intensities of spectrum lines

were discovered by Burger, Dorgelo, and Ornstein.^^ While these rules

* Burqbb, H. C., and H. B. Dorqblo, Zeits. f. Phys., 23, 268, 1924; Ornbthiin,

L. 8., and H. C. BmaEii, Zeiia. /. Phys,, 24, 41, 1924; 22, 170, 1924.
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fl'Pply to all spectra in general, they will be stated here for doublets
only- (u) The sum of the intensities of those lines of a doublet which
come from a common initial level is proportional to the quantum weight

Table 8.2.—Intensity Measurements in the Principal Series of the Alkali
Metals

(After Samhursky)

Element Combination. Wave-lengths Ratio

5890 : 6896 2 : 1
Na Z^S-4:^P 3.302 : 3303 2 : 1

Z^S-S^P 2852 ; 2853 2 : 1

7666 : 7699 2 : 1

A^S-5^P 4044 ; 4047 2.2 : 1

K 425-6“P 3446 : 3447 2.3 : 1

^^S-T^P 3217 : 3218 2.5 : 1

7800 : 7947 2 : 1

4201 : 4215 2.7 : 1

3587 : 3591 3.6 : 1

Rb 6'^S-S^P 3348 : 3351 4.3 : 1

3228 ; 3229 5 : 1

3167 : 3158 3 : 1

6^S-6‘P 8621 : 8943 2 : 1

6»5-7»P 4666 : 4593 6 : 1

Z^S-&V 3876 : 3888 10 : 1

6»<S-9»P 3611 : 3617 16.5 : 1

Cs 62/sr-iosp 3476 : 3480 25.0 : 1

6>;S-1PP 3398 : 3400 15.8 : 1

625-1 22P 3347 : 3348 5.7 : 1

6\<?-132p 3313 : 3314 4.6 : 1

of that level. (6) The sum of the intensities of those lines of a doublet
which end on a common level is proportional to the quantum weight
of that level. The quantum weight of a level is given by 2j + 1 . This,

it will be seen in Chap. X, is the number of Zeeman levels into which a
level j is split when the atom is placed in a magnetic field.

In applying these intensity rules, consider again the simple case

of a principal-series doublet. Here there are two lines starting from
the upper levels and “Pj and ending on the common lower level

The quantum weights of the “P levels are 2(|) -|- 1 and 2(^) 4- 1,

giving as the intensity ratio 2:1. The same ratio results when the

level is above and the ^P level below.
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Quantitative measurements of line intensities in some of the alkali

spectra are given in Table 8.2.^
. .

The particular investigations of Sambursky on the principal series

of Na, K, Rb, and Cs show that, while the first members have, in apee-

ment with observations made by others, the theoretical ratio 2:1, higher

members do not. This is expecially true in caesium where the observa-

tions have been extended to the eighth member. In camuin the intensity

ratio starts with 2 and rises to a maximum of 25 in t he nft h member, then

drops quite abruptly to 4^ in the eighth member.^ (lomuder next the

diffuse-series doublets which involve three spectrum lines. 1 he following

combination scheme is found to be particularly u.seful in representing

all of the transitions between initial and final states. A diffuse-series

doublet is written

*Pi “Pi

4 2

»D,6 X 0

=‘D,4 y '1

The numbers directly below and to the right of the term nyinbolB are

the quantum weights 2j + h het X, F, and Z reprenent the \niknown

intensities of the three allowed transitiouH and zero the forbidden t rsnsi-

tion. From the summation rules (a) and {b) the following relations

are set up: The sum of the lines starting from in to the mm ntarting

from »2), as 6 to 4, i.e.., and, siinilarly, t he sum of the lines

X -f F 4

ending on *Pj is to the sum ending on “Pj as 4 is to 2, t.<\,
y — -

The smallest whole numbers which satisfy these eiiuations are X — 9,

y - 1, and 21 - 6. If the *£) terms are very close together so t hat the

observU lines do not resolve the satellite from the main lino, m is usually

the case, the two lines observed will have the intensity ratio 9-|-l: 5

or 2 : 1, the same as the principal-series or sharp-series doublets. I ntensity

measurements of the diffuse series of the alkali metals by Uorgelo* confirm

this.

A favorable spectrum in which the satellite of a diffuse-series doublet

can be easily resolved, with ordinary instruments, is that of caesium.

The first throe members of this stmies arc in th«! Infra-retl Jimi are not

readily accessible to photography. The fourth ineml>pr «>f the series,

composed of the three lines XX 6213, 6011, and 6218 iuis inn-n observed

^ Sambuesicv, S., Zdk* Phyn.^ 49, 781, ^928.

a The anomalous intensities observed in eiw^Hium have hmn givi?n a aatiafactory

explanation by E. Fermi, Zdk, /. Phy»*, 59, §S0, 1980.

» DoEOsno, H. B., Zdis. f. Phyn., 170, 1924.
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Table 8.3.—IxTiiksiTY Measukements in the Dipfitsb Sebibs op the Alkali
Metals

{After Dorgelo)

Element Combination Wave-lengths Ratio

Na
32p_42£) 5688 : 5682 100 : 50
32P-52D 4982 : 4978 100 : 50

K 5832 : 5812 100 : 51

i^P-6W 5359 : 5342 100 : 50

52P-62P 6298 : 6206 100 : 51

Rb 52p~72p 5724 : 5648 100 : 52

B^P-SW 5431 : 5362 100 : 52

to have the intensity ratios 9:5.05:1.17. Theoretical intensities for the

combination are given by the following formulations

:

j

6 4 X 8 6 4

Wi 8 X 0 Y + Z 6 I 8 20 0

Wi 6 Y Z X + Y 6 Wi 6 1 14

Z 4

The smallest whole numbers satisfying the equations in the center are

X = 20, and Z = 14. The results given in Table 8.2 show that one

cannot always expect the intensity rules to hold. The theoretical

intensities are extremely useful, however, in making identifications in

spectra not yet analyzed.

8.4. The Spinning Electron and the Vector Model.—With the

co-development of complex spectrum analysis and the Land6 vector

model, it became necessary to ascribe to each atom ah angular momentum
in addition to the orbital angular momentum of the valence electrons.

At first this new angular momentum was ascribed to the atom core

and assigned various values suitable for the proper explanation of the

various types of spectral lines: singlets, doublets, triplets, quartets,

quintets, etc. Due to the insight of two Dutch physicists, XJhlenbeck

and Goudsmit,^ and independently Bichowsky and Urey,^ this new
angular momentum was assigned to the valence electrons. In order

to account for doublet fine structure in the alkali metals, it is sufficient

to ascribe to the single valence electron a spin s of only one-half a quantum

unit of angular momentum, ==
1 ^
2‘27r'

This half-integral spin is

not to be taken as a quantum number that takes different values like n

^ Uhlenbeck, G. E., and S. Goudsmit, Naturmssenschafterif 13
, 963, 1925; Naturej

117
, 264, 1926.

2 Bichowsky, F. R., and H. C. XJeet, Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci.y 12, 80, 1926.
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and I but as an inherent and fixed property of the electron. The total
angular naomentum contributed to any atom by a single valence electron

is therefore made up of two parts: one due to the motion of the center

s*

Fig. 8.5.— Spin and orbital motion of tho electron on the classical theory.

of mass of the electron around the nucleus in an orbit, and the other
due to the spin motion of the electron about an axis through its center of

mass (see Fig. 8.5) . Disregarding nuclear spin the atom core, as we shall

see later, contributes nothing to the total angular momentum of the atom.
By analogy with the quantum-mechanical developments in Chap. IV,

we return now to the orbital models a, 5, c, and d (Fig. 4.8) to find a
suitable method for combining these two angular momenta. For this

Vector Vector

j-i+l j-i-i j-i+i j*i4
Fig. 8.6.—“Vector models a and h for the composition of th© electron spin and orbit.

purpose models a and b are both frequently used Of these models, a

is generally preferred since it gives in many cases, but not always, the

more accurate quantum-mechanical results. Models c and d have been

rejected because of the many fortuitous rules necessarily introduced

to fit the experimental data, and they are of historical interest only.
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Vector diagrams for the composition of orbit and spin, on models a and 6,

are given in Fig. 8.6 for the two possible states of the d electron.

On model b the spin angular momentum 5 • h/2ir is added vectorially to
the orbital angular momentum I • /i/2t to form the resultantj^h/ 2^, where
y = i ± 5. On model a the spin angular momentum s* - /i/2t is added
vectorially to the orbital angular momentum Z* • h/27r to form the resultant

y* • h/2T, where s* = Vs{s + 1),Z* = \/l(l + 1), y* = Vj(j + 1), and

y = J d- 5. It should be noted that two is the maximum number of j
values, differing from each other by unity, that are possible on either

model and that for s electrons there is but one possibility.^ For s, p, dj

/, . . . orbits Z = 0, 1, 2, 3,
* •

•
. The quantum conditions are that

y shall take all possible half-integral values only, 2 .e., y = .

For a d electron I = 2, s == I* = V6, and s* = The only
possible orientations for I and 5, or for I* and s*, are such that y = |
and I, and y* = |\/35 and Ia/IS. For a p electron Z = 1,

Z* == •\/2, and s* = ^a/S. The only possible orientations for Z and s, or

for Z* and s*, are such that y = | and andy* = ^\/l5 and^A/^ For

an 5 electron Z = 0, s = Z* = 0, and s* = Ia/S. The only possible

value for j is and j* =•

8.6. The Normal Order of Fine-structure Doublets.—In the doublet

energy levels of atomic systems containing but one valence electron

it is generally, but not always, observed that the fine-structure level

J = J — I lies deeper than the corresponding level y = Z + ^. For
example, in the case of p and d electrons, lies deeper than and

lies deeper than This result is to be expected on the classical

theory of a spinning electron and on the quantum mechanics. Classically

we may think of the electron as having an orbital angular momentum
and a spin angular momentum. Due to the charge on the electron

each of these two motions produces magnetic fields.

Due to the orbital motion of the electron, of charge e, in the radial

electric field of the nucleus E, there will be a magnetic field H at the

electron normal to the plane of the orbit.^ That this field is in the direc-

tion of the orbital mechanical moment Z may readily be seen by imagining

the electron at rest and the positively charged nucleus moving in an

orbit around it. In this field the more stable state of a given doublet

will then be the one in which the spinning electron, thought of as a

small magnet of moment /jls, lines up in the direction of H. In Fig.

8.7 the electron spin moment pa is seen to be parallel to H in the state

j — I — and antiparallel to H in the state y = Z + ^. Of the two

^ The small letter s used for electron spin must not be confused with the small

letter for s electrons.

2 This field is not apparent to an observer at rest with the nucleus but would be

experienced by an observer on the electron.
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possible orientations the one j — I \ classically then the more

stable and therefore lies deeper on an energy level diagram. On the

vector model (x (see Fig. 8.6) the same conclusion is reached and we can

say that of the two states the one for which the spin moment is more

nearly parallel to E lies deeper.

Although most of the doublet spectra of one-electron systems are

in agreement with this, there are a few exceptions to the rule. In

caesium, for example, the and terms are normal, and the first

term is inverted. By inverted is meant that the term y = Z + i lies

^00p0g'l;j (313^ energy level diagram. In rubidium the terms are

normal, and the and terms are inverted. In sodium and potassium

A j-l + s B j=l-s

Fig. 8.7. Illustrating the mechanieal and magnetic momenta of the spinning electron

for the two fine-structure states j I + h and j » Z — The vectors are drawn accord-

ing to the classical model (6),

the 2p terms are aormal, and the ^D, and very probably the ^F, terms

are inverted. For a possible explanation of the inversions see Sec. 19.6.

It can be shown quantum mechanically that, neglecting disturbing

influences, doublet levels arising from a single valence electron will be

normal. Where resolved, all of the observed doublets of the boron

group of elements, the ionized alkaline earths, and the more highly

ionized atoms of the same type are in agreement with this.

8.6. Electron Spin-orbit Interaction.—^The problem which next

presents itself is that of calculating the magnitude of the doublet separa-

tions. Experimentally we have seen that doublet-term separations, in

general, vary from element to element, from series, to series, and from

member to member. Any expression for these separations will there-

fore; involve the atomic number Z, the quantum number I, and the

quantum number n.

A calculation of the interaction energy due to the addition of an

electron spin to the atom model has been made on the quantum mechanics

by Pauli,i Darwin, “ Dirac,* Gordon, and others. By use of the vector

1 Pauli, W., Zeits. f. Phyn., 43, 601, 1927.

2 Darwin, C. G.,Proc. Roy. Soe., A, 116
,
227, 1927; A, 118 , 664, 1928.

> Dirac, P. A. M., Proc. Roy. Soc., A, IIT, 610, 1927
;
A, 118

,
351 ,

1928.

< Gordon, W., Zeils.f. Phys., 48, 11, 1929.
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model a semiclassical calculation of the interaction energy may also be
made which leads to the same result. Because Of its simplicity this

treatment will be given here. Dirac’s quantum-mechanical treatment

of the electron will be given in the next chapter.

On the classical model of hydrogen-like atoms the single electron

moves in a central force field with an orbital angular momentum

== mr X V (8.1)

where Z* = -x/ZCZ + 1), m is the mass of the electron, V its velocity, and

r the radius vector. According to classical electromagnetic theory, a

charge Ze on the nucleus gives rise to an electric field E at the electron

given by

• E - (8.2)

Moving in this field the electron experiences a magnetic field given by

C
(8.3)

From these two equations,

rr vyH = -^r X V.
gj.3

(8.4)

Applying Bohr’s quantum assumption [Eq. (2.20)]

27rmr X V = Z* /i. (8.5)

the field becomes

wv fl 1
H. = 1 TT' “s'

2ir me r®
(8.6)

In this field the spinning electron, like a small magnetic top, under-

goes a Larmor precession around the field direction. From Larmor’s

theorem [Eq. (3.58)] the angular velocity of this precession should be

given by the product of the field strength H and the ratio between the

magnetic and mechanical moment of the spinning electron:^

^ u . o ^ ^ IL. ‘ ^ ’ 2
^

ti ‘

^'2mc 27r me 2mc

This is just twice the ordinary Larmor 'precession, given in Eq. (3.58)

(8.7)

1 The ratio between the magnetic and mechanical moment of a spinning electron

is just twice the corresponding ratio for the electron's orbital motion. This is m

agreement with results obtained on the quantum mechanics and accounts for the

anonaalous Zeeman effect to be treated in Chap. X.
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A relativistic treatment of this problem by Thomas^ has re\

addition to the Larmor precession wl, a relativity precession cor,

as great and in the opposite direction. The resultant precesst

spinning electron is therefore one-half wx, i.e., just equal to the

Larmor precession:

" _ cor -
2 ‘ 2^ mV r»

Now, the interaction energy^ is just the product of the pre

angular velocity co^ and the projection of the spin angular m(

on I*:

^Wl., = <o' s* A cos

With the value of o>' from Eq. (8.8),

ATEi!,«
AfA
2mV

I l*s* cos (I*s*).
J.3

In this equation for the interaction energy the last two fa

still to be evaluated. In general the electron-nuclear distan

function of Z, n, and I and changes continually in any giv

Because the interaction energy is small compared with the tot

of the electron’s motion the average energy Wi,, may he calct

means of perturbation theory. In doing this, only the averi

need be calculated.

mechanics (see Sec. 4.9),

From perturbation theory and the

n\
\rV ~ a\nH{l -f i)(i + 1)’

where oi is the radius of the first Bohr circular orbit,

_ _A_.

For the last factor of Eq. (8.10) we turn to the vector mo(

atom. In calculating the precessional frequency of s* around

produced by the orbital motion the vector I* was assumed fixed

1 Thomas, L. H., Nature, 117, 614, 1926.

* The interaction energy here is just the kinetic energy of the electron’i

around the field H. If IF => i/"* represents the kinetic energy of the

electron in the absence of the field H, andW = + «’)’ the kinetic ei:

presence of the field, then the change in energy is just AlF = W' - W
lua'. Since I remains constant and w > > u', the first term is negligibl]

the energy is given by the product of &»' and the mechanical moment 7w " s'
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J

Sec. 8.6]

One might equally well have calculated the precession of the orbit in the

field of the spinning electron. It is easily shown that this frequency is

just equal to the ordinary Larmor precession and to the precession of the

electron around I*. In field-free space both orbit and spin are free to

move so that I* and s* will precess around their

mechanical resultant j*. By the law of conserva-

tion of angular momentum this resultant j* and

lienee the angle between I* and s* must rematu

invariant. The vector model therefore takes the

form shown in Fig. 8.8. With the angle fixed the

cosine does not need to be averaged and l*s* cos

(Z*s*) is calculated by the use of the cosine law

j* = + s*^ -f 2l*s* cos {l*s*) (8.13)

from which

l*s* cos {l*s*) (8.14)

Substituting Eqs. (8.11) and (8.14) inEq. (8.10),

Ze^ ¥ Z®
ATTj,. =

4ir2 alnH(JL + ^)[l + l)
Fig. 8.8.—Classical pre-

cession of electron spin s*

and orbit I* around their

(8.15) mechanical resultant j *.

Upon substituting the Rydberg constant R = 2Tr^me^lch^ and the

square of the fine-structure constant a* = the energy becomes

—, Ra^c\Z^
AW,.. - ^ ^ J)

•

2

and, dividing by he, the term shift in wave numbers becomes

(8.16)

AT,,. = -- Ra^Z* 1*2
= -r. (8.17)

n®Z(Z-|-^)(J + l) 2

This spin-orbit interaction energy, often referred to as the r factor,

is written in short as

(j^ ^ = a l*s* cos

where

a = Ra^Z*
cm“

(8.18)

(8.19)

H{1 -ft|)a + 1)

Measured from the series limit down, the term value of any fine-

structure level will be given by

r = To - r, (8-20)
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where To is a hypothetical term value for the center of gravity of

doublet in question and r gives the shift of each fine-structure level ft

I’d. r values for “P, ^D, and W terms are shown in. Fig. 8.9. For j

orbit I = 0, j == s, and AP = 0. This is in agreement with observai

that all S states are single. The two states of a doublet are seen by
figure to be given by the difference between their T values. It is tc

noted that Z occurs in the numerator of Eq. (8.19), and n and I occu

the denominator. This is in agreement with experimental observat:

Fla. 8.9.— Illustrating tino-Ht.ru(ituro Hoparatiunn duo to aphi’^irbit iutoraotiou.

that doublet-term separations (1) increase with increasing atumic nuni

e.g., in going from Na I to K I, or from Na I to Mg II; (2) decrease

increasing n, i.e., in going to higher members of a given series; (3) deer

with increasing I, i.e., in going to different series p, d,f, etc. As the u

action energy gets smaller and smaller in a given series, T will appn

zero and the levels will gradually come together at their center of grs

To.

8.7. Spin-orbit Interaction for Nonpenetrating Orbits.—In appl

the spin-orbit-interaction energy formula [Eq. (8.17)1, as just derive

the observed data, it is necessary that we first simplify the exprei

and substitute the known physical constants. For any given dou

I and 8 have the same values whereas J * f + I for the upper level

I
— I for the lower level. 1'he successive substitution of these vi

for j in the last factor of Eq. (8.17) gives, by subtraction.

A*- - n»f(r+w+ i) V 2^

Ra^Z*

nHir+l)
cm"*‘ 0

Inserting the value of the Rydberg (tonstant R - 109737 cm-> anc

fine-structure constant a® ™ 5.3 X 10"S

Av *« 6,82 '"r

For hydrogen-like systems the effective nuclear charge is j

simply by the atomic number Z.
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In the previous chapters we have seen how for other atomic systems

he deviations of the term values from those of hydrogen-like atoms are

.ttributed to a polaprization of the atomic core or generally to a quantum
Lefect [see Eq. (5.4)],

RZ^ = M?,
{n ij,)^ n%t

(8.23)

vhere 2 = 1 for neutral atoms, 2 for singly ionized atoms, etc. Instead

>f attributing the increased binding of the electron to a defect in the

quantum number n, one may argue that it should be attributed to a

screening of the valence electron from the nucleus by the intervening

jore of electrons, and that Z should be replaced by Z^u where Z^u = Z —<s,

Z is the atomic number, and o- is a screening constant:

RZl, ^ RjZ - ay
(8.24)

By exactly the same reasoning one may write the fine-structure

doublet formula [Eq. (8.22)] as

Av = Ra'^iZ -sY oo (2 - s)^

nH{l + 1)
°

-b 1)' (8.25)

Most of the doublets to which this formula applies are known only for

singly and multiply ionized atoms. Although its general application

will be left to Chap. XVII on Isoelectronic Sequences, it should be

remarked here that this formula gives doublet intervals in remarkably

good agreement with experimental observations.

8.8. Spin-orbit Interaction for Penetrating Orbits.—In the preceding

chapter on penetrating and nonpenetrating orbits we have seen how

penetrating orbits may be considered as made up of two parts, an inside

segment of an ellipse and an ovtside segment. In attempting to apply

p]q. (8.25) to the doublets of penetrating orbits, much better agreement

with the observed values is obtained, especially for the heavier elements,

by again considering separately the inner and the outer part of the orbit

(see Fig. 7.6). Whatever atomic model is formulated, the electron in a

deeply penetrating orbit is by far the greater part of the time in an outer

region where the field is nearly hydrogen-like. If the electron remained

in an outer orbit like the outer segment, the doublet formula [Eq. (8.21)]

would be
Ra^Zt

“ "
nll{l -b 1)’

(8.26)

whereas, if it remained

formula would be

in an inner orbit like the inner segment, the

RodZi
‘ " nW -b

!)
(8.27)
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To bring these two formulas together for the actual orbit thp mentionm each of these segments is weighted according to the time snent inNow the time rrequired to traverse the whole path is
tbe time required to traverse a complete outer ellipse that we
write, to a first approximation,

ao3/i 3

(8.2S)

This equation for the period of an electron in a Kepler ellipse was lef^
as an exercise at the end of Chap. III. The time required to traverse a-
completed inner ellipse is

4x^me*Z^ (
8 .29)

Now the resultant frequency separation Av for the actual orbit will
be Avt, times the fractional time to/t spent in the outer segment, plus
Avi times the fractional time ti/t spent in the inner segment:

Av = Avoj + Avij-
(8 .30)

Making the approximation that t„ = t and substituting the values of
Avo, Avi, t, and U from Eqs. (8.26), (8.27), (8.28), and (8.29), we get

Av
Ra^Zl

<1(1 + 1 )

(Zl + Zf) cm“h
(8 .31 )

lor heavy elements the effective charge ZiS at deepest penetration is so
much greater than the effective charge Zo6 outside, that the formula ma3r
be simplified to

Av = Ba^Zm
<1(1 + 1 )

(^-32)
This equation was derived from the quantum theory and used by Land6 ^

before the advent of the spinning electron and the newer quantum,
mechanics. In calculating Zi for a number of atoms Land4 showed thatr
the penetration in many cases is almost complete, Zi being almost equal
to the atomic number Z (see Table 17.4A). It is to be noted that Uo ie
the effective quantum number.

Inserting screening constants for each of the in Eq. (8.32),

A?/
Ra\Z - SoY{Z -

nll(l + 1)
(8 .33)

The application of this formula to observed doublets, in general, wiU bo
set aside, to be taken up again in treating isoelectronic sequences of atoms
in Chap. XVII.

^ Lan0:6, a., Zeita, f. Phys., 26, 46, 1924.
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Problems

1 . Compute doublet-term separations for the nonpenetrating 2p states of lithiumand singly ionized beryllium. Assume complete screening by tL core electronsCompare the calculated values with the observed values gi4n L Sec 8 1
2. Determine theoretical intensity ratios for the doublet transitions
3 . Construct vector-model diagrams for ^F^, and states based on model

aj Jbig. o.D.

4. petermine the electron spin-orbit precession frequency «/2v for a 4/ state in
potassium. Assume complete screening by the 18 core electrons

6. Compute a theoretical doublet separation for the 6»P state in caesium. Assume
complete penetration when the electron is inside the core, i.e., si = 0 and perfect
screening when it is outside, i.e., s„ = Z - 1. The effective quantum number n,
can be determined from the observed term values (use the center of gravity of the
doub et). All other factors remaining the same, what value of s.- will give the observed
doublet separation?



CHAPTER IX

HYDROGEN FINE STRUCTURE AND THE DIRAC ELECTRON

Even the hydrogen spectrum, the simplest of all systems, is observed

to have a fine structure. At an early date Michelson studied the Balmer

lines with an interferometer and found that both Ha and were close

doublets with separations of only 0.14 and 0.08 A, or 0.32 and 0.33 cm“S

respectively. Many subsequent investigations by others have confirmed

these results (see Fig. 9.1).

It'iG. 9.1.—Photographs of the Ha line of both of the hydrogen isotopes and H*. {After

Lewis and Spedding,)

The most informing observations that have been made on hydrogen-

like atoms are those of Paschen' on the singly ionized helium line X4686.

This line (see Fig. 2.8) corresponds to the first member of the so-called

Paschen series of hydrogen. Historically Paschen’s observations were

made and published at a most opportune time, for in the next issue of

the Annalen der Physik Sommerfeld independently predicted just such a

fine structure by an extension of the Bohr atom to include elliptic orbits

and the special theory of relativity.^ While the quantum mechanics

gives a more perfect account of the observed fine structure, the develop-

ment of the orbital model is interesting in that it leads to the same energy

levels.

9.1. Sommerfeld Relativity Correction.—^The extension of Bohr’s

atomic model by Sommerfeld to include elliptic orbits adds no new

energy levels to the hydrogen atom (see Sec. 3.3). For a given total

quantum number n, all elliptic orbits s, p, d, . . . have just the same

> Paschbn, F., Ann. d. Phya,, 60, 901, 1916.

• SoMMBBWiLD, A,, Ann. d. Phya., 61, 1, 1916.

132
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energy as the Bohr circular orbit with the same n. This energy in wave
numbers is

W RZ^
he

-
(9.1)

where R is the Rydberg constant

R = 27r^me^

(9.2)

h is Planck’s constant, c the velocity of light, m and e the mass and charge
of the electron, and M the mass of the nucleus with charge Ze,

Bohr pointed out in his earliest papers that the relativistic change in
mass of the orbital electron should be taken into account in computing
the energy levels. Introducing elliptic orbits, Sommerfeld applied the
special theory of relativity to the

electron mass. Due to the different

velocity of the electron in orbits of

the same n but differing azimuthal

quantum number, the mass of the

electron and hence the resultant

energy levels are all different. If the

rest mass of the electron is mo, its

mass when moving with velocity v is

given by the special theory of rela-

tivity as

m ~ rriofl — —V- (9.3)

\ ^ / Fig. 9.2.—Schematic representation of

the precession of an electron orbit due to

As a result of this change in mass, relativity change in mass of the elec-

, . , . , , , .IT 1 iron with velocity. {After Sommerfeld.)
which IS greatest at perihelion and

greatest for the most elliptic orbits, there is an advance of the perihelion,

or a precession, of the electron orbit, similar to that of a penetrating orbit

in the alkali metals (see Fig. 7.4), or to that of the planet Mercury moving

about the sun. This precession is shown schematically in Fig. 9.2.

While the derivation of Sommerfeld’s equation for the change in energy

due to this precession is out of place here, we shall find use for it in making

comparisons with the quantum-mechanical results.^ According to the

Sommerfeld theory the term values of hydrogen-like atoms are given by

T
w ^ +
he ^

(9.4)

1 For a derivation of Sommerfeld’s relativistic fine-structure formula see “Atomic

Structure and Spectral Lines,” p. 467, 1923; also A. E. Ruark and H. C. Urey, “Atoms,

Molecules and Quanta/’ p. 132,
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where a is the fine-struoturo constant

a2 - 5.30 X (9.5)

and

^ ~ M + m

For convenience of evaluation, Eq. (9.4) has been expanded by Som-

merfeld into a converging series,

T = W
Tie

+

+

Ra^Z^
n*

n“

+ • > • •

351

64]

(9.6)

The first term of this expansion is the same as that derived by Bohr

for circular orbits, neglecting relativity, and gives the major part of the

energy. With n = 1, 2, 3,
• •

•
,
and with 21 = 1 for hydrogen, Z = 2

for ionized helium, and i? = 3 for doubly ionized lithium, this term gives

the following values:

Taiiub 9.1.

—

Term Vacubs, NhqiiBctinci Finb-btructurb Corrections

Hydrogen

(inotopo mans 1)

R - 109677.76

Hydrogen
(iHotope luaHH 2)

R « 109707.66

lonizied

heliuru

R « 109722.4

Doubly
ionized lithium

R = 109728.9

For n « 1 109677.70 109707.66 438889.6 987660.1

2 27419.4 27420.9 109722.4 246890.0

3 12186.4 12189.7 48766.5 109728.9

4 6864.8 0850.7 27430 .

6

61722.5

5 4387 .

1

4388.3 17655.5 39502.4

(1 3046.6 3047 .

4

12191.3 27432.2

7 2238.3 2238.9 8956.9 20154.4

To each of these values corrections from Eq. (9.6) must be added

For small values of Z the first term involving Z‘^ and a* is the only on

of iiniiortance and the third and succeeding terms may be neglected

In x-ray ai>octra, however, Z becomes large for the heavier element

and terms in oc^ and a® must be taken into account (see Chap. XVI)
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The corrections to be added to each of the above given terms are there-

fore given by

\k 4:)
^ [k 4.n) ^

‘ ^

where k is Sommerfeld^s azimuthal quantum number 1, 2, 3, . . . for

Sj pj dj . . • • For all allowed values of n and k the correction is positive

and is to be added to the terms in Table 9.1. For either of the two

hydrogen isotopes,

Ar - 5-8w(i.)(i - !;)• (“)

These corrections are shown graphically in Fig. 9.3. The straight

lines at the top of each of the four diagrams represent the first four terms

Fig. 9.3.“-Firie structure of the hydrogen energy levels. ATr a-nd ATi,a represent

the relativity and the spin-orbit corrections respectively. The dashed lines represent

Sommerfeld’s relativity corrections.

of hydrogen given by Table 9.1. The shifted levels for each value of

n and k are shown by the dotted lines with the term value increasing

downward. The left-hand side of each diagram has to do with the

spinning-electron picture of the atom and will be taken up in the following

section. For ionized helium and doubly ionized lithium the intervals

given in Fig. 9.3 must be multiplied by 16 and 81, respectively.

9.2. Fine Structure and the Spinning Electron.—With the introduc-

tion of the spinning electron and the quantum mechanics another account

of the hydrogen fine structure has been given. Heisenberg and Jordan^-

^ Hbisbnbeirg, W., and P. Jordan, Zeita. f. Phys., 37, 263, 1926.
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have shown from a quantum-mechanical treatment that Sommerfeld’s

relativity correction for hydrogen-like atoms should be

ATr (9.9)

where I - 0, 1, 2,
• for >,?,< electron. A general compari-

son of all classdeal with quantum-mechanical result, for the same phe-

nomenon shows that the chm.ic.1 value. t,t‘, and may usually, but not

always, be replaced by 1 -t- J, 1(1 + », »nd «' + + ) '/"'’"fr?'
to obtain the quantum-mechanical results, bommorfeld s relativity

equation is a good example of this; k in Eq. (9.7) replaced by ! -1- J gives

To tL quantum-mechanical relativity correction |Eq. (9.9)1 a second

term due to the spm.K,rbit interaction must be addrf. I his mtoraetion

energy has already been calculated in Sec. 8.6 and shown to be given by

Eq. (8.17)

ATl.e
Ra^Z*

2
(9.10)

~nW+m+ 1 )

Applying the first correction ATr to the hydrogen terms of

each level n is split into n components as shown at the of each of the

four diagrams in Fig. 9.3. Applying now the spm-orbit mt.eraction

ATi „ each of these terms, with the exception of s terms, is split into twe

parts just as in the alkali metals. In each case the level with ; “
j
+ ^

has been shifted up, and the one with; - I
-

i has been shifted down

to the nearest Sommerfeld level. In other words, levels with the saim

j values come together at the older relativity levels k,jhere k y + i

The remarkable fact that Bommerfeld’s formula derived from the relativity

theory alone should give the same result aa the newer theory, where botl

relativity and spin are taken into account, is a good example of hoj

two incorrect assumptions can lead to the correct result While th

number of numerically different energy levels is the same on both theoriet

there is an experimental method for showing that the tot cheery is no

correct and that the latter very probably is correct. This will becom

apparent in Sec. 9.4. uu,. c.w, r

Since the newer theory leads to Sommerfeld s equation, the sum

Eqs (9.9) and (9.10) should reduce to Eip (9.7). Since j takes on value

l + ^OTl-i only, Eq. (9.10) is split into two equations:

Af for j I + h
n»2a -f- |)(I + 1)

A7' m 4- for i a« iM,,. -
i)

^

1 Equation (9.10) was first derivad on the quantum machanics by W. Hoiaenbe

and P. Jordan, he. cU.

(9 . 1 ]

(9.15
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The sign in front of the right-hand side of each of these equations has been

changed to conform with Eq. (9.9), where a positive sign means an

increase in the term value, or a decrease in the energy. Adding Eq.

(9.9) to each of Eqs. (9.11) and (9.12),

AT = ATi,s + ATr

at - ATi,s + ATr

yZ 4- 1

Ra^Z^n _
\l 4nJ

for

for

3

(9.13)

If k in Sommerfeld's equation is replaced by Z and Z + 1, respectively,

these equations will result. If again k is replaced by j which is just

A6565 A4861

Fio. 9.4.—Schematic diagrams of the lines Ha and H|5 ,
in the Balmer series of hydrpgen.

the same as replacing Z + 1 and I of Eq. (9.13) by j + we obtain the

single equation

AT 1 _3^\

y + i 4n

y

(9.14)

9.3. Observed Hydrogen Fine Structure.—Schematic diagrams of

the theoretical fine structure of the first two lines of the Balmer series

of hydrogen are shown in Fig. 9.4. Applying selection and intensity

rules, both Ha and Up should be composed of two strong components and

three weaker ones. Neither one of these patterns has ever been resolved

into more than two components. The best results to date are those of

Lewis, Spedding, Shane, and Grace,’- obtained from the behavior of

1 Lewis, G. N., and F. H. Spedding, Phys. Rev,, 43, 964, 1933; also Spedding,

F. H., C. D. Shane, and N. S. Grace, Phys, Rev., 44, 68, 1933.
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the two known hydrogen isotopes. Using Fabry and Pe

photographs similar to the one shown in the center of Fig. 9,

obtained. For this photograph the first order of a 30-ft. gra

ing (of the Littrow type) was used as the auxiliary dispersion

Microphotometer curves of both and are reproduce(

below each pattern. It is to be noted that the componen

considerably sharper than and that a third component is

show up. The broadening is due to the Doppler effect ar

greater for the lighter isotope.

Fig. 9.5.—Fine structure of and from the Balmer series of tl

isotopes. Microphotometor curves above and below were made from

patterns in the center. {After Spedding, Shane, and Grace.)

Theoretical intensities for the fine structure of hydros

calculated by Sommerfeld and Uns5ld^ in 1926. Experii

found that the relative intensities of the two main compon

ones resolved, depend largely upon the conditions of e]

some instances the supposedly weaker of the two lines will b(

as it is in Fig. 9.5.

In going to higher members of the Balmer series the sep

two strong components of each member approaches the(

experimentally the separation of the common lower state

This interval occurs in each doublet between the fainter of 1

lines and the next to the weakest satellite.

9.4. Fine Structure of the Ionized Helium Line ^46

det ailed agreement between observation and theory has bee

hydrogen-like spectrum of ionized helium. A microphoi

of tfio lixie X4686 is given at the bottom of Fig. 9.6. This lii

with the first line of the Paschen series in hydrogen (see Fij

^ BoMMEHrEU), A., and A. Unsold, Zeits. f. Phys., 36, 259, 192(

Boe also Bchhodinobe, F., Ann. d, Phys., 80 , 437, 1926.
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Z — 2 the fine-structure separations should be 16 times as great as in
hydrogen [see Eqs. (9.13) and (9.14)]. The predicted fine structure
shown above in Fig. 9.6 was first given by Sommerfeld and Unsold. At
least four and possibly five of the predicted

components may be said to have been resolved

by Paschen.^ The appearance of certain com-
ponent lines in this pattern, which are not

allowed on Sommerfeld^s original theory of

hydrogen fine structure, are strong points in

favor of the newer theory of the coincidence

of levels having the same j values.

9.6. The Dirac Electron and the Hydrogen

Atom.~On Dirac's^ theory a single electron in

a central force field is specified by a set of

four wave functions 1/^2 ,
and \l/4j

in place

of just one as in the case of the Schrodinger

theory. Each of these functions is a solution

of a wave equation. Although the setting up

of the equations is out of place here we shall

accept the solutions arrived at by Darwin

and Gordon® and show in what way they 4686.1 .0 .9 .8 .7 .6 .5 4.3-:^r

correspond to the earlier theories and, at the ioni^
same time, get some picture of the new atom helium line X4686. {After Som-

merfeld, Unsdld, and Paschen.)

With each wave function \I/2, ^ 3,
and 1^4 properly normalized, the

probability density, just as in the case of Schrodinger's theory (see

Chap. IV), is given by

P = W*, (9.15)

where
(9.16)

For given values of the azimuthal quantum number I and the mag-

netic quantum number m (m = u + i), there are two sets of solutions

corresponding to i - 1! + ^ and i = Z - respectively (j equals inner

quantum number).

(9.17)

+II

i'l = -iMePf+1 MrFl
= -iM0Pttl MrFl

'/'s
= (l + u + l)- MeP't MrGl

ii
- -Q- uT-MePr^

1 Paschbn, F., Ann. d. Phys., 82, 692, 1926.
^ qki iqoq.

2 Dieao, P. a. M., Proc. Roy. Soc.^ A, 117, 610, 1928; A, 118, 351, 19 ,

Dabwin, C. G., Proc. Roy. Soc., A, 118, 654, 1928.

* Gordon, W., Zeits. /. Phys.-, 48, 11, 1928.

also
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j - 1 - i

^1 = —
’ MePi-^x *

= i(l
^

h = wr • MrG^i-^t.

1^4 = • MrG-l^u

In this form each wave function in polar coordinates is written as tlie
product of two functions, one of which gives as a function of the angles
4> and 9 alone and the other as a function of r alone. Me and Mr are thie
angular and radial normalizing factors, respectively. The spherical
harmonics Pf(<p,6) are defined by

P'i = (-!)“(? + u) r siTr’‘e(^j
A -^ ^ • e*’''"- (9.19)

The radial functions F and 0 are functions of the electron-nuclear
distance alone and are given by

Ff 11 +
i

'e

"e

+
1 —

^(a*i — C2) and
Tlf

G\ — (<r 1 -|- (Tz) (9.20)

where

(^1
II + + 1) r”-' •

• xFii —nr, 2p 4- 1, 2kr), (9.21)
= -nr- rv-i . e-kr . ,Fi(— n,. + 1, 2p + 1, 2kr), (9.22)

and

Ur = m - |1
-

1|
== radial quantum number. (9.23)

V =s [(Z -H 1)“ — Q (9.24)
N s=s [nl -|- (Z + 1) + 2pnr]^, (9.25)

k = 0.528 AngstrSms, a* = 5.30 X 10-s, (9.26)

where O] is the radius of the Bohr first circular orbit and a is the fine-
structure constant. The functions i/^i are of the form of series

iF i{a,b,c) 1 +
FT!'

+ n(a -t- 1)

bib -h 1) 2!
o’' + a(a + 1) (g -h 2) .

r . . .

bib + l)(b + 2) -3!

(9.27)

which terminate for negative integer values of o.

9.6. The Angular Distribution of the Probability Density P«.—With,
two sets of four wave functions, the solutions and hence the probability-

density must be divided into two parts, one for j = Z + | and one
for j == I — i. Corresponding to given n, I, and j, there are 2j 1
magnetic states for which the magnetic quantum number m takes values
from TO =

-|-i to TO = —j. Hartree^ has shown that for given n, I, and.

j the magnetic states with equal but opposite m have the same prohability-
iensity distribution. He has also shown that the angular distribution.

' Habtbbb, D. R., Proc. Camb. Phil. Soc., 2S, 226, 1929.
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electrons with the same n, and m, and I ^ j ± | is the same.
example of these two theorems, the angular charge distributions,

are called by Hartree, for the magnetic states m = ±| of a
B not only the same but are also identical with the two magnetic
2, = +|. of the ^Z)g term. It should be pointed out, however, that
ial charge distributions of the ^P and terms are different,
lis simplification of the problem the charged distributions need
'mined for j = Z + | and positive m only.

.7. The angular factor Fq of the probability density plotted as a function
^1© B. The shaded areas indicate spherical symmetry presented by two or four p
or four or six d electrons.

j l-\-\ the probability density ^}/^* on the Dirac theory is

pr ^Fe-Pr = MI[F] + Of], (9.28)

first part of the solution is a function of the angles ip and 6 alone.

p, » MiiPr+tPr+i + prfy^Pf^n, (9 .29 )

.he angular normalizing factor in the form given by Roess^ is

Ml = [4x(i + u + 1) !(f - u) !]-i.
(9.30)

n Eqs. (9.19) and (9.29) it rhay be seen that the angle (p occurs

polynomial in the form, of an exponential and is always

ss, L. C., Phya. Rev., 87, 632, 1931.
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to be multiplied by its complex conjugate This gives a constant

for all Tn values. Exactly the same result is obtained on the Schrodinger

theory, which indicates that the probability density is symmetrical

about the ip (magnetic) axis for all states. Leaving out the factor

1/4t in the normalizing factor Ml, the probability density for a

number of states is given in Table 9.2 and is shown graphically in Fig.

9 .7.1

Hartree has shown that for electrons with the same n, I, and the

probability density summed over the states m = +|tom = presents

spherical symmetry. In this case spherical symmetry is shown by

m =

^ Pe — constant, (9.31)

given in the last column of Table 9.2 and graphically by the shaded

Table 9.2.—The Probability Density as a Function of the Angle 6

Energy states J .
m Pe

711 »

X

“Sj or Vi i 4 1 1

i 1 sin^ d

or 1 4 4(3 008= 0 + 1) 2

.

sin^ 6

“I>s or Vi 1 1 1 sin^ 0(16 coB^ 0 + 1) 3

4 J(5 cos^ d — 2 cos^ 0 + 1)

1- II sin® 0

1
sin^ 0(36 coH^ 0 + 1)

Vi or 7
a 1 18 sin^ 0(21 cos^ 0—6 cos® 0 + 1) 4

4 A (176 cos® 0-165 cos^ 0+45
COB* 0+9)

areas under the straight lines in Fig. 9.7. Since the probability density

for the negative m states is the same as that for the corresponding

positive m states, the sum of the probability densities for all negative m
states is also a constant. This means that four electrons in ^Pg states

or two electrons in ^Pj states will form a spherically symmetrical charge

distribution.^ Another and similar consequence of the Dirac theory

is that a single electron in a ^Pj state is two electrbns in a ^Pg state

present spherical symmetry. Not only are all S states, formed from a

1 White, H. E., Phys. Rev., 38, 613, 1931.

^ These correspond to the jj-coM^ling states (|| J |)o and (i |)o in Fig. 14.21.
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single s electron or, from a completed subshell of any type of electrons,

spherically symmetrical, as on the Schrodinger theory, but, also, all

Fig. 9.8.—The angular factor P$ of the probability density plotted in angular
coordinates. Above and below the quantum-mechanical electron distributions the corre-

sponding classical electron orbits are shown oriented in each case according to the model
I'*, s*, i*, and m.

one-electron systems with but one valence electron and that in a
state. The normal states of B, Al, Ga, In, and T1 are examples of

this. .
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If angular coordinates are used in plotting Pe number of interesting

correlations with the classical orbits may be made. Such angular

distributions are shown in Fig. 9.8 for s, p, d, and / electrons. Above

and below each density figure the corresponding classical orbits are shown

oriented in each case according to model a (see Fig . 4.8). On this model

the angular momentum vectors I* = + 1)

are combined to form the resultant j* - VKj + 1). being so

oriented that its projection m on the (p axis takes half-integral values

JJ2, = + +1,
• • +j- It may be seen from the figures that in

the precession of I* about j* and the simultaneous precession of j* about

the <p (magnetic) axis the electron orbit fills out a figure in space not

greatly unlike that of the quantum mechanics. The density curves

are symmetrical about <p. The orbit normal I* is shown for the four

positions it takes when in the same meridian plane (the plane of the

paper). In order to illustrate an orbit rather than its straight-line

projection, the orbit plane is tipped slightly out of the normal to I .

While the classical models b, c, and d may also be compared with the

probability curves of Fig. 9.8, model a seems to be in the best general

agreement. It should be pointed out that the electron is not confined

to the shaded areas in each probability curve, but that the magnitude

of a line joining the center to any point on the curve is a measure of the

probability of the electron being found in the direction of that line.

From the physical standpoint it is interesting that Pe becomes zero

for 0 = 0 and ir only. The electron can pass therefore from any region

to another without going through a node of zero probability. This is

also true for the radial factor as will be shown.

9.7. The Radial Distribution of the Probability Density Pr—For

j = I + ^ the probability-density factor Pr is [see Eq. (9.28)],

Pr = + Of). (9-32)

The radial normalizing factors Ml have been given by Roess as

,,, (iV + P + n,)(2fc)^^+^r(2?> + Ur ±1) 33^
“ nr\2N[T(2p + l)]*[(iV + I + 1)^ + n,(nr + 2p)]

which from tables of the gamma function are readily evaluated. Ihe

radial function Pf, as compared with Of is extremely small and for

hydrogen is of the order of magnitude of the square of the fine-structure

constant. If ct is set equal to zero throughout the radial equations

the gamma functions become simple factorials, Pf vanishes, and Jf

reduces to the radial factor of the Schrodinger theory (P„,i)^ (see Chap.

IV).

Since the radial densities on the Schrodinger and Dirac theories

are so nearly identical, it is difficult to show their differences graphically.
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However, by spHtting up M^(F! + (?f) into two parts and MIG\,
curves may be given for each on different scales. In Fig. 9.9, for example,
curves for the 4p, state are drawn. The factors MIG\ and MIF\

shown by the dotted lines in the top and middle figures, respectively.
Multiplying by the density-distribution curves (shaded areas) are
obtained. The main reason for representing the density distribution
lu this way is to show that the zero points of each of the two upper

Fxa. 9.9.—The radial factor Pf of the probability density for the state
Th# spin correction (middle figure) added to the Schrddinger distribution (upper figure)

Ifiv08 the Dirac distribution (lower figure).

eurvBB, other than those points at r « 0 and r = co
^
occur at different

values of r. While the resultant curve 4firr^Ml(Ff + Gf) in the lower

figure is almost identical with the top figure for 4rr^M^Gj, it does not

come to zero at the two points near r — 6 and r = 14. The difference

at these two points only has been exaggerated in the bottom figure. The
Blight shift in the probability density, due chiefly to the addition of the

F function, produces the fiine-structure shift of the hydrogen energy

levels. This will be given in Sec. 9.9. The classical 4p orbit shown in

the last figure is drawn according to model a. As in the case of the

Schrfidinger theory, the density distribution differs greatly from zero

only within the electron-nuclear distance of the corresponding classical

orbits.
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9.8. The Probability-density Distribution 44'*-—^Attempts to bring
together the probability factors Pe and Pr into one single picture for

have been somewhat successful. With a spinning mechanical
model, ^ photographs have been made which represent the Dirac electron

cloud for a number of the simpler hydrogen states. The photographs
given in Fig. 9.10 were taken from the equatorial plane of the model.

m-+iori

nT^oi-j 4^F^[5^G^nT*jor-j 4^|5^Gj^m«+Jor-f 2^S)^[3°P)jm-*ior-

^

Pig. 9.10.—Photographs representing the Dirao electron cloud for a number of the
simpler hydrogen-like states made by means of photographing a meohanioal model. The <p
(magnetic) axis is vertical and in the plane of the paper. The scale for each state is given
below each symbol in AngstrSm units.

SO that the <p (magnetic) axis is vertical and in the plane of the paper.
While these photographs were made to represent the electron cloud
and not simply cross sections, the latitude lost in photograph copying
and printing makes them appear as cross sections. The states repre-
sented are given beneath each figure. Since states with negative m
values are identical with the corresponding positive m states, only
one picture is given for both +m and —m. The electron cloud for each
state, given in brackets, is so nearly like the figure given for the unbrack-
eted state that the difference is not distinguishable in such a photograph.
The scale in Angstrom units for each state is given beneath each symbol.

Graphical comparisons of the classical electron orbits, without
spih, have shown (see Chap. IV) that the electron path closely follows

1 White, H. E., 38, 513, 1931.
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the probability density xj/yp* on Schrodinger’s theory. Introduciiig the
electron spin into the classical model, the orbit in a weak field no longer
precesses about the magnetic axis but about the spin-orbit resultant j*
and j* in turn precesses about <p (or H). Corresponding to this change in
space quantization is the change in the 6 factor of the probability density
fiA* brought about by introducing the spin through Dirac’s theory.
Radially, however, little change has occurred in either the orbital or
the quantum-mechanical model xp,p*. This might have been expected,
since the main part of the energy in hydrogen is given by the radial
factor in xp and the introduction of the spin has added only the fine-
structure corrections to this energy.

9.9. The Sommerfeld Formula from Dirac’s Theory.—Gordon^ has
shown that Sommerfeld’s fine-structure formula [Eq. (9.4)] may be
derived from Dirac’s theory of the hydrogen atom. Gordon obtains
for the term values of Eq. (9.4),

rp _ I uc

ft\ {n - j -^ + ^ v
where f is a new quantum number given for the various terms by the
values given in Table 9.3.

Table 9.3.—Quantum Numbers eor the Hydrogen Atom on Dirac’s Theory

>Si ‘El

1 0 0 1 2 2
0
0 3

i i 1 ! 1 1 I

r -1 +1 -2 -f“2 -3 +3 -4

Since f occurs as the square only, the minus sign can be neglected.

Due to this fact 7'“ can be replaced by (j + ]])^ and Eq. (9.34) becomes

T -f )

A I (n - i - I -f- Vj + i)^
-^-2)“) + mc

h
(9.35)

Expanding, following Sommerfeld’s treatment,® and dropping all but

the first two terms.

-L 1 lY
n® n® V + I 4n/

(9.36)

The first term gives the Balmer terms and the second the corrections

given by Eq. (9.14).

1 Gordon, W., Zdts. f. Phys., 48, 11, 1928.

» See Sommerfeld, A., “Atomic Structure and Lino Spectra,” p. 477, 1923.
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Problems

1 . Calculate the fine-structure pattern for the electron transition n — 3 to n '== 2
for ionized helium. Determine the wave-length at which this line is to be found, and
compare the fine-structure intervals in Angstroms with those of in hydrogen,

2. Construct radial-density-distribution curves for a 4d,2D| and 4d,2D§ states

(see Fig. 9.9).



CHAPTER X
ZEEMAN EFFECT AND THE PASCHEN-BACK EFFECT

10.1. Early Discoveries and Developments.—In the year 1896
Zeemani discovered that' when a sodium flame is placed between the
poles of a powei’ful electromagnet the two lines of the first principal
doublet are considerably broadened. Lorentz pointed out that this

phenomenon is in harmony with the electron theory of matter and
radiation proposed by himself. He predicted from theoretical con-
siderations that the light from these lines should be polarized by the
magnetic field, circularly polarized if viewed in a direction parallel to
the lines of force, and plane polarized if viewed at right angles to the field.

These predictions were later verified by Zeeman by means of Nicol
prisms as analyzers.

It has been shown from the simple classical theory of Lorentz that,

if a light source be placed in a magnetic field, the motions of the electrons

should be modified in such a way as to change their periods of motion.
In the simple case of an electron moving in a circular orbit, the plane
of which is normal to the field direction H, the electron will be speeded
up or slowed down by an amount which depends upon the magnetic
field strength H, the mass and charge on the electron, and the velocity
of light. A classical treatment of this problem shows that if ro represents
the orbital frequency of the electron without field, the frequency in

the presence of a field will be given by i-o ± Ar, where [see Eqs. (3.50)

and (3.59)]

Ai/ « eH
Airmc (10 . 1 )

If the field is normal to and up from this page of the book, then
electrons moving in a counterclockwise direction in the plane of the
paper are speeded up by an amount ^v and those moving in a clockwise
direction are slowed down by the same amount. It will now be shown
how these modified motions have been employed in giving a classical

explanation of the normal Zeeman effect.

In the following explanation we are concerned with an assembly
of electrons moving in orbits oriented at random in space. We atari,

by selecting one of these orbits and resolve the motion into three com-
ponents along three mutually perpendicular axes (see Pig. 10.1a). The

‘ Zbeman, P., Phil. Mag., 6, 43, 226, 1897.

149
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motion of the electron is here pictured as consisting of three simple-

harmonic motions, one along the x axis, one along the y axis, and one

along the z axis. When this resolution is repeated for all of the electrons,

the average amplitude of all the motions along each axis will be the

same. If now, in the absence of a field, the electrons are emitting

light and we observe the radiation in the x direction, only the light

from the y and z motions will he observed. Since these motions are pro-

jections from all orientations, this light will be unpolarized. Thus, in the

absence of a field, the light observed in any direction is unpolarized.

Fig. 10.1.—Schematic diagrams for the classical explanation of the normal Zt^oman effect.

If noTv we return to Fig. 10.1a, which represents the three harmonic
components of a single orbital electron, and apply a magnetic field

in the direction of the z axis, the x and y motions will be modified and
the z motion will remain unchanged. Moving transversely to the field,

the z and y motions will take the form of rosettes as shown in Fig. 10.16.‘

This is the same type of motion as one encounters in the Faraday effect.

These apparently complex motions can be described to better advan-
tage in terms of circular motions somewhat as follows. The simple-
harmonic motion given by the y component of Fig. 10.1a, for example, is

equivalent to the resultant of two equal but opposite circular motions
yi" and y~ as shown in Fig. 10.1c. Similarly the x component can be
represented by two opposite circular motions a:+ and x~. When the field

is applied, the a’+ and y+ rotations will be speeded up by an amount
Av [see Eq. (10.1)] and the and y~ rotations will be slowed down by
the same amount. (The faster a;+ motion combined with the slower x

"

motion results in Fig. 10.16.) The x+ and y-^- motions and the a- and y
'

^ The electrons are here moving at right angles to the field, and they thorofore
experience a force at right angles to their motion the .direction of which depends upon
the direction of the field and the direction of the in*Diiilpn.'
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molions wmbinmi, m shown in rig. lO.lrf, to form plus and
minus result nnfs. I'huH the motion <tf u single electron in a magnetic

fiehl is represent e«l by n lineur motion along the field direction with
unchanged frwpieiicy t-,, mid two circular motions at right angles to

this, one with the frequency c, + Ac and the other with frociuency
- Jo*. On smnming up such motions for all of the electrons, the

result will 1ki the same as if one-third of the electrons are moving with

iinchaiiged freijuency along the g axis, onedhiixi moving with a (iounter-

cdockwise eircular motion normal to s of freipiency p,, + Ac, and the other

third moving with clockwise circular motion normal to z of frequency
— Ac (wo Fig. 10.1c).

We are n«»w inlereslefl in the nature of the light that should classically

l>€i rmhatwl from these motions. When viewed in the direction of the

field, only the circular motions are observed and these as right- and
left-handed circularly {silariited light (Fig. IQ.IH). Since light is a
transverse wave motion, the i motions will not emit light in the field

tlim-tion. When viewisl jM>r|M'nilieular to the field, the z motions are

cilsM'rved as plaiic-|stiariiM*il light with the electric visitor vibrating

imraliel to th*' field, aiul tlu* circular motiotis, seen edge on, arc observed

its plam‘-jsdarii«Hl light with the elect rii* vector al right angles to the

field. A sjwctrum line viewed normal to // hIiouIkI therefore reveal

throe plaiH'-jadarlwHl enm|sments tsi»e Fig. 10.1/1), a center unshifted

line and twi» other lines equally rlisplaced one on either sifle. This ia

rallerl a mrrtiuni IriplH. Tht' abbreviation p stands for a vibration

jmmlM to the fleltl and » [nrnkrrcht) stamls f<ir a vibration normal to

the field. 'Fho experimental agreement with the direction of rotation

€if the circularly is>larl)Mai comp«inent« Is pnwf that the radiation ia due

t4» moving negative electric chargm.

hi Jlct'iiiaii’s early investigations he was not able to split any linos Into

floiihlets or triplets, but he did find that they were widened and that

their outside edgm were |M)lariiie<i as predlctwl. Ho was later able to

|)hotogrnph the two outer components of lines in a number of the elo-

tiieiits, Zn, (*ii, (k!, ami Hn, by cutting out the p oompononta with a

Nlcol prism, i’rrwton' using greater ilisjicrsion and resolving power

was iihle to show ilit only that (’erlain lines were split up into triplets

when viewisi |»er|s*ndicular to (he field, but that othors were split into

IIS many as four and even six com|stnenls {sei* Fig. 10.2o). He also

{Miinteci out ihiii ih*’ piiiiern of all lines (usually called 'Avvtmm palkrm)

imlunging to (hi* name scries of sjs'ctrujii lines was the same and was

ehiiracl eristic of that wwics 1‘his is now known ns Prr»ton*H law. With

Hresion's law firmly esiablislMsI, the ZiHunan ofTect has been, and still

la, a |siwerCiil imii ui s|MM’lnim analysis.

' PsKstos. I , PAW Mag , 4f, 3'ili, iWH
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From Lorentz^s classical treatment of the Zeeman effect (Fig, 10.1)

the shift Av of the s components from the unshifted p component (see

Eq, 10.1) is given by

= 4.07 X 10“^ • H cm“^ = L cm“^, (10.1a)
Airmc^

where Av is in wave numbers, H is the field in gauss, c is the velocity

of light, and e is the charge on the electron in electrostatic units. Zee-

Zeeman Effect in the Chromium Spectrum

Fig. 10.2a.—Anomalous Zeeman effect as observed in the neutral spectrum of chromium.
{After Babcock.)

Zinc Singlet

Normal Triplet

Sodium Principal Doublet

I 1 t I I I

Anomalous Patterns

Anomalous Patterns

Fig. 10.2b.—Normal and anomalous Zeeman effect. Viewed perpendicular to the magnetic
field.

man patterns showing just three lines with exactly these separations

are called normal triplets. All other line groups, as, for example, the
complex patterns observed in the chromium spectrum (see Fig. 10.2a) ^
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are said to exhibit the anomalous Zeeman effect. One of the most impor-
tant of the early investigations of the anomalous Zeeman effect was
carried out by Paschen and Runge.i Each member of the principal

series of sodium, copper, and silver was observed to have 10 components
as shown in Fig. 10.26. The sharp-series triplets in mercury are still

more complicated, the strongest line in each triplet having nine com-
ponents, the middle line six, and the weakest line only three. This
last line does not form a normal triplet since it has twice the normal
separation.

Fi<J. 10.3.*- ^(•hprnnti<^ ropresontation of anomalous Zoeman patterns viewed per-

pendicular to the hold and showing polarization (p-oomponents above and s-components

below), reiativo inUmeitiea (heights of linos), and intervals (dotted lines).

In 1907 Runge made an important contribution to a theoretical

explanation of the anomalous Zeeman effect by announcing that all

known patterns could be expressed as rational multiples of the normal-

triplot separations. If, for example, L represents the shift of the s

components from the unshifted line, as given by Lorentz’s formula,

then the principal- or sharp-series doublets (see Fig. 10,3) may be

expressed as

- ’Pj, ±4L

’Si
- *P„ ±%L, ±fL, ±fL

and the principal- or sharp-series triplets are expressed as

- "Pi, 0, ±§L ± |L ± fL ± fL
- »Pi, ± IL ±
- ’’Po, 0, ±fL.

this is now known as Runge's law.

10.2. The Vector Model of a One-electron System in a Weak Mag-

netic Field.—Soon after the discovery of the anomalous Zeeman effect

‘ Paiwhkn, F., and C. Ronob, Astrophys. Jour., 16, 236, 333, 1902; Phys. Zetta.,

3,441,1902.
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came the development of the Landi vector model of the atom and the
calculation of the famous Lands g factor. The accuracy with which
this model, with its empirical rules, accounted for all observed Zeeman
patterns, and predicted others which were later verified, is one of the

No Field Weak Field
m = f

I

I

-I

ITig. 10.4.—Splitting up of an energy level in a weak magnetic field. This figure is
drawn for the case where i

marvels of scientific history. With the advent of the spinning electron.^

and later the quantum mechanics, Land6's vector model gave way to a
more satisfactory and, at the same time, a simpler semiclassical model-
It is with this simplified model and its adequate account of the Zeeman

effect that we are concerned in this

chapter.

Experimentally it is observed that
in a weak field each spectrum line

is split up into a number of compon-
ents forming a symmetrical Zeeman
pattern, and that, in general, the width
of any given pattern is not greatly

different from that of a normal triplet.

Theoretically this effect is attributed

to a splitting up of the energy levels

into a number of predetermined
equally spaced levels (see Fig. 10.4).

Transitions between two sets of these
levels, subject to certain selection and intensity rules, give rise to the
observed spectral frequencies.

Before attempting a calculation of these Zeeman levels it is well
that we formulate some picture of the atom in terms of the semiclassical

model. In Fig. 8.8, we have seen that the orbital angular-momentum,
vector Z* and the spin angular-momentum vector 5*** process with uniform
speed around their resultant j*. When the atom is placed in a weak
magnetic field, the magnetic moment associated with the total mechan-
ical moment py « i*A/27r causes the atom to preoess like a top around

H

Fh4. 10.5. ""-“Classical precession of a
Bingle valence electron around the field

dirootioB R,
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the field direction H (see Fig. 10.5). The quantum conditions imposed
upon this motion (see Sec. 9.6) are that the projection of the angular
momentum j*h/2Tr on the field direction H will take only those values

given by mhl2T, where ^ +|, +|, +f • •
•

, ij. In other words the

projection of j* on H takes half-integral values from +j to —j only.

The discrete orientations of the atom in space, and the small change

in energy due to the precession, give rise to the various discrete Zeeman
levels. While the number of these levels is determined by the mechanical

moment j*h/2ir, the magnitude of

the separations is determined by the

field strength H and the magnetic

moment In field-free space an energy

level is defined by the three quantum
numbers n, I, and In a weak magne-

tic field an additional or fourthquantum
number m is necessary to define the

state.

10.3. The Magnetic Moment of a

Bound Electron.—^To determine the

magnitude of the separations between

Zeeman levels, it is essential that we
first determine the total magnetic

moment of the atom. In the simplest

case to be considered here the atom

core and nucleus will be assumed to

have zero magnetic and mechanical

moments so that any moments attri-

buted to the atom must be assigned

to a single valence electron. Later it

will be shown where these assumptions

are justified. Fig. 10.6.—^Vector model showing

According to the classical theory, the magnetic and mechanical moments

, , - , . J of a single valence electron.

the ratio between the magnetic and

mechanical moments of an electron in an orbit [see Eq. (3.52)] is given by

tl = _i_. (10.2)

Pi 2mc

Just as observations of the fine structure of spectrum lines show

that the mechanical moment of the spinning electron is given by s*h/2ir,

where s* = sAis -k ij and s = i, so the anomalous Zeeman effect

shows that the ratio between the magnetic and mechanical moments

for the spinning electron is just twice that for the orbital motion, i.e.,.

^ = 2^- (10.3)

p. 2mc
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This result has also been derived theoretically on the quantum mechanics
(see Chap, IX).

A schematic vector diagram of the magnetic and mechanical moments
is shown in Fig. 10.6. Here it is seen that the resultant magnetic
moment in,, is not in line with the resultant mechanical moment j*h/2ir.

Since the resultant mechanical moment is invariant, I*, s*, mo Ms, and
Mi,» process around j*. As a result of this precession, only the component
of m,, parallel to j* contributes to the magnetic moment of the atom.
This may be seen by resolving into two components, one parallel to
j* and the other perpendicular. The perpendicular component, owing
to the continual change in direction, will average out to zero. The
parallel component m? may be evaluated as follows:

By Eqs. (10.2) and (10.3) m and n, are given as

-i'lf-and a = 2 • .

2toc gauss^^ 2x 2mc gauss’
(10.4)

and their components along j* are given as

Component m = cos

Component ii, = 2 s*^ • cos

Adding thesey wo obtain

lij »«= [I* cos + 2s* cos (s*i*)]^ •

(10 .6)

(10 .6)

#

Since the last two factors in this equation are equivalent to one Bohr
magneton [see Eq. (3.67)], the quantity determined by the bracket

gives the total magnetic moment of the atom in Bohr magnetons. This

bracket term is readily evaluated by setting it equal toi* times a constant

y***
• gr ae 1

* C08 4“ 2s* COS (s*y*). (10.7)

Making use of the vector model and the cosine law that

+ y** - 2l*j* cos (Z*i*), (10.8)

we obtain

1* cos i-. (10.9)

Similarly,
7*2 7*2 \ <j*2

s* cos (8*y*) ==
2^*

(10.10)

Substituting these two cosines in Eq. (10.7), we get

j*i + S*^ -
S’
= 1 + ’

(10.11)
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in terms of the quantum numbers I and j and the spin 5
,

„ = 1 + i(i + 1) + s(s + 1) - i{i + 1)
^ ^

2j(j + 1)
(10 . 12)

The importance of this g factor cannot be overemphasized, for it

gives directly the relative separations of the Zeeman levels for the

different terms. ^ We shall now see how this comes about.

10.4. Magnetic Interaction Energy.—By Eqs. (10.6) and (10.7) the

ratio between the total magnetic and mechanical moments of the atom,

fj,,-
and Pi, is just

Pi
^ 2mc’

(10.13)

where p,- = j*hf2Tr.^ The precession of j* around H is the result of a

torque acting on both I* and s*. Due to the electron’s anomalous spin

magnetic moment, s* tends to process twice as fast around H as does I*.

If the field is not too strong, the coupling between I* and s* is sufiiciently

strong to maintain a constant j*, so that this resultant precesses with a

compromise angular velocity, by Larmor’s theorem [Eq. (3.58)], given

by g times the orbital precession angular velocity

(10.14)

The total energy of the precession is given by the precessional angular

velocity coi times the component of the resultant mechanical moment

j*hl2nr on the axis of rotation

AW = CO cos U*H) = H g^j*^ cos (j*H). (10.15)

^ The values of g given by Eq, (10.12) are exactly the same as those given by

Land6’s model,
2 In any experiment like the Stern-Gerlach experiment (Zeits. f. Phys., 8

, 110,

1922), performed for the purpose of determining the magnetic and mechanical moment

of the atom, the moments and p,- are oriented at some angle with the field just as

in the Zeeman effect (see Fig. 10.7). What one measures in this experiment is the

component /x of ther resultant magnetic moment along H. By theory we say the

component of ju/ will be jix «= fij cos and the component of j*h/2'jr along H will

be m/i/27r, where m takes values differing from each other by unity from m ^ +j

to m = — j.

8 The magnetic energy can be considered as the energy of a permanent magnet of

moment ju, at an angle 0, in the field H, or as the added kinetic energy of the electron s

orbital motion. If, in the case of a circular orbit normal to the field, E represents

the kinetic energy before the field is applied, and E' = + cdl)^ the kinetic energy

after, then the change in energy is just aE E' - E - U(a\ + /cowl. Since the

added field does not change the siise of the orbit, I remains constant. With w > > col,

the first term is negligibly small and the energy change is given by the product of the

mechanical moment, Jeo = j*h/2'w^ and col.
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In terms of the magnetic quantum number m, j*hj%r • cos (J*H) is ju
equal to mhf2r, so thaf-

ATF == H • m = m • g
• (10 1

, "2wc 2x ^ Airmc

Dividing by he, the interaction energy in wave numbers becom
A TXT TT .AW
he

= —at = m
•

g

He
„ cm-^

4fjTmc^ (10.1

With g — 1 this equation reduces to Lorentz^s classical formula FE
(10 . 1)].

Since the field H is the same for all levels of a given atom, it is co
venient to express the Zeeman splitting in terms of what may be calh
the Lorentz unitj L = He(4:wmc^y and write simply

—AT' = m g 'It cm“^ (10.1;

It should be emphasized that AT is the change in energy for each
level from the original level, and that the shift is proportional to the fie

strength H. With m == ±f, ±-f,
• •

•
, ±7, the g factor is se<

to be of primary importance in the splitting of each level. Values
the g factor for doublets are given in Table 10.1 and, along with thei

values of the corresponding splitting factors mg.

Table 10.1.—The Landes g Factors and the Splitting Factors mg for Doubl
Terms

1 Term g mg

0 >Si ! ±1

f ±4
1 ^Pi f ±f, ±t

t ±1; ±1
2 ’£>5 * ±f, ±f, ±¥

Wi ±f, ±\,
3 \ ±f, ±V, ±V, ±¥

1 ±1, ±¥, ±¥, ±¥
4 V ±«, ±¥, ±¥. ±¥. ±¥

Consider, for example, the splitting of a level in a weak magnel
field. With j = f ,

there are four magnetic levels m == |, -h, and
shifted from the field-free level by mg = f, f,

— and —|. A graphic

^ Here w, the magnetic quantum number in the numerator, must not be confus

with m, the mass of the electron in the denominator.
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of this spUttlnR is shown in Fig. 10.7, where the vector

j* is shown in the four allowed positions. Multiplying by g and pro-

jecting the product on the H axis, the displacements mg shown at the

left are obtaintid.

Referring now io the spin-orbit interaction energy [Eqs. (8.17) and

(8.20)1, whicli gives rise to the <loublet fine structure, and to the equation

Fi<». tO.7.- Hrhwraiitlii oriKiitaliou dlHgrftm of mi Ktom in n V’j «tatB Hhowinn the reeultant

SSeeman levelii In a weak magnatie field.

juKf derived from the Zeeman splitting, the complete term value T of

any magnetic level may be written

T « To - r ” mg • L. (10.19)

To is the term value of the hypothetical center of gravity of the field-free

doublet, r is the fiae-«tructure shift, and mg L is the magnetic shift.

10.6. Selection Rules.—As an example of the calculation of Zeeman

patterns, consider the simple case of a principal-series doublet like the

sfKlltmi yellow I) lines XX5890 and 6896. The g factors for the initial

*/*l and ’/’i states and for the final ’(S» state (see Table 10.1) are |, and

2, resiwctlvely. The splitting of each of these levels is shown schemati-

cally In Pig. 10.8, starting with the field-free levels at the left. The

dotted liiuw in each case represent the centers of gravity of the associated

levels.

The thooretitnii »*elo<‘li<»n rules for transitions between levels, in

agreement, with observations, may be stated as follows: In any transition

the magnetic gmntum number m changes by -fl, 0, or -1, i.e.,

Am * 0, ±1. (10.20)

For the stronger of the two field-free lines there are six allowed transi-

tions and two forbidden transitions. For the other line there are four
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allowed transitions. The observed and calculated patterns are stiown
at the bottom of the figure.

Polarization rules derived from the classical theory as well as the
quantum mechanics are found to hold experimentally. These rules
may be stated in the following way

:

Viewed X to field
plane polarized X to s components

\Am = 0; plane polarized
1|

to H; p components

Viewed-
|1

to field
circularly polarized; s components

— 0; forbidden; p components
10.6. Intensity Rules.—The intensity rules for field-free energy

levels, first derived from experimental observations by Burger, Dorgelo,

and Ornstein (see Sec. 8.3) are readily shown to follow directly from
the intensity rules for the same levels in a weak magnetic field. In
short these rules may be stated as follows:

^

The sum of all the transitions starting from any initial Zeeman level
IS equal to the sum of all transitions leaving any other level having the same
n and I values. The sum of all transitions arriving at any Zeeman level
is equal to the sum of all transitions arriving at any other level having the
same n and I values, ^

For any given field-free spectrum line these rules are better expressed
in terms of formulas which have been derived from the classical as well

1 For a classical derivation of the intensity rules, based on Bohr’s correspondence
principle, see J H..Van Vleck, “Quantum Principles and Line Spectra/’ Nat. Research
Council, Bull., Vol. 10, 1926.
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as the quantum-mechanical theories. These formulas may be abbrevi-

ated as follows:

m -x* • • jw —^ m ± 1, / = + m 4* 1)0/

+

Transitions^;
,
I =

2).

1).

(10 .22)

A and B are constants that need not be determined for relative intensities

within each Zeeman pattern. These formulas take into account the

Transition 1^ J + li” ^ J
”+;>« ± ”* +

(m “> m
, I = + m + l)(j — m -\-

- Zeeman Patterns

1

* For Double+s

1 z

ilL i 1 1 1
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Fig. 10.9.— Zeeman patterns for all of the commonly observed doublet transitions. The

dots represent normal triplet separations.

fact that, when the radiation is observed perpendicular to the field

direction, only half of the light making up the s components of a pattern

is observed. Observations parallel to the field give the other half of the

s components’ intensity. The above given rules and formulas applied

to the principal doublet in Fig. 10.8 give the relative intensities shown

at the top of the arrows. The same values are indicated by the heights

of the lines shown at the bottom of the figure. The sum of all transitions

starting from any level in the figure is 12, and the sum arriving at either

of the lower levels is 36. (In obtaining these values the s components

must be multiplied by 2.) Experimentally, the p or s components may

be photographed separately by inserting a Nicol prism in the path of

the light coming from the source between the poles of an electromagnet.
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Zeeman patterns for a number of doublet transitions are given in

Fig. 10.9. These calculated patterns are in excellent agreement with
all experimental observations. It is particularly interesting to see how
closely the different lines group themselves around the normal-triplet
separations, which are indicated in the figure by dots. Normal Zeeman
triplets, as will be seen later, arise in special cases and in particular for all
lines belonging to a singlet series, where the g factor for both the initial
and final states is unity.

A method frequently employed for a rapid calculation of Zeeman
patterns will be given briefly as follows. The separation factors mg,
for both the initial and final states, are first written down in two rows
with equal values of m directly below or above each other. For a

transition they are

:

m =
mg initial state

mg final state

i I I -f - I^ f I -I -I

\{XIXIX1^
t I -t -(

array, the vertical arrows indicate the p components, Aw = 0,
and the diapnal arrows the s components. Am = ±1. The differences
expressed with a least common denominator are as follows:

Vertical Differences Diagonal Differences

p Components s Components
, +A, +*, —h ±if, ±i|, ±if,

In short these may be abbreviated,

A,. _ (±1)> (±3), +15, ±17, +19, +21,Ap L cm-S

the four p components being set in parentheses, followed by the eight
s components (see Fig. 10.9).

A simple qualitative rule for the intensities has been given by Kiess
and Meggers as follows: If the j values of the two combining terms
are equal, the vertical differences at the end of the scheme, and the
diagonal differences at the center, give the strongest p and s components,
respectively. If the j values are not equal, as in the case shown above,
the vertical differences in the middle of the scheme and the diagonal
differences at the ends give the strongest p and s components, respectively.

10.7. The Paschen-Back Fffect.—In deriving the interaction energy
between an atom containing one single valence electron and an external
magnetic field, it was assumed that the field was weak as compared
with the internal fields due to the spin and orbital motion of tEi§ elec-
tron. When the external field becomes greater than these internal
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elds the internal motions are greatly perturbed and the atom gives-

se to the so-called Paschen-Back effect.

Just as the doublet fine-structure separations are a measure of the

lasaical frequency with which I* and s* precess around their resultant

" (see Bee. 10.4), so the Zeeman separations of the same energy states

1 a weak magnetic field are a measure of the frequency with which j*

recesses around H. In calculating
j,

be Zeeman separations in Sec. 10.4, it
j

raa tacitly assumed that the precession

f Z* and fi* around j* was much faster

ban that of j* around H. This was

necessary in order that the components

f i* and s* normal to j* average to

«ro and do not appreciably perturb

he other precession. If now the field

/ is increased until the two precessions

ure of the same order of magnitude,

hen the Zeeman levels of the doublet
Fi<}. 10.10.—Vo(5tor model for tho

pasohon-Back effect whore the field is

vill bejrin to overlap, there will be no so strong that and process mdepend-

f* , 3 / 1 A 1 ontly around tho field direction H.
tvemging to jsero, and Kqs. (10.17)

ind (10.19) will not hold. Under these conditions the coupling between

* and 8* will be partially broken down, the classical motions of I* and

t* will become complicated, and j* will no longer be fixed in magnitude.

\a the field H is still further increased, I* and s* will soon become

Piu. 10.11.—apat*-(iunnf.l*»i,t.!on diagrams for p and d oleotrons in. a strong magnetic field,

Paaohen-Baok effect.

quantized separately and precess more or less independently around H

(see Fig. 10.10). This is the Paschen-Back effect.^

The quantum conditions in a strong Paschen-Back field are; (1)

The projection of Z* on //takes integral values from TO, = -fZtoTO, = -Z-

(2^ T^'projection of s* on H takes one of the two values to. hi, or

‘ Pabomzn, F., and E. Back, Ann, d. Phya., 89, 897, 1912; 40, 960, 1913.
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-i. For a p electron with i - 1, s ” there are six poasible stat^

mi - 1, 0, and -1, when m, - i or -i. Space-quantiiation diagrama

of these cases are given in Fig. 10.11. Since for every electron there

are two values of m, and 2i! + 1 values of mi, there are 2(2i + 1) cotn-

binations of the quantum numbers corresponding to 2(2f + 1) different

states of the atom. As might be expected, this is exactly the numlwr of

weak-field levels.

The total energy of the atom in a field strong enough to give the

Paschen-Back effect is made up of the three parts: (1) the. cncrg-y due

to the precesHion of I* around //; (2) the energy dm to the precession of «*

around H; (3) the interacMon energy between I* and s*. By !<armor'«

theorem [Eq. (3.68)], the processional angular velocities are given by U
times the ratio between the magnetic and mechanical moments:

wr » ***** (l0.2Jt)

Since the ratio between the magnetic and mechanical moment for the

spin of the electron is twice the orbital ratio, a* should, on the classical

picture, preoess twice as fast as I*. Multiplying each of thwM> angular

velocities by the projection of the angular momentum on // (see Eq.

(10.16)], one gets the first two terms of the energy:

(10.24)

(10.26)

The sum of these two energies accounts for the main energy shift

from the unperturbed energy level and is

LWh - (m, + 2to.)H^- (10.26)

Dividing by he, the term shift in wave numbers becomea

He.
-LTtt - (m, H- 2m,)^|^l ora“*, (10.27)

or in Lorentz units of He.fArme^,

—AT II ” (mt + 2m,)L cm"‘. r iO.28)

To this magnetic energy the small correction term due to the inter-

action between and a* must be added. Although th««> two vectors

precess independently around H, each motion still produces a nmgnelio
field at the electron which perturbs the motion of the other. This
interaction energy, though small as compared with that due to the

external field, is of the same order of magnitude as the fine-structure

APKui - cos (f*//) -

AW..H “ 2H
2mc 2ir

cos (»*//) «• 2//rt m, ~ •

2me 2ir
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doublet separations in field-free space, which by Eqs. (8.14), (8.18), and
(8.19) are given by the r factor,

r = -AT,,. = al*s* cos (Z*s*), (10.29)

where

" nH{l + ^) {I + 1)

In field-free space, the angle between I* and s* is constant and the
cosine term cos (Z*s*) is easily evaluated. In the present case, however,
the angle is continually changing, so that an average value of the cosine

must be calculated. From a well-known theorem in trigonometry it

may be shown that with s* and I* precessing independently with fixed

angles around a third direction H,

cos (Z*s*) = cos (l*H) cos (s*Z?). (10.31)

Making this substitution in (10.29),

r = -NTi,. = al* cos cos is*H). (10.32)

These are just the projections of Z* and s* on H, so that

-ATi,, = amim, = r. (10.33)

Adding this term to Eq. (10.28), the total energy shift becomes

-ATcm-i = (mi -H 2mi)L + amim,. (10.34)

We may now write down a general relation for the term value of any

strong field level,

Tom-i = To — (wi{ -f- 2m,)L — amjm,, (10.35)

where To is the term value of the hypothetical center of gravity of the

fine-structure doublet.

10.8. Paschen-Back Effect of a Principal-series Doublet.—As an

example of the Paschen-Back effect, consider first the calculation of terms

and term separations involved in a principal-series doublet

The fine-structure separations due to the interaction of Z* and s* in

field-free space are given in Col. 2, Table 10.2 (see Fig. 8.9). In the

next three columns the weak-field energies are calculated (see Fig. 10.8).

In the last five columns the strong-field energies are calculated, using

Eq. (10.34).

The values tabulated are shown schematically in Fig. 10.12. At the

left the undisturbed fine-structure levels and the observed transitions

are shown. The weak-field Zeeman levels are next shown with the

observed Zeeman patterns below. In the strong field the Paschen-Back

levels are shown with, and without, the small Z*s* coupling correction
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'

hap. X
amim,. The allowed tranaifions and the ealeulated pattern are shown
below.

In deriving the above oquationB for the Zeeman and PiiHchen-Back
effects, the atomic system was assumed to l)e in one (tf two ideal sit nations.
In the first case the field was assumed so weak that j*, the resultant
of I* and a*, was invariant as regards magnitude and inclination to the
field axis. In the second case the field was assumed so strong that
I* and a* preceas independently anjund If. The tpiestitm of intermediate

TABt.B 1 Q.2.~ WkaK- ANaHTBONO-riKU) KNtOKintlM FOK A PKISCirAI.-HB«tBH DoitBLKT
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fields, therefore, arises, and one asks, how docsa each weak-field level
go over to a corresponding strong-field level? Darwin’s treatment
of this problem, which will not be given here, answers this question in a
very siinple manner.* According to the classical law of the conservation
of angular momentum, the sum of the projections on H of the various
angul^-momentum vectors must remain the same for all field strengths,
ainoe in weak field tlds sum is given by m and in strong field by m, + m,
we may write, as part of the correlation rule, m mt m,. This
alone is not sufficient to correlate all weak- and strong-field levels, since
in most instances there will be more than one level with the same m
value, ihe more specific rule, in keeping with the quantum mechanics,
tnay be stated as follows: tMk the mnm rn neper eroae,

method for obtaining the same correlation bis been
given by Brelt. An array of weak- and strong-field quantum numbers

> Dabwin, C. a., PriK. Ron. Stic., A, 116, I, 1927.
Baarr, G., Phpu. Riw„ 28, 834, 192fl,
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writl^^n down a« followH (aeo Fij?. 10.13). Values of mi are written
wn in their reRular order in a horisiontal row and values of m, in a
rtical c'oiunin. The array is next filled in with all possible sums of

Strong Field

Fifi. F4mf«y for » pHrirlpitl-iiorieis dcmbbt itartirig with no fleld at tha
I ttinl Ptulirig with a ninttm c Fawhw-Baiik nt this right. AUowmi tranalttonB

* #howfi Iwlfiw.

r and m,. Theae sums are the weak-fieid quantum numbers, divided

Uj two jmrta by the d»>tted linos. Mach w'eak-fleld level m Is to be

rrelateti with the stronR-fleld level Riven by the value of mi directly

K»ve, and the value of m, dlroetly to the right of the m value. The

'll m » J stale, fur example, gcww to the state mj « 1, and m,

p d
m|

»

1

10-1 mj* !2 1 0 d -a

mii
.»J * * -1 i

i t -t -i]-t 4
2p^ i2p|]«'s "0,

po

u. fiirroUllMH Ilf Wimk iunl ntnmii-a.'lU mmhhUuh iiitinhor* uml Biiurgy l«vel».

iAfirt Hr^.}

is ohvious that (here an* two ways of ilrawing the L-shaped dotted

rie. Of the two ways only the one shown will give the correct oorrela-

un for doublets from a single clectnm.
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10.9. Selection Rules for the Paschen-Back Effect.--8eleotion rules
for the Paschen-Back effect, derived from the classical theory may be
stated as follows: In any transition

Anti “0, ±1 and Aw, - 0. (10.36)
When these rules are applied to a given (haildet they are found to lead,
in a very strong field, to a pattern closely resembling a normal Zeeniari
triplet. The radiated fre(iueiicieH of the principal-series doublet con
sidored above are assembled again in Fig. 10.14. The restriction Aw, = O
implies the nece.ssary condition that the polarization of any given
lino be retained throughout all field strengths. The p and a componentH

Normal Triplaf

Fiti. lO^U.-^-Prlnripal-Boricts doitlilttt in vitHoim field utr^ngthu. Pn*«rh®n-limok

in weak field Imcome p and « components, respectively, in the a'tronij;
field or else disappear os forbidden lines. For the s components, th®
fine-structure separation is just two-thirds that of the field-free doublet.

It should be made clear that as the field strength increases and the
quantum number j disappears, and, mj and its projection m are replaced
by W| and m,, the selection ndos for j can no longer be expected to
hold. This is in agreement with observations made by Paschen and
Back‘ who were the first to observe experimentally the so-called normal
triplet of a principal-series doublet in a very strong field. Since th©
strong-field levels must be widely separated as compared with the fin©
structure, only the very narrow fine-structure doublets may be expected
to be carried over to the Paschen-Back normal triplet with the ordinarily
obtained field strengths. Using the principal-series doublet of lithium,
with only a separation of 0.34 wave numbers, Paschen and Back reejuired
the very strong field of 43000 gauss to olwerve it as a magnetic triplet.

lO.lO. The Zeeman Effect, and Paschen-Back Effect, in Hydrogen.

—

Although the hydrogen atom is the simplest of all atomic systems, th©
‘ Paschbn, P., and E. Back, Phydea, 1, 261, 1921.
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jeman effect in hydrogen is not very simple. In Sec. 9.3 we have
en how each of the Baimer terms contains a fine structure which
made up of doublets etc. When placed in a weak magnetic
>ld each of these doublet levels, as in sodium, should undergo an anoma-
us splitting (see Fig, 10.8). As a result of this splitting each finer-

ructure component of a line like Ha, X6563, should reveal an anomalous
It symmetrical Zeeman pattern (see Fig. 10.9). With made up
seven different transitions, there would be, in this

.se, seven patterns of the type shown in Fig. 10.9,

1 lying within an interval of about half a wave
imber (see Fig. 9.4) . It is now easy to see why the

ieman effect of hydrogen has not been observed.

In a strong magnetic field, the magnetic levels

each doublet begin to overlap each other, until

a field strength of several thousand gauss the

a,schen-Back effect sets in. Under these condi-

^ns each doublet level, combining with another

>ublet level, gives rise to approximately a normal

iplet like the one shown in Fig. 10.12. The Ha
\e, for example, will be made up of three normal

iplets and '^P-W, superimposed

most on top of each other. In a field of 32000

tuss, Paschen and Back^ observed just that; a

elbreaolved triplet with practically the classical BacV'effect 'of hydrogen

naration. In such a field the pattern is some H:a,X6663. (a) Enlarged

X times as wide as the field-free line. A photo- published paper of Pas-

•aphic reproduction of this triplet is given in chen and Back. (6) Same

• ix-ixi. It. u -as a with photographic
Lg. 10.16. Normal triplets have also been observed paper moved parallel to

f Paschen and Back for and H^. enlargement.

10.11. A Quantum-mechanical Model of the Atom in a Strong Mag-
stic Field.—In this chapter the Zeeman effect, as well as the Paschen-

ack effect, has been treated chiefly from the standpoint of the semi-

asfiioal vector model. Quantum-mechanical treatments of the same

roblems have been made by different investigators and found to lead

) exactly the same formula. Chronologically, the more accurate

uantum mechanics led the way to a simpler formulation of Land^’s

Bctor model. Wo have seen in Chaps. IV and IX how, in field-free

)ace, this model is surprisingly similar to the quantum-mechanical

lodel of probability-density distributions for the electron. As would be

tpected from energy relations, the weak- and strong-field distributions

)r the electron on any model should be little different from each other

> Paschen, P., and E. Back, Ann. d. Phys., 39, 897, 1912. The photograph in

ig. 10. IS ia a copy of the photograph given in Plate VIII of Ann. d. Phys., Vol. 39,

)12.

Eig. 10.15.—Paschen-
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radially. Angularly, as shown by the vector model, they should change
considerably.

Space-quantized to a vanishing magnetic field the field-free states,
oriented as shown in Fig. 9.8, may be taken to represent the weak-field
states, the Zeeman effect, of the atom. Assuming separate angular
distribution curves for the spin of the electron, similar to the orbital
curves in Fig. 4.3, pictures analogous to the independent precession of
I* and s* around the field direction H may be formulated for strong
fields, i.e., the Paschen-Back effect.

In passing, it should be mentioned that a given state of the atom
in a weak field is specified by the quantum numbers n, I, j, and m, and in
a strong field by n, I, mi, and m^. For intermediate fields either set
may be used, although, to use an expression introduced by Mulliken,
j, mi, and m, are not good quantum numbers.

Problems

1. Compute the Zeeman pattern (separations and intensities) for the doublet
transition

2. Find the total width in wave numbers of the Zeeman pattern of Prob. 1 in a
weak j&eld of 5000 gauss.

3 . Compute the weak- and strong-field energies for a diffuse-series doublet, and
tabulate them as in Table 10.2. Plot the initial and final states, as shown in Fig. 10.12,
and indicate the allowed transitions by arrows.

4. Plot, as in Fig. 10.14, the field-free lines, the weak-field lines, and the strong-
field lines of the above example. [Note:—Certain components of the forbidden
transition appear in strong fields and should be indicated (see Fig. 13.14)].

6. What field strength would be required to carry the first member of the principal
series of sodium over to the Paschen-Back effect where the separation of the resultant
normal triplet (see Fig. 10.14) is four times the fine-structure separation of the field-
free doublet?



CHAPTER XI

SINGLET AND TRIPLET SERIES OF TWO-VALENCE-ELECTRON
SYSTEMS

In the preceding chapters only the simplest of the known atomic
systems have been treated in any detail. The simplest of elements,
classified as one-electron systems, always give rise to doublet energy
levels, transitions between which account for their observed doublet
sAies of spectrum lines. It is now well known that atoms like beryllium,
magnesium, zinc, cadmium, mercury, calcium, strontium, and barium, in
groups llA and 115 of the periodic table, contain two valence electrons
and give rise to series of singlet and triplet energy levels and spectrum
lines. Some of these series were briefly introduced in Chap. L Before
taking up any quantum-mechanical or vector-model treatment of two-
electron systems, it is important that we first become familiar with
the observed series, the derived energy level diagrams, and the associated

types of electron orbits.

11.1. General Series Relations.—^Like the doublet spectra of the

alkali metals, the singlet and triplet series of the elements Be, Mg,
Zn, Cd, Hg, Ca, Sr, and Ba may be grouped into four chief classes:

sharp, principal, diffuse, and fundamental. In each of these atoms,

however, there are four chief series of singlets as well as four chief series

of triplets. If the chief series for each element are plotted to a frequency

scale, as in Fig. 1.8, a number of important relations are brought out.

In calcium, as well as in most spectra, the fine structure is very small

as compared with the other structure and for such a diagram can be

neglected. The schematic plot in the lower half of the figure brings

out the following relations: (1) The and series have one common
limit and the and series another. (2) The frequency difference

between the common limit of the and series and the series

limit Xi is equal to the frequency of the first member of the ^8 series.

This is the Rydberg-Schuster law. (3) The frequency difference between

the common limit of the ^8 and series and the series limit Za
is equal to the frequency of the first member of the triplet diffuse series.

This is the Runge law. (4) The above relations are also observed to

hold when the fine structure is taken into account. (5) Relations

(1), (2), and (3) hold for the respective singlet series.

Taking into account the fine structure of the triplets in general it

is observed (see Fig. 1.10) that (1) all members of the sharp series are

171
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composed of three lines with the same separations and approach a triple
limit

; (2) all members of the principal series are composed of three lines
with decreasing separations and approach a single limit; (3) all members
of the diffuse and fundamental series contain six lines, three strong lines
and three satellites, and approach triple limits.

As in the doublet series of the alkali metals nearly all of the observed
singlet or triplet series are closely represented by the general series
formula

R R
PiY’

(11 . 1 )(ni — iiiY {ui

where is the radiated frequency of a line in wave numbers, R is the
Rydberg constant (= 109737 cm~^), and and are constants. Thus
each spectrum series, or each fine-structure component of a series, is

given by the difference between a fixed term Ti and a running term Tn,

where ni is an integer and 712 takes successive integral values. With
these relations known to hold for each series, and the relations sum-
marized above, term diagrams for each element may be constructed.
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ch a diagram is given for calcium in Fig. 11 . 1 . This same energy level
igram may be arrived at in another way.
If all of the limits of the eight chief series of calcium (Fig. 1.8) are
jught together into one common limit, the spectrum lines, including

sp

'0 sp

3p
’D "F

3p

. 11.2. Schematic representation of the triplet fine structure of the first four members
of the three chief and term series.

5 ones plotted as negative, become the energy levels of Fig. 11.1.

king into account the fine structure of the triplet series, shown
Fig. 1.10, this process transforms the triplet sharp-series lines into

gle levels and the three remaining triplet series into series of con-

Table 11.1.—Term Values op the Chief Series in Calcium

erms
Electron

configuration
n = 3 n — A n = 5 = 6 n = 7 n ~ 8

4s m 17765 8830 5324 3566

As np 33989 12730 6778 4343

As nd 28933 11547 6557 4252 2998 2259

4,s nf 7134 4541 3140 2298 1754

hS'c 4« ns 49305 15988 7518 5028 3417

4.V np 25652 12573 7626 5371 3880

4jj nd 27455 12006 6385 4315 2995

^F, 4^^ rj/ 6961 4500 3122 2290 1750

dydrogen 12186 6855 4387 3047 2238 1714

rging triple levels (see Fig. 11.2). Although the so-called levels

5 single, their triplet nature will be brought out when the atom is

iced in a magnetic field (see Chap. XIII). The assignment of the

:al quantum numbers n to the valence electrons in the different levels
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will be taken up in Sec. 11.3. The integral subscripts, used to dis-
tinguish between levels, are the inner q^mntum, numbers. Term values
of the singlet series and the upper fine-structure component of the
triplet series of calcium are given in Table 11.1.

CALCIUM 1st. Sharp

6103 6122 6162

CALCIUM 2ncl Sharp

3948 3957 3973

CALCIUM Sharp

3468 3474 3457

CALCIUM Ind Diffuse

4425 4435 4455

STRONTIUM 1st Sharp

679\ 6878 7070

30'18 3036 3072

Fig. 11.3.—Photographs of triplets taken, from original spectrograms kindly loaned to
the author by Dr. A. S. King.

11.2, Triplet Fine Structure.—Photographs showing a number of

triplets are given in Fig. 11.3. Lines having the same frequency separa-
tions are enlarged to the same frequency scale. The sharp triplets,

all with the same separations, arise from transitions starting from the
series of levels and ending on the lowest levels. Similar transitions

from the series of levels into the lowest levels give rise to the
observed diffuse triplets with satellites. Transitions from the series of

terms into the normal state give rise to principal-series singlets,

etc. In some spectra, lines arising from transitions between levels

1
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higher up on the energy level diagram are observed. These lines do
not belong to the chief series and are called combination lines. Occasion-

ally transitions between singlet and triplet levels are also observed. Such
lines are called intercomhination lines.

Observations on the fine structure of triplets in general enable one
to formulate certain qualitative rules concerning triplet term intervals

: (1)

In each series the triplet fine structures converge rapidly as they approach

a single common limit. (2) intervals are wider than the corresponding

intervals. (3) W intervals are wider than the corresponding

intervals. (4) Corresponding triplet intervals in corresponding elements

increase with atomic number. This latter rule is illustrated by the

values given in Table 11.2.

Table 11.2.—Triplet Fine-structure Intervals

(First member of the principal and diffuse series showing increase in wave-number
separation with atomic number)

Element Z

Be 4 2.36 0.69 Unreslolved

Mg 12 40.92 19.89 Unresolved

Zn 30 388.90 189.8 5.5 1 3.4

Cd 48 1171.00 541.8 18.2 11.7

Hg 80 4630.60 1767.3 35.1 60.0

Ca 20 106.9 52.30 21.7 13.9

Sr 38 394.4 187.1 100.3 60.0

Ba 66 878.2 370.6 381.1 181.5

A brief study of the diffuse and fundamental triplets will show the

reader that certain general selection rules are in operation. These

rules are most easily stated in terms of the quantum numbers or quantum

values of the different energy states. For various types of levels the

capital letter L is almost universally used and assigned the following

quantum values

:

L = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,
• •

for S, P, D, F,G, H, . . . terms.

The subscripts to the right of each term are the inner quantum numbers

J and always take the following values:

-^So ‘Pi ‘Pa ‘Pa ‘<?4 ‘J?5

^Sx »Po“PpP2 ^Gx^Gi^G!.

The selection rules for triplet-triplet transitions or for singlet-singlet

transitions are'

AL = ±1 and AJ = 0, ±1.

1 Under certain conditions in complex spectra the transitions aL = 0 are allowed,

but not for the chief series being here discussed.
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The allowed transitions for a number of triplets are shown in Fig. 11.4.

Relative separations and intensities are shown directly below the arrows
by the respective separations and heights of the lines. Qualitatively
the following rules for the intensities are found to hold experimentally

:

The stronger lines arise where AL changes in the same direction as AJ.

Fto. 11.4.—Triplet-triplet transitions showing selection rules and relative intensities.

These are shown by the heavier arrows. Of these the strongest line
arises from the transition involving the largest values of L and J. These
two well-known rules should be memorized, for they are quite generally
applicable in complex spectra. It should be pointed out in passing that
small letters s, I, and j are used for the quantum values of individual
electrons, whereas capital letters S, L, and J are used to designate terms
in all atomic systems where there are one or more valence electrons.

11.3. The Quantum Numbers n and I of Both Valence Electrons.—In
order to correlate energy levels with the various types of electron orbits
we return to the Bohr-Stoner scheme of the building up of the elements
and the normal states of the atom. According to Table 6.2, the complete
normal electron configurations for the neutral atoms of Groups IIA and.
IIB (Table 5.1) are as follows:

Tabi.ii 11.3.—Electron Conpigurations

4 Be, 16-2 2s2

12 Mg, 2p^ 3s2

20 Ca, 2'p6 4s2

30 Zn, 26*=^ 2p6 4s2

38 Sr, 1«^ 36-2 3p« 3f2i« 462 4p® 6s“

48 Cd, Is^ 2s^ 2p® 36*2 3p8 46*2 4p« 4rf‘" 6s2

56 Ba, Is^ 2s^ 2p6 362 3p8 Zd^'^ 462 4p® 562 5p^ 6s2
80 Hg, 2s^ 2p® 362 3p‘» Zd^'^ 462 4p« 4(/w 4^u 562 Sp" 5d“ 6s2

It is the last two equivalent electrous in each of these1 configurations (set

in heavy type) that are responsible for the chemical valence of two and
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renponRible for the general characteristics of their optical

in the alkali mettUs we may think of all but the last suhsholl

, 1* m cumprWng a core of completed subsholls around which

p elect roijM nK»vo in various types of orbits, some penetrating

an! waning clow* to the nucleus and others remaining well

war. 'rhuH in «'alclum, on the Bohr-Stoner stdieme, there

normal state tw<t tMtuivalent electrons in 4« orbits. If now
atom is excited, by some means or other, either or both of

rolls may lie excited to higher energy levels. It turns out

;ht of the chief series of spectrum lines and energy levels result

xcitation of only one of the valence electrons.^

what MUlishclla of electrons are already filled in calcium, one

•t with rtuwonable certainty that the first excitcil stales of

ihuuki las l> or /' states, corresponding to the oxcitorl electron

, 3d or a 4p orbit, resiHsetivoly. Experiment confirms this,

‘i>, '/>, */*, and '/* coming almost together (see Fig. 11.1). The
<»ng with the close by is therefore attributed to one of

0 electrons lining in n 4« orbit and the other in a 4p orliit. The
kI electron configuration for theso states is written 4« 4p.

he first ’/> and '/> are attributed to the electron configuration

f the same process the second and ’P are assigned the eon-

4« 5p. It is to lie note<l that close by each triplet a singlet

the same h value Is found. In agreement with theory, the

option to this ol««rvod rule is the normal state 4«4«,‘iSn, where

m hail ever been found. Exceptions of this kind always occur

electron* are dpiivalent, ».p., have the same n and I values,

lie of finding a singlet and triplet close together fits In with

of the spinning electron and will be treated in the next chapter,

g the analgnments of the observed energy levels, successive

*f the •/* and ‘P seri«« In calcium have the electron configura-

I, 4«5p, 4jiflp, , . . ,
4«aop, or In short 4«np, where n « 4,

, « (»w Table 1 1.1). When n becomes Infinite the p electron

1 from the atom and the atom is said to be ionised. The diffuse

« Hi and '/I are represented by the configurations 4«n4, where

and the fundamental series by ^snf, where n -• 4.

* . Eegimlless of the series of orbits through which we may
;»e electron to l>e carried in ionizing the atom, we are finally

»ne valence elcwtron In a 4* state. This is as it should be, for

•nil seriwi approach a common limit. Hereafter the universally

lot at Ion will be used In which the designation of all of the

ieclrons is given preceding the term symbols 4»5p,»P»; 4«3d,

imlh clcclninii siv miwii to cxcitwi stsU's the atom gives rise U> « complex

twrgy levels, Thmc will lie tresUsl in the next chapter.
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’Di; etc. When a certain term is to bo given frequently, the
configuration is written down the first time and «ubstK}ucntly omitted

11.4. Penetrating and Nonpenetrating llectrona for Two-electron
Systems.-—A quantum-mechanical picture of the neutral calcium atom
is shown in Fig. 11.5, with the corresponding cl.asHira! model below
Above, the probability-density distribution is plotted as a
function of r, the eicctron-nuclear distanet' in units of tht* radius of the
first Bohr circular orbit (cj » 0.628 A.) (ww (’luiiw. IV and IX). The

fio. ll.fi.—Quantun^roeolmnloiU »ntl th» wirrmipcinilin* orljlt*! niwlol of tho
oftlolum atota. Thtt two vtUcinoo oluctrotiM are nhown iwpamt^ly. (iin. in a nnnn

tfAtin* 4» orbit mi the other In a nonpenelwtinit if orbit.

shaded area represents the calcium cure of 18 elect n)na. The two
valence electrons are shown separately, one in a i>eaetrating 4a orbit
and the other in a nonpenetrating if orbit. {)n the classical model
the orbits are drawn according to miKlel « (nee Fig, 4,8).

As in the one-electron systems the penetrating of the various possible
electron orbits into the atom core is measureti by the deviation of the
term valu^ from those of hydrogen. From the energy level diagram
of calcium in Fig. 11.1, or from the term values in Table 11. 1, it is observed
(1) that only the levels involving / electrotui are hydrogen-like, and (2)
that the order of penetration is/, d, p, and a, e.g., for the total quantum
number » » 6 the order is 4afif, 4s8d, 486p, and 4«6«.

Two methods have already been given by which this penetration
cam be measured, one by modifying the nuclear charge In the hydrogen
formula T « RZ*ln^, and the other in modifying the total quantum
number. On the one hand there is the general term formula

T «
»*

' (11.3)

where Z is the atomic number and <r is a screening constant, and on the
other hand the Rydberg formula

(11.4)
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here Zo is the effective nuclear charge when the electron is well outside

le core, n is the total quantum number of the excited electron, and /x

the quantum defect. Values of Z - cr and of m, calculated from the

Ijove Eqs. (11.3) and (11.4), and Table 11.1, are given in Table 11.4,

)r calcium. Tor nonpenetrating orbits, and hydrogen, Z — c = 1 and
= 0. The values of Z — o- for the 4sn/ terms clearly show that the

electron orbits lie, for the most part, well outside the core of 18 electrons

3 vvell as outside the orbit of the 4s electron and that they move in a

eld which is nearly hydrogen-like. All of the other orbit types are

enetrating.

lo. 1 1,6.—Bjnergy level diagrams of beryllium, magnesium, zinc, cadmium, and mercury.
(Hydrogen comparison.)

Energy level diagrams of a complete group of elements are given

1 Fig. 11.6. These diagrams show throughout that s orbits are pene-

rating and f orbits are nonpenetrating.

11.6. The Excitation of Both Valence Electrons.—^Not all of the

iroininent lines in the spectra of the alkaline earths, calcium, stron-

Lum, and barium, can be attributed to the four chief series of singlets

nd triplets: sharp, principal, diffuse, and fundamental. Through

he identification and classification of these additional lines into what

re called multi'plets, Russell and Saunders,^ in 1925, were led to the key

o complex spectra. There are in the spectra of Ca, Sr, and Ba three

)rominent groups of lines now recognized as forming a triad of tri'plet

Hxtssell, H. N., and F. A. Saunders, Astrophys. Jour., 61, 38, 1925.
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multiplets. These three great triplet multiplets, photographs of which
are given in Fig. 11.7, for calcium, arise from transitions which start

Table 11.4.

—

Penetrating and Nonpenbtrating Orbits in Calcium
[Values of the effective nuclear charge Z—<r (in heavy type) and values of the quantum

defect iM (in italics)]

Configura-

tion
Term n = 3 ri = 4 n = 5 7i - 6 71 =7 Orbit

46‘ ns ‘-Si

“-So

2.6 S.S 1.9 A4
2.0 $.5

1.6 AS
1.7 $.5

1.6 AS
1.6 S.5

Penetrating

4s np “Pi

“Pi

1.9 1.9

2.2 S.A

1.7 AO
1.7 A1

1.6 S.S

1.6 AO
1.6 AS
1.4 AO

Penetrating

4s nd

“A

'

1.6 1.0

1.6 1.1

1.3 1.0

1.3 0.9

1.2 0.9

1.2 0.9

1.2 1.0

1.2 0.9

1.2 1.0

1.2 1.0

Penetrating

4s nf “A 1.0 0.0

1.0 0.1

1.0 0.1

1.0 0.1

1.0 0.1

1.0 0.1

1.0 0.1

1.0 0.1

Nonpenetrating

Hydrogen.

.

1.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 1.0 0.0

from three triplet terms which have no place in the ordinary chief series
of terms and end on the lowest of the diffuse series. The
intervals, common to all three multiplets, are shown by brackets in the
frequency plot. It is to be noted that each multiplet is composed of

RED GREEN GREEN
Fig. 11.7.—Photographs and frequency plot of the great calcium triad of triplet multiplets

one m the red region of the spectrum and the other two in the green.

three relatively strong lines and three or four fainter lines. The observed
intensities indicate that the inner quantum numbers of the upper triad of
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triplet levels are those of ^Po,i,2, ^^1,2,3, and ®F2.3,4 terms. The wave-

lengths, frequencies, and estimated relative intensities are given in

multiplet form in Table 11 .5 .

Table 11.5.—R,elative Intensities, Wave-lengths, and Frequencies of the
Great Calcium Triad
(Given in multiplet form)

21 . 77 >^2 IS. 89

160

Wi 6439.09

15525.87

78,15

40 125

3^3 6471.66 6462.58

15U7.72 15469.44

88.28

1 30 80

6508.84 6499.66 6493.79

15359.40 15381.20 15395.08

80 25

5588.74 5581.97

17888.15 17909,85

4.0.01

30 60 20

5601.28 5594.46 6590.11

17848.11 17869.87 17883.79

26. 7S

20 50

5602.83 6598.48

1784S.18 17857.03

60 20 2

5270.27 5264.24 5260.38

18969.08 18990.89 19004.77

4. 80

40 20

5265.56 6261.70

18986.07 18999.99

1.94
25

’Po 6262.24

18998.05

In addition to this triad Russell and Saunders identified, in calcium,

a series of anomalous rnultiplets in the ultra-violet spectrum. At the

time of discovery this series was peculiarly different from the ordinary

series, for the upper terms combine like 0,1,2 terms with the low 46'4p,

®Po,i.2 terms of the principal series. One of the five members of this
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series is shown schematically in Fig. 11.8. The significance of this
series of multiplets is due to the fact that the
running terms have a negative series limit, i.e.,

a limit which lies above the limit of the chief
S, P, D, andF series. The last three members of
the series have negative term values. In such
negative states the atom contains more than
enough energy to ionize it, yet it cannot be
doubted that the atom is still neutral in the sense
that it still contains all of its electrons. As
shown by Russell and Saunders this is the clue
to anomalous multiplets and to complex spectra.
A complete energy level diagram of calcium, as
it is now known, is given in Fig. 11.9.

If more than enough energy to ionize an atom
be put into the atom, and ionization does not

Fig. 11.8.—

a

“P” - apmui- occur, the energy must be divided between two
tipiet observed in calcium,

electrons, each One of which is excited to a higher
energy state. ^ The series of *P terms found by Russell and Saunders to

's'p'o^^p ’d

Fig. 11.9.—Complete energy level diagram of calcium.

a negative limit corresponds to a set of energy states in which

^ The suggestion that two electrons are excited to higher energy states was first

made by Bohr and Wentzel, Phys. Zeits.j 24, 106, 1923, to account for wide separations
in the anomalous spectral terms in calcium and strontium.
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n of the two valence electnmn k in a 3r/ orbit, while the other occupies

n^essiveiy the Btates 3f/, 4f/, 5//, 6^/, etc* With one of the electroriB tak-

I
un larger and larger a vahien oo), the atom will finally be left

lisjcd with one electron in a 3d state. The BcricH limit of the anomalous

terms therefore iH^eomcH an excited ntate of the first spark spectrum,

^ If, and lien abtive the emninon limit n( the chief series.

Keturning to the energy level diagram of Ca II (Kig, 6,4), the normal

ite is msnt to la* in the new mdation followed by 3d,^/) and

/P, The first extntoil state (the nietastahle state ®/)) lies 13711 cm"~^

ova the mirmiil state The series limit of the anomalous terms

cfdculatHl by Ilusmdl and Haunders to l>e 13961 cnrr ^ above ^S. The
reement is mi nnnarkable that there is little doubt, that the two are

a and the same.

The question now arimm as to how two elec.trons in d orbits give

m to *P terms, or how <me electron in a 4p orbit and the other in a Zd

bit give rise to a tria<l of triplets like the ones given above. The

iswer to this question will serve as a starting jxiint for the next chapter.

Problem*

h With llic tenn vsiumiif the <*hh’f Hcrics in Htrontiuin given, plot an tuusvgy lovol

tgriot) miniiar Oi tin* iSic i^hiHvtt in Mg, 11. 1. Indicate iht^ hydnjgcn IcvcIh with

tted liiici*. For term vnhic« hw Bachcr and (hnidMinit, “At.otnh^ Miu'fgy Btates.’'’

1 Ckiinputc Vfihics of Z - it and the (piantuni defect m for the firni fonr incinberB

the chief term in Htnntiinin, Hltow which ternm indicaO^ penetrating and

iii|Siictmting orhiti« (see Table 11,4),



CHAPTER XII

THE ATOM MODEL FOR TWO VALENCE ELECTRON'S

In the early development of spectrum analysis it was well k
to all spectroscopists that the elements in the center of the pej
table gave rise to large numbers of spectrum lines yet revealed no a
ent series. While equal wave-number differences and other regula
were occasionally found in the spectra of these elements, complex
trum analysis undoubtedly had its beginning with the analysis o
manganese spectrum by Catalani in 1922. Catalan was able to els
large groups of spectrum lines into what are now called muUiplet&
Fig. 14.15). By 1923 the theory of atomic structure had develop*
such an extent that Land4, by an extension of a theory propose
Sommerfeld and Heisenberg, was able to account for the relative
structure separations of the lines within these multiplets and to pr
the anomalous Zeeman pattern of each identified line.^

According to Land^’s model a multiple term was thought to be
to the space quantization of a single valence electron with the atom
(or the atom rumff as it is sometimes called). To be more specifi*
angular momentum of the single valence electron Kh/2Tr, was assn
to take only certain quantized angular positions with respect to the
angular momentum Rh/2r. While this model, with suitable restrict:
can be brought into excellent agreement with most experimental ol
vations, we now attribute the angular momentum K'h/2'w, and
rumpj angular momentum Rh/2ir, to the resultant orbital ane
momentum L*h/2-ir, and the resultant electron-spin momentum S*h/2
all the extranuclear electrons, respectively.

We have already seen in the preceding chapters that in addi
to the orbital angular momentum Z*A/2ir, where I* = Vr(r+ I), an

^ = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,
• • •

for s, p, d, f, g, h, i, . . . electrons, respectively,'*

each electron is assigned a spin angular momentum s*h/2^, wl
1 Catalan, M. A., Trans. Roy. Soc., A, 223

, 127, 1922
»< ~ K B..k „d A, I..

^In complex spectra small letters s, v d nnH <, 7 ^

individual electrons and capital letters S P ’D
" ’

and S L T 'Yu
for resultant terms

« • •
• , and S, L, J, and M, are •

184
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g* «m 'I'ho iingulur momentum of any atom con-

” BXtninurlear elect ruuH is therefore the vector Bum of 2n angular

It will Iw «hown in Hec. 15.6, tlint all electrona making up

pit-fed mii>Hhe!l« of ek'ctronH are ho tmantized with rewpect to each

other that their rcHultant imgtilar momentum vaninhoB. Kor thiKroaHon,

only t iic elect roiiH in intaimpletcHulwhellH, in general the valenc^e elect ronH,

contrilmte to lh<> resultant nnguliir momentum of the atom. In this

chapter the prohlem confront ii!g uk is that of accounting for the observed

struclttre arising from atomic systems containing two valence

eit»ct rons.

L»0,1.2 L-1.?,S L-?.3.4 l.-0,l,2,3,4 L‘1,2,3,4,S

A B C 0 C

Kmh. ViN’liir tlinttriunA thi« a|ihpp tiuiiiitiJinf ioti t»f th« of two

viiUnu’P

12.1. ff-coupling. (’(insider fiint the orbital motions of two electrons

and let U and h rejireHent their res|H'ctive orbitid quantum numbers, and

l\h/tw and /J/i/'ir, or iw'tter /? and fj, their resiiective angular momenta.

Fallowing llussel! and Hiiundcrs’ coupling scheme,* modified aeoord-

ittK to the (|uantum-mechiinieal ideas, /J" and I* are quantized with

i"<HH}wet to each other in such a way Ihat^ they form a resultant //*, where

/rf* »• ‘\/lt(L 4 1) and

L - 0. i, 2. 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9,
•

for .S', (I, H, i, K, L, M, . . . terms, respeotively.

(kinsidiw, for example, one electron In a p orbit and the other in

a d orbit (mh* Fig. 12.1 H). Here the two vectors f? - y/S! and It Vfi

muy orient themselves irs any one of tiiree iKwitions, L* - s/t, and

"x/ 12, corresjainding to L ** 1, 2, and 3, or to P, D, and F terms, respec-

tively. Vector diagrams of other electron configurations commonly

tKffurring In iwo-eleclron systems are also shewn in Fig. 12.1.

The following njothod la very useful in making rapid calculations

of terms. With given values of h and h, where h Si h, all integral

' Rrsssi.i., H. N.. smt F. A. SAWNnaas, Aiitrophy»., Jour,, fll, 38, 1923.
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values of L from 1^ — h to h + h are allowed. Making use of this facfc
the following term table is formulated.

s-s, S
sp, P
sd, D
sf, F

Table 12.1.

ps, P ds, D
p-p, SPD dp, PDF
pd, PDF d-d, SPDFG
pf, DFG d-f, PDFQH

fs, P
Sp, DFG
Sd, PDFGH
S-S, SPDFGHI

The dot between two electrons of the same type indicates that tlie
electrons have different total quantum numbers. If they are alike
certain of the terms shown are not allowed. (Such special cases will be
treated in Sec. 13.11.) Where Za < li the r61es of the two electrons are
interchanged.

Returning at this point to the discussion of calcium in Sec. 11.5 we
observe from Table 12.1 how it comes about that a P term may arise
from two electrons in d orbits. It is also observed how with only two
valence electrons, one in a p orbit and the other in a d orbit, the atom.

SPIN -SPIN -COUPLING

is*

may be in a ^P, a «I), or a W state. In
calcium these three terms, combining with
another ®I) term arising from the con-
figuration 4s3d, give rise to the three great
triplet multiplets of Fig. 11.7.

12.2. Spin-spin-, or ss-coupling.— •

With two electrons, each having a spin
angular momentum of s*A/2x, where
s* = VsCs + 1) and s = there are two
ways in which a spin resultant S*h/2ir may-

i'lu. —Vector diagrams of
formed. XiCt s* and s* represent the

the space quantization of the spins of respective Spin vectors of the two electronstwp valence electrons. ^ j.- •

w v^j.1.0.

^Quantizing these (see Fig. 12.2), we find,
with 5* = |-v/3 and s| = two resultants, one with ^S* = 0, and the
other with S* = a/2. These give the resultant quantum values S = O
and S = 1. The resultant S* = 0 wiU now be shown to give rise to
singlet terms and = a/2 to triplet terms.

SrVa s^=!/2 s
,
= ]/2 S2./2

S-0

Fig. 12.2.-

S“1

diagrams of

12 .3 . LS-, or Russell-Saunders Coupling.—With the orbital motions
of two electrons coupled together to give a resultant L*, and the spins
of the same electrons coupled together to form ^f*, both L* and S*
will in turn be coupled together to form J*, which is a vector representing
J*h/2T the total angular momentum of the atom. The quantum con-
ditions imposed upon this coupling are that J* = a//(/ 4- 1), and that
J take non-negative integral values. Consider, as a specific example, the
case of one electron in a p orbit and the other in a d orbit. From Secs.
12.1 and 12.2 we have the following possible values to work with; i = 1,
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od 3 and iS 0 and 1. Taking first S « 0 and L « 1, 2, and 3, we
jtruct the vector diagrams at the left in Fig. 12.3. »S* being zero,

B just csqual to L*, and J - 1, 2, end 3. These correspond to three

let terms *P), ‘llj, and *Fs. With .S « 1 there are thre<j possibilities

each of the three //«, These are shown at the right in Fig. 12.3 and

espond to thnn* triplets

W'ith these term symlsjlK it may now be jM»inted out that the super-

pt, which we have alreiwly UHe<l, expressing the multiplicity of the

-structure system to which the term Inslongs, is always 2S + 1.

Hinglefs Doublets Triplets

.S’ - 0 .S - i S - 1

The term ly|>e S, P, D, etc., gives the value of L, and the subseript

je the resultant value of J. The following method may conveniently

, 12..3. VBPtor (ilHRrsm* nf two vslwiiw elnt-troni in LH~ (Ilu«iwIl-8»undoni) ooupUns-

usetl for the rapid calculation of J values, when they are not remem-

t*d, With given values of L and 8, (1) whore L ^ 8, all integral

ues of J between L ~ 8 and L + 8 are allowed, or, (2) where 8 L,

integral values of J between 8 — L and 8 -j- L are allowed. All

»we<I terms arising frtun some of the more common electron con-

jrations are given in Table 12.2.

HUS 12.2, Tshms AatMso raoM thr Intrkaction or Two Ei-bctbons m LS-

cmipt.iN« (Hiissruo-Haunorks Coocuno)

« * <»l W. '.S,
f,

<SAPi'D,

« p, T'l p d, 'T'l'Ift'K •K,,.,»dI

» ti, p /, ‘Dt'Fi'Ot

» /* d d,

Terms for which the sum h + k ie ‘xhi are called add krma, all others

5 callwl rmn terms. Odtl terms are distinguished by the small supor-

•ipt
‘'®"

to the right af the term symbol 8, P, D ... . Thus we

v« completed the explanation ami meaning tjf the modern spectro-
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scopic nomenclature. It is to be noted that with ^ = 1 and L = 0 there
is but one possibility, J = 1. This is in agreement with experiment
that all 8 levels are single. In the following chapter it will be shown
that in a magnetic field each 8 level will reveal its true characteristics
i.e., a ^8 level splits up into three components, a ^8 level into two, and a

level remains single.

12.4. The Pauli Exclusion Principle.—If two electrons have the
same total quantum number n, and the same azimuthal quantum number
I, they are called equivalent electrons. Observation shows that when two
electrons are equivalent, certain terms are forbidden. For example, the
normal state of each alkaline-earth element is given by two equivalent
5 electrons. Of the two possible terms arising from the schemes devet-
oped above, only the ififo term is observed. As soon as one of the electrons

Fig. 12.4,—Singlet and triplet levels observed in ionized scandium, Sc II.

is excited to an s orbit of different ti the ^Si term is also observed (see
Fig. 11.1). Simply stated the Pauli exclusion principle is that no two
electrons can have all quantum numbers the same. Although the calcula-
tion of allowed spectral terms for equivalent electrons will be deferred
to Sec. 13.11, the results will be given here.

Tablh 12.3.—Tbrms Abisinq from Two Equivalent Electrons
(Pauli exclusion principle in operation)

“P *£>

is IS sp !£) ^p IQ

P, 'S 'D I© ‘H ij
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The energy-level diagrmu <»f calcium (Fig. 11.9) shows two good

examples of the exclusion principle. The normal ‘S state is the only

term arising from 4«48. At the extreme right “P, and 'D arise from

4p4ih Of the terms predicted for 3d3d, only ‘D and ®P have been

olwM'rvetl. Vicilations of the Pauli exclusion principle have never been

'!'w(» equivalent electrons are written, for example, 4p*, p®, or

4p4p.
12.B. Triplet Multiplets in Ionized Scandium, Sc IL—Before going

flirt her with thet»rc*fic!il dcvclopmonts let us consider some of theexperi-

mt^ntnl obwrvations confirming what has already boon derived. For

tliiH pur|M)st‘ a single example will Ije chosen from the spectrum of singly

irmized scamlium, atotnic numljer 21. In this spectrum a fairly complete

gMft of singlets and one of triplet multiplets have been photographed in

the ultra-violet. From these lines energy levels have been derived

which fall Into two groups, one a complete group of initial states and the

other a complete group of jlml states (see Fig. 12.4). The electron

configurations that have been assigned these levels (see Table 12.2) are

aM follows:

Initial states 'AtiAd '.S„ >P, Hh 'P.1 HU

Final states AdAp 'P? ‘D; 'P?

'I'he quantum values, i.c., the term types assigned each level are

<t«*termined by selection rules for complex spectra (see Sec. 12.14).

'The upfwr set is composed of a pvnitul of singlet and triplet levels and the

lower set of a triad of singlet and triplet levels. It should be noted

t hat the sclec-tUm mle for electrons is obeyed In that one electron goes

from a 4d to a 4p orbit, Ai » 1, while the other remains in a 3d orbit.

12.6. CoupUng Schemes for Two Electrons.—Attempts to calculate

the finMiructure separations of the various energy levels arising from

any given electron configuration have been made by many Investigators.

Prior to the development of the quantum mechanics, the vector model,

ciiialiiatively, accounted fur the fine structure of all analyzed spectra.

Although t|UutitUative agreement was also found in a few cases, it

rtuuained for the tiuauftim mechanics to bring abtmt a more general

aKreoniPii!. It should Ixi jKdnted out that, oven at this time, there is

much to Ixj desiriKi csjMwially in the cose of the more complex atomic

Hystems. We shall first consider, In detail, the vector model as it applies

t<» atoms (‘ontaiiiiiig two electrons and then formulate a quauturn-

inechanlcnl picture of the same atondc stutcH.

In hydrogetj ami the alkali metals, the simplest of all atomic systems,

the interaction between the electron spin «* and the orbit I* of the
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single valence electron splits each energy level P, D, F, . . . into two
fine-structure components. We have already seen in Sec. 8.6, that
this interaction energy, i.e., the shift of each fine-structure level from
the hypothetical center of gravity, is given by

-ATu - a IVJSW) - .
g’ - i*’ - »*)

. r_ (12 y
where

Ra^Z^

^W+IW+IJ (12.2)

In the case of two valence electrons there are four angular momenta
Zf, Z2* sf, and s*, which give rise to the following six possible interactions:

s* with 52*, I* with si*, I* with S2*, (12 3)
Z? with I*, I* with 52*, Z2* with 5*

Applying Eq. (12.1) to these six interactions, there will be six enerev
relations

:

ri - aisfsa* cos (si*S2*), Pa = asZfsf cos (Zfsf), Fs = flj*s| cos (Z*5j),

r2 = a2Z*Z2* cos (ZfZj*), r4 = cos (l*s*), Pe = aelp* cos (lisfy
In terms of the classical model of the precession of vectors, each spin

5 , and each orbit Z*, produces a field around which the others tend tocar^ out a Larmor precession. In some atomic systems and electron
configurations certain of the interactions are large as compared with
others, whereas in other systems and configurations different interactions
predominate. A predominating interaction between any two vectorsmay be interpreted to mean that these two vectors process more rapidly
around their mutual field than around any other. With this in mind
It IS e^y to see that any attempt to formulate classical models for all
possible coupling schemes would be very difficult. Fortunately how-
eyer, two rather simple ideal models have been developed, one or the
other of which gives fair agreement with experiment in most cases.
These cases are known as LS-, or Russell-Saunders, coupling, on the one
and, and jj-coupling, on the other. A large percentage of all known

spectrum lines and enerp levels may be classified with one of these
coupling schemes, or with some intermediate but closely associated

In ZS-coupling, the interaction energies Pi and r2 [Eq. (12.4)1 are
assumed to predominate over Ps and r4, while Ps and P^ are assumed
negligibly small. In ^y-coupling, P3 and P4 are assumed to predominate
oyer Pi and P2, while P5 and Pg are again assumed negligibly small.
Vector diagrams of these two coupling schemes are shown in Fig. 12.6.
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I I'l and r* predominant in Fig. 12.6A, sf and sf process rapidly

(id their reaultant S*, and and process rapidly around their

tiint /i*. Due to the weaker interactions T* and 14,
L* and S*

more slowly around their resultant J*.

u Fig. 12.5/1, with rs and Ik predominant. If and sj precess around
resultant j*, and If and sj process around their resultant Due

le weaker internetions Ih and Ik,/? mdjf precess more slowly around
• inechanieal resultant J*. Wo shall now take up these two ideal

c»!s separately and <amaidor some of the consequences of each.

ia,8.- Wpsi vcwKir mtnWi for (/t) /.,5-oouplinK, and (B) jjf-oouplinK. Examples
iimwfi with li «» 1, Is *» 2, J « 3.

12.7. r Factors for LS-coupling.-—In deriving an expression for fine

icdure,* assuming the ideal case of L/S-coupling between the two

^neo electrons, we have only to evaluate the first four interaction

rgles

I'l - coH («?8.J), Fg - aalfaf cos (Ifaf), xt

Fj - atlflf COB (ffi*), Ik - adfaf cos {Ifaf).
^

Since and «J process, with fixed angles of inclination, around their

iiltant .S'*, which remains invariant in magnitude (see Fig. 12.6A),

k readily evaluated by applying the cosine law‘ for triangles, i.e.,

' - + 2«tsJ COB {afsf),

Ft - |ai(.S’*» - s?* - sD- (12.6)

th If and IJ precossing around their resultant L* with fixed angles

inclination, Ik is readily evaluated in the same way,

F, « ia,(L** - ir - ID- (12.7)

* Thu wminc Isw tm given above is used a groat deal in the oalcnlation of interaction

•tTlies an«l will tw referred to hereafter as the. conine law.
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Now L* and S*, due to their respective fields, precess around their
mechanical resultant in just the same way as I* and s* of a single electron
precess around their resultant j*. The interaction energy due to this
precession is attributed to the coupling between each electron’s I* and
its own s*, Fa and r4. Here the average values of the cosines must
be evaluated since the angles between the vectors are continually chang-
ing. Due to the constancy of certain angles throughout the various
precessions, and a well-known theorem in trigonometry (see Sec 10 7)
this is readily accomplished. For example, the projection of' Z*’on
L*, then L* on S*, and finally S* on sf gives, for the average cosine,

Similarly,

cos = cos • cos (L*s*) • cos

(12 .8 )

cos (Ifs*) = cos (l*L*) cos (L*S*) cos (S*s*).

In these equations it is assumed that the individual precessions of s*and Zi are much more rapid than that of L* and S* around J* so that
their components normal to the respective axes of rotation will cancel
out.

together, taking out the common factor
cos (L S ), and employing the cosine law for triangles, we obtain the
lollowing interaction energy:

Ts + 14 = (aso-s + aiou)L*S* cos (,L*S*) = -|-

where

and

OiZ

2S*2
If

2 _ ip J^*2

2L*2

a4 = Sp -
-I- s*^

_
- 1*2 + i*2

2S 2L*2

(12.9)

(12 . 10)

(12 . 11 )

»» ““i ” I«magnitude so that as, 04, as, and 04 are constants. Writing

Eq. (12.9) becomes

A — tticcz -j- 040:4,
(12 . 12)

Ta -f r4 = ^ L*S* cos (L*S*) = - L*‘^ - (12.13)

intelvll“rSe

« coefficients to obtain complete expres-
sions of the energies. If in each case the interactions are magneticm character, then formulas of the type shown in Eq. (12.2), can be

rived for each coefficient. A comparison of the calculated energieswith observed fine structure in general shows that, while spin-orbit
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interaetiona are magnetic in eiuu-acter, orbit-orbit and spin-spin inter-

tictiona may be attril)Uted mainly to electrostatic effects. Due to the

ji;enera! olawrvation that ainglet levels lie above the corresponding

triplet levels of the Hiime electron configuration, the coefficient Oi of Pi

tiiay considered twgntive. I’his has been explained by Heisenberg

Is’ing <lnn t‘> •*** electrostatic resonance-interaction phenomenon and

will iHt considere<l briefly here, to Iw taken up again in Sec. 12.17. We

Hhall assume that Mq. (12.6) gives the singlet-triplet intervals in terms

ijf the quantum values «i, «i, and H, and a constant ai which is negative,

even though it is fju^tionable just what significance can be attached

to this equation.

rui ia,ft. H<-hcm«tlr’ rri.r.««<n*»ilcm <•( Uin onorgloii l)etw«en two vnUnoe

Hchematic representations of the fine structure for two different

electron configurations are shown in Kig. 12.8. The effect of ewh

interact i.m I'l, P., P*. and P^ is shown separately, starting at the left

with only the energy attributed to the n and I values of the two electrons.

With si - I, a* - 4. an‘l 'S - 0 or I, for singlets or triplets, respectively,

wo obtain from V.t\. (12.8), P. - ~3rt,/4, or ax/4. This is the first

***’^*ti!con?c(Hnes P,. the Uk interaction which gives rim to

X i* /) .
12.3). CHasalcally It may be shown,

by the' same ’arguments put forward

action of a single electron in Hoc. 8.6, that the most stable state for two

orbital motions Is one In which the two magnetic hence

the mechanical moments, are most nearly parallel to each other. In

other words, out of all the terms arising from a given

and with given multiplicity the term with the largest L value should
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lie deepest. This is part of Hand's rule,i which applies to LS'-coupIi^g
only and states that out of all the terms with the same L value arising fTOTtt
any given electron configuration (1) a term with the highest multiplicity ,

y

the highest S value, will lie deepest, and (2) pf these the term with the
L value will lie deepest As a consequence of these considerations
coefficient in Eq. (12.7) should be negative.

For a pd configuration (Fig. 12.6) with Zi = 1 and h = 2, th.ex’e
will be F, D, and P terms with L = 3, 2, and 1, respectively. Substitxxt-
ing these values in Eq. (12.7), = 2a2 , -a2, and -3a2,

respectively.
For any configuration involving an s electron, Zi = 0 and r 2 vanishes.

We have already seen in Sec. 8 .6
, that the spin-orbit interaction

leads to coefficients az and a4,
given by Eq. (12.2), which are positiv^^*

Substituting the various allowed values of Si, sg, Zi, Z2, L, and J in
Eqs. (12.10), (12 . 11), (12.12), and (12.13), the last splitting Tz + r*4 ,

shown at the right in the figure, is obtained. For singlet terms wit>h
S = 0, the a's and hence the A's vanish.

We may now write for any fine-structure term value the followixxg
formula:

^cm~^ Pq r 1 r2 Fs — r4 (12.1'4‘)

where Tq is a hypothetical term value for the center of gravity of 'fcrlxej

entire electron configuration. The horizontal dotted lines in the figtxare
represent centers of gravity. For each triplet they lie at points obtainod
by assigning each level a weight 2/ + 1 . For the triplets, or single“fcB,
they lie at points obtained by assigning each term L a weight 2L -h 1 *

For the entire configuration in turn the weights 2S + 1 are assigrxod
the triplets below and the singlets above. The results obtained from the
preceding equations will now be compared with observed fine structuren*

12.8. The Lande Interval Rule.—Of the equations derived in the
previous section, Eq. (12.13) is perhaps the most significant, for it
expresses symbolically the well-established Land6 interval rule. Intro--
ducing the quantum values S, L, and J, this equation becomes

Tz + T4 = iA{J(J + 1) — L(L + 1) - S{S + 1)} (12.15)
and states that for a given triplet, i.e., for given S and L, each fine-
structure term difference is proportional to the larger of the two ^
values associated with it. In the following examples,

^Pq "Pi "P2 "Pi "Pg "P 3 ®P2 'P 3 ^P4

the ratios are

1:2 2:3 3:4

This result is directly obtained from Eq. (12.15) by taking the differenoe
between one term J and the adjacent term / + 1 :

^ See Httnd, F., ^Tinienspektren,” p. 124, 1927.
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-AT ^ U\(J + 1){J + 2) ~J{J + l)} - A(J + 1). (12.16)

The intervals are thus proportional to t,he larger J values.

Observed separations of many triplets in a number of elements

are excellent, agreetnent with the interval rule. Several examples

TabI'K t2.4. Trim.kt H»:i>arations m Wavb Numdkuh Ii-mihthatino this Land^
Intkhvai, llct.K (LS~vmn‘him)

fhiHtn'tirfil iiitprvfil rntio 2 : 1 Tlu‘(>r(‘imil intdTval ratio 8:2

IClftiiciit

ConfiRtirB- - »p,
OIw.

ratio

Klc

Com:

inoni

figum- »/>i - Nh 3/),, 3/)^
ObB.

ratio
t ion tion

Ca, SilSd KIJ 2.0 Cr, mn 18.0 21.7 1.6

Ca. Mp m:d 105.9 2.0 Ca, Zd4p 20.7 40.0 1.6

Br» Mp 187.0 m.iS 2.1 Zn. 4«-W 3.4 4.6 1.4

mp mM 40.9 2.0 ai,
,

Md 11.7 18.2 1.6

7.fu 4»ip mm liHO.C) 2.0 Ca, Md 3.H 6.6 1.6

taken from one group of elements in the periodic! table are given in Table

12.4.

The agreement with thettry t*learly justifies the use of the vector

model and identifies the electron coupling as Russell-Saunders.

A graphical representation of the Landti interval rule is shown in

12.7 for a */> term. With

S — 1 and L «• 2, .S* is shown (luun-

tizoti with respect to L* in the throe

alk»wed positions J « 1, 2, and 3.

The J vectors are not shown.

Projecting S* on L*, wo obtain S*

cos The result ant intervals

have the ratio 2:3, and the central

dott<Ki lino is at the center of

gravity.

'fho chief characteristics by

which /.A'-coupUng is readily recog-

nizoti arc: (1) 'I'he singlet-triplet

intervals are large compared with

the triplet fine structure. (2) The Km. 12.7.- ctrsphlnal reprenontation of tho

triplet int.ervats follow tho Landti

interval rule. Both of those oonditlons are observed when the coupling

is L.S.

12.9. jj-Couplin«.—We now turn to the ideal case of jiy-coupling for

two electrons. Before calculating general expressions for the inter-

action energies on such a scheme, let us first determine all of the various
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spectral terms arising from any given electron configuration in jj-coupli^g-
The spin sf of each electron is quantized with respect to its own
form a resultant jf, such that jt takes half-integral values only. The
two j*s are in turn quantized with respect to each other to form a result-
ant /*, such that J takes integral values only. Consider, for example, the
configuration j)d, with Si = §, h = 1, $2 = and h = 2. For tJie p
electron, ji = |, or f ;

and for the d electron, j2 = or Combining
these four values in all possible ways (see Fig. 12.8), one obtains from
ji = i andj 2 = f, J = 1, and 2;fromii = | andi2 = i, J = 0, 1, 2, and
3; from ji = ^ and ji = |, J = 2, and 3; and from ji = | and is == i

12.8. V6ctor di8.grsi]xis of two volonco olGotrons in jy-coupling.

~
1) 2, 3, and 4. This is exactly the same number of terms arrived

at on the L/S-coupling scheme, and they have exactly the same set of
resultant J values.

The question arises as to how each term is to be designated when
the coupling is jj, and L and S no longer are coi^stants. Although, no
scheme has been generally adopted, such terms will here be designated
by writing down the two j values in parentheses followed by the resultant
J value as a subscript, e.g., (.| |)4 . When the electron configuration is

required, it will precede these values, e.g., 3d4d,(f f) 4 .

In setting up the jj-coupling model in Sec. 12.6, it was assumed that
the interaction between the spin of each electron and its own orbit is

greater than the interactions between the two spins and the two orbits,
respectively. Proceeding in exactly the same way as for Z/S-coupling
the cosine terms in the T factors [Eq. (12.5)] must be evaluated. With
the angle between sjf and If fixed, and the angle between sf and If fixed.
Fa and 14 are readily calculated from the cosine law for triangles:

Pa = |a3(iJ““ - (12.17)
r4 = ia4(y|2 _ (12.18)

Since the angle between sf and sf and the angle between If and If
are continually changing (see Fig. 12.55), the cosines in Fi and Fa
must be averaged. Projecting sf on j*, then j* on jf, and finallyyf on ,
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» aisfs,* coH (sX) = ais*st cos (sfjf) cos OX) cos (,f|4) (12.19)
Biniilarly,

^

= cmdfl*) - cos (/X) COB (iOl) cos (j^Z*). (12.20)

1 of these cosines is constant and readily evaluated with the cosine

Ti + r2 + 02182)1/*=* - if -jV),

+ jr - ir\sr + jr ir

2jr 2ir

(12 .21 )

(12.22)

B, 51+Jt! rii!

.

2jr
~

x=*
Vriting

A «“ fli/Si + 0282,

(12.21) may be written

0^2

(12.23)

(12.24)

I'l + I’a - AjX cos — j|“). (12.25)

n applying these equations, (!ousi<ler the configuration ps as an

nplo. Here with «i » Zi = 1, .>(2 = i, and Z2 = 0, four values of J

Fiii. ViHitor (Uiigmmw f(ir a pn (uinliKuration in

possible. Vector diagrams are shown in Fig. 12.9. Substituting

Cqs. (12.17) and (12.18), !'» - a8/2, or -as, and = 0. These

.tings are shown schematically at the loft in Fig. 12.10. Substituting

'kis. (12.21), (12.22), and (12.23), the values I'l + r2 - -6ai/12,

ti/12, —ai/12, and H-3ai/12 are calculated for the states (| i)i,

r)s) (I Do ‘iritl (i D») respectively. In x/-coupling the spin-spin

faction is greatly roducnd in magnitude (as compared with L/S-cou-

g). 'fhe coupling, however is such that the coefficient ai is still

itive. For t his reason the terms have the order shown in the figure.

^ good example of a ps configuration revealing jy-ooupling is to b(!

id in tin. The observed separations are given at the right in Fig.

0. Each observed Hoparat.ion has been divided into two parts to

N the magnitude of the different interactions. It is to be noted, as
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shown by the formulas, that the large interaction is due to Ts, the spin,
orbit interaction of the p electron; the s electron, with h = 0, contributes
nothing (r4 = 0) . That this splitting is due to the p electron is evidenced
by the ^p,^Pu separation, observed in the ionized spectrum where the
6s electron is absent. It is seen that the effect of the addition of a 6s
electron to Sn II, 5p, to form Sn I, 5p6s, is to split each doublet level
into two levels as calculated. This smaller interaction is due to the
spin-spin coupling Pi. If this latter splitting were due to the interaction
between li and Sa [see Eq. (12.4)], the two upper terms would be inverted

Fig. 12.10.—Sohematio representation of the interaction energies between two valence
electrons.

12.10. jj-coupling in the Carbon Group of Elements.—Good examples
of atomic systems revealing ^y-coupling between two valence electrons
are to be found in the carbon group of elements (groups IV and IV B of the
periodic table) . Energy level diagrams of these elements, carbon, silicon,
germanium, tin, and lead, are so nearly alike, generally, that a study
of any one of them will illustrate the main features of all. Germanium,
atomic number 32, will serve as a typical example (see Fig. 12.11). The
normal state of this atom is given by the complete electron configuration
(see Table 5.3):

Ge, 32, ls2 2s2 2p^ 3p« 3^1“ 45^ 4pl

All of these electrons, with the exception of the last two similar p electrons,
form completed subshells. Two similar p electrons (see Table 12.3)
give rise to the terms ^3o, 0 , 1 . 2, Appl3dng Hund’s rule, which is
always vahd for normal electron configurations, the terms should
lie deepest, followed by T2 and then ^£

10, as observed.
Exciting the atom now by raising one electron to the lowest possible

available state 5s, changes the configuration to 4p5s. From Table 12.2
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two olectrona g^ve rise to *Pi and ®Po,i,s terms. On examining

th.€? fine-Htructure intervals, it is observed that the coupling is not LS
blit, very elowily jj. 'I'hese four terms cionstitute the first member of a
series of terms arising from the series of configurations 4pns, where

n “*> fi, S, 7, * . When the limit of this series is reached, the atom

is ioniml with but one 4p electron remaining. This is the normal *Pj,||

»t nte of the ionized atom.

Starting at tlm normal state of Ge I again, the excitation of one

of the elet!tron« to either a Up or 4(1 state raises the atom to one of the

Bt *ites slntwn in the figure. The circles represent states not yet identified

iM germanium but known in other elements in this group. These terms
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likewise form series, which have as a limit the 4p,3Pj.§ state

ionized atom. Subsequent excitation of the ionized atom will r

one remaining electron to other doublet states, which as series

single limit, %. When this limit is reached, the atom is doubly

and 30 electrons still remain in completed subshells.

In taking up each one of the carbon group of elements in

good examples of intermediate coupling between LS- and jj-c

are found. Consider the first member of the Apns series me
above. In carbon this first member, due to the configuratio

shows good PS-coupling; the ^Pq — ^Pi, ^Pi — intervals are 2(

cm“^, with the theoretical ratio 1:2 and the ^Pi ~ ^Pg interval 15l

Carbon Silicon Sermanium Tin Lead Carbon Silicon

! iio

LS“Coupling jj“Coupllng->-

Sermanium Tin

r

4p5s , ,
Uc

5pos \\
'

\\

Fig. 12.12. LiS- to jy-coupling as shown by the normal and first excited stab
carbon group of elements.

is correspondingly large. These levels are shown at the left of th
hand figure in Fig. 12.12. In lead the same four levels have goi
to if-coupling with two groups of two levels rather far apart
intermediate elements (Si, Ge, and Sn) furnish transition stages b
the two extreme cases. While jy-coupling for similar electro
not been treated above, the terms making up the normal states c

atoms show iiS-coupHng in C and relatively good jj-coupling in I
12.11. Term. Series and Limits in Two-electron Systems

fine structure of two series of singlet and triplet terms is shown graj
in Fig. 12.13. Fine-structure intervals are plotted vertically, a
term values, on a very much smaller scale, horizontally. The ca
series, it is observed, shows fairly good L/S-coupling as far as th(
is observed. The silicon series, on the other hand, shows fair!
L(S-coupling for the first series member and goes over to good jj-cc
as the series approaches the double limit.

In the cadmium series 5snp, the 5s electron remains in th(
tightly bound state while the p electron takes on one of the se
more and more loosely bound states 5p, 6p, 7p, . . . w

. Tin
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Qf tliis series is consequently 5s, In silicon the p electron is in a

ijigix'tly bound 3p state and the s electron takes on one of a series of more

loosely bound states 4s, 6s, 6s, . . . oo
. The limit of this series is

more complex configuration series like the 4pnd series in

^oTxyTLSimum (Fig. 12.11), jy-coupling is also to be expected near the series

limits.
A-lthough a scheme for predicting the terms that go to each limit

tta^s been developed by Hund^ for complex spectra in general, Shenstone^

lia^s shown that the rules are often incorrect and cannot be relied upon.

Tbes -very simple rule that levels with the same J values never cross,

aloxxg with the jj-coupling scheme developed in Fig. 12.8, will show what

levels go to each limit.

One interesting result brought out in Fig. 12.13 is that the over-

all separation of each of the terms in silicon is approximately the

same as that of the limit. This quite frequent observation occurs

when one of the electrons is an s electron. For a ps configuration in

Z/>S—coupling (see Fig. 12.6) the ^Po ®P 2 interval is calculated to be

3^ y or 3azl2, In jj-coupling the same interval (see Fig. 12.10) is again

Scos/2. For the ionized atom the - ^Pi interval is given by Eq.

(S- 18) (see also Fig. 8,9) as 3a/2. In cases where the s electron does not

ap)]preciably change the effective nuclear charge for the p electron, the

in each case should be nearly the same. These conditions are met

in. a, number of other atoms, and the same phenomenon is observed in

tho following series, in C I, N II, and 0 III, 2pns, ®P
,
where n = 3, 4,

Sy . . . 00
;
in Si I and P II, Zpns, ®P, where = 4, 5, 6,

• * * co
;
in

Sc II, Ti III, V, IV, and Cr V, 3dns, where n = 4, 5, 6,
• • * oo

.

12.12. The Great Calcium Triad.—Sufficient preparation has now

been made to enable us to return to the energy levels of the well-known

calcium triad and to calculate the width of each triplet in the upper set

1 Hund, F., Zeits. /. Phys,, 62, 601, 1928, and previous papers.

^ Shenstone, a. G., Nature, 121, 619, 1928; 122, 727, 1928.
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of levels. The relative positions of the ^P, ^D, W, ^P, ^D, and -ter
arising from the electron configuration Zdip may be seen in the enei
level diagram of calcium (Fig. 11.9). Assuming LS-coupling for- ±
configuration the triplet intervals may be calculated with a reasoria.
degree of accuracy. With the treatment of L^S-coupling in Seq. 12. y-

have only to determine the values of two coefficients, Uz and <*4, irr *
i

A’s at the bottom of Fig. 12.6:

»P, A = Ois
I

3^4
^

T" T’
A' =% + 5ai

12 ' 12 ’ (12.1

A" = _L ^
6 3

Since as and a4 are both due to the interaction between bhe sj
of each electron and its own orbit, they may be evaluated direchly
the electron configurations 4p4s and 3d4s, respectively. Here with, c
electron in an s orbit the observed triplet separations 4p4s,®P and 3ci
®I) are due to the ip and 3d electrons, respectively. The following "fcal
gives the observed intervals and the calculated coefficients [see I
(12.9)].

Table 12.5.—Coefficients fob ip and 3d Electrons in Calcictm

Configuration ^ Term Triplet separations Coefficients

4p4s ^A.1.2 52 cm~i 106 cm“i
I

A 2A il as — 106 cxrx“

Sd4s ^^1,2,3 14 21 2A 3A II as — 14

Using these values of 105 cm-i and 14 cm~i, for az and a4, in t:
preceding Eq. (12.26), the following values for the ^P, and W triad a
obtained:

Interval

Observed 166

156
7 cxxi"“

-47Calculated
D< cm ^

l £i

Although the intervals throughout this configuration do not indica
ffieal L»S-coupling, the agreement between observed and calculate
intervals is quite good.

12.13. The Branching Rule.—^The branching rule is a very simp
rule frequently used in the construction of energy level diagram
Suppose, for example, that the atom of germanium has been doxibJ
ionized. This state of the atom is represented in Fig. 12.11 by the
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term at the top of the diagram. Now allow one electron to return to

the atom and end up in a orbit. This state, of the atom is

represented in the middle of the diagram as the lowest doublet state

of the singly ionized atom and at the same time the doublet limit of

the various series of the neutral atom. Suppose now that the second

electron is allowed to return to the atom in a 5s, or a 5p, or a 4d orbit.

The various possible states of the atom corresponding to these configura-

tions may be written down as follows:

Ionized atom

Neutral atom

ip ip ip
2p zp zp

A
ip zp ipipip spzpzp

4:p5s 4p5p 4cp4:d

By adding the second electron, the multiplicity goes up one to

triplets and down one to singlets. If the added electron is in an s orbit

(Z = 0), the L value is not changed. Adding a 5p electron (Z = 1),

the L values go up one and down one and include all integral values in

between. Adding a 4d electron to a 4p,2P state gives the same resultant

terms as adding a 4p electron to a state; the multiplicity goes

up and down one, and the L values go up and down one from the

larger of the two, and include all integral values in between.

Consider, as another example, the energy levels of calcium (see

Fig. 11.9). Starting with the ionized atom in a 3d,^P state, let the

second electron return to a 4s, a 4p, or a 4d orbit. The various possible

states arising from these configurations are:

Ionized atom

Neutral atom

u Zd Zd

w
A

W

/\
Zdis Zdip Zdid

The 4p,2P and 3d,2P terms in these two atoms are known as parent

terms to the ones below them. If the L values of a parent term is equal

to or greater than the I of the added electron, the allowed terms go from

L — lio L + 1. li I > Lj they go from I — L to I + L (see Sec. 12.1

and Fig. 12.1).

12.14. Selection Rules.—An extension of the selection rules of

hydrogen and the alkali metals to two-electron systems introduces

new sets of rules, of which those for one-electron spectra may be thought

of as special cases. With two electrons taking part in producing
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the various types of terms, transitions may occur in which two electrons
jump simultaneously with the emission of a single radiated frequency
Selection rules for two-electron systems in general may be written as

All = +1 and AU = 0, ±2. (12 27)

If a single electron jumps, the I value of one changes by unity, and the
other by zero. If a double electron jump occurs, the I value of one
changes by unity and the other by zero or by two. There are no restric
tions on the total quantum number n of either electron. For the various
types of terms arising from all possible electron configurations the
further restrictions are divided into two parts.

A

.

For Z/(S-coupling the further restrictions are

:

A/Sf = 0

AL = 0, +1
A/ = 0, ± 1 (0 —* 0 excluded)

(12.28)

The singlet and triplet transitions shown for ionized scandium in Fie:
12.4 will serve as good examples of these rules.

£. For jj-coupling the further restrictions are:

Aji = 0 ) .

Aia = 0, ±1 vice versa

A/ = 0, + 1 (0 —> 0 excluded)

(12.29)

According to these rules transitions are allowed which, under the rules
for Ld-coupling, are not allowed. Intercombination lines, although
weak, are good indications that the coupling in either the initial or final
state is not good Z/zS-coupling.

•

way of expressing the selection rules for the
indi^dual electrons [Eq. (12.27)] has been brought out by the quantum
mechanics. The rules are expressed in terms of the oddness or evenness
of the electron configurations and terms. All spectrum terms arising
from an electron configuration for which the sum of the I values is even
are called eren terms. All terms for which the sum is odd are called odd
terms. Odd terms are designated by small exponents “ For examplewe write: ^

3d4d (even): ^So, ^Po^Pi^P^, i
(?4

4s4p (odd) :
spospospo

The selection rules for I values are that only even terms can combine with

was dis-
covered empincaUy by Laporte. The even terms in the above example

and Q^tr theory of Groups
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•ombine with the lower set in what is called a double electron jump,
> ip (M - 1), and 3d to is (Al - 2), or 3d to ip (Al = l), and
1 ) 4» (Al • 2). In calcium the Mtul,^P terms combining with
11*° terniH give rino to all but the Hrst member of the anomalous
4 olwcrved by RubrcII and Saunders/ (see Sec. 11.5). In j>'-coupling

icrms will l>c doaignated in analogous fashion, e.g., |)J.

2.15. Intensity Rel*tion8.~In calculating relative intensities of

rum linos in general it is not alw'ays sufficdent to use the summation
of Ornstein, Burger, and Dorgelo (see Secs. 8.3 and 10.6). In

nai excitatitm, for example, the intensity of a lino will depend upon
emiK’rature of the sounje. At low tempera(.ure there will be very
ifoms in excitod states. With an increjise in temperature the number
ghor slates will increase, and hence the possibility of jumping back
the emission of radiation becomes more probable. Just as in the

leal theory of the emission of energy from an electric oscillator the

isity of a spectrum line will also depend upon the frequency. The
. tjcf wwn the i ntensltiea of two emitted spectrum lines may be

:en m
hifm

-||r yi IPm—

P (12.30)

first term involves the well-known Boltzmann factor containing

effective temf)©raturo T of the two initial states m and p and is

<1 the extHMion funeUon. for each state. The second term is called

ttrin's e* corredion. 'fhe third term involves the ratios given by

mm rulrai, which may bo stated as follows: (1) Tke sum of the intensi-

uf aU lines of a muUiplet which start from a common initial level

>roportimal to the quantum weight (2J + 1) of the initial level,

The sum of the itdensiiies of all lines of a muUiplet which end on a

non final leml is proportional to the quantum weight (2J + 1)

ic fiiml ImeL'^ 'rhese sum rules alone are not sufficient to determine

rtdntlve intonsitlw within a multiplet. Before the principles of

<imintum mechanics were introdu(!od, correct intensity formulas

i dcrivwl by Knmlg,* IluHsell,^ and Bommerfeld and H5nl,* by means

kihr's corresjHindence principle and the classical model of the atom.

The fimt iiicitils-r nf the ihtIcm is now ascribed by Husscll to the transition 4/)“ to

The quantum weight (2/ + U gives the number of magnetic levels into which a

I fiiHvstnietun* level J will split when the atom is placed in a magnetic field.

Kmonh), H. «» b., ZeiU.f. Phys,, 81, 888, 1926; 38, 2(51, 1926.

Rcsssu,. H. N„ Pros. Nat. Acad. Sd., 11,314, 322, 1926; Nature, 116, 835, 1926.

HoMMUHraim. A., and It. H«ni„ Hits-her., Bert. Akad. Wise., 9, 141, 1926.
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A Fourier analysis of processing electron orbits in conjunction with the
sum rules leads to the following formulas:

J-1^

Ij-J.

'j + 1^

For transitions L —
• 1 L

T T _ + !)(-£/+ / S)(L J — S)(L J — s ~ 1)- y

BiL+J+S+l)(L+J-S)(L~J+S)(L-J-S-l)(2J-hl)
7(7+1)

~ -

^ ^ _B(L-J + S){L-J+S - 1)(L - J - S - 1)(L -- J ^ S ~ 9^

(12.31)

J-1-

I

J + 1-^

For transitions L —> L

J, I ^ + / + S + l)(L + / — S)(L — J -{- S + 1)(L ^ J ^ B)

r _ A.[L(L + 1) -\- J{J + 1) — S{8 + 1)]2(2/ + 1)

7(7+1)
IT- ML + J + S + 2){L + / — /S' + 1)(L — J + S){L—J ’-S — X)
J,

;

(12.32)

These equations have since been derived on the quantum mechanics
by Dirac.i If the initial states of a multiplet are close together and the
final states are not far apart, the and temperature corrections will
be very small and the constants A and B need not be determined for
the calculation of relative intensities.

Consider, for example, the calculation of the relative intensities
for a sp - multiplet. Writing down the terms in an array like the
one shown at the left in Table 12.6, and substituting the S, L, and J
values in Eq. (12.31), the intensities given in the center of the array
are obtained.

Table 12.6.—Illustrating Relative Intensities and the Sum Rule for a “P — ’D
Multiplet

"Dj «Di ‘Dz ^Dt »Di “Da ^Di

168 30 2 200 5 ^Pi 100 17.9 1.2 sPa 100 17.6 1.6

^Pl 90 30 120 3
‘Pi 63.6 17.9 apj 64.0 17.6

40 40 1

23.8 “P„ 22.2
168 120 72

7 : 5 : S

According to the sum rules, the sums of the intensities in the columns
have the ratios given by the integers 7:5:3 below and the sums of
the intensities m the rows have the ratios given by the integers 5:3:1
at t e right in the array. The three strongest lines are those for which
A and J change in the same direction and they are called the diagonal

‘ Dirac, P. A. M., Proc. Roy. Soc., A, 111, 281, 1926.
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lines. Of these lines the one involving the largest L and J is the strong-

est. The three weaker lines are called off-diagonal lines. At times

it is convenient to compare the intensities of the lines of each multiplet

svith. the strongest line in the multiplet designated as 100. These

reduced intensities are given in the center in Table 12.6. Relative

intensities expressed in this way are given in the Appendix for all triplet

combinations up to The relative intensities of the calcium

multiplet (see Fig. 11.7), as measured by Burger and Dorgelo, are given

in the third array. Wherever iS-coupling is revealed by the fine

structure, the calculated intensities are in good agreement with those

observed. Where deviations occur in one they occur as expected in

the other. It should be noted that the sum rules make it possible to

interchange the r61es of the initial and final states in the above given

formulas.

For the relative intensities of lines arising from jj-coupling schemes,

Eqs. (12.31) and (12.32) may be employed by replacing S by ji and L
by ^ 2 . Here^i is taken as the quantum value which, in any given transi-

tion, does not change. Applying the modified formulas to the intensities

of the lines arising from the configurations sp the values shown

in the first two arrays in Table 12.7 are obtained:

Table 12.7

sv, (H) (is)

J = 0 1 J = 1 2 J - 0 1 1 2

J = 0 3 1 / - 0 24 1 / - 0 12 24 1

s • s, (4i)
•• s • s, (H) •• S ' s ••

J = 1 3 6 S J = l 12 60 r-iII
^1

12 24 12 60 3

1 : S 3 : 5 1 : 3 3 : 5

Assuming that the temperature and the corrections are negligibly

small, these two sets of three lines each are brought into agreement

with the sum rule by multiplying the first array by four. The two

are brought together at the right in Table 12.7 and are to be compared with

the values obtained for L/S-coupling and given in Table 12.8.

Table 12.8

^Pl >Pi ^P2

36 1

12 36 60 3

8 1 : 3 ; 5

The relative intensities given in this table, as calculated from Eqs.

(12.31), have been multiplied by three.;
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Although no formulas have been derived for intermediate coupling
schemes, the summation rules may be applied in any case. As seen in
the above tables the transitions corresponding to ®/Si — ^Si IP
and 1^0 - *Po will have the same intensities (60, 12, and 0) in all coupling
schemes. For the other transitions it is possible to determine only the
sum of the intensities of all transitions starting from, or ending on levels
with the same J values.

12.16. Relative Intensities of Related Multiplets.—Formulas for
the relative intensities of multiplets arising from certain types of con-
figurations have been derived by Kronigi and checked experimentally
in the more complex spectra by Harrison and Engwicht.* These formulas
have been derived for one-electron jumps where the electron configura-
tions reveal X5-coupling. Consider, for example, the electron con-
figurations d'd and dp, which in Sc II have been observed to give rise
to a number of triplet multiplets (see Fig. 12.4).

Let Lo represent the orbital value of the parent term, i.e., the electron
common to both configurations, I the orbital value of the other electron
and L their resultant. These three quantum values are coupled together
in just the same fashion as S, L, and J (see Figs. 12.1 and 12.3) and, as
shown by Kronig, lead to the same formulas. Making the substitutions
of Lo for S, I for L, and L for J in Eqs. (12.31), and (12.32), formulas
for the relative intensities of related multiplets are obtained. It must
be remembered that these formulas apply only after the lA and the
temperature corrections are made. For multiplets lying close together
this is unnecessary.

In the scandium example d-d —> dp, given above, Lo = 2, 1 = 2
and L = 4, 3, 2, 1, and 0. Substituting these values for 8, L, and J
in Eqs. (12.31), and (12.32), the intensities shown in Table 12.9 are
found.

Table 12.9

“S »£) 8F >G

Spo 24 64 42 8

zpo
18 70 112 5

3p° 8 66 216 7

l'

~

1:3:5 : 7 : 9

Although only visual estimates of the lines in all of these multiplets
have been made from photographic plates, the general agreement of
the observed values with those calculated is quite good. On the basis

^
Kboniq, R. db L., Zeits. f. Phys., 33, 261, 1926.

-Hakbison, G. R., and H. Enowicht, Jour. Opt. Soc. Amer., 18, 287, 1929.
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of 100 for the strongest multiplet, the calculated and observed values

are as follows:

Table 12.10

zp zp 3Z) zp

gpO 11.1 26.0 19.4 apo 24.0 18.3 14.1

3D° 8.3 32.4 51.8 3£)0 4.2 41.0 36.2
spo 3.7 26.9 100 zpo 9.9 22.6 100

calculated observed

Due to nonuniformity in photographic plates the multiplets at

shorter wave-lengths have been underestimated and those at longer

wave-lengths overestimated. Objective measurements of the lines will

doubtless le^d to much better agreement.

12.17. Helium and Helium-like Atoms.—^Like that of the alkaline

earths the helium spectrum is composed of four chief series of singlets called

parhelium and four chief series of triplets called orthohelium. That the

fine structure of the very narrow orthohelium series was triplets and

not doublets was first predicted by Slater^ and verified by Heisenberg.®

Similar series have been observed also in ionized lithium. The two sets

of series in each of the elements may be arranged into two apparently

noncombining sets of energy levels which, in the case of helium, have

come to be known as parhelium and orthohelium levels.

^ Slater, J. C,, Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci.j 11, 732, 1925.

2 Heisenberg, W., Zeits. /. Phys.j 39, 499, 1926,
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Energy level diagrams of helium and. singly ionized lithiu
shown in Fig. 12.14. The enormous energy shift from the i

ls“,i/So state to the first excited states ls2s,^S[i and is charael
of all the inert gases and similar atomic systems.

Many attempts to calculate the energy levels of helium, a thre«
problem, from a purely theoretical standpoint have been made, an
reasonable success. The normal state of helium, for example, ha
calculated by HyUeraas^ to be 24.470 volts belovr the series li,

value differing only 0.003 volt from the spectroscopic value of
volts. For Li+ he obtained the value 75.272 volts, in excellent agre
with the observed value 75.279 volts.

Heisenberg has shown that the enormous energy difference be
the first two or three triplet levels and their associated singlet
is due not to the magnetic interactions of the two electrons but
electrostatic resonance interaction. This phenomenon of reso]
which so frequently arises in the quantum mechanics, is ana;
to the resonance between two mechanical oscillators. The ai
has been drawn of two similar pendulums, connected to the same su
and set swinging. If the support is not too rigid the energy of oscil
is found to shift back and forth between one pendulum and the
At one instant one pendulum is at rest and the second vibrates >

maximum amplitude. Some time later the second pendulum .

to rest and the first vibrates with the maximum amplitude. It n
said that the two pendulums have changed places.

For helium-like atoms this resonance phenomenon has been s

to yield fair agreement with experiment by Heisenberg, Dirac, £
Gaunt, Unsold, Breit, Hylleraas, and others. The first atternp
solve the three-body problem of helium on the quantum mechanii
to a wave equation, quite like Schrodinger’s equation for hydrogen
of the form,

where the subscripts refer to the two electrons respectively. The
term in parentheses represents the total energy of the system- the se
and third terms represent the potential energies of the two elect
due to their attraction by the nucleus; the last term representi
potential energy due to the mutual repulsion of the two electrons
It were not for this last term, which accounts for the fine structui
TOsh to measure, the equation could be solved by analytical met:
Neglectmg this term, the solution is of the form of the product of
hydrogen-Uke functions,

'i/ = fs(na, la, ma.] Ti, di, (j>i)
•
yf/sini, k, mi,; ri, 9i, (pi), (l;

iH-ruEBAAs, E. A., Zeits. f. Phys., 64, 347, 1929; 66, 209, 1930.
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ere n, I, and m are the quantum numbers of the two electrons and

?, and 0 their polar coordinates. This solution is degenerate in that

5 energy of any state of the atom is not altered by interchanging the

D electrons, t.e., interchanging the coordinates r, 6, and (i>\

== ^niria, laj rria] n, ^2 , <^>2) * h, rrih; ri, di, (12.35)

eating the r 12 term as a perturbation, ^ two solutions may be obtained,

3 of which is symmetric in the electrons; ^.e., when the coordinates are

erchanged, the wave function is not altered. The other solution is

bisymmetric in that when the coordinates of the two electrons are

erchanged, the wave function changes sign. As the interaction is

bde smaller and tends to zero, the limiting form of the solutions is

ih that each electron has an equal probability of being found in either

the two states. This is the austausch principle which has been inter-

3ted as meaning that the two electrons exchange places regularly

time goes on, i,e., periodically. The rate of this interchange depends

on the magnitude of the interaction and for the lower excited states

atoms like helium is of the same order as the frequency of ordinary

ht. The total energy is not altered by this interchange, and hence

radiation takes place. Taking into account the spin of the electrons

may be shown that all triplet states realized correspond to wave

actions which are antisymmetric in spin and coordinates, i.e., change

;n when both electron spins and electron coordinates are interchanged.

) the triplet system of terms belong functions antisymmetric in the

ordinates and symmetric in the spins. To the singlet system of terms

long functions symmetric in the coordinates and antisymmetric in

e spins.

12.18. Quantum-mechanical Model of Helium.—A fairly accurate

lantum-mechanical picture of the helium atom in different energy

sites may be formed by the superposition of hydrogen-like density-

stribution curves (see Figs. 4.3 and 4.6). In doing this for the excited

ates the inner electron, in a Is state, takes on a distribution which is

:e the Is of ionized helium, i.e., radially it is one-fourth that of hydrogen

the normal state. The outer electron, due to almost perfect screening

r the inner electron, is during most of the time in a field not greatly

fferent from that of hydrogen (see Fig. 12.15). The term values of

dium and ionized lithium, as shown in Fig. 12.14, indicate quite clearly

lat the outer electron in all of the excited states is almost hydrogen-like.

It is the overlapping with each other of the dense regions of the dis-

ibution curves that makes for a greater electrostatic repulsion, or

teraction, t.e., greater singlet-triplet separations. This overlapping

1 For an elementary treatment of this problem the reader is referred to that given

Y E. U. Condon and P. M. Morse, ‘^Quantum Mechanics,'’ Chap. IV.
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decreases rapidly with an increase in the total quantum number of the
excited electron.

12.19. Fine Structure of Helium-like Atoms.—Taking into account
all of the interactions between two electrons, Heisenberg has calculated
the fine-structure triplet separations for helium and helium-like atoms ^

For many different electron configurations the energy of the singlet
term is very much greater than that of the corresponding triplet (the
singlet lies above the triplet). On the vector model the spins and si

are oppositely directed for the singlets, 5 = 0, and more nearly in the
same direction for the triplets, 5=1. It follows that the interaction
energy is positive when the angle between s* and s| is large, and negative
when the angle is small (see Sec. 12.7).

According to Heisenberg’s results the interaction energy between
S and L for the configuration ls2p is given by

-AT =
~

- L*2 - 5*2)

(J*2 - L*2 - 5*2)2 - [(/ + 1)2 - (Z, + + i)^ - (J - iy]
16L*2

-Jj; (12.36)

where a is a constant given by Eq. (8.19) and Z is the atomic number.
For the triplet terms ^Po,i,2 of helium, Z = 2; of singly ionized lithium,
^ = 3; of doubly ionized beryllium, Z = 4; etc.:

He I, -AT = a(Y, -h -§); Be III, -AT = o(|,' -f, -1-|); (12.37)
Li II, -AT = a(^, -I, +i); B IV, -AT = a(-|, -ff).

^Heisenbeeg, W., Zeits. f. Phys., 39, 499, 1926; see also Breit, G., Phys,
36, 383, 1930; 31b 616, 1932, for later improvements and references.
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These intervals are shown in Fig. 12.16. The dash-dot line repre-

cjeiits the center of gravity of each triplet. As Z becomes large, the

second and third terms of Eq. (12.36) become negligibly small compared

T^ith the first. Dropping them we obtain

-ATz = A
J *2 _ __ ^*2

2
‘ (12.38)

TC'his is the Land6 interval rule which for ^Po. 1,2 gives the interval ratio

X • 2. The relative separations of the first two elements, He I and Li II,

Ix^ve been observed to have, quite accurately, the intervals given by

Hel Lin Bem BIV CV-—

2 3 4 5 6 z —-^00

Pig. 12.16.-

V— fo

-Relative eeparations for the U2p, ’Po.i.J, states of helium-Uke atoms. (.After

Heisenberg.)

Heisenberg’s formula, Eq. (12.37). The fM=t that the -P int^ale m

He I and Li II are far from the ratio given by the interval rrfe shows

that the interaction between the s electron spin and the p electron orbi

is ofZ same order of magnitude as the spin.o,blt interaction of the y

‘"ur'lrnee arising from transitions

ap levels of ionized lithium show that, in addition to the triplet toe

structure of" ‘h»e is a^«er

:r:Scrt."S.?r -.1000 m comp,en

spectra will be given at the end of Chap. X .

Problems

1. D»V. an of the *““'1”“ ““.tS r^Cts”4V 12.7.

2. Graphically represent the Land6 interval rule for a term
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3. Show for a ds electron configuration that the total m separation is the same iboth LS- and jj-coupHng. Show also that the d electron alone gives the same
separation (see Sec. 12.11).

® '

(12.31) and (12.32), calculate the relative intensities in each of ththree triplets arismg from the transition p-p ps. Assume LS-eoupling

Prob 4 (sef£ ^12
multiplet intensities for the triad of triplets arising i

6. Repeat Prob. 4 assuming if-coupling between the electrons. Compare the's
intensities, as in Tables 12.7 and 12.8, by applying the sum rules.



(^HAPTMR XIII

2EEMAN EFFECT, PASCHEN-BACK EFFECT, AND THE PAULI
EXCLUSION PRINCIPLE FOR TWO ELECTRONS

One of the outstanding siuicessos of the vector model, developed

by Land6 before the advent of the quantum mechanics, is the amazing

accuracy with which it predicts the observed Zeeman patterns of many
spectrum lines. Modified according to the (iuant.um mechanics this

xnodel was employed in the last chapter in the treatment of LS- and

yy-coupUng for two electrons. This treatment will be extended in this

chapter to the Zeeman effect, the Paschen-Back effect, and the Pauli

exclusion principle.

13.1. The Magnetic Moment of the Atom.—We have already seen, in

Clhap. X, how the total magnetic moment of the atom and the Land6

g factor enter into the development and derivation of expressions for

the Zeeman effect. The same principles used in obtaining those two

fiictors for a single valence electron will now be exl.endod to atomic

Bystems containing two valence electrons. With two electrons there

will bo four individual magnetic momenta to bo taken into account;

those are associated with the mechanical moments sf, I*, and f?.

With the magnitude of each of these moments known, their vector sum

will deiMJnd upon their mutual orientations. If the coupling between

the four mechanical moments is L<S'-coupling (Rusaoll-Saunders coupling),

there will be one set of resultant magnetic moments, whereas, if the

coupling is i/-M)upling, there will be a different set.

The magnetic moments of the spin and orbital motions of an electron

have already imm given by lOq. (10.4) as

I . I*
^

,

‘ 2v 2mc gauss
2 .

ergs
_

2ir 2rnc gauss
(13.1)

In LS-coupliug the two spins are coupled strongly together and

are quantized to form a resultant A'* (sec Fig, 12.6). Projecting each

Hpin nunnent on H* ami adding, we obtain the vector sum of the two

magnetic moments,

M. «« Isf COS («?«*) + «,* <-«H ‘

^2otc gaiiss'

Bimilarly the two fs are coupled together and (juantized to form a

resultant L*. Project ing each orbital moment on L* and adding,

215
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Mr, = [Zf COS {ItL*) + It ms (J.fTj*'
,A

Just as the spin and orbit of a single electron are coupled together to
form a resultant moment j*, so L* and S* are coupled together to form
a resultant moment /* (see Sec. 10.3 and Fig. 10.6). Projecting

and Mi on J* and adding, we get for the total magnetic moment of the
atom,

Mr = [L* cos (LV*) + 2S* cos •

e ergs

2mc gauss
(13.4)

The terms within the brackets give Mr in units of the Bohr magneton,
he/iirmc. Replacing these terms in the brackets by g times J*, i.e.,

gj* = L* cos (L*J*) + 2S* cos (SV*), (13.5)

we obtain

PJ = gJ*
he ergs

Airmc gauss (13.6)

Since the angles between L*, S*, and J* are fixed, in LS-coupling,
the cosine terms in Eq. (13.5) are readily evaluated.

L* cos {L*J*)

S* cos (SV*)

J*2 2^*2 _ g*2

2J*
’

J*2 g*2 _
27*

(13.7)

Substituting these two cosines in Eq. (13.5), we get for the g factor,

g = l + J*2 _|_ ^*2 _ 1*2

2/ *2 (13.8)

This is the Land6 g factor in exactly the same form as Eq. (10.11)
for a single electron, except that I* is here replaced by L*, s* by /S*, and
J* by J*. Values of the g factor calculated from this equation are given
in the Appendix.

In i/-coupling the s* and I* of each electron are coupled together
and quantized to form their own resultant j*. The magnetic moment
of a single electron has already been given in Eqs. (10.6) and (10.7).

With two electrons we may write for each one separately.

Pi = g:JT
he

Arrmc
Pi = gd*

he

Airmc
(13.9)

With jt and jt in turn coupled together and quantized to form a
resultant J*, these moments are projected on J* and added to give the
total magnetic moment of the atom.
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FJ - fo« inj*) + cos (jtj*)

- IffaT w>» OT'/*) + ?ais «>a

(13.10)

(13.11)

Kf'pincing the trrniH in the* brackets by g times J*, we get

$r • ./* = gij* coH 01*/*} + fl'sJs cos OIJ*). (13.12)

Since t he angles i)et ween j7» i?) •/ * we const,ant, the cosine formula

Ki ves
/a 4. .jfi _ ,-*2

;? cos (i?./*)

;.a
,

/*a _ .*a (13-13)

./? ec« (jJ./^)
- •"—

The « factor fi>r jj-coupling now i)ecomeR

(? ” I7t

./a + jf* _ j*a
, ^

,/*a +
(13.14)

A table of g factors for j>c()upling is given in the Appendix.

Kui, l».l.-Tho vwlor mrxlpl tor EH- m»l j7-<>onpUnii in ft weak maRnotin field (Zeeman

nfTifctt )

.

13.2. The Zeeman Effect. - Tn a weak magnetic field the atom as a

•whole is quantized with // in such a fashion that the projection of the

ungular momentum J*h/2ir on // is equal to Mh/2v, where M takes values

differing from each other by unity, from M - +J to M " —J.^ In

* For a qwttntum*tnM'httniRRl proof of this relation seo E. U. Condon and P. M.

Monw, “Qimntimi Mcchsnioa," Hoc. fit.
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terms of the vector model these quantum conditions are expressed as

follows

:

J* cos (J*H) = M, where M = 0, ±1, ±2 • •
* ±J (13.15)

for singlets and triplets. On the classical model of a processing atom

(see Fig. 13.1), /* carries out a Larmor precession around H with an

angular velocity given by Eq. (10.4),

o:l — H-g-
e

2mc
(13.16)

Multiplying by the projection of the mechanical moment on H, the

energy of this precession (see footnote 3 on page 157)

In terms of the magnetic quantum number [Eq. (13.15)],

AWm = M -g- (13.18)
47rmc

Dividing by hcj the energy in wave numbers (see Sec. 10.4) is given by

He
-ATm = M • cm-i = ikf • ^ • L cm-^. (13.19)

If T represents the term value of a field-free energy level, then in a

weak magnetic field the term value of each magnetic level will be given

by
Hp

Tm ^ T - M ‘ = r - M • ^ • L cm-h (13.20)

Before going further it should be pointed out just what assumptions

were made in deriving the preceding expressions for the g factor and the

magnetic interaction energy. On the classical model for L/S-coupling

it was assumed (1) that and s* process rapidly around (2) that

If and If precess rapidly around L*, (3) that L* and iS* precess more

slowly around J*, and (4) that J* in turn processes still more slowly

around JST. These assumptions, as well as similar ones for jy-coupling,

are necessary in order that the components of the different magnetic

moments normal to their respective axes of precession cancel out. The
quantum-mechanical analogue of these precessions is to be found in

the angular factors of the probability-density distributions (see Sec.

4.3). The formula for the Land6 g factor has recently been derived

on the quantum mechanics.

As an example of the splitting up of an energy level in a magnetic

field, consider the case of a level. With g = i and / = 3, there will
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. seven equally spaced magnetic levels Af = 3, 2, 1, 0, —1, —2, and

3 shifted from the field-free level hyM g
= 0, —f, —f, —V'

H

Fig. 13.2.—Graphical representation of the splitting of a level in a weak magnetic field.

'Dr

^ graphical representation of this splitting is shown in Fig. 13.2, where

the vector J* is drawn in the seven allowed posi-
^

tions. Multiplying J* by g and projecting on

the H axis, the displacements Mg, shown at the

left, are obtained. If numbers in this figure are

multiplied by the level separations are

given directly in wave numbers.

From Eq. (13.19) it is observed that the

relative separations of the magnetic levels of one

term and those of another are determined by the

g factor alone. This fact greatly simplifies the

calculation of Zeeman patterns. As a simple

case consider the diffuse-series singlet ^Pi -

For each of these levels the g factor is equal to

unity, so that the initial and final states with

/ = 2 and / = 1 are split into five and three

equally spaced levels, respectively (see Fig.

13.3). ^

The selection rules for the Zeeman effect

of two-electron systems are just the same as

those for a single electron (Sec. 10.5).

Viewed J. to field

Viewed
11

to field

Z4
,Z4

1

1

'Pi

s p s

normal triplet

Fig. 13.3.—Feeman pat-

tern of a diffuse-series

singlet, showing equal sepa-

rations in both the initial

and final states of the atom.

(am = ±1; plane polarized ± io H; s components

(am = 0; ph
- - -

;

plane polarized

^1; circularly pol

0; forbidden; p components

to H; p components

(aM = ±1; circularly polarized; s components

(AM =
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For the transition there are nine aUowed combinations
falling mto three equally spaced groups (see Fig. 13.3). Having just
the separations given by Lorentz’s classical theory of the Zeeman
effect [Eq. (10.1)], this pattern is called a normal triplet. Since the q
factor for all smglet levels is unity, all singlet lines will show a normal-
triplet pattern in a magnetic field. For an observed pattern see Fig. 10.2.

Turning now to the triplet levels, let us consider the Zeeman patterns
ansmg from a principal-series triplet ~ Assuming L5-coupling,

li

I

p components

m

Fia. 13.4.-Caleulated and observed Zeeman patterns of a principal-series triplet,
®01 — ®Po,l,2.

the g factors for the initial states ^Po, and »P„ and for the final
a e 1, are §,

-I, l-, and 2, respectively. The resultant magnetic
levels are shown schematically in Fig. 13.4. At the bottom of the
figure the observed patterns are shown for a zinc triplet. With a g factor
of two for the lower state ^S^, the pattern 3p„ k^s twice the normal-
triplet separation.

13.3. Intensity Rules for the Zeeman Effect.-Intensity rules for theZeeman effect of atomic systems containing more than one valence
electron are independent of the type of coupling and depend only on
the quantum numbersM and J. These rules, first discovered empirically
by Ornstem and Burger/ may be derived from the sum rules. The

* Obnstein, L. S., and H. C. BimaBR, Zeits. f. Phys., 28, 135, 1924; 29, 241, 1924.
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sum of the intensities of all transitions starting from any initial Zeeman
level is equal to the sum starting from any other level. Similarly, the sum
of the intensities of all the transitions arriving at any final Zeeman level is

equal to the sum arriving at any other level. From the classical model
and these rules the following equations have been derived^

Transition J J:

(M-^M ±1, I = A{J ±M + 1)(J T M);

Transition / J + 1: (13.21)

±1, I = B(J ± M + 1)(J ± M + 2);

M, / = 45(J + M + 1)(J - M + 1).

In deriving these equations account has been taken of the fact that

when observed perpendicular to the field only half the intensity of

the s components is observed. Observations parallel to the field give

the other half of the 5 components. In any direction the total light

emitted is unpolarized just as in field-free space. The constants A and B
in the above equations are proportionality constants and are not needed

for any given Zeeman pattern. Appl3dng these equations to the principal

triplet of Fig. 13.4, the values shown at the arrow tips are obtained.

In order that the sum rules hold for all of the levels in the figure the

values derived for the first pattern ^Si — ^Po have all been multiplied

by two and those of the second pattern ^Si — by three. Doubling

the 5 components the sum of the intensities of all transitions starting

from any upper level is 24 and the sum ending on any lower level is 72.

13.4. The Calculation of Zeeman Patterns.—A scheme for the rapid

calculation of Zeeman patterns has been given by Sommerfeld (see

Sec. 10.6). Consider, for example, the complex pattern arising from the

transition — ®P 2 . Here the J values are 3 and 2, and the respective

g factors, from Eq. (13.8), are | and The separation factors Mg
for both the initial and final states are first written down in two rows

with equal values of M directly below and above each other as follows:

M = 3

Mg for initial state:

Mg for final state:

In this array the vertical differences Aikf = 0 give the p components I,

0, —h -Ij
diagonal differences AM = ±1 give the s com-
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ponents +|, +|, +|, +f, and These may be abbreviated to give
the separations (see Fig. 13.5 and Sec. 10.6)

:

—ATm = ±- , (0), (1), (2), 6, 7, 8, 9, 10
L cm-1

(13.22)

The common denominator is called the Ru-nge denominator and is

the least common multiple of the two denominators of the Mg factors.
This pattern is plotted in Fig. 13.5. The p components are plotted

3p 3p
Kg Kg 3p3p Anomalous Zeeman

. Poit+p.rn.s
I

1

1

r-« (

1 1

’

•-I —
-f

1 f,

Trip

I ’D,^D,

DP

•lets

lili.

'~r-^

1 1 1

J 1 1 I ^ 1 rr^
%%— 1I—#- i ‘'-‘l ill III 1 1 1

1

1 1 r 1 T" V
,|

'll
1

1

1

V.
,

1-Tip-jr P "l

1 1

1

'

L- VdJ,
,'l

'

r V
1'1

|l'
1 f" T %r^ “nTTrVVr-

Fio. 13.6. Anomalous Zeeman patterns for triplet combinations. Dots show ziornia.1
triplet intervals (I/AS-coupling)

.

above the line in the usual way, and the s components are plotted below.
The heights of the lines represent the relative intensities as calculated
from the equations in Sec. 13.3.

13.5. LS- and jj-coupling and the g Sum Rule.—In classifying a
given spectrum hne for the first time it is not always known to just
what type of coupling scheme the corresponding levels belong. Since
the g factors are in many instances different for ^/-coupling than they
are for L3-coupling, the Zeeman patterns will also be different. For
this reason it is sometimes difficult to assign a given pattern to a definite
transition. This uncertainty is often alleviated by Pauli's^ so-called
g sum rule. This rule states that out of all the states arising from a
given electron configuration the sum of the g factors for levels with the
same J value is a constant independent of the coupling scheme. As
an example, consider the four terms and ^Pi, arising from the
configuration ps. The following table gives the g values of these four

iPATOi, W., Zeitsf. Phys., 16, 155, 1923.
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2^3:

vela, calculated for LS-coupling by Eq. (13.8) and for j>coupling by

q. (13.14).

13.1.—Calculated g Factors Illustrating PaulFs g Sum Rule for a ps

Electron Configuration

Terms J « 0 J - 1 / = 2 Coupling scheme

'

*Po.l.2 0

(7
= 1

1 i

LS

ji *= 4, ji « i

ji * 4, i‘i ^

0 i
1 i'

33

0 1
3
'2

When only one term occurs for a certain J value the g sum rule

bates that the g factor is the same in all coupling schemes. Observed

leeman patterns illustrating the g sum rule are to be found for many

lements. In Table 13.2 zinc, tin, and lead are given as examples.

'able 13.2.—Observed g Factors Illustrating Pauli’s g Sum Rule for a ps

Electron Configuration

Element Terms J « 0 il / = 2 Coupling scheme

Zn
’Pi

‘Po.l,* 0

g - 1.000

1.600 1.500

LS

Six*

’Pi

'Po.l.s 0

1.126

1.375 1.600

Intermediate

Pbt
’Pi

’Po.>,» 0

1.160

1.360 1.600
33

0 1.600 1.600

* Ghiqmn, j. B., atid R. A. Lokinu, Phys, Hev., 30, 574, 1927.

t OoxTDBMiT, S., and E. Back, ZbUs, /. Phy$., 40, 6.^0, 1927.

The observed Zeeman patterns of the transition ^Si — ®Pi in each

of these elements are shown in Fig. 13.6.

13.6. Paschen-Back Effect.—In the preceding sections of this

chapter we have seen how in a weak magnetic field the atom as a whole is

quantized with respect to the field direction. If the magnetic field

is continually increased there will come a time when the interaction

energy between J* and H becomes so great that the coupling between

S* and L* in the case of L/S-coupling, or between jt and jt in the case of
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i;-coupling, is broken down. This will occur when the interaction energy
given by Eq. (13.19), exceeds the internction energy given by Eq!
(12.13) or thoyfi? interaction energy given by ICtj. (12.25), In other
words when the Zeenian levels of the difforoiit levels of a nmltiplet begin
to overlap each other, Eq. (13.19) will no longer hold. Aa the field

2n

Sn

Pb

^ 1

‘
1

« 1

1 ~TT“
' t

/ *

-LU
rii~"
I

' *

1
^ <

IS^CogpUng

jJ-CooplIng

Fia. 13 .6 .

sap pas
“OtworvBd Kcipnmn pattorti* for (ha Imiiaitimi KH, •T> 111 !tu. Hn. Mid Pli,

sUU further in„o.«od, S‘ and /,*, „r Jt and jJ, will it.dop«„d«nllv
benon.6 quantod with the Held H. Thia 1. Ilio !•«.,.I,en-Barl,
in terms of the atom model.

The classical vector model of the Paschon-Iiack state of the atom
8 shown 10 Fig- 13.7. With I* and S* processing indeijornlently around
the field direction, J* is no longer constant in magnlfudfe and ceases
to be a quantum number. Similarly with

H S+rong field

ji and j* preccHsing inde-

H

F.W .a.r.--o.„„.a

KJ-1£
“

pendently wound H, their resultant J * ceases to have any ineablna Thetwo amoral o«« of and jJ-oouplin, will no. ba tr^Jr^Srat^yM IS-conpUns aad th. Pa.ch.n-B.ck EII«it-Tl.rmKSm d^vmg an «,pres.in„ f„ the Intarartlon enorey whnn tCp„.S„Back atao. »t. in, for .rt«l.al z,s.c„up,i„„ .,2;.;:^.
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a single electron in Sec. 10.7, With L* and (S* independently

d with the field //, the quantum conditions are (1) that the

>n of L*h/2T on // is equal to MJif2ir, where Afz, «= 0, ±1,

' ±/-'; and (2) that the projection of S*h/2T on H is equal to

whore Mj« * 0, ±1, ±2, • •
• ±S. For singlets Ms «® 0, and

olH Mh *“ +1, 0, and —1. On the classical model the Larmor

jns of L* and S* will lie given by H times the ratio between

netic and mechanical moments,

tiplylng each of these angular velocities by the corresponding

numlcntum components along H (see footnote 3 on page 157) gives

interaction energies:

- H • cos (/.*//) - H .
2”Ar.A, (13.24)

- 27/ • “ 2// (13,26)

n of thoBe two energien givm iho main energy shift of each mag-

/el from the field-free level from which it Bprang:

AW« - (M,, + 2Md • (13.26)

g by he, the energy in wave numl)ers becomes

He
~&Tn - (A/,, + 2Md • - (M, + 2M«) • L em-h (13.27)

this energy a small corre(dlon duo to the Interaction energy

1 L* and S* must. l>e added. By exactly the same treatment

given for a single electron in Sec. 10.7 this energy is given by

-AT,.., - A M,,M« - r,.™,. (13.28)

4 is given by Kc|. (12,12). Adding this term to Eq. (13.26), the

lergy shift becomes

-AT« - (M,. + 2M,)L + A MsMu. (13,29)

low Ti represents the term value of the center of gravity of a

iC term, the term value of each magnetic level (see Fig. 12.6) will

m by

Tm - T, “ (M,. + 2M«) • L - AAf,M^. (13.30)

8 splitting is shown graphically in Fig. 13.8, for ‘/Si, ‘Po.i.a, and

levels. In each case the field-free levels are shown at the left.
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Next come the weak-field Zeonmn levels symmetrical about the field-
free levels followed by the Pasehen-Buck levels at the right. The

01.

1

-IM-O

Ua

Fio. 13.8.~8trong.fi«kI m^rgy lovnln f,,r »,S. •/'. a„,l •/>

equally spaced dots in the strong-field levels represent the two inter-
action energies due to the external field. Adding the interaction

isvels Into three groups of five ecjually spacetl

Table 13.3.-CoMriiTATi<)s or Maonktk- Knekoieh ros As'-c-ocri.iNo in Weak

Wmik Htmng
1

Term M Mg M Mu Mt. •IMk iMn + ,Vjt
A MtMa

+2 + i +2 + l •f 1 4“*i -fa

+ 1 +1 + 1 + l 0 +2 4*2 0
•p. +A 0 0

0 •f

!

4-2 +i
-I -!

-1
0 +1 0 +1 0

0 0 0 0 0
1 -fl

0 0 0
0 0

0 + I ^2
- i

*

-

1

-i 0 ^2 g\

*p. -2A 0 0 ^2 -i ^2

m 11

A^A

use 01 jCiq. (13.3U) in cal
levels, consider the triplet terms ’Po.i.i. Since L I and H « I the
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possiblfi values of Af/, are 1, 0, and —1, and the possible values of Ms
are 1» fir and —1. A tabulation of all possible combinations of these

values m given in Table 13.3.

Correaptjnding to oa(!h of the nine weak-field levels there is a strong-

field level wit h 1 he same M. Act ual calculations of the magnetic energy

for t he stages ladween weak and strong fields have been made by Darwin.^

These calculations enable one to determine just what weak-field level

goes over to each st rong-fiold level. A general rule for connecting weak-

and strong-field levels may be stated as follows: The sum of theprojedions

Fui. 13.». Prurohcis-Btiok pattern of a principal-series triplet.

of the- mechanical moments on H does not change. In other words, the

weak field M is etjual to the strong field Mi, + Ms:

M - Mr, +• Ms. (13.31)

(kmsorvation of angular momentum refjuires this to be true. In addition

to this rule the further restriction is necessary that no two levels with the

same M ever mm.
As an example of an observed Paschen-Back pattern, consider a

principal-series triplet — “Po.i.a- The initial and final states for

this case are shown at the left in Fig. 13.8. The selection rules for

strong field are

ms
AMi.

0
,

( 0 for p components,

\ ± 1 for 8 components.

(13.32)

Applying these rules the pattern shown at the bottom of Fig._ 13.9

is obtained. The bracket shows that, were it not for the small inter-

action between L* and S*, the pattern would be a normal triplet. Exper-

imental observations of such strong-field patterns are very few, owing

to the enormous fields reciuired for producing the effect. A principal-

series triplet has been observed by Paschen and Back in oxygen as a

897, 1912; 40, 960, 1913. See

figurii at md of each article in the Anmlm.
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fairly good normal triplet with the s components unresolved. There is

good evidence, however, that with suitably strong fields experiment will
check theory in almost every detail.

13.8. jj-coupling and the Paschen-Back Effect.—A calculation of
the magnetic energy for jj-coupling in a strong magnetic field is essentially

the same as the treatment given for L*S!-c<)upling in the previous section.
As seen in Fig. 13.7, and are quantized independently with the field
E. The conditions for this quantization are: (1) The projection of
j*h/2v on H is equal to m/,A/27r, where TO;, =» ±i, ±|, • •

, ±yi.
(2) The projection of on E is ecjual to where m,-, =>

.J,

±1,
• •

•
, ±ia.

The total magnetic energy will be given by the sum of three energies,
the interaction energy between (1) jf and //, (2) and H, and (3)
it and jt By Eq. (10.14) the Larmor precessions of jf around H, and

around H, are given by

= and a./, - H (13.33)

where and gt are the g factors for the two electrons, respectively.
Multiplying each of these angular velocities by the corresponding pro-
jections of the angular momenta on H (see footnote 3 on page 157) gives
the two energies,

iWu - H «<» btn) - H

AH',.,, - II «>« UHD - II

(13.34)

(13.36)

The sum of these energies is

aWh - {gmi, -f (13.36)

Dividing by he, this energy in wave numbers becomes

He-ATh =» {gxm.i, + cm-‘ - (gim^, + gmh) ' L cm"*. (13.37)

To this energy must be added the interaction energy due to the coupling
between and jt- By analogy with L^S-coupling this energy is given
by [see B]q. (13.28)]

—AT

a

- A • m;,wy, cm~‘ - (13.38)

where A is given by Eq. (12.24). Adding this small term to Eq. (13.36),
the total magnetic energy becomes

—ATm =• (gi^Wy, -f- ganij,) • L -|- A • (13.39)
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If now we let Ti represent the term value of the center of gravity of a
multiple term (sec Fig. 12.10), the term value of each magnetic level

will be given by

Tn ** Ti — iuitn,, + giMj,) • L — (13.40)

Aa an example of the calculation of atrong-field energy levels, con-
sider the tertuH arising from part of the ehtetron configuration »p, where

m; m; kM

/ 1 ,

' ^1 *\A - j'A/4

‘ O- -

;

:zz:,- .

- ’
,

' r I
• o

•p \ .-jM.-i.i.-i
V2*

»3A/4 , .

No Weak Strong’*'**’^

Tr- -
5,# *5A/4,

«|vi

-A/4

jr‘A^p4

No Weak Sfronq
Field Fitld Field

fmid field Field

Ft(i» IH.lOr emffiy IpvpIs for th« oimiiron (Hnifl«iirat.if>n« sp«.n<i «•« (Pawcihon-
Btttik iZ-floupUng).

ji « I and jt •" }, and those arising from the configuration s% where

Ji •" i and jfi "I j. A graphical representation of the resultant levels

J « 1 and 2, and J - 0 and 1, is shown in Fig. 13.10. The weak- and

Ta»i.« 13.4.- - Computation or Maonktk; KNKitoiBK yon JJ-aovphiNa in Wbak and
HtHONO MaONBTJC KiISI.DH, CoNruUIKATION H/J, j, “< I AND ji •» t
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atrong-ficld levels for the two teriiw nt the left are ealeulateti by fabulatinR
the various interaction energies as in 'Pable i:{.4.

It is to be noted that for each weak-th'ld level M, there is a strtjiig-

field level with the same M value. Just as in the case of /,.S’-c<»upling

the conservation of angular inonientum requires that thr mm of the

projections of the mechamcal moments on II does not change with changing
field. As an ecjuation,

M - Wly, + Mi,. (13.41)

Since there are in general several levels with the satne .If value,
the further restriction t hat no two lenels with the mnu- M crass each other

ip
'-f/ p p

Fio. 13*n.*»-Pa4ichen-Ra(ik tiffoct for omi of ihi' jJ^vmpUnfg, }mtt«yrri«i Ariultin from tim
trmiiiltlort up

must b6 iidd6d to tho abuvo rule. Ah an oxamplo of iho l>ohtiviaf of

i7-coupling in a strong field, consider one of the two Paschen-Bju-k
patterns arising from the electron transition sp-*a-«. With the set

of levels shown at the left in Fig. 1.3.10 as initial stattw, and the set at
the right as final states, the pattern in Pig, 13.11 is const rueted. The
selection rules for jj-coupling in a strong field are

Aw/i

Ami,
0 for p components].

± 1 for 8 componentaj

or with suljscripts

interchangcfl

(13.42)

These rules are in agreement with the ixilnrisation nilw that the
potarization of a line is the same in all fu-ld strengths. In the pattern
it is seen that lines tending to go from p to a or from « to p components
fade out and should not be observed in a strong field. Unlike the
Paschen-Back patterns for AtS-coupling the lines do not resemble a
normal triplet but possess an anomalous pattern. Wore It mit hir the
fine structure, the pattern shown in Fig. 1.3.11 would be the same as
the pattern for a principal-series doublet line, - ‘F, (see Fig. 10.9).
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13.0. Complete Paschen-Back Effect. -In the three previous sections
we have seen h(m-, in a strong magnetic field, the coupling between
jX and jt, t>r l)etween and -S'*, is broken down and each is quantized
separately with the field direction //. In calculating the energies
in such cast's it was fa<-itly assumed that

the inner couplings In'twecn the individual

electron spins «* and orbits If were not

l)roken down. On the classical model it

wasiissumed, for examine, that the preces-

sion of fif and artHind -S'* and th(! pre-

Very $+roh3 Field

H

cession of If ami fj nromul L* are very

much faster than that of -S'* or /^around//.
In a very strong magnetic field the

coupling lad ween all of the intlividual

electron vectors may l>e broken down,
regardless of the original coupling scheme
LS or JJ, so that each part will (piantize

separately with the fielti //. Uruler these

comlitions we have what is called the

complrlr l*ai*rhrn-liurk rJfrrC (see Fig.

13.12). The quantum conditions for this

state of the atom are:

1. The projection of »Xh/2r on H
takes values innh/2ir, where " ± i.

2. The projection of «JA/2jr on II

m„ -

§

LS orjjj-coupling

Ftti, ' ('liwtusimil vector
for oithor LH- or

in H vory utronic fiishi (oomplott^

takes values m„h/2r, where

3. The projection of IXh/2ir on II takes values mi,hl2v where m;, » 0,

±1, i2. •
, :U.

4. The projection of llhllnmll takes values W(/i/2T, where wj, »• 0,

±1, ±2, •
•

, i/„
The c(»mp!ote Pjischen-Hnek effect has never been observed for any
but one-electron syslt'tiis because of the enormous fiehls needed to

produce it. For terms close to the series limit, however, it may b©
possible In the near future to produce the effect with the fields now
available.

In a field strong enough to break down the quantization between
all of the indlvidtiai vectors «*, «J, If, and ij, the chief contribution

to the magnet i<^ ene»'gy will arise from the independent couplings of

these vi'cfors with II. To this energy must be added small correction

terms due to the difftfrenl mutual interactions betwetui the individual

vectors. While these latter corrections will be different for L-S-coupling

than for j}'-cuupling I lie chief contributions will Ije exactly the same.

‘ I’ACI.|. W., XrilH. /. Chip., 18, 156. ItttS: 81, 7116. 1926; see ttlwt b. Pauling and
S. Qoudsmit, “Htnirturc of l.inc HptH’tra," p. 122.
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The Larmor precessions of each spin and orbit around H (aeo ICq.

(10.4)J are given by

“-"
2L' “'"'iL'Amc 2mr. 2me ' 2mc.

(13.43)

Multiplying each of these angular velocities by the ('.orresponding

projections of the angular momentum on II gives t he energies (see foot note

3 on page 167)

AH’.,, - 2 /; . Alt',,,, - I!

AH-.„ - 2 . Alt',., - //
. ^n..l (13,«,

The sum of these energies is

AW,, - (2m.., + 2m„ + m,, + Wt,) • H (13.46)

Dividing by Ac, (he energy in wave nunilKTs iH'i'oines

-~AT„ -m (2m„ + 2ot„ -f »h, + ‘’i*c (13.46)

To this energy must bo added the small interaction energies [see

Eqs. (12.6)J,

Pi - flisfsj cos I’u - cos (itflf],

Ts - cos (Iftfj, r« - FISTTSfTf). (13.47)

Table 18.6.—Vkkv Sthono Field Kneroy Levels eor the Ki.EtTRON CoNPuittRA-
TION Mji

(Complt'tc^ Pam'hon-Bnt^k )

M ^ w«t 2m« 4-2m,«
+m,.+m,. «'• 2c... P. I'y V, r.

II • *

2mc 2*-

I j h
^ '

2»»c"*'’2r'
(13.44)

(13.46)

(13.46)

mt, 2m,, 2m»j
2m,, 4'2m*t*

Ti r, Ti r«

i 1 0 I 1 1 B rij/4 0 0 fi«'2

i s 0 0 1 1 2 ci»/4 0 0 0
i i {) 1 1 i ai/4 0 0

i 0 I 1 ^1 1 -«i/4 0 0 2
i 0 0 1 0 -«ri,/4 C) « 0
i - i 0 1 -“fi i/4 0 0 «!/ 2

J 0 1 i I . 4 0 0 fii/2

-i i 0 0 i i 0 (1 il 0
-i i 0 i .. 1 ««fi,

''4
(1 0 “I14/2

-i -i 0 1 -•1 0 0 '2

“J '“*
4 f) 0 -\ ... 1 fij / 4 0 0 0

-i -j 0 -I *-1 fi|/4 0 il <14/2
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These average cosiacB are evaluated just as in Bee. 10.7 [see Eq. (10.33)]
to give

Ti -« aitn^nin, Fj »• aami,mi„ I’s -« r4 «

(13.48)

If nvv,’ 7'u re|)rm>iifH thc^ hyixitlietiful ceiittsr ttf gravity of all the

torniM iirining from a given electron configuration, the term value of

Fid, IS. 1 Very ttnmg fli'ld i^rmrgy Itn^nU ftir nn h/j cMinflguration (iKiinpieit^

pRurhftri-Iiiiftk

each vfiry atrong field level will be given by the addition of Eiqs. (13.46)

and (13.48):

f« « 7\ — (2m., + 2m.. + m<, + «»,) • L - T, - P, - I’* - l\, (13.49)

where L « He/hrnte’* mn *.

Ah an example c»f the calculation of levels in a very strong magnetic

field, coniHider the electron oonfiguration sj}. The various terms of

Eq. (13.49) are tabulated in 'Fable 13.fi.

Diagmim of the energy levels for the up configuration in LH~ and
jjf-coupHntjg; are shown in Kig. 13.13, st.iirting with the field-free levels

on either wide and ending with the very strong levels in the middle.

Except for the fine structure <lue to the P factors the very strong field

levels are the same for lH>th coupling schemes. However, it is just,

these differences that, as the field (iecreases, cause one Bystom to go

over to Lj®-coupiing and the other to jij-coupllng. It is seen that through-

out eaeh dit^ram each level retains its iotal M value and further that
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no two levels with the same M values cross. It should also be
]

out that the coefiScient ai, due to the spin-spin interaction, is negai

'So-^Po.2 VP, ^Sf’P,

large in LS-coupling and negative but small in ^^-coupling. The ]

is true for the coefficient, being positive and small in LS-ec
and positive and large in jj-coupling.

As an example of the spectrum lines, or pattern, to be ob
when the complete Paschen-Back effect sets in for both the initii

final states of an atom, consider the electron transition sp —> s-s.
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resultant patterns for all allowed transitions in weak, strong, and very

strong fields are shown in Figs. 13.14 and 13.15. The initial levels giving

rise to these patterns are the ones shown in Fig. 13.13. The selection

rules for very strong fields may be stated as follows

:

Am,, = Am,, = 0

Awj. = 0 ^ .X, , .

„ , ^ 1 or with subscripts
0 for V components)

interchanged
+ 1 for s components;

(13.50)

Were it not for the fine structure arising from the r factors, each

very strong field pattern would be a normal triplet. This result is

arrived at with all electron configurations. It should be noted that

the two strong field patterns for;j-coupling, in Fig. 13.15, closely resemble

the anomalous patterns of a principal-series doublet in a weak field.

p

1 0-1 msf ^'2-^2

1 0 -1 0 § 1 0
'/i

p
1

II

1

b^'i -1 -%

singl+ripJ Ms2

1 0 -1

M = 2 I 0 1 Ml= 1 0 -I

M= 1 o']-l 0 M =
1 0 -t

M=' '§] -1 j"2 -1 'Pi Ms

"P,
'

= P2 Ms

P s

'"If
1 0 “1 _ "h

= 0

'"j2= \ \ - \ % nj, '/2

'"j2=' -'h
rt lo

P'/2
'"St

'"Jt
II l il

M = 2 1 \ M *1 0

1M =ri 0

oi-,
-'1-2

\ 'm 1
!
II

-IC4

“IN
'"Jt

•Olcvj 'wICsl '"J2

-~10J —Icsl

Fig. 13 . 16 .—Magnetic quantum numbers for an sp electron configuration. (M-coupling
left and jy-coupling right.)

13.10. Breit’s Scheme for the Derivation of Spectral Terms from

Magnetic Quantum Numbers,—In the early development of complex

spectra a scheme for the calculation of spectral terms was put forward

by Breit.^ This scheme is of considerable importance in that it starts

with the very strong field quantum numbers of each valence electron,

develops successively the strong- and weak-field quantum numbers,

and ends up by giving the allowed field-free levels. Consider as an

example the electron configuration sp for which the field-free levels are

®Po,i .2 and ^Pi.

In a very strong field each electron is designated by the four quantum

numbers n, J, mi, and m^. Since the total quantum number takes no

part in the types of terms we need only consider the quantum values

h = 0, mzi = 0, ~ ±^, k = 1, = 0, ±1, and = ±i. If

the coupling is to be L8, the values of and Wzi are written down in

1 Brbit, G., Phys. Rev., 28, 334, 1926; see also Russell, H. N., Phys. Rev., 29,

782, 1927.
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a row and column as in the array in Fig. 13.16. To the left oi

and below m;, = 1 the sum Afi, = 1 is written. This process d
gives the strong-field quantum numbers for a P term. Cc
mji and in the same way, the array shown at the top of t!

is constructed. The values Ms = 0 and Ms — 0 and ±1 dii

the L-shaped line are just the Ms quantum numbers for sing

triplets, respectively. Combining these two sets of Ms with tl

Ml, the two arrays in the lower left of the figure are obtaine
quantum sums divided by the dotted lines are just the weak-fie
turn numbers for the ^Po, ®Pi, ^Ps, ^Pi terms. In the case of jj-Q

shown at the right in the figure, the values of m, and mi are first C'

for each electron separately to give the strong-field quantum :

m,-. These in turn are combined to form the array shown at the
of the figure. These give the same runs of weak-field quantum ]

and correspond to the same four levels obtained for i/S-coupling
13.11 . The Pauli Exclusion Principle.—In 1925 Pauli put fo

new principle which came to play an important rdle in the deve
of complex spectra (see Sec. 12.4). In its simplest form the

j

may be stated as follows: No two electrons in the same atom can
of their quantum numbers the same. This principle is well know:
Pauli exclusion 'principle. In order to assign quantum numbers
electron we go to very strong magnetic fields where the coupling

'

the electrons is completely broken down. In such a field t

quantum numbers for any electron are n, I, mi, and m^.

Let us now calculate the allowed spectral terms arising fr

equivalent electrons. The term equivalent refers to any two e
having the same n and I values. As a first example, consider two
lent p electrons. First all possible combinations of m, and w
single p electron are written down in two rows as follows:

nil = h i i —i — i —

i

mz = 1 0 -1 1 0-1
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)

It is seen that there are six possible states, (a), (6), (c), (d),

(/), in which a single p electron may exist in an atom. With two
lent p electrons Pauli’s exclusion principle says that one of these qi

values m, or mi must be different. We therefore obtain all
]

states for two electrons by writing down all combinations of th<
states taken two at a time, with no two alike. They are

db

ac be

ad bd cd

ae be ce de

af bf cf df ef
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)r each of these 15 combinations of very strong field quantum numbers
1 add t ho two ' values of m, f,o obtain the strong-field values of M^t,

d the two values of rw/ to form Mt.. This leads to the following
halation:

f .. - 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 -1 -1
f,. - 1 0 2 1 0-1 I 0-1 0 -1-2 1 0 -1

The largest value of Mi. is two indicating part (jf a D term. Cor-
^{Kauling values of Mh show that there are strong-field quantum num-
rs enough to form a '/) term:

- 0 0 0 0 01

Aft - 2 I 0-1 -2/
^

thing thew out we find just enough numbers left to form a and a

- 1 1 I 0 0 0 -1 -1 -ll.p Mti ^ 0\j„
.V,. - 1 0-1 1 0-1 1 0-1/^ Aft -oj"^'

Two etjuivalenl p electrons therefore give rise to hS, *P, and

rnis. lleferring to Table 12.2 it is seen that two nonequivalent p
u

M, Ii'ilT. quantum numticir* for two iiiniUr d olocitrorm (J^-S-ooupling)

,

I’ctrons give rise to hS, *P, ‘i>, */•*, and *X) terras. The Pauli exclu-

m prlndple thus excludes “P, VS, and */), when the two electrons have

[uul « values.

'file same terms are readily calculated from Breit's scheme given

th(f preeiniing seeti<jn. Consider, for example, two d electrons in

S'-coupling. We first write dcjwn all possible combinations of

id m„ In one array ami those of m;, and mi, in another (see Big. 13.17).

the total (puintum numbers are different, all possible combinations

the magnetic quantum numbers are allow-ed. The runs Afi * 4 to

4, 3 to —3, 2 to —2, 1 to —1, and 0 correspond to G, F, D, P, and S
rniH, resfiectively; and the two sets of Mh “ 1, 0, — 1, and 0 correspond

1 triplets and singlets. Those arc just the terms given in Table 12.2

If d‘d.
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If the two d electrons arc cquivnlent, t.r., etiual values of n, certain

of these terms are forbidden. If we perinif the m, values to iw alike

(i.e.,Ms - 1, or —1), the values of W,, - 4,2,0, —2, and — 4, croKse<I out

by the diagonal line, are forbidden. Since the values in the lower left

of the array are identical with, and are a mirror image of, those in the

upper right half, one of those groups must also la* eliminated from the

calculations.* Leaving out the lower left half of the array the remaining
values are seen to form two runs M,. ^ 3 to —3, and I to ~1

:

M, -
1, Ml. - 3 2 1 0 -1 -2 -3

-1, Ml. - 3 2 1 0 ~1 ~2 -3
M, -

1, My. - 1 () -1
Ms - -T, Ml. « 1 0 -1

If, on the other hand, wo permit the M,. values to lx* alike, the values

of Ma “ 1, or —1, are forbidden. Sin(»a the two Mm " 0 values are

identical, one of these must tilso The remaining com-
binations are tabulated as follows:

Ma - 0, Ml. - 4 3 2 1 0 ~-1 -”2 --.3 -4
Ma « 0, M t,

'<* 3 2 1 0 --1 -2 -3

Mb “ 0, M, - 2 1 0 -•1 -2
Ma “ 0, Ml. - 1 0 -1
Ma “ 0, Mi » {)

The second and fourth rows go with the precetling tabulation to com-
plete the quantum numbers for *F and */’ terms, The r<»maining rows
correspond to *(?, '£>, and '/S terms.

Consider, as a third example, the calculation of terms arising from
two equivalent p electrons in i;-coupling. The first step is to write

down all possible combinations of m, and mi for each electron separately.

This forms the two arrays at the top of Fig. 13.18, Each of the two
runs of wiy, combined with each of the two runs of my, will give all possible

combinations. Of the four resultant arrays there will be two like the
lower right one in the figure. Since the electrons are o<|Uivalent, one
of these must be entirely excluded. In the lower left-hand array, the
diagonal and either the upper right or lower left half of the array must
be excluded. The same is true for the lower tienter array. 'I’he remain-
ing combinations are just sufficient to form the five terms (| |L, {| |),,

(i 4)o, (i f)i, and (J })*. These correstamcl to the five terms '.*<«, •/)»,

*Po, *Pi, and *Pj in Z/»!?-coupling, derived abiive.

* Each value of Mi in the lower loft half of the array in Fig. 13. 17 ia identical with
a corresponding value in the upper right half. It is <il>s«)rvmi that each pair nf values
arises from the same mi values. Although thn nn sutiHcripts arc jiml inlcrcliiuigcti in

each of the two combinations of a pair, the ociuivalence of the two dwtron* niakcii the
two states identical in all respects.
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13.12. PauU’s g Permanence Rule.—In 1923 Pauli' proposed a new
rule for the g factors of any ^iven multiple term in weak and strong
fields. This rule states that the num of the g factors for a given M is the

same in all field strengths. In a weak held the g factor of any state is

given by the ratio l>ot\veen the magnetic moment of the atom in Bohr

Fw.

! 0 *1

"J "i i '!
1

1

1

Coupling

'^ijM 0 -I

I
I

»^S2

'"j.d i 4 "1 _ i ""h'f ?4"l
M* 5, 2 1 0

j
M* 2 1 0 -1

i

2 1
. o'i-i

i

i oi-h -J 1 0 -1 ]-Z 4
1 0 :-r r2 -1 "'iz

0 J-1 1-2 1»J i
<*)> l!)), '"j} (HI (H), MK

ijUHithjrii uuntltorH for Iwu p olf^ftrcms Oj-coupling).

magneicmii, ^/i/4irwr, arid itua*lumi(^al inoitient in imitH A/27r [see

Eqs. (10J3} and (13,6)]:

Hare

Hi.

Pj
(13.61)

where, as usual, tu is in ergs per gauss and pj is in erg seconds. In

these units,

fxj h/2v hj 2mc gjMj
"

p;
"

p: c
"

ii77'
(13.63)

In weak or strong field the g factor is given by the ratio of the total

projection of the magnetic, moments on the field direction to the total

projecthtn of the mechanical moments.*

For LH-(!oupllng,

M,Jr 2il£«
(13.64)

‘ Padu, W., Zriln.f. Phus.. 16, m, 1923.

*Tb<f wimk fk*ki yf Eq, (IS.53) k alao axprewacsd in torms of projections.

With tij and pj in Utw witii tnich other, Fig. 10.6, their ratio and the ratio of their

projections cm any line will ht* tli<‘ same.
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For jy-coupling,

_ giinii + g2in,i

+
For a given multiple term it often happens that there are

magnetic levels with the same M value. Pauli's g permanei
states that for given L, S, and M, or for given jij and M i

of the weak-field g factors is equal to the sum of the strong-field g

2^weak ^^strong*

Values of weak- and strong-field g factors are given in Tal
for a term.

Table 13.6.—Paulies g Pehmanence Rule for coupling

Term ikf = 2 M = 1 11 0 M - -1 1li

“P2 i I 1 3

Pi
1 1 1 Wea

i

p* s 2 1 8

Pi 1 2 Stroi
Po

2? 1 3 3 1

Similarly for the two upper states arising from the sp config-
in jj-coupling we obtain the values given in Table 13.7.

Table 13.7. Pauli’s g Permanence Rule for jj-coupling

Term if = 2 M = 1 if = 0 if = -1 if - -2

(i f)i

(i 1)2 1

i

1

i i

1 1
Weal

(H)i
(§ 1)2 1

f

1

1

1
Stron

2? 1 f (1) 1 1

th^ ^ permanence rule
the weak-field 0- factors can be determined without the use of the
g fmmula and the quantum-mechanical or classical model. F.M - 2, m the above table The weak-field a fact,
therefore be f for all weak-field levels. This leaves forthejalue g = 3 - | = |. For M = 0, ^ is indeterminate
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Darwin has shown that the g permanence rule holds for all inter-
liate field strengths. ^

13.13. Pauli’s g Sum Rule for All Field Strengths.—In a very strong
;netic field the individual electron couphngs are completely broken
m and each spin and orbit becomes quantized independently with
field. Pauli showed that even under these extreme conditions

sum of the g factors for a given M, of a given electron configuration, is

itant.^ Starting with LS- or jj-coupling the g factor for any term
1, very strong magnetic field is given by the sum of the projections on
f the magnetic moments in Bohr magnetons divided by the sum of the
jections of the mechanical moments in units h/2ir.

Qvery stronK

/2m.i + 2ms, + m^ + mi\

y ms, + mas “H /
(13.57)

Consider, for example, the terms arising from the configuration

in L(S-coupling. The g factors for weak, strong, and very strong

is are given in Table 13.8.

;LB 13.8.

—

Patju’s g SvM Rule fob the Electron Conpigubation sp in LS-
COUPLING

Term M = 2 M - 1 oH M - -1 M - -2

'P; 1 1 1

=Ps i t 1 8 1 Weak field
«Pl 1 1

“P« 8

1 1

^Pi

»Pi

1 2

1

1

2

8 Strong field

»P(,

iPl 2 1

8^P2

«Pl

8 1

1

1

2
Very strong field

«P.)

Xg = l' 4 8 4 1

Consider again the terms arising from the configuration sp in fj-con-

ng. The g factors for weak, strong, and very strong fields are given

Table 13.9.

In general the weak-field g factors cannot be calculated from the

;-y strong field g factors. The reason for this is that the coupling

leme is not known. When the coupling scheme is given, the strong-

^ Dabwin, K., Proc. Roy. Soc., A, 118, 264, 1928.

2 For a discussion of the g sum rule in weak magnetic fields, see Sec. 13.5.
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field g factors can be determined from the g permanence' rule and hence

the weak-field g factors can be evaluated (see the p!revious section).

13.14. Lande’s r Permanence Rule.—Analogous to the g permanence

rule we have what is known as the r permanence rule discovered by

Land4. The rule may be stated as follows: For a given multiple term,

ix.j given S and L, or given ji and j 2 ,
the sum of all the T factors for terms

with the same magnetic quantum number M is a constant independent

of the field strength.

Table 13.9.—Paulies g Sum Rule for the Electron Configuration sp in

J7-COUPLING

Term M = 2 M = 1 ikf = 0 M = -1 M = -2

(i
7
6

7
d 1

(i 1)2
3 3 3

2
8 3

Weak field
i)i 1 t

8

(i l)i 1 1

ih 1)2

a
1 1

t

1-

4
3

1
Strong field

(i Do

(H)i 2 ^ 1

(i 1)2

Q Di
1 1

1

1

2

3

Very strong field

(1 Do

Xg - 1 4 2 4 1

For LiS-coupling in field-free space, or in a weak magnetic field, the i

r factor of a term is given by Eq. (12.13)

:

r^eak = Ps + r4 = cos (L*S*) = U(/*2 ~ (13.58)

where A is a coupling constant. In other words, a P factor, as we have i

already seen in Sec. 12,6 and 12.7, is just the interaction energy of any
;

two quantum vectors. This particular Eq. (13.58) gives the Land<5 i

interval rule for the fine structure (see Sec. 12.8). Now, in a strong
|

field, the Paschen-Back effect sets in, and L* and >S* become inde-

pendently quantized with the field H. In this case the average value

of the cosine in the above equation had to be evaluated to obtain the

interaction energy and the strong-field P factors. This average inter-

action- energy [see Sec. 13.6, Eq. (13.28), and Sec. 10.7, Eq. (10.33)]

is given by
|

Pstron* = P 3 + P 4 - A • L*S* COS (L*iS*) = A • MiM,. (13.59)

Consider now the P permanence rule applied to a term. Since S = 1,
;

L = 1, and J == 0, 1, and 2, the following P factors are determined.
|
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In going from weak fields to strong fields the r factors always change,

if at all, so that Sr > constant for each M. It is to be noted that the

weak-field P’s can be determined from the strong-field P’s. The Land6

interval rule is thus obtained without the use of the quantum-mechanical

<»r classical model of the atom [Kq. (13.58)].

Tahl* 13.10. -I' Pbkmanknob Rulb for a V' Tbbm (LiS'-c^ocpuno)

Timn M * 2

A

M « 1

A
-‘A

M « 0 M » -1 M « -<-2

•F,

‘Fo

A
-A
-2A

\ Weak field

r factors

‘F,

•F0

A 0
0

1
^I

0

0

A
Strong field

I" factors

xr ^ A 0 -2A 0 A

B’or jj-coupling in field-free space or in a weak magnetic field the

r factor of a teijra is given by Eq. (12.25);

P^ - p, + p, - Ann (iw?) * - ov - i?“)- (13.60)

In a strong field, the Paschen-Baok effect sets in andjff andjj become

independently quantised with the field //. Here the average value

of the above given cosine term must be evaluated to obtain the inter-

action energi^ and the strong-field P factors. This average interaction

energy, by analogy with /^*8-coupling, is given by

“ d 'jtn u*n) * d • MiMh‘ (13.61)

Conrider, as im example, the two upper terms of the electron con-

figuration «p in if^oupling. Since jx - h i* “ “‘I •/ “ !> and 2,

the following weak- and strong-field P factors are obtained:

Tabu# 18.1 l.—r Pbruansnc* Rot.* fob thw Two Tbbmr (i !) i (i j),, Abisino

FROM Til* ComOHRATION Kp (jj-COVPUm)

Tf^nii M • 2 M • 1 M - 0 M m I 1 bC

Cl 1).

(1 Ih 34/4
-MIA
3A/4

-eA/4
3X/4

-54/4
34/4 34/4

Weak fiold

r factors

(1 i)>

(1 !)> 34/4

4/4
-34/4

1

-4/4
-34/4

4/4 3/4/4

Strong field

V factors

xr m 34 /4 -4/2 -4/2 -4/2 3A/4
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13.16. Goudsmit’s r Sum Rule.—^Analogous with the g sum rule for

magnetic levels in weak and strong fields is the T sum rule of Goudsmit.

'

This rule may be stated as follows: For a given electron configuration

the sum of the r values corresponding to a given value ofM is independent

of the field strength H. In LS- or j)-coupling there are four interactions

to be taken into account: Fi, Fa, Fs, and F4 (see Sec. 12.7). In a very

strong magnetic field, where each spin sf and each orbit Zf are inde-

pendently quantized with the field, these interaction energies are given

by Eq. (13.48).

Table 13.12.—r Sum Rule pok up Electron CoNinauBATioN (EA'-couplinq)

Term M = 2 M = 1 714- = 0 M ^ -1 M = -2

’Pi 0 0 0

^P2 a/2 a/2 a/2 a/'Z a/2 Weak field

’Pi —a/2 —a/2 ~a/2 r factors

—a

^Pl 0 0 0
’P 2 a/2 0 ~a/2 0 a/Z Strong field

’Pi 0 0 0 r factors

’Po —a/2

’Pi 0 —a/2 a/2
»P4 a/2 a/2 0 -a/2 a/2 Very strong field

’Pi -a/2 0 0 r facto i*s

’Pc —a/2

a/2 0 — a 0 a/2

In LS-coupfing Fj gives the singlet-triplet intervals and is due prin-

cipally to Heisenberg’s resonance phenomena. Fa gives the separations
between multiple levels, and Fs and F4 give the Landd interval rule for

the fine-structure separations (see Fig. 12.6). Goudsmit has applied
the F sum rule to the Fs and F4 interactions and has shown that they
are in general agreement with observation. Consider for example
the sp configuration in weak, strong, and very strong fields. The
F factors of the allowed terms in L/S-coupling are computed from Eqs.
(12.9), (13.28), and (13.48), respectively, and are given in Table 13.12.

In this particular example, where Zi = 0, Fs = 0. In configurations
where both Z’s are not zero, the F sum rule will apply to both F’s separately
or collectively.

A similar table formed for the same configuration in jy-coupling
will lead to the same F sums shown here for L/S-coupling. It should

1 Goudsmit, S., Phys. Rev., 31, 946, 1928; see also Paulino, L., and S. Goudsmit,
"Structure of Line Spectra.”
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be pointed out that the r Hum rule may also be applied and shown to

hold for I’l and I'a.

13.16. The r Pennanence and I' Sum Rules Applied to Two Equiva-

lent Electrons.- (’onsitler the p(*rinanencc and sum rules as they apply to

the fiwe of two e<|iiivalent d elec-trons, i.e., to two d electrons having

the same total <(uantuin munher n. In this case the Pauli exclusion

principle is in o{K*ration and the allowed terms (see Sec. 13.11) are

|»S’, */', '/), and 'ff. In a very strong field there are 10 possible states

for e'ach d elect run;

in, 3 I 1 i I

m ,
« 2 1 0 “1 “2

-h -i
2 1 0 - 1-2 (13.62)

Following the first scheme develojxal in Se(^ 13.11 for the calculation

of terms arising from two eiiuivalent ehadrons we (aimbino these columns

two at a time, taking no two alike. The resultant combinations should

Ixi tabulated by the reatler as follows: (1) Make four columns of all

latssihle (aunhinations of, and giving each value of, m,„ m,„ mt„ and

«{„. (2) Using the formulas for I’t, and [’4, lOcp (12.9), multiply each m,

by its own in, times a to form 1 he fifth ami sixth columns under I';, and 1^.

(3) Hitn-e flie n coefficients art^ identical in the two ckK^trons, add each

I'a and I'l to f(^rm the si^venth column IvBryntrona* (4) Add tihe first

f<atr columns to fornj the last and eighth oolumn of total magnetic,

quantum numlM'rs M » in„ -f nu, + tni, “H I’A,,- We now collect, all

values of Tv.,, ........ and tabulate them under corresponding values of M
as shtnvn at the top of 'I'nble 13.13.

'I’he strong-fieki I’ sums may now be used t.o eale.ulato the weak-field

r fuelors, provitled the cmjpling of the two electrons is specified. Sup-

}x»se first that the coupling is LS. In A.S’-eoupling the P factors for

singlet, terms are always zero. We therefore write zero in all columns

for the ‘D, and '(/ terms, as shown. Since W4 is the only remaining

term with M - 4, and the P sum for Af » 4 is 3n/2, we write P - 3a/2

for all ft, .A/’s. This leaves -a/2 for Wa, M - 3, which is next written in

all Af’s, With --3fi/2 for Wa, the P permanence rule, which also

gives the lauitld interval rule, gives P * —a/2 and —2a for Vs and V3 ,

reajMS’t i veiy. 'Phis in turn leaves only a/2 for V3 ,
then —a/2 for /i

and -n for -V',..

If the* (‘oiiplinfiiS of tho two iK[uiviilont> d oloctroiiH is tho

iiuli viciufil H!i<i tlu* torinn un' firnt dotornuned by th.6 Echcinc

ill T\w nwtltani valuan are given in the lower left-

hand roluinti of 1'ablo i:hl3. For eacdi d alcetron, neparataly, jb » t

and I, for whicdi the T fartorH are a and -‘llu/2, renpeotively. The

r fartorn for lanh elei^lroriH, taken together, will be junt the Hum of the two

iiulivhlual T’a. Thene innerted in the lower third of I able 13.13 agree

with GondBmit*H V Hiun rule.
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Table 13.13.

—

r Sum Rule for Two Equivalent d Electrons in Weak and in

Very Strong Magnetic Fields

Term
Af-
4

Af =
3

Ar =
2 1

Af-
0

AT-
-1

Af =
-2

AI =
-3

Af =
-4

3a/2 a -3a/2 3a/2 2a 3a/2 -3a/2 a 3a/2

0 a/2 a -3a/2 a -3a/2 a a/2 0

-a/2 0 —a 0 —a 0 -aj2
—a a/2 —a a/2 —a Very strong

a/2 -o/2 —2a -a12 a/2
1

field

a/2 0 -a/2 0 a/2 r factors

0 -a/2 0

-a/2
-a/2

sr 3a/2 a -a/2 — a —2a —a -a/2 a 3a/2

^0. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

^Fi 3a/2 3ffl/2 3a/2 3a/2 3a/2 3a/2 3a/2 3a/2 3a/2

^Fi -o/2 -a/2 -a/2 -a/2 — a/2 —a/2 —al2
-2a —2a -2a —2a —2a Weak field

0 0 0 0 0 r factors

a/2 a/2 a/2 a/2 a/2 LiS^-coupling

-a/2 -a/2 -a/2
’Po — a

0

(H)4 -a/2 -a/2 -a/2 -a/2 -a/2 -a/2 -a/2 -a/2 -a/2

(1 Da -a/2 -a/2 -a/2 -a/2 —a/2 —a/2 —a/2

(f Da -a/2 —a/2 -a/2 -a/2 —a/2

(f Di -a/2 — a/2 -a/2 Weak field

(f 'Da 2a 2a 2a 2a 2a 2a 2a 2a 2a r factors

(fDa 2a 2a 2a 2a 2a i;-coupling

(1 Do 2a

(1 Da — 3a —3a — 3a —3a —3a

(1 Do — 3a

Table 13.14.

—

Triplet Separations for the Electron Configuration

Showing Agreement with the Land:6 Interval Rule and the Goudsmit
r Sum Rule

]

Element [1 Interval

ratio
I 1 Interval

ratio
a cm”^

Sc II lOJi. 81 4 : 3.1 63 27 2 : 1.0 S3, SJf., S3, S4

Ti III m 18If. 4 : 3.1 118 67 2 : 1.1 119, 123, 118, 134

V IV m 318 4 : 3.1 215 117 2 : 1.1 206, 212, 21S, 234

Cr V 637 500 4 : 3.1 368 208 2 : 1.1 319, 333, 368, /.16
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Suitable comparisons of the calculated F factors with observed

spectral terms are to be found in Sc II, Ti III, V, IV, and Cr V. The
observed intervals and calculated a’s are given in Table 13.14.

That the coupling is Russell-Saunders is shown by the interval

ratios given in the third and fifth columns of Table 13.14. That the T sum
rule holds is shown by the a coefficients in the last column. Perfect

agreement would find each of the a coefficients the same for each of

the four intervals. The same a coefficients calculated from the con-

figuration 3d4s in the same elements are 49, 144, 240, and 365 cm~S
respectively, in good agreement with those tabulated.

Problems

1. Calculate the relative separations and intensities for the Zeeman pattern arising

from the transition

2. Calculate the Zeeman patterns for the transition (sp-sd) in LS- and
in jy-coupling.

3. Show that Paulies g sum rule holds for the terms arising from a p-p configura-

tion in LS~ and in y/-coupling.

4. Find the relative intensities of the lines comprising the Paschen-Back pattern

at the bottom of Fig. 13.9. See Fig. 13.8 for the levels, and use the sum rules.

5. Compute the terms arising from two similar / electrons.

6. Show that the T sum rule holds in weak, strong, and very strong fields for a pd
electron configuration (a) in ^AS-coupling and (h) in yf-coupling.



CHAPTER XIV

COMPLEX SPECTRA

Prior to 1922 only singlet, doublet, and triplet series of

lines were recognized by experimental and theoretical physiciaLs- It

was well known that these series had been found only in the groo-ps of

elements at both sides or edges of the periodic table, and that the spectra
of the elements in the center of the table were very complex. The
titanium spectrum, or the iron spectrum, for example, was known to

contain hundreds of lines distributed apparently at random throu^^hout
the visible, the near ultra-violet, and the near infra-red spectrum.

As early as 1901, however, a fairly complete analysis of the complex
spectrum of rhodium had been made by Snyderd In this spoct-rum
some 470 lines were grouped together in an array of equal frecixicnoy
differences tying together what is now known as the main energy' level

structure of rhodium. In addition Snyder had been able to link together
several hundred lines in ruthenium, iridium, nickel, platinum ^ and
osmium. The significance of Snyder^s work was not realizedl until

some 25 years later.

In 1922 the complex spectrum of manganese was analyzed by CJata-
lan,2 and a part of the chromium spectrum by Gieseler.*"^ The mangirnese
spectrum was shown to contain a number of triplet series, some mombers
of which formed groups of lines more complex than had ever been a-BHigned
to triplets. In the hands of Sommerfeld these complex groups of lines

were shown to arise from multiple energy levels and were nob t.o be
associated with triplets. This marked the beginning of complex-
spectrum analysis.

The chief characteristics of complex spectra may be briefly described
in terms of the energy levels. In the place of series of singlet, doublet,
and triplet levels, there are, in general, multiple levels conipoBcd of
four, five, six, seven, or eight regularly spaced levels. Such mxrltiple
levels are frequently called quartet, quintet, sextet, septet, and octet levels.

It is found experimentally that the multiplicities of the levels belonging
to a given spectrum will either be all even or all odd. In the cobnlt arc
spectrum, for example, the levels are doublets, quartets, and Bextets,
whereas in the arc spectrum of iron they are triplets, quintets, and Bej>tetB.

^ Snyder, C. P., Astrophyi^. Jour., 14, 179, 1901.

2 Catalan, M. A., Phil. Trans. Roy. Soc., A
, 223, 127, 1922.

® Gieseler, H., Ann. d. Phys., 69, 147, 1922.

248
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Before going further it should be pointed out that just as S terms are

always single, P terms never reveal more than three fine-structure levels,

D terms never more than five, F terms never more than seven, etc. This

anomaly, which is often confusing to the beginner, really simplifies

complex-spectrum analysis. This will become apparent in the following

treatment of complex spectra and the vector model. We shall find, for

example, that a ^P, a ^P, a ^P, etc., term will each have only three fine-

structure levels. That they really belong to quartet, quintet, sextet,

etc., systems is shown when the atom is placed in a weak magnetic

field and the Zeeman effect is observed. It is little wonder therefore

that the principal series discovered by Catalan in manganese were first

called triplets in place of sextets and octets as they are now shown to be.

14.1. The Displacement Law.—In 1919 Kossel and Sommerfeld^

promulgated the displacement law for the spectra of the neutral and

singly ionized atoms. This law states that the spectrum and energy

levels of any neutral atom of atomic number Z closely resemble the spectrum

and energy levels of the ionized atom Z 1 succeeding it in the periodic

table. In the preceding chapters, for example, we have seen how the

doublet series of the alkali metals Li, Na, K, Rb, and Cs resemble the

doublet series of the ionized alkaline earths Be, Mg, Ca, Sr, and Ba
(see Figs. 5.2 and 6.5), This law will, in the following sections, be seen

to hold in complex spectra.

14.2. Alternation Law of Multiplicities.—Along with the displacement

law just discussed another important law has developed known as

the alternation law of multiplicities. In short this law may be stated

as follows: Spectral terms arising from successive elements in the periodic

table alternate between even and odd multiplicities. We shall give, for

example, the alternation of multiplicities as they are found in the elements

of the first long period (Table 14.1).

Table 14.1.

—

Alternation- Law op Multiplicities for the Elements in the

First Long Period

KI Cal Sc I Til VI Crl Mn I Fe I Co I Ni I Cu I Zn I Ga I Ge I

Sing. Sing. (Sing.) (Sing.) Sing. Sing. Sing.

Doub. Doub. Doub. (Doub.) Doub. Doub. ’ Doub.

Trip. Trip. Trip. Trip. Trip. Trip. Trip.

Quar. Quar. Quar. Quar. Quar.

Quin. Quin. Quin. Quin.

Sex. Sex. Sex.

Sept. Sept.

Oct.

All but singlets in Or and Fe, and doublets in Mn, have been observed.

Photographs of multiplets illustrating term multiplicities for these

elements are given in Fig. 14.1. The multiplicity and term designation

^ Kossel, W., and A. Sommebfeld, Verh. d. Deutsch, Phys. Ges., 21, 240, 1919.
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of each multiplet are given above each photograph. Wave-lengths
of the strongest lines in each multiplet, bracketed by the heavy lines,

Fig. 14.1.

—

Illustrating the alternation law of multiplicities for the elements in the
first long period. Photographs taken by the author with a IS-ft. Rowland grating and
mounting. "

are given below each picture. The centers of the potassium-doublet,
the calcium-singlet, and the copper-doublet lines show self-reversal

due to absorption. It may be noted that a triplet multiplet may be
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made up of as many as seven lines whereas an octet multiplet may
contain as few as three. The faint lines symmetrically located on each
side of each of the zinc triplet lines are grating ghosts. Since both the
alternation and displacement laws are valid, a combination of the two
shows that a table similar to the one above may be formed from the
spectra of the same atoms singly ionized.

Table 14 .2 .—Alternation Law of Multiplicities for the Singly Ionized
Elements in the First Long Period

Call Sell Till VII CrII Mnll Fell Coll Ni II Cull Zn II Ga II Ge II As II
Sing. (Sing.) (Sing.) (Sing.) Sing. Sing. Sing.

Doub. Doub. Doub, (Doub.) Doub. Doub. Doub.
Trip. Trip. (Trip.) Trip. Trip. Trip. Trip.

Quar. Quar. Quar. Quar. Quar.
Quin. Quin. Quin. (Quin.)

Sex. Sex. (Sex.)

Sept. (Sept.)

(Oct.)

It is to be noted that the tables are approximately the same as far as

observed multiplicities are concerned, and that the elements have been
shifted one place to the left.

A table for doubly ionized atoms may be formed in exactly the same
way by shifting the elements one more column to the left. Observations
show that this displacement of multiplicities is valid as far as the eighth

and ninth stages of ionization, and there is no reason to doubt that

it will be valid until the atoms are completely stripped of all extranuclear

electrons.

14.3. The Vector Model for Three or More Valence Electrons.—It is

an easy step from the vector model for two electrons to the model for

three or more electrons. This step is made with the aid of the branching
rule (see Sec. 12.13). We shall start with an atom stripped of all but
one valence electron and return electrons to it, one by one, until the

atom is neutralized. Let the individual quantum numbers of the

electrons bo Si, §2, S3,
,

Zi, k, U, • •
• , ii, j^, jzj ... If we

assume LS-coupling among the electrons we begin by successively adding
the spins to form a resultant S, With each Si ==

51

+
52

+

+
S4
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In general the addition of an electron to any multiple term raises
and lowers the multiplicity by one. This in terms of the vector model
is shown in Fig. 14.2a, for the case where s =« i is added to a quartet

Ss “Coupling LI - Coupling LS “Coupling

Sp-i,8-i,S-1,2 Lp-2,a-1.L-1.2.3

Fia. 14,2.‘-*“V©etor diagrams of th© addition of ono olontron to tho paront torm of an
ionised atom.

term with (SI » f to give triplets, {S - 1), and tjuintets, {8 « 2). Se
represents a parent 8 to which a single electron spin s is added.

i

Adding I’b in the same fashion, take h » 0, » 1, h, - 1, and h 2:

The two p electrons are assumed to have different total quantum
numbers. Similar electrons will be treated in the next chapter. The
addition of I'b according to the vector model is shown in Fig. 14.26, for

the case whore a p electron, (I « 1), is added to a D term, (L » 2), to

form the resultant terms P, D, and F with L 1,2, and 3, respectively.

If we now add spins and orbits simultaneously the branching rule

gives the terms shown at the top of page 2.53.

Combining any resultant spin (S with a resultant L will, just m in the

case of two electrons (see Sec. 12.3), give the resultant J values. Briefly

the J values of a given multiple term are just given by the sum and

' The small latter «, used for the olcatron spin, and tlm capital letter S, used for

Bpin roBultuiit, should not bo confused with s for ati olcctnm witli f - 0, and S for a

term with L - 0, rospcctivoly.
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s
,

p IP ap

p ^S =P *S •P *P

difference of L and S and ail intervening values differing by unity.

Combining >S = |- with L “ 0, 1, 2, and 3, J values corresponding

to ^>Sg, terms are obtained. Similarly

combinations of 5 = 3 with L = 0, 1, 2, and 3, lead to ^2,3.4,

1,2, 3, 4, 6, and ’'Z'o,i,2,3,4,5.6* S terms are never more than single, P
terms triple, D terms quintuple, etc. A term is called a triplet, quartet,

quintet, etc., because its spin resultant S = i, -f,
• *

*
,
regardless

of the number of fine-structure levels it may contain. It is only when
L S that the term will contain the maximum number of fine-structure

levels 2>S + 1, from which the whole system of terms with the same S
derive their name quartet, quintet, sextet, etc. This maximum multiplicity

for each given 8 is called the permanent multiplicity.

In deriving the spectral terms arising from jy-coupling we need
consider only the addition of one electron to a parent system already

made up of one or more valence electrons. The parent system of terms
represents the energy levels of an ionized atom, to which we add one
electron with jy-coupling to form energy levels for the neutral atom or

an atom in one lower stage of ionization. Consider as parent terms, for

example, those arising from the configuration sp. They are J = 1, 0, 1,

and 2. Adding now a p electron we obtain the following:

sp J = 1 J = 0A A
sp^p -If J I I I I

These correspond exactly with the 18 terms obtained for the same
resultant electron configuration in LS-coupling: ^P^i, 5, ^8^,

The processing vector models for L/S- and jy-coupling for complex
atomic systems are represented in Fig. 14.3. Just as for two-electron

systems, L% and Z*, and >8* and s*, process rapidly around their respective

resultants
.

L* and which in turn process more slowly around their

resultant J* In jy-coupling the spin and orbit of the added electron

are coupled together and process rapidly around their resultant y*

which in turn processes more slowly with Jp of the parent term around
J*. It should be pointed out that in jy-coupling the parent term
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Jp may be formed by two or more electrons in LS-, jj-, or i

coupling scheme.

14.4. Terms Arising from Three or More Equivalent Electro

terms arising from three or more equivalent electrons cannot be c

s

LS “ Coupling Jj- Coupling

Fig. 14 .3 .—Precessing vector models for complex atomic systems.

by the method outlined above. Here the Pauli exclusion princ

be taken into account and the strong-field or very strong field

numbers resorted to (see Sec. 13.11). Although this necessi

postponement of the calculation of terms until the Zeeman and
Back effects have been treated in the next chapter, the result

given here.

Table 14 .3 .^—Spbctkal Terms Arising from Equivalent p and d

pS 2p

ID 8p
p\ 2P 2D ^S

PS ^D zp

pS
pS 'S

2p

d\

d\

22) ^PW^F^G^H ^P*F

d\ ^S^D^G ^P^F ^SW^F^GU ^P^D^F^G^H
d^, 22) ^P^D^F^G^H^SW^F^G^DP^F
d®, ^S^D^G ^P^F ^S^DW'^G^I ^PW^F^^H
dl, 22) ^PW^F^G^H *P*F

d®, ^S^D^G ^P^F

22)

d^\ ^S

It is important that we note here the ^So term arising from s:

lent p electrons or from ten equivalent d electrons. Omit!
configurations in the tables, the upper half of each table is

with the lower half.
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14.6. The Lande Interval Rule.—^The Lande interval rule, as already

shown in Sec. 12.8, applies to the special case of Russell-Saunders coupling

^nd gives the interval rule for the fine structure of each multiple level.

Fig. 14.4a.—Graphical representation of the Land6 interval rule for '*jP, and terms.

If, for example, the spins of three or more electrons are coupled together

to form a resultant S and the Vb coupled together to form a resultant L,

the derivation of the interval rule becomes identical with the derivation

for two electrons. The interval rule is

written, therefore,

r = cos =

where A is a constant for a given sp-

multiple term and is given by
^

A = Oj^cx-z “h claola, (14.2)

A comparison of Fig. 14.3 with Fig. 5p
12.5 shows that az and are the

^

coupling coefficients for the parent term
and the added electron, respectively,

and as^and aA are given by Eqs. (12.10)

and (12.11), where sf is replaced by sp

and Z* by L%, In other words, A is a
^

measure of the sum of the energies of

interaction between each electron spin

and its own orbit. When the constant

A is expressed in wave numbers, Eq.

(14.1) gives the wave-number shift of each fine-structure level J from

the hypothetical center of gravity of the multiple level. Consider, for

example, a term, where S == — Zj and J =
-f, 1, and |. Equa-

tion (14.1) gives r = — 6A, —|A, 0, H-fA. A graphical representation

of these four levels is shown at the right in Fig. 14.4a. Since A, L*, and
/S* are fixed in magnitude, the projection of S* on L* is proportional

6A

5

A

4

-3A

-6A

^ -8A

Fig. 14.4&.—Graphical representation

of the Land6 interval rule for a

term.
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to cos and hence proportional to fce interaction energy T. The
differences have the ratio 5:7:9. By Eq. (14.1) the difference between
one level J and the next level J + 1 is given by

Ar = A(J + 1), (14.3)

i.e., by the larger of the two /^s. From Fig. 14.4a it may be seen that
the interval ratios for and terms are 3:5 and 3:5:7, respectively.

For a term, shown in Fig. 14.45 with J = 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, the interval
ratios are 2:3 :4: 5.

Of the many examples revealing good L/S-coupling and the Land6
interval rule in complex spectra, only a few will be given as illustrations

(see Table 14.4).

Table 14.4.

—

Obsebved Fine-structure Intervals Illustrating the Land^
Interval Rule for I//S-coupling

Element Terms
Observed intervals

in centimeters

Observed

ratios

Theoreticiil

ratios

Sc I 37.49, 52.60, 67.07 5.03, 7.05, 9.00 5:7:9

Ti I 1 , 2 , 3 , 4,6 68.00, 86.23, 113.89, 140.13 2.07, 3.08, 4.06

5.00

2:3:4:5

V I 40.88, 68.57, 94.10, 118.69,

141.98
3.17, 6.31, 7.29,

9.19, 11.00

3:5:7:9:11

Fe I 1
,
2

, 3 , 4 , 6,

6

-25.55, -62.34, -81.56,

-114.26, -160.81, -195.44
1.00, 2.05, 3.19,

4.47, 5.90, 7.65

1;2:3:4:5:6

Mn I
J

129.18, 173.71 7.00, 9.41 7:9

14.6. Inverted Terms.—In some elements it is observed that nearly all
of the terms have inverted fine structure, whereas in others they are
nearly all normal. A normal term is defined as one in which the fine-
structure level with the smallest J value lies deepest on the energy
level diagram, and an inverted term is one in which the largest J value
lies deepest. The W term given for iron in Table 14.4 is a good example
of an inverted term. The others given there are normal.

A correlation of spectral terms as either normal or inverted shows
that (1) normal terms arise from electron configurations involving less
than half an incompleted subshell of electrons, and (2) inverted terms
arise from configurations involving more than half an incompleted
subshell of electrons. Since normal terms have already been treated
in the previous section and shown to follow the interval rule, only
inverted terms need be treated here.
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First a vector-model treatment of one of the causes of inverted

terms will be given. Consider for this example the two multiplet

terms '’P2 .i, 4.
and ^Pz, 2 ,i as they arise from the addition of a p electron

to the ion term This addition is shown graphically by vector

diagrams in Fig. 14.5. The spin s* of the p electron is added to the

spin resultant S% of the parent term to form the /S* of a septet or a

quintet. With no orbit resultant L% of the parent term, the orbit I*

of the p electron becomes the resultant L*, i.e., L* = I*. In combining

S* with L*, to form resultants /*, S* is held fixed and L* shown in the

allowed positions where J* (not shown) gives J = 2,3, 4, and J = 3,2, 1.

Now the spread of both of these multiplets depends upon two coup-

lings: first, the spin-orbit coupling of the p electron which is given by

' r' = a's*L* cos (s*L*) (14:-4)

and, second, the coupling between Sf and the orbit L*, which is given by

(14.4a)r" = a"/S*L* cos iSfL*).

Applying the cosine law for triangles,

r' = a'

^*'
'*'4^**2"

Adding these,

p = r' 4- r" =

(14.5)

(14.5a)

+ s*2 - ^1*2 -h - 4-*^

a ^
4S*^

(/*2 _ L*i -S*^). (
14 .6 )

Since for a given multiplet the values in the bracket are constant.,

the fine structure will follow the Land6 interval rule. Substituting the

values of S, s, Sp, L, and J in this formula, the following values are

obtained:

’P,, r = +i]a' 4- W; ^Pz, T = -W -1- W;
’’Pz, r = -la' — ja"; ^Pz, T = 4-lia' — So";

P = ^Pi, r = 4-1 a' - W'-

Since a' and a" are magnetic in character, and therefore positive, the

T term can only be normal. If, however, a' is greater than 7a", the

term will be inverted. This may be seen from the diagrams of

Fig. 14.5, for in the ^P diagram the component of s* along S* adds to

S* and in it subtracts. If, therefore, the s*L* interaction is sufficiently

strong, the energy will be greatest when the component of s* is most

nearly parallel to L*. This state corresponds to ’P* on the one hand

and ^Pi on the other. A good example of this is observed in the chromium
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spectrum where the two terms arising from SdHp follow the Land6

interval rule and have the separations 112.5 and 81.4 cm~^ for ^P2,3,4

and —5.7 and —8.8 cm”^ for ^Pz, 2 ,i for which the coupling coefficients

a' = 104.2 cm”^ and a" == 12.4 cm~^.

The most common cause for the inversion of spectral terms is to

be attributed to more than half-filled; but incomplete, subshells of

electrons. Although the derivation of spectral terms arising from

more than two equivalent electrons will not be given until the next

INVERTED

Fig. 14.5.—Vector diagrams illustrating the addition of a electron to a parent term
to form a normal ’^P and an inverted term.

chapter, the question of inversion can be treated here. To treat the

interaction energies of more than a half shell of equivalent electrons

we resort to Goudsmit's T sum rule (see Sec. 13.15). Consider, for

example, the electron configuration which gives rise (see Table 14.3)

to the same types of terms as viz,, and ^G. To show

that the ®P' and terms from the former are inverted, the procedure

described in Sec. 13.5 may be employed. The 10 possible states for

one d electron are first written down as in Eq. (13.62). We next com-

bine these states taking eight at a time with no two alike. The resultant

45 combinations should be tabulated as there described. Each spin

nisi is multiplied by its own mi. to obtain individual F/s. These are

summed over the eight electrons to obtain F for each of the 45 combina-

tions and then tabulated under the corresponding values of M as shown

in Table 13.13.

F = SFi and M = Sm^,. -f

When this table is completed the F sums will be

:

If = 4 3 2 1 0 -1 -2 -3 -4
3a

,

ct
, , o I I

^ 3a
SF = —^ —a +2 +2a -f-a —a —

^

Following the scheme already described in Sec. 13.15 these give for

the two triplet terms arising from d®,
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*F4, r = op., r =

op,, r = +|; r = +|.

3^2, r = +2a; r = + a.

Where observed these terms are found to be inverted.

Finally we shall mention that large group of inverted terms that

arise from the branching rule. If to an inverted parent term of an

ion we add another arbitrary electron, the new terms will in general

be inverted. The reason for this is readily seen when we remember
that in LiS-coupling the Z* of the added electron couples with the parent

L|, and the spin 5* couples with the parent If the spin-orbit inter-

action of the added electron is small compared with the SfL% interaction,

all of the resultant terms will be inverted. If the former is large, some

of the terms may be normal and the others inverted. Because of the

many possibilities that come under this heading further discussion

will be left until specific examples come up in the following sections.

14.7. Hund’s Rule.—Hund's rule, given for two electrons in Sec.

12.7,

may be restated here to apply to complex spectra in general. Out

of all the terms with the same L value arising from a given electron con-

figuration: (1) the term with the highest multiplicity, i,e., highest S value,

will in general lie deepest; and (2) of these the term with the highest L value

will lie deepest.'^ Experimentally this rule is observed to hold for many
.electron configurations, and especially for configurations involving the

normal state, or the so-called ground state, of many atoms. Very good

examples of Hund^s rule will be encountered in the following sections

of this chapter in the discussion of the energy levels arising from the

elements nitrogen, carbon, oxygen, scandium, titanium, manganese, etc.

It should be pointed out that the deepest lying term i.e., the normal state,

in all atoms in all observed stages of ionization is the one given by Hund^s

rule.

14.8. The Nitrogen Atom.—As examples of three-valence-electron

systems, let us first consider the elements in Group VB of the periodic

table (see Table 5.1). According to the Bohr-Stoner scheme of the

building up of the elements the normal states of these elements are given

by the configurations ‘

N, Is^ 2s^ 2p»

P, 2s^ 2p^ Ss^ 3p®

As, Is^ 2s2 3d^^ 45^ 4p3

Sb, Is^ 2s^ 2p® Zs^ Zp^ Zd^^ 45^ 4p® 4^^° 5s^ 6p®

Bi, ls2 25^ 2p® Zs^ Zp^ Zd^^ 45^ 4p® 4^^° 4/^^ 5s^ 5p® 6p^

1 See Hund, F., “Linienspektren/’ p. 124, 1927.
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The last three equivalent p electrons (in heavy t^e) represent the

three valence electrons of each atom and are responsible for the optical

spectra. As a typical example of these spectra we shall consider nitrogen

in some detail.

2
Fig. 14.6.—Energy level diagram of nitrogen.

The electrons form an incomplete subshell of electrons and

(see Table 14.3) give rise to the terms ^aS, and ^D. Applying Hund's
rule, the lowest of these should be followed by and ^P. As seen

by the energy level diagram in Fig. 14.6, these are exactly the terms

observed and in the correct order. When the nitrogen atom is excited,

one of the 2p electrons is raised to one of the unoccupied orbits 3a, 3p,

3<f, 4s, 4p, 4d, . . . Excited to a 35 orbit the electron configuration
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becomes ls^2s^2p^3sj which, as shown by the branching rule, gives rise

to the following terms:

Nil, 2p^ zp ip

N I, 2p^^Zs,

All but the incompleted subshells of electrons are usually omitted.
The parent terms given above are the lowest levels of the singly

ionized atom, a two-valence-electron system, and are shown at the top of

the energy level diagram as series limits. From the displacement law,

N II is similar to C I, with the low states ^>S, ^Z), and arising from
2p2 in agreement with theory. Of the terms ^P, ^P, and W, all but
the built upon of the ion N II have been observed by combinations
with the lower terms. These combinations involve the transition of

the 36‘ electron to a 2p state (AZ = 1).

Excited to a 4s, 5s, 6s, . . . state the same term types given above
arise to form series of terms approaching as limits the ion terms from
which they are shown to branch.

Excited to a 3p state the electron configuration becomes ls^2s^2p^3p,

which abbreviated is 2p^Zp, and by the branching rule gives rise to the

following terms

:

The parent terms are again the low levels of the ion N IL Of the

resultant terms all but the and W have been observed in combination
with those of 2p^3s.

Similarly the excitation of an electron to a dd state gives rise to the

terms:

Of these terms only those built upon ®P of the ion are observed. In
this connection it is to be noted that no term above the ^P series limit
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has been observed in nitrogen. The longest observed series of terms are

the terms of where n = 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7.

The observed spectrum hnes of the neutral atom of nitrogen lie in

two widely separated regions of the spectrum; one group of lines is

in the extreme ultra-violet and the other is in the visible and near infra-

red. This is due to the enormous amount of energy required to raise

a 2p electron to a 3s state, as compared with the difference between the

3s and other excited states (see Fig. 14.6). A schematic diagram of

3<Jt®4s,‘‘F-3d'4p‘F° 3dUs,'*F-3d'4p,‘'G°

Fig. 14.7.—Quartet multiplets observed in nitrogen and scandium.

typical quarter multiplets is given in Fig. 14.7. The fine structure of

the multiple levels is spread out to show the Land6 interval rule. The

observed lines are plotted below to a wave-number scale.

The low 2p^,2p and levels in nitrogen are metastable in

that, once an atom is in one of these states, a transition into a lower state

is forbidden. Similarly the and 2p^^Z) states of the ion are

metastable. Bowen has pointed out, however, that transitions within

a configuration sometimes occur in gaseous nebulae where densities

are very low.^ Transitions from ^I>2 to and ®Pi, shown in the figure,

account for two of the many nebular lines X6548 and X6583.

14.9. The Scandium Atom.—^The scandium atom and its spectrum

will be taken up next, as an element characteristic of Group IIIA of the

periodic table (Table 5.1). The normal state of the neutral scandium

atom is given by the complete electron configuration,

Sc,

With all but one electron forming completed subshells, the normal

state, as observed, is given by the one 3d electron as Observation

shows that when the scandium atom is excited, it is easier to raise one

1 Bowen, I. S., Astrophys. Jour.j 67, 1, 1928.
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of the 4s electrons to an outer orbit than it is to raise the last bound
3d electnm. It is for this reason that the neutral scandium atom is to

be classified as ii three-electron system. In order to build up an energy

3d48^

Win, MM. “ Enemy l«vd of amuuUum.

level diagram it i« convenient to start with the atom stripped of the

three outer electrons 48‘3d and then allow them to return one at a

time.
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The energy state of the scandium atom triply ionized is represented

by a horizontal line at the top of Fig. 14.8. Containing only closed sub-

shells of electrons, this state is designated ^^So. If now one electron

is allowed to return to the atom it may go into any one of the unoccupied

s, p, d, f, . . . orbits, i.e., any one of the ^S, ^P, ^D, '^F, . . states

shown in the top part of the diagram. Of all the doublet levels observed,

Zd,^D lies deepest. This is in agreement with the prediction made by

Bohr and shows that a 3d electron is more tightly bound to the scandium

atom than a 4s electron (see Sec. 17.1).

With one electron in the lowest state Zd,^D, we now allow a second

electron to return to the atom in different allowed orbits and thus build

up the Sc II levels. If the second electron is returned to an s orbit,

the resultant configuration becomes Zdns giving rise to 'D and terms.

Taking n = 4, 5, 6,
• •

•
,
these form series of D terms approaching

Zd,W as a limit.

Returning the second electron to a p orbit, and utilizing the branching

rule, the following terms are derived:

Sc III, 3d,

Sc II, 3d np,

Setting n = 4, 5, 6,
• •

•
,
these should all form series approaching

Zd,^D of Sc III as a limit. Only the first members of this set of series

have been observed to combine with and ®Z) of 3d4s. Photographs

of two of . the resultant triplet multiplets ®D — and *D — are

given in Fig. 17,7.

Returning the second electron to a d state gives rise to the following

terms

:

Sc III, 3d,

Sc II, 3d nd,

These form five series of singlets and five series of triplets approaching

3d,®D as a limit. The second members of these series are the levels

shown in Fig. 12.4 in combination with the triads of 3d4p. The first

member of the configuration series, viz., 3d3d, finds both electrons

in the same orbits so that the Pauli exclusion principle comes in to

exclude three triplets and two singlets. All predicted terms and no

others are observed for 3d®. The higher series members shown in Pig.

14.8 in brackets are predicted but not observed.
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In turninp; to the neutral scandium atom we find that the main energy
level diagram is built upon two parent configurations 3d4s and of

the ion. Starting at the lower left in the figure we have the terms arising

from the addition of a 4d electron to Zdis. These are obtained as

foilowH:

He n, 3d4«, 'D

A
Sc I, zdinhl,

SD

Of thcHC tcrniH five doublets uiul three (juartets have been found.

The Kcctind gnmp of terms shown are those attributed to 3d484p.

All predicted terms are observed for this first member of the series

but none of those ft»r hp, &p, etc.

In the tldrd md of series 3d4«ns the first member 3d4s4s comprises

the normal state of the neutral atom.

The f<jurth group of series is built upon 3d“ of Sc II. These

terms arist' as follows;

He 11, 3f/», '.S’ »/> U) W >0

He I, bS’ *P m W *F V
With the exception of ’.S the first member of each of these series has been

identified.

Himilarly the fifth group of series 3d*np are built upon 3d® as follows:

Nearly all <if these have l>een observed for the lowest configuration

lidHp. 'I'he reitiaining terms, »P and */>’, arise from the configuration

3d'.

Hchemaiic diagrams of t he fine structure of two quartet multiplets

are shttwn In Fig. 14.7. Photographs of the same two multiplets are

repHsiuced at the top in Fig. 17.11. Altogether about 160 lines have

bcsen identified as Ixslonging to the Sc II spectrum, and about 360 lines

have Ijeen identified a« belonging to Sc I.^

‘ EoiW8I,i„ it. N,. and W. F, Mkoobkb, U. 3. Bur. Standards, Sd. Papers, 22, 329,

J927,
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The displacement law of multiplicities predicts that the Sc It

V III, ... spectra should resemble each other in general stri

and multiplicity. The corresponding multiplets in Fig. 17.11 ill'^^

the observed similarity.

14.10. The Oxygen Atom.—As examples of four-valenoe-ah

systems we .shall first consider the simpler elements oxygen, bu.

selenium, tellurium, and polonium. According to the Bohr-6

scheme of the building up of the elements, the last four electrona 1

Oolcl Even

to each, of these atoms are equivalent p electrons (see Table 6.3).

typical example of these elements we shall consider oxygen in some
The low levels in the oxygen atom (see Fig. 14.9) are given by th

figuration (abbreviated 2p*). Four equivalent p ek
give rise to exactly the same terms as two equivalent p electroi

*P, and *D. The only difference between the two is that in p*
term is inverted and in p* it is normal. The energy level dlisbgi

carbon has been given in the same figure for comparison pui
Although the low set of terms is alike for both atoms the highe
structures are quite different. For carbon the excitation of a 2p el

to a 3s orbit gives rise to a ‘P and a ®P term, whereas in oxygen th*
are as follows

:
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Both and form series approaching ^8 as a limit
;
W and form

series approaching as a limit; and and form series approaching

^P as a limit. The terms arising from the next configuration in oxygen

are those of built upon of the ion. They are:

The one quintet, four of the seven triplets, and one of the six singlets

have been identified.

Wave-lengths of some of the strongest lines in oxygen are indicated

in the diagram. Special mention should be made of the auroral green

line X5577, and the red nebular lines X6300 and X6363. These lines

arise from what are commonly called forbidden jumps. The auroral

line has been reproduced in the laboratory by Kaplan, and others, and

its Zeeman effect has been studied by MacLennan and by Paschen.

The two nebular lines have been produced in the laboratory by Hop-
field. Other nebular lines arise from similar transitions between the

low states of 0 II. These are shown at the top and right in Fig. 14.9.

14.11. The Titanium Atom.—One of the most complete analyses of

a really complex spectrum has been made for the titanium atom.^ This

analysis, which has been carried out chiefly by Russell, includes 43

singlet levels, 65 triplet levels, and 34 quintet levels and involves about

1400 spectrum lines. In singly ionized titanium some 33 doublet and

17 quartet levels, involving about 500 so-called spark lines, have been

identified. These constitute practically all of the lines commonly
observed in the titanium arc or spark.

In the doubly ionized spectrum, Ti III, 7 singlet and 12 triplet

levels involving some 90 spectrum lines have been observed.^

In the triply ionized spectrum, Ti IV, 12 doublet levels involving

31 lines have been identified.^

iKinss, C. C., and H. K. Kibss, Jour. Wash. Acad. Sci., 13, 270, 1923; Jour,

Opt. Soc, Amer., 8, 607, 1924; GrnSBLEE, H., and W. Grotbian, Zeits. f. Phys., 26, 342,

1924; Russell, H. N., Astrophys. Jour., 66, 347, 1927.
2 Russell, H. N., and R. J. Lang, Astrophys. Jour., 66, 13, 1927.

3 Gibbs, R. C., and H, E. White, Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci., 12, 448, 698, 1926; see

also Russell, H. N., and R. J. Lang, Astrophys. Jour., 66, 13, 1927.
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A great deal of information concerning the outer structure of the

titanium atom can be obtained by bringing together the energy levela

of Ti I, II, III, and IV, into a single diagram similar to the one given

for scandium in Fig. 14.8. Because of the complexity of the titanium

diagram only the part due to the neutral atom will he given (see Fig.

14.10). The multiple levels belonging to the different electron configuru-

Kut, 14.10. Mnoriiy cliiigrnni nf titHiiivun.

tions are given by the htgend at the lower right in the figure. The

normal state of the atom is given l)y the aitbreviated electron eonligtmn-

tion All of the predicted terms '.S', */', '/>, *F, and Hi are olwerved.

In agreement with Hund’s rule the ¥' lies (hwpest. Not far alK>ve the

normal state lies a ''F term arising from the eonfiguration 8d'4s. This

multiple level !is well ns all levels lying l>elow the first oddHf are metas-

table levels. Nearly nil of the i)re<fieted terms arising from ;W*4s

are found. As shown by the branehing rule, these terms are;

Ti n,

Ti 1,

t t \ f \ t \ 1 r 1 !• t » %

lidHn, »/) 'P »P 'D »D 'F *F 'G *0 'H »H »P »P 'F ‘F

'i’he observed terms of 'I'i 1 and Ti 11 are given in heavy type.

The next higher terms in the figure arise from the odd configurations

ZdHp and ddHuZp and are frequently referred to as middle lerm$. These

combining with the low even terms give rise to the major part of the

observed titanium spectrum. According to the selection rules, odd t.erms
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combine with even terms or even terms with odd. Expressed in terms

of the electron configurations:

• Odd Odd

I f
SdHs SdHs^
Even Even

The transitions SdHp to 3d^4s^ give rise to some of the strongest lines

in the titanium spectrum and constitute double electron jumps 4p to

is {Al = 1) and 3d to 4s (Al = 2). The titanium ti'iplet shown in Eig.

14.1 is a photograph of the double electron jump — 3d*4p,®F°.

A very plausible explanation of the great strength of such lines has

been given by Condon,^ By a quantum-mechanical treatment Condon
has shown that the terms of two configurations having the same sign

5p-8(50 Sjr„5jro 3ir,5go

Fig. 14.11.—Schematic diagram showing the fine structure of quintet-quintet combina-
tions and triplet-quintet intercombinations in titanium.

(odd or even), and lying close together or overlapping each other, belong

in part to both configurations. Because of a sort of resonance or periodic

interchange of states, the atom may be thought of as jumping back

and forth between two states having the same quantum numbers,

without radiation. In this sense Condon has shown that double-electron

transitions may be reduced to single-electron transitions (see Sec. 19.3).

Intercombinations between singlet and triplet levels and between

triplet and quintet levels are also commonly observed. A schematic

diagram of an intercombination multiplet is shown in Fig. 14.11, along

with two quintet-quintet combination multiplets. A photograph of the
6^_6(jo

inultiplet is reproduced at the top of Fig. 17.12 and at the left

1 CoNnoN, E. U., Phys. Rev., 36, 1121, 1930.
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in Fig. 14.1. The wave-lengths, frequencies, and jelative intensities

of these lines are given in Table 14.5. The photographs of the corre-

sponding multiplet in singly ionized vanadium and doubly ionized chro-

mium (see Fig. 17.12) illustrate the displacement law of multiplicities.

Table 14 .5 .—Quintet Multiplet Observed in Titanium (Fig. 17 . 12)

^G\{1S7J) <(115.6) <(93.0) <(70.1)

100 8.8 0.3

4981.75 5016.17 5045.43

20067.7 19930.0 198144

(100.8)

76.2 12.2 0.6

Vi 4991.08 5020.04 5043.59

20030.2 19914.6 19821.6

(81.8)

56.2 11.9 0.6

4999.50 5022.87 6040.63

199964 19903.41 19833.

3

(68.8)

41.0 8.2

Vi 6007.22 5024.85

19965.6 19895.6

(41.9)
29.2

Vi 5014.28
19937.5

14.12. The Manganese Atom.—A general treatment of complex

spectra can hardly be complete without some mention of the well-known

arc spectrum of manganese. There are two reasons for this; (1) The
energy level diagram is made up of terms of high multiplicity, quartets,

sextets, and octets. (2) Some of the multiple levels are inverted and

others are normal. This latter is due chiefly, but not altogether, to

the fact that the system of normal muUiplets arises from five equivalent

d electrons (i.e., half a subshell) and two other arbitrary valence electrons,

and the system of inverted multiplets arises from six equivalent d electrons

[i.e., more than half a subshell) and one arbitrary electron (see Fig. 14.12).

The normal state of manganese is given by 3(i®4s^®/Ss. Although

theory predicts other terms for the same configuration, only the

has been observed. If one of the 4s electrons is raised to a A-p state,

the most probable of the predicted states are the ®P, ®P, ®P, and *P states

observed. A schematic diagram of the origin of these levels is shown

at the left in Fig. 14.13. Starting at the extreme left with the term

3d®,®S, of doubly ionized manganese, a 4s electron is added to form

and ’’Si terms in singly ionized manganese. The observed separation

of these two S terms, 9473 cm“^, is due to the interaction between >S = |-

of the parent term and s = ^ of the added electron. These levels
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are the series limits at the left in Fig. 14.12. The addition now of a

4p electron raises and lowers the multiplicity again and adds an I value

Fi<i. 14.12.—Energy level diagram of manganese.

of one to each term to form P terms. It should be noted that the

fine structure is drawn to one scale and the multiple-term separations

5s,

/
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151

117
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Flu- 14.13.—Schematic representation of the branching rule for the p terms in manganese.

Configuration 3cf®48 433 .

to another. The interaction between the spin of the 4p electron and

Sy the spin resultant of 3cZ®4s, separates the upper P terms by about
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4700 cm-‘ and the lower terms by about 6100 cnr The observed

order «P T ‘P indicates that, the interaction betwinm the spins

of 4s and 4p is considerably greater than t.hat. totween the spm of 4p

and the spin of Zd\ We shall ret,urn to the calculation of the htw st ruct m-e

shown at the right in Fig. 14.13.

If one of the 4fi electrons from the normal state of inaiiganese is

excited to a 3^/ orbit, the most probable among the many terms pro« icu.,l

for the new configuration 3r/M« are the and m terms obsi'rve. . Being

built upon the inverted 3d«,''D term of Mn II, both of these !> terms are

inverted.

1
•

1
i

t

1 l"i 1 !
^

’

1 ^
—Tr

1
""'-f i" '1

?85
490
714

Its 3

:f>B6

iJiLi-.--..

•P°-’D d‘5p- 0l*60l ‘D-*D® ol‘5 -d*p
1. jlI.L

OCTET AND SEXTET MULTIPLETS IN MANGANESE
Fid. 14 . 14.— Srhumtttic UlaKrum of thrcp nitillii>li>t« iil»«*rv«Hl in

Similarly the excitation of a 4« electron from the metasi able lamfigura,-

tion 3fiHs of manganese to a 4p orbit gives a triad of inverted quartets

and a triad of inverted sextet terms, again built upon of the ion.

Schematic diagrams of three manganese muitiplets aw shown in

Fig. 14.14. The octet multiplet at the left iMslongs to the norimil set of

energy levels and is due to the configuration combination .ifP'l«4p Atl 4«4d.

The two inverted sextet muitiplets arise from the eonfigurattoii com-

bination MHitMHp. Photographs of these latter two muitiplets

are given in Fig. 14.16. By drawing the Initial and fiiisi states to

scale and at an angle to each other the s{H*ctrum lines an* semi t o come

at the intersection of the resiH^ctive initial ami final levels, This i»i

only possible where the sixictrum lines are on a linear frequem-y si-ale,

'I'he spectrograms were taken with a ifi-ft, Howland grating iiml iimuntinK

where the wave-length scale is practically linear, Over a short rang«

of wave-lengths the frequency scale is practically linear alswi. Th«
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self-reversed triplet in the upper photograph is due to transitions from

the lower term of 3d®4s4p to the normal state of the atom
We shall return now to the calculation of the fine structure of the

P terms shown in. Fig. 14.13. The splitting in each of these fourterms

is attributed to the interaction between the spin resultant /S* and the

;^4083.64 MULTIPLETS IN MANGANESE X4018.11

Fuj. 14.15.—Photographs of two soxtet multiplcts observed in the arc spectrum of

manganese.

orbit Z* of the p electron. If this interaction were due only to the

coupling of the spin of the 4p electron and its own orbit it is readily

seen, either from Eq. (14.5) or from the vector-model diagrams, that

the octet and upper sextet terms should both be normal, whereas the

quartet and lower sextet terms should be inverted, A study, however,

of the observed intervals as well as the four vector diagrams for each

of the four P terms shows that the spin of the 55 electron also couples

quite strongly with 1. Further consideration shows that the spin

resultant of 3d^ also couples (but weakly) with L The three interactions

can be written in the usual way by

Tp = cos (sJZ^),

r« == cos (s*Z5),

Td = cosTSfZ*),

where Sp, Sg, and Sa are the spins of the 4p, 4s, and 3# electrons, respec-*

tively, and Ip is the orbit of the 4p electron. Although the exact coupling
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is not known we shall assume, as a first approximation, that Eq. (14.5)

applies. In this equation, s* becomes the interacting spin in question

and Sp the sum of the remaining spins. When the allowed values of S, s,

Spj Lj and J are substituted, T sums, i.e., r = Fp + r« + Td, are obtained

for each level. From these the total width of each term is set equal

to the observed separations as follows:

lap + |a. + ^ad = 303 cm^';

—|ap + -fas + Qad = 23 cm

"P, -lap - |aa + ^ad = -124 cm^';

T, lap - |a, + 6ad = 80 cm^h

Solving these equations for values of the a/s we obtain the average

values,

ap = 108.9 cm-S a« = 81.4 cm-S ad = 9.5 cxrr-K

Substituting these back in the equations, the calculated separations

shown in Fig. 14.13 are obtained. Although not perfect the agreement

is quite good. If either the small coefficient ad or the larger one as

is neglected, the agreement between the observed and calculated values

becomes very poor.

In complex spectra, such as manganese, one cannot help but notice

that only a few of the terms predicted for each configuration have

been observed. Furthermore the observed terms are seen to be just

those having, first, the high S values and, second^ the high L values.

This always includes the lowest term in each configuration. An explana-

tion in terms of the vector model is that in exciting an atom to one of

these states there is a minimum of angular readjustment among the

various quantum vectors common to both initial and final states.

14.13. The Rare-gas Atoms, Neon, Argon, Krypton, and Xenon.—Of

the complex atomic systems treated thus far in this chapter the most

prominent electron configurations to be formed are those whose terms

follow the Land6 interval rule and reveal L/S-coupling. The rare gases,

on the other hand, form a group of atomic systems that reveal fairly

good Jj-coupling.

As mentioned in Chap. I, Paschen (in 1919) published an analysis of

the neon spectrum in which he had identified 132 series of singlets.

Since then fairly complete analyses have been made of A, Kr, and

Xe. The series of these spectra, following Paschen, are found to be

combinations between 4 series of 5 terms, 10 series of p terms, 12 series

of d terms, and 12 series of / terms. These terms were all so named
because they were observed to combine with each other like s, p, d, and

/ terms in the alkalies. We now know that s, p, d, and / refer to one of

the six electrons taking part in producing the series terms.
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An energy level diagram of xenon is shown in Fig. 14.16 as a typical
example of the rare gases. The normal ^8o state is given by completed
subshells of electrons only, the last of which (see Table 5.3) is 5p\ The

excitation of one of these electrons to the first s orbit forms the con-
figuration 5p®6s, which gives rise to the same terms as 5p6s in tin (see
Table 14.3).

Xell,

Xel, 5p‘6s, 0 . 1.2 iPi

LS-coupling

^Pi ^Pj

(§ i)o (i ^)i (1 1)2 (f |)i

Jj -coupling

In xenon the coupling is Jj- with the spin-orbit interaction of the five

p electrons very large as compared with the spin-spin interaction between
6s and 5pK The spin-orbit interaction is shown by the magnitude of the
^P interval at the top of the energy level diagram in Fig. 14.16, 9621 cm~^
These are the limits of all the Xe I series.

The excitation of one of the electrons to a 6p orbit gives rise to
the following terms

:
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J = f.

Xe II,

Xe I, 5p®6p, (2^)0.! (If) 1.2 (f 1)1.2 (f f)o,l,2,3

10 terms in Jj-coupling correspond to ^So, Pi, *>Si, 8po.l,2,

®Z>i, 2,3 in L>S»coupling. The interval being large, these 10 levels

are split into two groups of 4 and 6 as shown, and are the first members
of 10 series approaching the double limit given above. Because the

excited electron is in a p orbit the terms behave as p terms.

Similarly the excitation of one of the 5p electrons from the normal

state of the atom to a Sd gives rise to the following terms

:

Xe II, 5?)^

Xe I, 5p^5d,

These 12 terms in Jj-coupling correspond to ^D2, ^£>1,2,3,

and ®P2,3.4 in LS-coupling. With the exception of one term these two

groups of terms have been observed in xenon as the first members of

series approaching the double limit.

The spectra of neon, argon, and krypton are so nearly like xenon

that their energy levels and diagrams may be closely represented by

lowering the upper limit ^P1 of Xe, with all of the series approaching it,

until the ^P interval is 782, 1431, and 5371 cm"^, respectively.

Selection rules for j^-coupUng (see Sec. 12.14), which also apply

here, show that transitions from the 10 even series of p terms 5p®np

to the 4 lowest 5 terms, (Sp^Gs), give rise to 30 principal series of spectrum

lines. These are just the 30 series observed first by Paschen in the

neon spectrum. Transitions from the 4 series of s terms, (5p®ns), to

the lowest p terms, (5p®6p), give rise to 30 sharp series of lines also

observed by Paschen in neon.

Observed transitions from the odd f terms, (hp^nf), to the even s

terms, (5p®65), were first thought to be forbidden transitions but are

now known to be allowed transitions on the double-electron-jump

hypothesis. An / electron jumps to a 5p orbit while a 5p electron

jumps to a 6s orbit. It should be mentioned that a majority of the lines

observed in neon have also been observed in A, Kr, Xe, and Rn.

The normal state of each of the rare gases lies far below the first

excited states and is determined by only six possible lines in the extreme

ultra-violet region of the spectrum. Three of these six lines, observed
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in are shown in the diagram. It should be mentioned in passing

tih.si'fc 1^^ levels above the lower series limit have ever been observed.

Tlie imaginary lowering of the ^Pj limit to form the term diagrams for

Fig. 14.17.—Fine structure of the a and p terms in neon, argon, krypton, and xenon.

Kr, A, and then Ne brings successively higher series members below
where they are subsequently observed. This disappearance of

spectral terms that lie above a series limit is due to the phenomeDon of

azctoionization (see Chap. XIX).

F'ig. 14. 18.—-Deep lying electron configurations in the elements of the first and second long
I>eriods, illustrating breaks in the building up of the s and d shells of electrons.

To show the general change taking place in the term fine structure
as we go from Ne to A to Kr and to Xe, this structure for s and p series

has been plotted to scale in Fig. 14.17. At the left the coupling is neither
LS nor Jj but something between the two.
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14.14. The Normal States of the Elements in the First and
Long Periods.—It was pointed out in Chap. V that certain irreg

in the Bohr-Stoner scheme of the building up of the elements (

the first and second long periods. Energy level diagrams of all

of the known elements in these two periods have made poss

construction of Fig. 14.18.^ Here the deepest level in each, of

the deeped lying configurations and h

plotted with respect to d'^~h of the same element as zero. It is c

that, while there is a regular progression of the configuratioi

across each period, there is an apparent breaking up of the
into two similar parts. This is only apparent, for when the

is used as the origin in plotting, the other two curves for ai

appear as the broken curves. The curves plotted either wa
however, a gradual increase in the binding of 3d or 4d electrc

4s and 5s electrons as we progress from element to element. A

addition of one, two, and three d electrons there is a strong t

to complete half a subshell of electrons so that with the addii

fourth d electron to form the normal state of Cr, or Mo, one
electrons als6 goes over into a d state to yield 3d^4s, or 4d®5^

the shell half filled, the next electron added to form the next
goes into a 4s or 5s orbit to again fill the s subshelL At the g

of a complete subshell of d electrons we observe that additional d <

are again added at the expense of the s subshells. No such a;

are found to exist in the sequences of elements where p elect

added. *

14.16. Houston’s Treatment of One s Electron and One I

Electron.—A quantum-mechanical treatment of the fine struc

to the interaction of one s electron with one arbitrary elec

been made by Houston, ^ by applying the Darwin-Pauli treatme
electron to the Schrodinger wave equation for two electrc

setting up suitable wave functions, based upon Schrodinger’s

solutions for the spin-spin resonance interaction between the two
and the spin-orbit interaction for the arbitrary electron are (

The treatment is one involving perturbation methods in wh
the first-order perturbation to the energy is evaluated. E

results may be given most easily by his resultant equations

;

Singlet T,. = iA[{X - 1) + {{X + + 4L(L 4- 1)}^]

= A - L
Triplet^p^ ^ iA[{X i) - {(X + 1)^ + 4I.iL -+ 1) }^]

— ~-A(L + 1)

^ Gibbs, R. C., and H. E. White, Nat. Acad. Sci,, 1928.
2 Houston, W. V,, Phys. Rev., 33, 297, 1929. i
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where A is a measure of the spin-orbit interaction of the arbitrary

electron and is given by a/2, a defined in Eq. (12.2), and X is a paramreter

which measures the magnitude of the spin-spin interaction. The
second of these enters into the two terms having equal J values only,

and not into the two outer triplet terms at all. These four interaction

energies are plotted in Fig. 14.19 for a ps electron configuration. If

X > > A, we have LS-coupling with the singlet high above the triplet

Fiq. 14.19.—Theoretical curves for the fine structure of a. ps electron configura-

tion. Observed triplets and singlets are shown to be in good agreement with theory.

(After Houston,)

and the triplet fine structure following the interval rule with the ratio

2:1. If X << A we have jj-coupling with the same outside triplet

separation. This is just the result obtained from the classical theory

given in Secs. 12.7, 12.8, and 12.9 (see also Fig. 12.13). For negative

values of X the middle triplet level becomes the singlet, and the singlet

level becomes the triplet. Such cases of the singlet lying below the

triplet are observed in the diffuse series of Cd and Hg.

Observed triplet and singlet intervals for Si, Hg, Ge, Sn, and Pb

are seen (in Fig. 14.19) to fit the theoretical curves to a remarkable

degree of accuracy. In plotting the observed terms, the value of A
is first determined by dividing the observed intervals ^Pq — ^P 2 by three.

This gives a value of A in wave numbers which, with the observed inter-

vals of ^Pi and ^Pi substituted in Eqs. (14.7a) and (14.7c), respectively,

gives two values of X. These are averaged and the terms plotted at

that X. The configurations plotted are: Se, 3p4s; Hg, 6p6s; Ge, 4p5s;

Sn, 5p6s; Pb, &p7s.

Many other configurations^ are found to fit these curves at large

values of X (not shown in the figure), where the singlet lies far above
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the triplet and the triplets have the ratio 2:1. This figure is also to he

compared with the observed silicon series in Tig. 12.13.

In addition to the interaction energies Houston’s formulas include

the Land6 g factors for the weak-field Zeeman effect. They are

:

1 X + 1
Singlet V/. = 1 + 2L(L + 1)

“ 2L(L + 1)[(Z + 1)^ + 4:L(L + l)]i

(14.8a)

(14.81>)

Triplet

L I

= 1 + 2L(L + 1)

1

+ X + 1

2L(L + 1)[(X + 1)2 + 4L(L + l)]i

(14.8c)

(14.8d)

For the outside triplet terms these formulas give the same g factors

as before and are independent of the coupling scheme. According to

the g sum rule, the sum of the g’s for the two terms with the same J
value is the same for all couplings and all field strengths. This is given

by the sum of Eqs. (14.8a) and (14.8c):

= 2 + ^27+1 )’

The X values obtained for Sn and Pb from Fig. 14.19 and substituted

in the above given equations yield g factors in excellent agreement with

experimental values obtained from the Zeeman effect. The following

calculated values were obtained by Houston.

Table 14,6.

—

Calculated and Observed g Factors for Sn and Pb
(After Houston)

Element Term Obs. Calc. Element Term Obs. Calc.

'Pi 1.126 1.123 ^Pi 1.160 1.148

Sn Pb
^Pi 1.376 1.377 1.360 1.362

2.600 2.600 '^g 2.600 2,500

The application of Houston's formulas to configurations of the type

p^8 and (Ps has been carried out by Laporte and Inglis,^ and by Condon

and Shortley.^ This extension is possible for two reasons: first, the

terms are of the same type with the same J values, and, second, the

outside triplet separation is just the same as for one electron except that

1 Laporte, O,, and D. P. Inglis, Phys. Rev.,, 35, 1337, 1930.

2 Condon, E. U., and G. H. Shortley, Phys. Rev., 36, 1342, 1930.
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it is inverted.
^

This latter result means only that the above given A
factor is negative instead of positive. In order that the singlet be above
the inverted triplet, as observed, X must also be negative.

Substituting -Z' for Z and -A' for A in Eqs. (14.7a, 6, c, and d),

formulas for the configurations p% d% and are obtained. Curves
plotted from these new equations are given in Fig. 14.20, along with
the observed intervals for a number, of elements. It will be noted
that, even for highly ionized atoms like In IV and Sn V, the observed
intervals are in excellent agreement with theory. The configurations

Fig. 14.20.—Fino-structure curves for the configurations p^s and Observed terms are
shown to agree with the theoretical curves. {After Laporte and Inglia.)

plotted in the left-hand figure are: Ne I, Na II, and Mg III, 2p^3s; A I,

K II, and Ca III, SpAs; Kr I, 4p®5s; Xe I, 5p^6s. Those in the right-hand

figure are: Ni I, Cu II^ Zn III, Ga IV, and Ge V, SdAs; Pd I, Ag II,

Cd III, In IV, and Sn V, id^5s] Pt I, 5d^6s; Cu II, 3d^6s; Cu II, Sd^7s.

14.16. Slater’s Multiplet Relations.—A general first-order perturba-

tion treatment of the interaction between two arbitrary electrons in a

central force field has been attempted by Slater. Again taking into

account the Heisenberg electrostatic resonance interaction, but neglect-

ing spin-orbit interactions, he obtained equations for the relative intervals

between the different triplets and singlets belonging to the same electron

configuration. Although Slater’s calculations are beyond the scope

of this book, we may consider briefly some of his results.^ In titanium,

for example, the lowest conflguration SdAs^ gives rise to two triplets

and three singlets, and Assuming certain values for

the coupling parameters in his equations, Slater obtains the following

interval ratios between levels

:

^ Slater, J. C., Phys. Rev., 34, 1293, 1929.
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Value ZF — ®P zp - zp ~ ID zp — ]

Observed. 8500 cm“^
98

12100 cm-i

113

7200 cm-i
67

15100
266

si.+.aH

One of the important features of these calculations is the order o

terms. Both the observed and calculated order starting with the 1(

term is W, ^D, ^G, and

In general, Slater’s results show that one cannot always rely

Hund’s rule for excited configurations.

14.17. Multiplet Relations of Goudsmit and IngUs.—An extensi

Houston’s and Slater’s quantum-mechanical treatment of two elec

has been made by Goudsmit^ and Inglis.^ Taking into accoun

electrostatic spin-spin interaction, as well as the spin-orbit

equations have been derived for two or more arbitrary electrons. T1

their mathematical treatment will not be given here, their resuH

of great importance and will be given. In Houston’s beautiful ac

of one s electron and one arbitrary electron, there were but two

actions to be taken into account. With two or more arbitrary ele.

the number of interactions is greatly increased and the problem be^

very difficult. Solutions for each particular configuration C£

obtained from the observed intervals, however, by adjusting the p

eters in the equations until the best agreement is obtained. 1

special cases of equivalent electrons a number of the interactions b

identical and the equations are greatly simplified. These configur

are of importance in that they involve the normal states of a m

of atoms. Theoretical curves for two, three, and four similar p ele

are shown in Figs. 14.21 and 14.22. Observed terms for diJ

elements are given to show the excellent agreement with theory,

configurations plotted are shown on the diagrams. X is a m
of the electrostatic spin-spin interaction and A is a measure

magnetic spin-orbit interaction. One rather interesting case is t

tellurium where the »P term is partially inverted; «Po and ’Pi falF

together (Ap = 44 cm-i) and about 4700 cm-^ above ’Pa. TI

singlet terms in selenium have not yet been identified.

14.18. Relative Intensities of Multiplet Lines. Extensive m(

ments of the relative intensities of spectrum lines have been m!

a number of investigators. In many cases the observed inte

are found to be in excellent agreement with the well-known m
formulas (see Sec. 12.16). In the titanium multiplet of Fig. 17.

^ GottbsmiTj S., Phys. Rev., 36
, 1325, 1930.

2 Inglis, D. R., Phys, Rev., 38, 862, 1931.
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Table 14.6, for example, the following experimental values have been

obtained by Harrison. i

Fig. 14.21.—Fine-structure curves for the configurations and (After Goudsmit.)
Observed terms are shown to agree with the theoretical curves.

The calculated intensities (see table of intensities in the Appendix)

are given in italics and the observed intensities beneath them in heavy

type.

Table 14.7.—Observed and Calculated Intensities eor the Titanium
Multiplet op Fig. 17.12

< <
100 8,5 0.3

100 8.8

76.2 12.2 0.6

75.2 12.2

^Fz 66.7 12.0 0.5

56.2 11.9

^F2 41.2 8.2

41.0 8.2

^Fi 29.7

29.2

In some cases where the observed intensities of a multiplet do not

agree with, the formulas, the sum rules for the lines with a common
initial or final state nevertheless hold. Harrison has shown, for certain

multiplets in titanium, that while the sum rules do not always apply
to a given multiplet, they may apply to a triad of multiplets. In still

^ Harrison, G, R., Jour. Opt. Soc. Amer., 17, 389, 1928.
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other cases it is necessary to take into account all of the multiplets

associated with given initial and final electron configurations.

Fig. 14.22.—Fine-structure curves for the configuration (After Inglis.) Observed
terms are shown to agree with the theoretical curves.

It has also been shown that the relative intensities between related

multiplets, taken as a whole, obey: the sum rules (see Sec. 12.16). For

a titanium triad of quintet multiplets, for example, the following values

have been obtained by Harrison and Engwicht:^

hQO
d^p

6J)0

90 70 50 calculated

d% 81 70 49 measured (without and T corrections)

89 70 48 measured (with and T corrections)

The measures taken from many multiplets show that better agreement

between theory and experiment is obtained when and temperature

corrections are made.

Problems

1 . The following list of observed lines form a multiplet. Plot the lines to a

frequency scale and, looking for equal frequency differences by marking them on a

Intensity X V Intensity X V Intensity X V

1 4716.41 21202.56 30 4749.84 21053.32 70 4767.97 20973.27
2 4720.22 21185.47 40 4752.30 21042.42 100 4777.69 20930.58
3 4724.74 21165.16 35 4755.28 21029.26 140 4787.84 20886.21
2 4729.98 21141.74 25 4758.70 21014.16 190 4798.27 20840.86

20 4747.96 21061.69 45 4758.81 21013.63 250 4808.87 20794.90

iHajrrison, G. R., and H. Engwicht, Jour. Opt. Soc. Amer., 18, 287, 1929.
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strip of paper, find the term intervals. Tabulate the lines in multiplet form, as in

Table 14.3. Applying the Land6 interval rule to the observed terms, determine the

Jj S, and L values.

2. Using the values of X as read from Fig. 14.19 for Si, Ge, and Hg, compute the

g factors for each of the four terms, respectively [see Eqs. (14.8)]. Show that the

g sum rule holds.

3 . Derive all the terms arising from the electron configurations p^s,

and d^'p.

4 . Carry out the calculation of the Pi factors for as outlined in the middle of

Sec. 14.6, and tabulate them. From this table make another tabulation like that

given in the top third of Table 13.13. From these P sums determine the P values of

the terms as shown in the middle third of Table 13.13.



CHAPTER XV

THE ZEEMAN EFFECT AND MAGNETIC QUANTUM N
IN COMPLEX SPECTRA

It is well known to spectroscopists that the Zeeman eJ

an important part in the making of any analysis of a complex

This is due largely to the fact that the Zeeman patterns fo:

of transitions can be predicted with considerable accuracy

start therefore with a calculation of Zeeman patterns for vai

of transitions and then compare the results with the observe(

To do this we must first obtain an expression for the magn(

of an atom in any stationary state.

Fia. 15.1.—Classical models for the motion of complex atoms in a weak e

16.1. Magnetic Energy and the Lande g Factor.—In tl

chapter we have seen that the vector model for complex

essentially the same as the model for two valence elect

extension into complex spectra was made by considering i

of the electrons as a parent term or configuration to which thi

electron is added (see Figs. 14.2 and 14.3).

In a weak magnetic field the atom as a whole becomes qu;

oriented to the field H, in such a way that the projection of

equal to Mhl2ir (see Fig. 15.1). For terms with whole"int(

of J the magnetic quantum number ilf = 0, +1, ±2, • • •

terms with half-integral values of /, Af =
The magnetic quantum numbers for a term, for example,

286
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2, 1, 0, —1, —2, —3, and for a term they are M — —f,

— Just as in the case of one electron the magnetic energy is determined

by M, H, and the Land6 g factor [see Eq. (10.17)]:

-AT = M-g- cm-i = M-g-L cm-\ (15.1)
" 47rmc^

For a given field strength H the separations of consecutive magnetic

levels for one term, relative to those of another, will be given by the

g factor of each respective level. Just as in one- and two-electron

systems the g factor is the ratio between the total magnetic moment

of the atom in Bohr magnetons and the total mechanical moment in

units of h/2ir.

If the coupling is LS (i.e., all spins coupled together to form S*

and all orbits coupled together to form L*, and S* and L* in turn coupled

together to form J*), the g factor is obtained in exactly the same manner

as it is for a single electron. S* is thus treated like the spin of a single

electron and L* like the corresponding orbital momentum vector. From

Eq. (10.11) we write

_ 1*2

2J*^
(15.2)

Should the coupling on the other hand be Jj (i.e., the spin and orbit

of the last bound electron coupled together to form jf, and jf in turn

coupled together with J* of the parent term of the ion to form J*),

the gr -factor is obtained in exactly the same maimer as it is for two

electrons in ^/-coupling [see Eq. (13.14)]. J% of the parent term is

now treated like jt, the spin-orbit resultant of a single electron to be

coupled with the j* of the other electron, so that

g =
J*2 + j*2 _ J*2 J*2 + J*2

2j*2 ' 2J*2
(15.3)

where gi is the g factor for the single added electron derived from Eq.

(10.11), and gp is the g factor for the parent term derived from Eq. (13.8)

or (13.14). It should be pointed out that the parent term may arise

from an LS- or yj-coupling scheme even though the added electron j%

is coupled to it finally in Jj-coupling. Tables of g factors for LjS-coupling

are given in the Appendix. For Jj-coupling there are so many possi-

bihties that Eq. (15.3) must be used.

A graphical representation of the magnetic energy corresponding

to the vector model, given by Eq. (15.1), is shown in Fig. 15.2 for a *Di

term. The vector J* is quantized with respect to the field direction H

so that its projection M = f. h -h -f, -f, Multiplying

J* by the g factor and projecting on H we obtain the values of Mg.

These are proportional to the magnetic energy. The result is eight
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equally spaced levels each separated from the next by • L. If the Mg
values are multiplied by He/4cnrmc^j the figure will give the intervals in

cm~^

H

Fig. 15.2.—Schomatio ropreaentation of Zeeman splitting for a term in a weak magnetic
field.

16.2. The Calculation of Zeeman Patterns.—As an example of the
calculation of Zeeman patterns we shall first consider the theoretical
patterns oi'^Sz — '^P2,3,4, observed patterns for which appear in chromium
(see Fig. 14.1). Since S and P terms never have more than one and
three fine-structure levels, respectively, this multiplet contains but
three lines. Although the lines look just like those of a principal-series
triplet, the Zeeman patterns are entirely different from those shown in

• 69/2-mg
4^2
2^12

0

--4(^2

--<59/12

I'l

I
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%0 •
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2
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-2

-3

m'3'

2

I

-I

Z
3 '

- rs
- 0

-7/J

-14/3

- (J-mg
4

Z

0

1

•2

•i

T

•i

I
A42ey

Fig. 15.3.—Zeeman effect, theoretical and observed patterns, for a "^83 — multiplet.
(Observed patterns are from original spectrograms by B. D. Babcock,)

Fig. 13.4. The intervals between the three lines indicate Z/jS-coupling
with a ratio approximately 4:3. The g factors for ^/Sa, ^2 ,

and
(see Appendix) are 2, -J, and f, respectively. A graphical construe-
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tion such as that shown in Fig. 15.2, gives the intervals shown in Fig.

15.3.

With the selection rule that in any transition the magnetic quantum

nixmber M changes by +1, 0, or —1 only, the Zeeman patterns shown

below in the same figure are obtained. Another method is to write

down the Mg values for both the initial and final states of a given line

with equal values of M directly above and below each other, as follows

:

M = S 2 1 0 -1 -2 -3

Vertical differences, AM = 0, give the p components at

Av = 0, ±^L, and ±fL cm“^.

Diagonal differences, Ailf = ±1, give the s components at

Av = ±fL, ±^L, ±|L, +|L, and +fL cm-^.

These fractions for the whole pattern are written together as

>3
— ’jr 2 f — _L.

g

Similarly the patterns for the two other lines are calculated as

^83 — Av = ± ' " ' " ^ ^

—

E cm(1), (2), (3), 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26
- ± ^

lA
4

3
^ ^2

^S. - ’P., A. - ± (0). (1),(2).(3), 4,5.6,7,8/9.1(I,_

The observed patterns of these three lines, reproduced at the bottom

of Fig. 15.3, are from original spectrograms taken by Babcock at the

Mt. Wilson Observatory. These are some of the earhest anomalous

Zeeman patterns to be photographed in any laboratory.

16.3. Intensity Rules and Zeeman Patterns for Quartets, Quintets,

and Sextets.—The intensity rules for the Zeeman effect, in complex

spectra are the same as those for one- and two-electron systems. These

rules, derived from the classical orbital model of the atom and the sum
rules, are given in Sec. 13.3. Since these rules involve only the J’s

and Jlf’s of the initial and final states they are valid for all coupling

schemes. The relative intensities of the different components of a

given pattern are usually represented by the heights of the lines in the

schematic diagrams. It is to be noted that the component / = 0 to
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/ = 0 of — ’’Pz (Fig. 15.3) is zero as given by the intensity formulas,

i.e., the transition is forbidden.

A number of patterns typical of quartet and sextet multiplets in

general are given in Fig. 15.4 for vanadium. Patterns typical of quintet
multiplets are given in Fig. 15.5 for chromimn. The calculated patterns
are given above or below each observed pattern. The five lines XX4352,

4344, 4339, 4337, and 4340 are the five diagonal lines of a
multiplet. It is to be noted that, as the number of components decreases
in going from one pattern to the next, the separations increase. The line

X4340, (®Do — ®Fi), although partly masked by X4339, is of particular
interest in that it is one of the few spectrum lines known which remains
single in all field strengths. The reason for this is that the Mg values
for both the initial and final states are zero. Unresolved patterns like

those of X4352 and X4344 are called blends.

The pattern X4613 in chromium has 2.5 times the separation of a
normal triplet. In general the Zeeman patterns for different combina-
tions are so different from one another that the assignment of a completely
resolved pattern to a definite multiplet is unambiguous. The importance
of resolved patterns in making the analysis of an uncharted spectrum, as
well as checking the analysis of a spectrum already made, cannot be
overemphasized.

i6.4. Paschen-Back Effect in Complex Spectra.—So far as experi-
mental observations are concerned the Paschen-Back effect in complex
spectra is practically unknown. This is due in general to the fact that
even with the strongest magnetic fields attainable, the multiplet separa-
tions are many times the Zeeman separations of any one level. There
is little doubt, however, that if, and when, strong enough fields are
obtained the observed splitting will be very closely that predicted by
theory. There is some justification for this as we shall see in the study
of the Paschen-Back effect of hyperfine structure in Chap. XIX.

In a weak magnetic field a complex atom is quantized with respect
to H more or less as a rigid whole. When the field becomes strong
enough so that the Zeeman levels of each fine-structure level begin
to overlap the patterns of the neighboring levels of the same multiplet,
the strong-field Paschen-Back effect sets in and ;S* and L*, or and
jt, become quantized separately with the field direction H. The quan-
tum conditions under these circumstances are the same as those for two
electrons: the projectionsM of S* andL* or J* andj*, onF take integral
or half integral values only, depending upon whether S and L, or Jp and
jf, are whole or half integral respectively. When the field becomes
still stronger and the magnetic levels of one multiplet begin to overlap
those from the neighboring multiplets of the same configuration, the
complete Paschen-Back effect sets in and each s* and I* becomes quan-
tized independently with the field H. The quantum conditions again
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Fig. 16.4.—Zeeman patterns, observed and calculated, for typical quartet and sextet
multiplet lines in vanadium. (Observed patterns are from original spectrograms by H, D.
Babcock.)

ZEEMAN PATTERNS of CHROMIUM

Fig. 15.6.—Zeeman patterns observed and calculated, for typical quintet multiplet lines

in chromium. (Observed patterns are from original spectrograms by H. D. Babcock.)
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are just the same as those for two-electron systems. Each spin and

each orbit has a component along H. The sum of these components

-f Smjj gives the magnetic quantum number M of the entire

atomic system in that state.

When considering transitions between levels in weak, strong, and

very * strong fifelds, each multiplet in E5>“COupling in a strong held will

go over to a pattern resembling a normal triplet (see Fig. 13.9). In

a very strong field all the lines arising from the configuration of electrons

will spread out into a pattern again resembling a normal triplet (see

Fig. 13.14). Patterns similar to those of Figs. 13.11 and 13.15 will

result in the case of /j-coupling. We shall now make use of the weak-

and strong-field and very strong field quantum numbers to calculate

the allowed spectral terms arising from given electron configurations.
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Fig. 16.6.—Combination of very strong field quantum numbers for the electron configura-

tion dsp.

16.6. Derivation of Spectral Terms by Use of Magnetic Quantum

Numbers.—In deriving spectral terms from magnetic quantum numbers,

one may start with the very strong field where the coupling between

all spins and orbits is broken down. Consider as a first example three

arbitrary electrons, no two of which are equivalent, such as s, d, and

p. For these electrons we shall have si = ^, sz = hi *3 = h>h =
.0, h = 2,

and h = 1, for which the magnetic quantum numbers are m,, = ±^,

= +^, m„ = ±hi ‘rrih = 0, mi^ = 0, ±1, ±2, and mi, = 0, ±1.

Extending the scheme' of Breit (see Sec. 13.10), we first combine the

spins Si and S2 as shown at the left in Fig. 15.6. The resultant values of

Msr are cut apart by the L-shaped dotted line to form parent values for

the third electron. Combining each run of Msp values with m,, we

obtain three runs of Ms values. These correspond, as shown, to strong-

field quantum numbers for doublet, quartet, and doublet terms. In

a similar fashion the I’s are combined in the lower arrays, mi, with mi,

forms the run Mlp = 2, 1, 0, —1, —2, to form the parent values for the
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third electron. Combining these with mi the strong-field runs of
values Mz = 1 to —1, 2 to —2, and 3 to —3, corresponding to P, D,
and P terms, respectively, are obtained. In terms of the branching
rule these resultant values would be written down from the parent
terras as follows

:

*£> Parent terms

sdp, “P m W Final terms

The first and fourth arrays give the first row; and the second, third,
and fifth arrays give the last row. If now each final run of Ms values
is combined with each run of Ml values, all of the weak-field quantum
numbers of the above final terms are obtained. This has been done

F

Ml= 3 2 1 0 -I -2 -5

M = % % % % -v^-% %
M = % % % 'k -'h

M = % % -'/2 i-% -’/2

M = % 1/2 -1/2 3/2

4p |4p ^4p 4p Ms
Fla. 15.7,—Combination of the strong-field quantum numbers of a term showing the

formation of resultant weak-field quantum numbers.

foi* the W term in Fig. 15.7. The others will be left as exercises for the

reader.

16.6. Equivalent Electrons and the Pauli Exclusion Principle.—In
the calculation of spectral terms arising from two or more equivalent

electrons we must take the Pauli exclusion principle into account and
start with the very strong field quantum numbers (see Sec. 13.11).

Consider as an example three equivalent p electrons. We first write

down the six possible states for a single p electron in a very strong field.

They are:

^ i “I -i
mz = 1 0-1 1 0-1 (15.4)

W (fi) (c) (d) (e) (/)

Since the exclusion principle requires that no two electrons have
all quantum numbers n, Z, or mi alike we collect all possible com-
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binations of the above states three at a time, with no two alik

ahc

Table 15.1

acd adf bej ede

ahd ace aef hde cdf

ahe acf bed bdf cef

abf ade hce he.} def

Writing Ms for Sm, and Ml for Smj, the results are tabulated a

For Ms = h Ml == 0

Yov Ms = 2)
~

For Ms = -i, Ml = 0, 2, 1, 0,-1, -2, 1, 0,-

For Ms = -I, JWx, = 0

These are just the strong-field values for ^S, ^D, and terms

14.3).

In a similar calculation for four equivalent p electrons

down the same six possible states for one p electron [Eq. (

take all possible combinations of four states at a time with no

They are:

Table 15.2

abed abde aede adef beef

ahee ahdf aedf hede bdef

ahef ahef acef hedf edef

When m, and mi values are summed for each combination and

one finds

:

Jot Ms = 1, Ml = 1, 0,-1

ForM3= 0, Mi = 1, 0,-1, 2, 1, 0,-l,-2,

ForMs=-l, Mi = 1, 0,-1

corresponding to ^S, ®P, and terms. These are exactly

arising from two similar p electrons (see Table 14.3).

For five equivalent p electrons there are just six combinati

five states at a time. They are

abode abcdf abcef abdef acdef bcdef

When summed and tabulated as before one finds

:

For Ms = 4, Mi = 1, 0,-1

ForMs=-i, Mi = 1, 0,-1

These are just the same values given in Eq. (15.4) for one e

give rise to a ^P term.

For six equivalent p electrons there is but one combins

very strong field quantum numbers, taking six states at a tu
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two alike, and that is abcdej. The sum gives Ms = 0 and Ml = 0, a

^So term. Here we see that six p electrons with the same total quantum
number, by Paulies exclusion principle, close a subshell and have zero

as a resultant angular momentum (see Table 14.3). The table of

p electrons is symmetrical about the center where the greatest multi-

plicities and the greatest number of magnetic levels arise.

In the calculation of terms arising from equivalent electrons in

j^'-coupling we need only go to the strong-field quantum numbers.

The reason for this is that here each electron is specified by four quantum
numbers and it is not necessary to go to very strong fields to separate

them as in Z/S-coupling. As a single example of the calculations let

us consider three equivalent p electrons. The six possible states for

a p electron in a strong field are

I f I I f i

f "I "“I i ““i

(a) (b) (a) (d) (e) (/)

Since the Pauli exclusion principle requires that no two electrons have

all the quantum numbers n, Z, j, and mj alike, we collect all possible

combinations of the above given states three at a time, with no two alike.

These will be just the combinations given in Table 15.1. Summing up

the values of m,- for each of the 20 combinations the results may be

tabulated as follows

:

Forii=-|, j2 =|, ^8=1,

Forji=|, i2 =f, i8= i, = f,|,—i-,-|

Forjx=f, ij =i =h

These correspond to the five terms (| f Du, (| | Dj, (f f (| IDs,

and (I I ^) 3 ,
which go over in L.S-coupling to ^Pj, and

(see Fig. 14.22).

We shall now turn to the more complicated cases of equivalent d

electrons. Two equivalent d electrons have already been treated in

Sec. 13.11 and shown to give rise to ^S, ’P, ^P, ®P, and terms. For

three or more electrons we continue the same scheme by first writing

down the 10 possible states for one d electron

:

m, = i I i ^ —•I
—

-2
— 4 — I —

i

mi = 2 1 0 —1 —2 2 10 —1 —2 (15.6)

(a) (6) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h) (i) (j)

For d® we take these three at a time with no two alike and find 120

combinations that have to be collected and segregated. The resultant

sums will correspond exactly to the terms given in Table 14.3. For

d*, taking four at a time with no two alike, there are 210 possible com-

binations to be evaluated. Such calculations become tedious and
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cumbersome, to say the least, but fortunately a shorthand method
has been discovered by Gibbs, Wilber, and White,^ and by Russell.^
We shall first apply this scheme to three equivalent d electrons.

Referring to Eq. (15.6) take only those combinations of numbers
three at a time where all three m* values are plus and those where all

three are minus. These in terms of the letters are

dbc ace hde fgk fhj gij

abd ade cde fgi fij hij

abe bed fgj ghi

acd bee fhi ghj

Summing the corresponding values of the quantum numbers we
obtain for the plus values

Ms =
I, Ml = 3, 2, 1, 0,-1, -2, —3, 1, 0,-1

and for the minus values (15.7)

Ms = -
I, Ml - 3, 2, 1, 0,-1, -2, —3, 1, 0,-1.

These correspond to parts of tP and terms, the rest of which
will be obtained from the following process. Of the 100 remaining
combinations to be made and summed each one will have two of the
TTia values plus and the other one minus, or vice versa. If in each of

these 100 combinations the two rria values that are alike are considered
alone, they will contain just the combinations that give triplets for two
equivalent d electrons: these are and ®F. The third electron in all

combinations has an opposite sign and corresponds to the values for a

single d electron. Combining the triplets that arise from with the
doublet that arises from d in all possible ways to form doublets, we
obtain just the 100 combinations desired. This is done quickly by the
branching rule as follows:

3p zpy

2p 2J) 2p 2p 2p 2p 2Q 2JJ

This final set of terms has Ms values oi and — Striking out
one P and one F term to go with Eq. (15.7), we have left ^P, ^jD, ^Z>, ^F,

and The resultant terms for three equivalent d electrons are

d\ W, % m, ^P, "P.

Assume, as another example, that the correct terms have been derived
for d, d®, and and we wish to calculate the terms for d^. Referring

^ Gibbs, R. C., D. T. Wilber, and H. E. White, Phys, Rev., 29, 790, 1927.
2 Russell, H. N., Phys. Rev., 29, 782, 1927.
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to Eq. (15.6) we take only those coin|3inations five at a time where all

five ms values are plus, or all five minus. These are abode and fghij.

Summing these we have for the plus values

Ms ^
I, Mi = 0

and for the minus values

Ms = -I, Ml = 0. (15.8)

These are just one-third the values needed to form a term.

There will now be a set of combinations from Eq. (15.6) in which
four spins will be plus and the fifth one niinus, or vice versa. That
part of the combinations in which four of the spins add gives quintets.

From Table 14.1 we find for one quintet only, ^D. The fifth electron

with opposite sign corresponds to ^D. Combining these in all possible

ways we get

Striking out the S term to go with Eq. (15.8), we have left parts

of ^P, W, and terms. It should be pointed out here that we now
have those parts of the ®>S term for which Ms = and — f, and

those parts of each quartet term for which Ms = | and —
Again there will be a set of combinations from Eq. (15.6) in which

three spins will be plus and the two others minus, or vice versa. The
combinations of d^ have already been shown to give '^P and terms,

and the combinations of to give ^P and terms. Combining these

in all possible ways to form doublets,

4p \p ip ip

2S 2p 2p 2D 2p 2Q 2^ ^F ^P W V
Striking out one S term to complete the term above, and one

each of P, P, F, and G, to complete the ^P, ^P, ^P, and terms, respec-

tively, we have the remaining terms as doublets. The resultant terms

arising from five equivalent d electrons are, therefore,

^D, 'P, ^P, W, ^G, m, W, ^F, 2
(7

,

27
,

4p^ 4p^
AQ,

«>S.

Since a subshell of d electrons lacking n electrons to complete it

will give rise to exactly the same terms as a configuration of n equivalent
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electrons, written symbolically = d"*, the lower half of Table 14.3

is symmetrical with the upper half.

A continuation of this process for equivalent / electrons leads to

the terms given in the tables in the Appendix. The number of possible

combinations for each configuration of equivalent electrons is given in

parentheses at the beginning of each row. These numbers are computed

from the well-known combination-theory formula for p things taken q

at a time.

Number of combinations
qKp - ?)'•

(16.9)

This number is equal to the number of Zeeman levels for the entire

configuration. For d^, for example, the terms are ^>5, ®P, W, ^F, and

!(?, for which there are 1 + 9 + 5 + 21 + 9 = 45 Zeeman levels.

Without the above presented shorthand process of making several

thousand combinations, the calculations for equivalent f electrons would

become very laborious.

The largest number of Zeeman levels and the highest multiplicity to be

derived from equivalent electrons are from half a subshell. Furthermore,

the term of highest multiplicity is an S term and, wherever observed,

always lies deepest. On the quantum mechanics the configuration for

an S term is spherically symmetrical about the nucleus (see Chap. IV).

This is part of the explanation of the increased binding of d electrons

at the expense of s electrons at Cr and Mo in the first and second long

periods (see Fig. 14.18). An s electron removed from a spherically

symmetrical shell^s^ leaves a spherically symmetrical distribution.

Problems

1. Compute and plot the Zeeman patterns (intervals and relative intensities)

for the transitions '^Gq — '^Fe, "^G^ — and

2. Starting with the very strong field quantum numbers, derive the terms arising

from the electron configurations ZdApb'p and 3d-4p (see Secs. 15.5 and 13.11).

3. Using the shorthand method outlined in Sec. 15.6, calculate the spectral terms

arising from (a) four equivalent d electrons, (6) two equivalent / electrons.



CHAPTER XVI

X-RAY SPECTRA

The story of how Rontgen^ while experimenting with a Crookes
vacuum tube in 1895 discovered a new kind of radiation now known as

x-rays^ or Rontgen-rays, is well known. So great was the import of

Rontgen's discovery that within 3 months x-rays were being used in

surgical operations in Vienna. This, along with other practical uses to

be made of a single scientific discovery within so short a time, is a good
example of the r61e played by modern science in the rapid advancement
of civilization. In this introductory treatment of atomic spectra we
are not so much concerned with the methods used in obtaining x-rays

or with the uses to be made of them as with the atomic processes giving

rise to x radiation^ of which a brief account is here given.

16 .1 . The Nature of X-rays.—Believing that a crystal is made up
of regularly spaced atoms, Laue in 1912 suggested the possibility of

using a crystal as a diffraction grating. This idea was verified, at

Laue^s suggestion, by Friedrich and Knipping.® By passing a narrow
beam of x-rays through a crystal and then on to a photographic plate,

a characteristic diffraction pattern, composed chiefly of small sym-
metrically placed spots, is observed (see Fig. 16.1). .These spots are

called Laue spots and the entire pattern a Laue pattern. This experiment

proved for the first time the wave nature of x-rays, although Haga
and Wind^ had previously shown that a beam of x-rays passing through
a V-shaped split was broadened more at the narrow end than would
be expected from a corpuscular theory.

The two Braggs^ next succeeded in showing that x-ray diffraction

by a crystal could be treated as specular reflection from the crystal

planes, the layers of regularly spaced atoms acting as reflecting surfaces.

Knowing the distance d between successive layers of atoms in the crystal

^ R5NTGBN, Sitz-ber, Phys.-med. Ges.^ Wurzburg, 1895; English translation,

Electrician^ Jan. 24, 1896, and April 24, 1896.
^ For a more complete treatment of the general subject of x-ray spectra and their

production the reader is referred to M. Siegbahn, *‘Spektroskopie der Rontgen-
strahlen,^^ 2d ed., 1931.

®Laue, M., and W. Fribdeich and P. Knipping, Sitz-ber. Bayer. Akad. Wiss.j

Math.~phys. Klasse, p. 303, 1912; Ann. d. Phys., 41, 971, 1913.
^ Haga, H., and C. H. Wind, Koninklijke Akad. Wetenschappen Amsterdam,

Versl, 11, 360, 1902.

® Bragg, W. H., and W. L. Bragg, ^'X-rays and Crystal Structure.”

299
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and the equal angles of incidence and reflection 6, the x-ray wave-length
X is given by the well-knovm Bragg equation

n\ == 2d sin 6. (16.1)

Within the last decade "Walter/ Backlin/ Larsson/ Kellstrom/ and
others have obtained single-slit diffraction patterns of x-rays by sending

Fig. 1 6. 1.—^Laue pattern.

»

Fig. 16.2a.—Single-slit diffraction, A. iAfter Larsaon.)
Fig. 16.2?>.—Diffraction at a thin wire, S.33 X, {After Kellatrdm.)

these extremely short waves through a narrow slit and then on to a
photographic plate (see Fig. 16.2a). Interference fringes formed by

1 Waltee, B., Ann, d. Phys., 74, 661, 1924; 76, 189, 1924.
2 Backlin-, E., Dissertation, Uppsala Univ, irss/cr., 1928.
“Labssont, a., Dissertation, Uppsala Univ. Irsskr.^ 1929.
^KbllstrOm, G., Dissertation, Uppsah Univ. Arsskr., 1932.
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the reflection of x-rays at a grazing angle from plane polished mirrors

(Lloyd mirror experiment) have also been photographed by Linnik^

and Kellstrom (see Fig. 16.3a).

Bergen Davis and Slack, ^ and Siegbahn,^ have been able to refract

x-rays by passing them through prisms of various materials, and Comp-
ton and Doan,^ Siegbahn, and others have diffracted x-rays from

mechanically ruled gratings. It is with ruled gratings that Osgood,®

Thibaud,^ and Siegbahn and Magnusson^ and others have crossed

the last gap in the electromagnetic wave chart by photographing and

Fig. 3a. Fig. Sh.

Fig. 16.3a.—Interference, Lloyd’s mirror experiment, 8.33 A. (After KelUtrUm.)

Fig. 16.3?^.—Diffraction at a straight edge, 8.33 k. (After Kellstrdm.)

measuring the wave-lengths of spectrum lines in the region of 10 to

200 1 .

Before the wave nature of x radiation was known with certainty,

Barkla and Sadler® had shown by the absorption of x-rays in aluminum

that the penetrating radiation consisted of two groups of rays differing

in penetrating power superposed on a continuous background of radiation.

The more penetrating or ^^hard radiation is called K radiation and the

less penetrating or '^soft radiation^' is called L radiation.

Photographs of x-ray spectra diffracted by crystals and the measure-

ment of their wave-lengths now show that the K radiation characteristic

of a given element consists of short wave-lengths and the L radiation

of longer wave-lengths. From the heavier elements in the periodic

table ^'very soft radiations'^ can now be observed and their wave-lengths

measured. These are called M, N, and 0 radiations.

^Linnik, W., Zeits. J. Phys., 66, 107, 1930. For other photographs of single-slit

diffraction patterns see M. Siegbahn, ^‘Spektroskopie der ROntgenstrahlen/' 2d ed.

1931.
2 Davis Bergen", and C. M. Slack, Phys. Rev., 26, 881, 1925.
3 Siegbahn, M., Jour. Phys., 6, 228, 1925.

^ Compton, A. H., and R. L. Doan, Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci., 11, 598, 1925.

' Osgood, T. H., Nature, 119, 817, 1927; Phys. Rev., 30, 667, 1927.

®Thibatjd, J., Jour, de phys. et radium, 8, 13, 1927; 8, 447, 1927; Phys. Zeits. 29,

241, 1928.

^Siegbahn, M., and T. Magnusson, Zeits. f. Phys., 62, 436, 1930.

® Barkla, C. G., and C. A. Sadler, Phil. Mag., 17, 739, 1909.
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16.2 - X-ray Emission Spectra and the Moseley Law.

—

In 1913

Moseley/ from a systematic study of the K radiation of Ca 20, Sc

21, Ti 22, V 23, Cr 24, Mn 25, Fe 26, Co 27, Ni 28, Cu 29, and Zn 30,

Tig. 16.4.—Wave-lengths of X-series x-ray lines. {ASter Mosdey,)

announced what is known as the Moseley law. In brief this law may be

stated as follows: The frequency of each corresponding x-ray line is

approximately proportional to the square of the atomic number of the

Fig. 16.4a.—Moseley law for X-series x-ray lines.

emitting element. A plot of the K lines observed and measured by

Moseley is given in Fig. 16.4 to show that for each element investigated

the K radiation consists of two strong spectrum lines. The gradual

1 Mosbmy, H. G. J., Phil. Mag., 26, 1024, 1913; 27, 703, 1914.
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change in separation of, and the stepwise shift of, corresponding wave-

lengths in going from one element to the next are unmistakable in their

meaning. For the first time one could say with certainty that the order

of the chemical elements is as shown in Fig. 16.4, and also that the

elements in the periodic table are constructed with extreme regularity.

Prior to Moseley's discovery, cobalt and nickel, because of their atomic

Fig. 16.5.—Photographs of x-ray L series lines. (After Richtmyer.)

weights 58.9 and 58.7, respectively, were listed in the order nickel, cobalt.

Moseley's x-ray photographs show without doubt that so far as structure

is concerned, the order is cobalt, nickel. Optical spectra are also in com-
plete agreement with this result. In Moseley's work the x-rays were
photographed in the second and third orders as diffracted from a crystal

of potassium ferrocyanide (grating constant d = 8.408 A).

A continuation of Moseley's early work by other investigators

has shown that in the heavier
,

elements each of the Ka and lines

(see Fig. 16.4) is in itself a close doublet. These four lines are usually

designated Kcc ,
and X-ray spectrograms of all available

elements now show that Moseley's law continues throughout the periodic
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table. From a graph similar to the one shown in Fig. 16.4a Moseley-

arrived at the expression

= KR{Z - <r)^ (16.2)

where B is the Rydberg constant = 109737 cm“S and <r and K are

constants. For B.,, <r = 1 and B = |. By analogy with hydrogen-like

atoms and Balmer’s formula [see Eq. (1.24)], Moseley wrote

v = R{Z- l)“(^p - (16-3)

In Moseley’s first work \/

v

was plotted against Z. The division of v

by the quantity R to form a dimensionless constant is due to Sommerfeld.

T.ikp. K radiation, the L radiation discovered by Barkla is also com-

posed of a group of spectral lines. Photographs of some of the L lines

of a group of elements are shown in Fig. 16.5 and their wave-lengths

are given in the following table. These are the strong lines of the

L series,

Table 16 . 1 .—Wave-lengths of L Series X-ray Lines

1 1000 X units =» 1 Angstrom unit = 10”io meter.

The characteristic grouping of the observed lines for each element

and the regular stepwise shift in the wave-length with atomic number

suggest that the Moseley law also holds for L series lines. That it does

is clearly seen in Fig. 16.6.

In the photographs of Fig. 16.5 it is observed that is in each

case a faint line on the long wave-length side of La,. In addition it is

to be observed that Lp, and L?, are strong lines in Sn 50, In 49, Cd 48,

and Ag 47, whereas in the other elements they are faint. This is in

agreement with the general observation (see Fig. 16.6), that in going

to higher atomic numbers the number of observed lines increases. In

the heaviest elements the L series is composed of as many as 20 lines.

In plotting a graph similar to that given in Fig. 16.6, Moseley obtained

the same relation for L radiation that he had for K radiation (see Fig.

16.2). For the Lg, line, <t = 7.4 and A = *, which, by analogy with

hydrogen-like orbits, is written
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v = R(Z- 7Ay (16.4)

In 1916 Siegbahn^ discovered in the heavier elements a so-called

M radiation and 6 years later Dolejsek^ discovered a still softer radiation

called N radiation. Photographs* of M series lines from a group of

six elements are shown in Fig. 16.7. Like the K and L series lines,

the M series lines follow nearly straight lines <5h a Moseley diagram

and may be represented by Eq. 16.2. It should be pointed out in passing

that the M and L radiations arising from the heavy elements are harder

(i.e., of shorter wave-length) than the K radiation of the light elements.

K oc Vq Lj^ La

Direct Silver Bromine
Radiation Edge Edge

Fig. 16.8.—X-ray absorption edges of silver and bromine. {After de Broglie,)

16.3. Absorption Spectra.—In the first x-ray spectrograms taken
by de Broglie in 1916 a sudden change in blackening was always noted at

two discrete positions on the photographic plate. It is now known
that these abrupt changes are due to the selective absorption of the
silver and bromine in the photographic emulsion and that the wave-
lengths of the absorption edges are independent of the x-ray source

used (see Fig. 16.8). Further investigation shows that, when a thin layer

of some metal like Cu, Ag, Fe, or Sn, is placed just in front of the photo-
graphic plate, other absorption edges appear as characteristic of the

respective element used as an absorber. With successive elements

in the periodic table used as absorbing screens a regular stepwise shift

of the characteristic absorption edges is observed. This may be seen

in Fig. 16.9 for the elements Ag, Cd, In, Sn, Sb, Te, and I. The differ-

ence between the silver edge, which shows up on the right at the same
point in each spectrum, and the other edges at the left is due to the silver

absorption in the photographic plate itself (causing increased darkening)

and the absorption of the radiation before reaching the plate, respectively.

1 SiBGBAHN-, M., Verh. d. Deutsch. Phys. Ges., 18 , 278, 1916; CompL rend,, 162
,

787, 1916.
2 Dolejsek, V., Zeits. /. Phys., 10

, 129, 236, 1922.

3 These photographs are reproduced from original negatives kindly loaned by
F. R. Hirsch.
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A search for absorption edges over the large range of x-ray wave-

lesngths reveals in the heavier elements, in particular, several different

erffi:es for each element. For a given element the absorption edge

occurring at the shortest wave-length is called the K absorption limit.

]Beyond the K limit to longer wave-lengths three relatively close absorp-

"tion edges have been photographed for the elements starting at about

Hb 37* These three edges are called the L limits, Lj, Lu, and Lm^ in

•tlie order of their wave-lengths.^

Ag
^

CD

Its

Sn

SB

Te

I

I Ag

IPia. 16.9.—X-ray absorption edges of silver, cadmium, indium, tin, antimony, tellurium,

and iodine. (.After Erode arid Burmann,)

At still longer wave-lengths in the heaviest elements a group of five

a,bsorption edges has been observed. These are called the M limits,

ikfi, ikfii, Mill, Miy, and My.

Absorption limits are of very great importance in x-ray spectra,

for they furnish the clue to the origin of x-rays within the atom. A
very simple and plausible theory of this was first given by Kossel.^

A sharp absorption edge for a given element indicates that incident

x-rays having a frequency greater than a certain critical frequency

j'a are largely absorbed, whereas those of lower frequency pass on through

"the absorption screen with little diminution in intensity. The absorbed

energy hvc, or greater, taken from the x-ray beam is used up in ejecting

an electron. Such ejected electrons are called photoelectrons. The

several K, L, and M limits observed for each element correspond there-

fore to the energies necessary to remove electrons from the different

shells and subshells in the atom. The absorption limits thus provide

a direct means by which the energy levels of an atom may be determined.

This is the subject of the following section.

^ Por references concerning L absorption limits see M. Siegbahn,^ “Spektroskopie

d.er Rontgenstrahlen,^’ 2d ed., p. 271, 1931.
^ Kossel, ^V., Verh. d. Deutsch. Phys. Obs., 16

, 898, 963, 1914j 18
, 339, 1916j

Zeits.f.Phys., 1
, 119, 1920.
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16.4. Energy Levels.—In the preceding chapters of this book we

have been dealing with so-called optical spectra^ i.e., with radiation

arising from electron transitions in the outermost part of the atom.

In this chapter on x-rays, however, we are dealing with high-frequency

radiations known to arise from electron transitions between the inner

electron shells of the atom.

The condition for the excitation of an atom prior to its emission

of X radiation consists in the complete removal of an electron from

one of the completed inner subshells of electrons. This removal of

an electron may be accomplished by the inelastic impact of a high-speed

particle (an electron, proton, or atom), or by the absorption of a photon

of energy hvc or greater. With an electron removed from an inner shell

of the atom, an electron from one of the neighboring outer shells may

jump into the unoccupied orbit, giving rise simultaneously to x radiation

of energy hv given by the energy difference between the two stationary

states. Another electron from a shell still farther out may now jump

into the orbit just vacated giving rise to radiation of another frequency.

This process of emission will finally cease when the positively charged

ion captures an electron- With this explanation we see that the absorp-

tion limits, briefly discussed in the preceding section, should theoretically

give the x-ray energy levels of the atom.

In order to formulate some comprehensive picture of the atomic

processes just described and the energies involved in x-ray emission

and absorption, let us consider a specific example, viz,, the atomic system

of cadmium, Z = 48. Cadmium is here chosen for the reason that,

like He, Ne, A, Kr, Rn, Be, Mg, Ca, Sr, Ba, Zn, and Hg, it contains

in the normal state only completed subshells of electrons. The complete

electron configuration is given in Table 16.2.

Table 16 .2 .—ELBCTRO]sr Configuration of Neutral Cadmium

Shells K L M N 0

Subshells s

V
d

Ls‘2 2s2

2p^

3di«

The x-ray notation K, L, M, N, . . . represents the main shells

of electrons for which the total quantum number n == 1, 2, 3, 4,
• •

•
,

respectively. In cadmium there are five completed s subshells, three

completed p subshells, and two completed d subshells. These shells

and subshells are represented schematically in Fig. 16.10. In terms of a

quantum-mechanical model, similar to that given for rubidium in Fig.

7.1, each electron orbit in cadmium interpenetrates all other electron

orbits. The circles may therefore be thought of as a sort of time average

of the position of the electron in the atom (see Fig. 4.6).
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Of all the 48 extranuclear electrons in cadmium the two Is electrons

are the most tightly bound to the atom, since for the greater part of the

time they are inside all the remaining 46 electrons and in the field of the

nucleus of charge 48c. Second in binding energy come the 2s electrons,

screened partially from the nucleus by the two Is electrons. Third in

binding energy come the six 2p electrons screened quite effectively from

the nucleus by the four inner electrons Is^ and 2s^, Following the

L electrons the order of binding, as seen from Fig. 16.10, is 3s, Sp, 3d;

Fig. 16 . 10 .—Cadmium shells and subshells of electrons.

4s, 4p, M] and 5s, respectively. Since these binding energies are meas-

ured by the absorption edges, discussed in Sec. 16.3, an energy level

diagram is obtained by plotting just the frequencies of the absorption

limits.

At the bottom of Fig. 16.11 the normal state of the cadmium atom

with all of its electrons is represented by a state, where S = 0, L = 0.

and J = 0. The removal from the atom of one of the 6s electrons

raises the atom to the lowest state, where S = ^, L = 0, and J =

This ionized state is the single limit of the regular optical series of singlets

and triplets (see Fig. 11.6). The notation 5s-'- means that a 5s electron

has been removed from the neutral atom. This leaves the atom with an

incompleted subshell, a 5s electron.

The removal of a Is electron from the neutral atom, on the other

hand, raises the atom to the highest energy state K shown at the top of

the figure. The removed electron is represented by Is-'. With but

one electron remaining in the Is subshell this energy state is represented

by ''/Si, in the notation used in optical spectra. The term values given

at the left in the figure show that the binding energy of a Is electron is

about 3000 times that of a 5s valence electron.
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In a similar fashion the removal of a 25 electron, desil^^^

from the L shell raises the atom to the state Lj. In this st^^
^

with one 2s electron in an incompleted subshell is again in
^

Now the removal of a 2^ electron, 2p“^, from the L shel*
incomplete subshell 2p®, which, as we have seen in Sec.

to an inverted term,^ ^P| and These correspond ^

absorption limits Lm and Ln, respectively.

2,16'10® K
[2.55-10®]

K«lOf2;gl

'3.25-10^ L
I
-

3.01-10^. LD-
2 .86

-

10^ Lm-
[6.32- lOT

Mt-

-B:5.M0*=

IlSW

9.0-

10'

4.9-10'

1.0-

10' {Nr

.B2

K- Seri^

Seri

CADMIUM

qi ?2l ftjQj?

L" Series

7.3-10^ Oj ^ —
N- Series

11

Normal

i'Siy2 -is - is-'-r

2'S,/2 9s 2s-'

2p-'

1
§

3 3p'

^BS| 3d’

3s“’

3p-’

3d-'

_4jSy2 4s 4s-'

%j92l4p'
4p-'

4d’ 4d-'"4^0;

— — Normal optical levels

- 5^Sy2- 5s ~ 5s^

slate is22sV3sV3d'°4^4p‘^4d'°5s''
°

Fig. 16.11.—X-ray energy level diagram of cadmium.

Again the removal of a 3s, Zp, or 3d electron leaves
subshells 3s, 3p', or 3d®, giving rise to a ®jS term, two tet*i

terms, respectively. In optical notation these are

®Z)g, and and in x-ray notation they are Mi, Mu, Mm,M %

A continuation of this process for theN and 0 shells leads to tH*i
doublet levels shown in the figure. It should be pointed out
heavier elements of the periodic table 4/ electrons are presoj
rise to two more N levels, iVvi and Nvn and ®Fj) . With 1 1 »,

of a very close structure, not yet mentioned, S terms in x~r

' Any subshell of electrons lacking but one electron to complete it st*
inverted doublet level having an L value equal to the I value of the
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as in optical Bpcctra are always sinfrle; other levels P, D, F, . . . are

double.

Attempts by Moseley and his auceesaora to find a simple law governing

the terms, or, what is t he same t hing, the absorption limits v, as a function

of the atomic! number Z, luis led to the so-called Moseley diagram shown

in Fig. 16.12.' The regulariticB as well as the irregularities to be noted

in this figure can, for the most part, bo explained. This explanation will

be undertaken in the following sections.

16.6 . Selection and Intensity Rules.—The selection rules derived

from theoretical considerations and found to hold in optical spectra

also apply in x-ray sixsetra. Those rules for the various quantum

numbers ii, L, and J, are®

' Bohk, N., anil D. Costbk, ZtdtH. /. Phu^., 12, 342, 1623.

» Those Moloction nilos apply only to atoms of the cadinium type, i.e., to atoms in

which the energy levels aristf fnim the ahseace or presoneo of one electron in a subshell.

Although they may be applied to the chief x-ray line* of all atoms, they are only a

special case of a more general set of selection rules to he given in Sec. 16.10.
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Ara' arbitrary,
AL = +1 or — 1 ,

A/ = +1, 0, or —^1-
(16.5)

Transitions giving rise to the K and L series lines in cadmium are
shown in Fig. 16.11. Photographs of some of the strongest L and ifcsr
lines are given in Figs. 16.5 and 16.7 for a few of the elements. At the
right in these figures the respective transitions are designated in x-ray
notation and also in optical notation. It should be noted that not all
transitions allowed by the above rules have been observed. In particular
the transitions Li to Lh, and Li to im, although looked for by many
investigators, have not been observed with certainty. These are the
transitions for which An = 0. In optical spectra of the alkali metals
such transitions give rise to the strongest lines in the neutral spectrum.
In sodium the transitions Mi to Mn and Mx to Mm give rise to the first
doublet of the principal series. A plausible explanation of the absence
of these lines with an appreciable intensity in x-rays is that in the intensity
formulas, derived from theoretical considerations by Einstein,’^ there
occurs a factor v^. For the transitions An — 0 this factor is extremely
small, as compared with other allowed transitions starting from the same
initial states, and should therefore give rise to very weak lines. It must
be mentioned that, as in optical spectra, a few cases are known where
forbidden transitions are observed.*

It should be noted that when an electron jumps from a 3p to a 2s state
(for example, ilfni—>I/i), the atom goes from, the higher energy state iLi
to the lower energy state Mm. For this reason the transitions on all
energy level diagrams are shown as double arrows. The arrows pointing
up represent electron transitions of the type given in the figure with a.
minus sign prefixed, and the arrows pointing down represent energy
changes in the emission of radiation.

The same intensity rules derived and found to hold for optical spectra
are also found to hold in x-ray spectra. For observed lines not greatly
different in frequency the term in the intensity formulas may be
neglected and the intensity rules applied to multiplets in See. 12.15
may be used. According to these formulas the theoretical intensities
for the and lines (in optical notation *>S} — and — *Pg)
have the ratio 2:1. Accurate intensity measurements on some 24 ele-
ments are given in Table 16.3. The agreement between observation,
and theory for these lines is excellent.

lEiNSTBiK, A., Verh. d. Deutsch. Phys. Gea., 18 , 318, 1916; Phys. Zeits., 18, 121,
1917, see also Dieac, Proc. Roy. Soc., 114

, 243, 1927. There is now some question,
whether the p* factor belongs in the intensity formulae for spectrum lines.

‘ CosTBR, D., PMl. Mag., 43, 1070, 1922; .see also Kaufman, S., Phys. Rev., 40,
116, 1932.
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shorter than that of Ln.m. It may be seen that the La^ lines in Fig. 16.5,
where resolved, are quite faint as compared with the strongest line

The L/j lines are taken from diflferent plates and may not justly be
compared.

16.6. Fine Structure of X-ray Levels.—The three L levels, the five
M levels, the seven N levels, etc., may be referred to as the fine structure
of x-rays. Since a fairly satisfactory account of this fine structure may
be given, a treatment of the splitting of each main energy level into
2n — 1 sublevels is made the object of this and the three succeeding
sections.

It has already been pointed out that theL electrons move in an approx-
imately Coulomb field, the two K electrons acting very much as if they
had coalesced with the nucleus. This screening of the nucleus by the
K electrons reduces the nuclear charge by about two, so that, neglecting
for the moment the fine structure, the energy should be given by the
hydrogen-like formula

RZln ^ R{Z - (t)^

(16.6)

where R is the Rydberg constant = 109737 cm~S Zetf the effective
nuclear charge, Z the atomic nymber, and cr the screening constant
(equal to about two)

.

In a similar manner one can expect the M series to be given by a
formula of the same type. In this instance the M electrons are screened
from the nucleus by the eight L and two if electrons, thus reducing the
nuclear charge by roughly ten.

In addition to this internal screening effect there is also a correction
known as the external screening effect. This external screening is perhaps
most easily pictured by imagining any given outer shell of Q electrons
as distributed uniformly over the surface of a sphere of radius r. The
potential energy of an electron within this charged shell will thus be
Qe^/r. The sum of such energy terms taken over all external subshells
must be subtracted from the energy of the hydrogen-like orbit within.
Referring to Fig. 16.10, it is readily seen that the energy necessary to
carry an electron from the L shell through the other shells to infinity
is less than the energy required to do so when the outer electrons are
absent. In general this external screening is small compared with the
main energy, and, since the quantum-mechanical model has all orbits
interpenetrating all other orbits, it is customary to include the external
with the internal screening by means of the one screening constant cr.

This single constant cr will therefore represent collectively both types of
screening in the following treatment.

In anticipation of the fact that the x-ray energy levels will be almost
hydrogen-like, it is now an easy step from Sommerfeld^s fine-structure
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formula for hycirogen [soe Eq. (9.6)] to his x-ray formula. Replacing
j? by /J - <r, or — «,

_ 4
~ »)*(n _ 3'

*
H® n* \k 4;

HixHZ - 4.
Ho-'’ _ -An 5

?*» V»A"’
"*

-U-s 2A- K

“ «)Ylo^’
,
3»^

,
la"

+ # \Hko +8A^ + 8A»
"

where «* »• 4xV</A*r* •»» 5.30 X 10 " is the sciuaro of Bommerfeld’s
fine-structure ctinstunt, H is the Hydijcrg constant, tr and s are screening

constants, n is the total <juantum number, and k is Bommerfeld’s original

azimuthal «tHantum number; A " 1, 2, 3,
• • • fors, p, d, • •

• electrons,

respectively.

The a(iplicntion of this equation to observed x-ray energy levels,

to b(» given in the throe following Koctlons, shows that the screening

constants or and « are tliiToront from each other even though, a priori, they

might lie oxfjecliHl to be the same. This eejuation, without the screening

constant, was first tierivod by Sommerfold* from the orbital model

of hydrogen. Starting with Dirac's <iuantum-mochanical thecjry of

the electron (Sec. 9.9), (lordon has arrived at exactly the same formula.

With the serwning constants included, the first term in the equation

glvw the main energy of each electron shell n, and the second, third,

fourth, etc., terms give the fine-structure corrections. In Sommerfeld’s

early theory these latter corrections were duo to tlio relativity change

in mass of the electron, whereas, acu'ording to quantum-mechanleal

derivation from Dirac's theory, they are due jointly to w'hat has been

called the dtriron fpinnirblt inlrmdion and t.o relativity. It is for this

reastm that the fine-structure term differences, accounted for by the

second and succeetiltjg terms of this equation, are called spin-nkUmty

douhltiH. In x-ray notation these are the doublet intervals Ln — Lui,

Mil “ Mill, Mtv — Mv, Ntt — Will,
• •

•
,

for which Sommerfeld

assigned quantum numbers A • 1 for Ln, Mn, Nn, •
•

•
,

ifc 2 for

Lui, Mill, Miv, Nnu W.v, • •
•

,
A - 3 for Mv, Wv, Wv„ Oy, On, • •

;

etc. It is now known that t hose are not tim so-called azimuthal quantum
numlMsrs of (he ehsdron orbils but new quantum numbers given by

the Dirac ple<‘fron theory of hyrirogen-liko orbits. These new cjuantum

numbers (stw H<h’, 9.9) are assigned the values shown on page 316.

In Gonion's derivation t>f the fine-structure formula, takes the

place of Hommerfcld’s A* mi that |j'l
i)ecomeK the analogue of the old A.

One may therefore pns-ced to use Hommerfeld's formula, as it is given

SuMMBHSBi.a, A., " AUmibnu,*’ 6lh «!., p. 2«2.
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in Eq. (16.7), for with his values of k we shall obtain the q
mechanical term values (see Sec. 9.9).

Table 16.6

Screening Spin-relativity Screening Spin-relativity

Doublet Doublet Doublet Doublet

i i I I I
f - -1 +1 -2 +2 -3

The effect of the screening constants a and s in shifting th<

levels from those of hydrogen-like atoms to the observed x-rg

is illustrated in Fig. 16.13. At the left the Bohr term values a

by
Hydrogen Reduced Observed

-like terms terms

terms
n -1

,

Introducing the screening co]

to account for the internal and
fSyz screening these levels are each g

n sublevels:

^ R(Z - cr)2

where a is different for the
sublevels 5, p, d, .... Addir
the second, third, fourth, etc.,

Li2^p3/2
Eq. (16.7) simultaneously, ea(

with the exception of 8 leve!

into two sublevels. It should

^1^23^ that the values of n and k a
of the electron that has been ]m from the atom. These same

•mal are often used in front of ^8,I — ...
.

Normal are often used in front of ^8,

“Hr etc., to distinguish them frc

Fig. 16.13.—The splitting up of Other. The intervals Lx — Lx
energy levels according to Sommerfeld’s M-n M • ar-c^ a
formula. =

called 8creening doublets. In
notation (see Table 16.5 above) these are the levels having the
8, and J values but different L values.

\ 1 2
t' OJ

i Jl‘0 .

k“l

\ ^ CVi

16.7. Spin-relativity Doublets (Regular Doublets).—The tei

relativity doublet refers in general to each pair of energy levels ha
same n, 8, and L values but different J values. In x-ray :

these are the intervals Ln — L,xi, Mn — Mm, Mw — ilfy, Nu
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iSTv, iVvi - iVvn, Oh - Oiu, Oiv - Ov, etc., which prior to the

Lin mechanics were called regular doublets. The intervals between

f these doublets in the various elements in the periodic table are

accurately from observed differences between a number of x-ray

im lines (see Figs. 16.5 and 16.7).

B substitution in Sominerfeld’s formula of the known quantum

;rs n and k for a given doublet leads to the so-called regular doublet

Substituting in Eq. (16.7), one obtains two equations for each

,t. For the// doublet (2^Pi — 2^Pi),

RiZ — cr)* Ra^{Z — s)'‘j'5 ^ — <{^2

22 H 2^-^
' ^4 ^ 8 2^^ ^

+ W -.')•+ }' (le-io)

+ a
if Af* represents the difference between tnese two equations,

+ ^“(;j _ a)* -b ^^^{Z - a)^ + •
• (16.12)

though only the first term of the analogous Eq. (9.6) is required

scribing the hydrogen fine structure, Sommerfeld^ has shown that

rst term of this eciuation does not suffice to determine s and that

r terms are necessary.

:6m. the observed x-ray lines, shown in Fig. 16.5 and tabulated in

s 16.1, the following screening constants (Table 16.6) are computed:

1 1 6.6.—Bckebnino Constants s bob the Spin-beuativity Doublet Lh - Lin

{After Sommerfeld)

lenient Z ^v/R Z - s 8

Cl> 41 6.90 37.63 3.47

Mo 42 7.70 38.60 3.60

Rn 44 9.49 40.64 3.46

Rla 46 10.48 41.63 3.47

Pd 4ti n.67 42.65 3.46

Ajj? 47 12.69 43.62 3 . 4B

Cd 48 13.96 44.62 3 . 48

tii 49 16.29 46.60 3.60

Six 60 16.72 46.61 3.49

3o3mcmh5EFBLD, a., ^^Atombau/’ 5th ed., p. 300*
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It is observed that s is practically a constant independent
For some 40 elements from Z = 41 to Z = 92 Sommerfeld obtai:

average value

s = 3.50 ± 0.05. I

In a similar fashion Eq. (16.7) gives for the Mn — Mm d

(32Pi - 32Ps),

Nv = Ra'^{z-sy{z
3^ 12

279a“

288

13059a*

20736
(Z - s)* + • • •

(

From the observed doublet separations of the elements Z =
Z = 92, WentzeP has shown that s is again constant throughoi
Table 16.7) and has the average value

s = 8.5 + 0.4.

Table 16.7.—Scebbning Constants s poe the Spin-eelativity Doublet Mi
(After Wenizel)

Cb 41 Mo 42 Ru 44 Rh 45 Pd 46 Ag 47 Cd 48 In 49 J

8.60 ' 8.56 8.52 8.50 8.52 8.58 8.28 8.56

Similar calculations carried out for other spin-relativity dc

have yielded the following average values for s.

Table 16 .8 .—Scebeninq Constants s poe Spin-relativity Double
(After Sommerfeld and Wentzel)

2»5} 2^Pi - 2^Pi - 32P
3 3“D| — 4*5i

Li Lii — Lm Ml Mn Mm Mtv My J7i Nn
2.0 3.50 6.8 8.5 13 14

- *

The method used in determining the screening constants f

single Li, Mi, and Ni levels is given in Sec. 16.8. Attempts to ca
s from theory alone have been made by Pauling.^ By a firsl

perturbation treatment of the problem Pauling has been able to ca
values which, in general,' are in quite good agreement with those
above.

16.8. The Regular-doublet Law.—^The regular-doublet law,

known in x-ray spectra, refers to the apparent law governing th<

relativity doublets Ln — Lm, Mn — Mm, Mw — My, Nn — Nt
Neglecting higher terms in Eq. (16.12), or Eq. (16.14), the la''

be expressed by the first term of the equation as follows: The ,

separaMon, Av in wave numbers, for any spin-relativity doublet is a%

mately proportional to the fourth power of the effective atomic r

‘ See Wbntzbl, G., Zeits. f. Phys., 16, 46, 1923.
* Pauling, L., Zeits. f. Phys., 40, 344, 1927.
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Z — s. As an example of the validity of this law consider the La — Lm
doublet. For this doublet (see Table 16.8) s = 3.5, and Av, to a first

approximation, is given by

Ax = - 3.5)^ (16.16)

Now the values of Ax for some 70 elements are known quite accurately

from the average of several observed x-ray doublet intervals — Ka»

L„ - Li, L^a — is. and the absorption limits Ltl — Lm-

Tbe average values of Ax are plotted in Fig. 16.14 with four different sets

of ordinates -^Av/R, Av/R, -s/Av/R, and Av/R. The y/Av/R

Fig. 16.14.—The regular-doublet law for L doublets in x-ray spectra.

curve, with an intercept at 3.5, shows that the fourth power law [Eq.

(16.16)] gives the best agreement.

16.9. Screening Doublets and the Irregular-doublet Law.—Making a

systematic study ofL series lines, Hertz^ in 1920 announced what is known

as the irregular-^douhlet law. This law applies to those pairs of energy

levels having the same n, S, and J values but different L values and

states that the difference between the square roots of the term values of a

given doublet is a constant independe^it of the atomic number Z. This

law found by Hertz to hold for the Li and Ln levels of the six elements

Cs, Ba, La, Ce, Pr, and Nd is now known to hold for all doublets Li — Ln,

M-l — ikfn, Mm — ilLiv, Ni — Nu, Nm — iViv, and Ny - Nvi (see

Fig. 16.12). That the law is only approximately true is shown by the

values of A\/T/R given in the last column of Table 16.9. A general

widening of the interval with increasing Z is observed.

In formulating the irregular-doublet law Hertz began with the

equation

^ Hertz, G., Zeits. /. Phys.j 3, 19, 1920.
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rr _RiZ - <rY
(16.17)

Transposing R and taking the square root, this equation becomes

(16.18)

If now 0-1 and as are the screening constants for the two levels of a doublet,
the difference is written

’

Act— = constant.
n (16.19)

Referring to Fig. 16.16 the factor cri — ai is seen to be practically
a constant for the two levels forming an irregular doublet. This is

Table 16.9. The Irregulah-doublet Law fob the X-ray Levels Li and Z,h

Element Vt/r
{Li)

Vt/r
(Lii)

i^-\/TIR

Cs 55 20.538 19.873 0.665
Ba 56 21.022 20.355 0.667
La 57 21. 5U 20.837 0.677
Ce 58 21.984 21.310 0.674
Pr 59 22.456 21.785 0.671
Nd 60 22.939 22.260 0.679
Tb 65 25.349 24.664 0.685
Yb 70 27.830 27.i20 0.710
Re 75 30.381 29.667 0.714
Hg 80 33.051 . 32.349 0.702
Th 90 38.844 38.055 0.789
U 92 40.053 39.256 0.797

the irregular-doublet law more recently referred to as the screening-
doublet law.

Sommerfeld has shown that a refinement of the irregular-doublst
law is brought about by the use of the so-called reduced terms [Eq. (16.9)]
rather than the observed terms (see Fig. 16.13). With values of the
screening constants s determined from the spin-relativity doublets
of the preceding section, the higher terms of Eq. (16.7) can be calculated
and the corrected, or reduced, terms

rp, _ R{Z — (tY
(16.20)

evaluated. Dropping all but the first two terms in Eq. (16.7), and
substituting the value of T', we obtain

rpt _ iji Roi^jZ — s)^/n sN
n,*- V* 4

/

(16.21)
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f represents the observed term values given directly by the absorp-

nxits.

. Moseley diagram of reduced terms is shown in Fig. 16.16. For

I n the resultant curves are now (juite parallel to each other. The

.lelism is more accurately shown by the following Table 16.10.

Tamuk 16.10.-"-The lRKKc)m.AR-DOUBi,HiT Law kou Reduced Terms

{ASter Sornmerfeld)

Ch 55 Ba56 La 57 €c 58 Pr 69 Nd 60 Ba 62 G(1 64 Dy 60 Er68

rjR
- 2»P o.m 0.5« 0.00 0.59 0.69 0.59 0.59 0.58 0.68 0.6S

WTTi
- 3»P 0.64 0.54 0.51 0.54 0.56 0.61 0.61 0.63 0.64 0.53

T'jn
- 3“£) 1.21 1 .19 1.20 1.19 1.19 1.19 1.20 1.19 1.18 1.19
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Although the values shown here are quite constant, some of

for elements not given in the table, deviate slightly more
average value. It should be pointed out that there are no spii

doublets from which to calculate s and a for the levels,

however, making the assumption that the irregular-doublet h

for the reduced terms, has adjusted the screening constants

levels until the curves fo]

and 4^5 (see Fig. 16.15) a
^11% -^Q center curves as shov

values of 8 have been ii

Table 16.8.

In Fig. 16.15 the da

through the origin represent

like atoms for which th

screening. The difference

these ideal curves and t

|-ir Ljn

* ponding reduced curves

multiplied by n, gives di

K screening constant a* plott

16.16. The sudden chan

slope of theM andN curves

Fig. 16.16.—Screening constants <r. imately Z = 57 and Z ==

Wter Sommerfdd.)
increased screening efi

4/ electrons added in the rare-earth elements. Their addit

an increase in the external screening discussed in Sec. 16.6. A
feld^ shows, the corresponding increase in the screening co

a state of total quantum number n is directly proportional

inversely proportional to the effective nuclear charge; hence

is relatively slight for states of low quantum number, as is, ind

out by the figure. Similar screening effects are shown by th

diagram of Fig. 16.12 for the sequence of elements where 1

electrons are added.®

The irregular-doublet law has an aspect other than th

parallelism of Li and Lu on a Moseley diagram, viz.^ the

difference Av — Tlj_ — is very nearly a linear function of 1

number Z. Although the x-ray transitions Ln to Li have noi

observed, this law is of considerable importance in optical spec

1 Wentzbl, G., Zeits. /. Phys,, 16 , 46, 1923.

2 SoMMERFELD, A., “Atombau,” 5th ed., p. 427.

3 These sequences of elements and the screening effect due to the ad*

and 4d electrons have been treated theoretically by L. Pauling, Zeits. j

344, 1927. See also L. Pauling and S. Goudsmit, “Structure of Line Sped
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the c<jrre«ponding transiticiiiH are observed. Let us start with Hertz’s

B>,, (16.17),

Af ™ AT =« ~ o'l)'* {Z — ffs)*j. (16.22)

Uptui inultipiyiiig otit, one ohtnirw

Ap

H

- <Ti + (Tsl

' 2'”'

f

^ CiiZ — Cii). (10.23)

Pbta of A^/H for tho intorvalH L r Ml — Mu, Mm — Miv, JVi “ Nil,

and Nm — Ntv given in Fig. 16.17 hIkiw, at least over short ranges of

how closely this law ajipHes,

Those curvw are to bo compared

with the -^v law for the regular

doublet (Fig. 16.14).

18.10. A Predicted Multiplet

Structure in X-r«ys.- In Hoc. 16.4

the cadmium atom was chosen ns a

suitable example for the discussion

of the origin of x-ray energy levels

for the rtiason that alt subshells of

electrons are complete in the neutral

atom and the resultant angular

momentum of all the oxtramiclear

electrons is zero. 'I’hc renutval of an

inner electron fr«>m the atom in this

simple case would leave the atom

with tlie same angular iiujmen-

tum as that of the romovetl electron,

either f 4- i or f — If, on t he other hand, an atom with an incomplete

valencMiloctron sulMhell is considered, tiie resultant angular momentum

J'l of this Older ehdl must Ihj comhinoti with the resultant angular momen-

tum Ji of the inmr sMl to give the resultant angular momentum J of

the at<tm. This, by analogy with optical spectra, may be aooompliehed

in such a way as to give several different J’s for the same x-ray level Jt.

The energy dllTerencti iwtween the various poseiblo J’s will depend on the

tyi^ of coupling that may arise between the two Ji’s. For heavy ele-

ments, in general, internuKiiato shells of electrons will screen quite

effectively the inner shell fr«>m the outer shell, and the coupling will l>e

closely JJ, For the lighter elements, where the two shells arc not

screened from each other, the electron spins may interact strongly and

the coupling will then l>o closely IS. X-ray energy levels for most

elements are therefore ext>ected to show a multiplet fine structure similar

to that observed In optltsal spectra.
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Attempts to observe this predicted structure in x-ray lines have
been made by a number of investigators. Coster and Druyvesteyn/
and Van der Tuuk,^ for example, have observed complicated structures

in the N levels of the rare-earth elements. Because of the lack of

sufficient resolving power in x-ray apparatus detailed studies of these

multiplet structures have not yet been made. This multiplet structure

is not to be confused with the x-ray satellites to be discussed in the

following section. The selection and intensity rules for these more
complex atoms may be given here since they are the same as those used
in optical spectra (see Secs. 12.14 and 12.15).

The selection rules for x-rays are:

Z/>S-coupling JJ-coupling
= 0 AJi = 0

AZ/ = +1, 0, — 1 Nj 2,
= ”|“1, 0, —

1

AJ = +1, 0, -1 AJ - +1, 0, -1

subject to the further restriction that odd terms combine only with even
terms.

Since the splitting of x-ray energy levels, due to a resultant angular

momentum of the valence electrons, is in general very small, a number
of the radiated lines will fall together as a single line. For this reason,

and by virtue of the fact that the sum rules are valid for multiplets, the

selection and intensity rules given in Sec. 16.5 will, when applied to the

one-electron jumping in the inner part of the atom, describe adequately
the observed lines.

16.11. X-ray Satellites.—X-ray satellites are those relatively weak
lines often observed close to and on the high-frequency side of the chief

x-ray diagram lines. These satellites, sometimes called non-^diagram
lines, were first discovered by Siegbahn and Stenstrdm^ on the high-

frequency side of the K series lines of the elements Na 11 through Zn 30.

Since their discovery an extensive investigation of the L series lines by
Richtmyer and Richtmyer^ and others has shown that a number of

satellites appear on the high-frequency side of the chief L lines of most of

the elements from Cu 29 through U 92. Similarly, Hirsch® and others have
shown that M series satellites are to be found in the elements Yb 70
through U 92. The regions of a number of these satellites are' marked
in Figs. 16.5 and 16.7 and may in some of the reproductions be traced
from one element to the next. Semi-Moseley plots of the satellites of

^ CosTEE, D., and M. J. Dehyvesteyn, Zeits. /. Phys.y 40, 766, 1927.
2 Van dee Tuuk, J. H., Zeits. f. Phys., 44, 737, 1927.
3 Siegbahn, M., and W. StensteOm, Phys. Zeits.j 17, 48, 318, 1916.
4 Richtmyee, F. K., and R. D, Richtmyee, Phys. Rev., 34, 674, 1929; see also

Richtmyee, F. K., and S. Kaufman, Phys. Rev., 44, 606, 1933,
fiJIiESCH, F. R., Phys. Rev., 38, 914, 1931.

j^or vice versa
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some of the more prominent x-ray lines are given in Fig. 16.18. The
square roots of Lv/R (the difference in frequency between satellite

and nearest chief x-ray line, divided by the Rydberg constant R ==

109737 cm'~^) are plotted as ordinates against the atomic number Z,

The first attempt to explain x-ray satellites was made by WentzeT
in 1921. WentzeFs hypothesis requires essentially a double ionization

of the atom by high-speed electrons followed by a single electron

jump and the simultaneous emission of a radiated frequency Vs- Because

of certain apparent defects in WentzeFs theory as it was first proposed,

Ford.)

Richtmyer^ advanced the theory that in a doubly ionized atom double

electron jumps probably occur giving rise simultaneously to a single

radiated frequency In view of recent developments in atomic spectra

it would appear that both theories are plausible and that together they

explain with some satisfaction the observed satellites.

Consider first WentzeFs theory, extended by Druyvesteyn,® as it

has been applied to the satellites of the x-ray line K^t in the elements

A1 13 to Fe 26. The parent line of the ordinary x-ray spectrum is

due to the transition K — Afn.in which, neglecting the fine structure

Mil — Mm, will be written K — M, The well-known satellite

has been assigned by Druyvesteyn to the transition KL — LM, This

last notation indicates that in the initial state of the atom one K and oneL
electron is missing and that the transition of an M electron into the

vacant K shell leaves the atom in a final state with one L and oneM elec-

tron missing. Now the term KL is somewhat greater than the sum of the

^ Wentzbl, G., Ann. d. Phys., 66, 437, 1921; Zeits. f. Phys., 31, 446, 1925.

2 Richtmyer, F. K., Phil. Mag., 6, 64, 1928; Jour. Franklin Inst, 203, 325, 1929.

® Druyvesteyn, M. J., ZeiU. f. Phys., 43, 707, 1927; Dissertation, Groningen,

1928.
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K and L terms of the ordinary x-ray-term scheme and the term LM is

greater than the sum of the L and M terms. This follows directly from

the assumption that the energy necessary to remove an L electron from

an atom in which a K electron is missing is greater than that necessary

to remove the same electron from a normal atom. When a K electron

is missing, the inner screening is smaller by unity than in the case of the

normal atom so that the binding energy of the L electron is approximately

that for the corresponding electron in the element with the next higher

atomic number. It therefore follows that

{KL)z = Kz + Lz+i (16.24)

and
{LM)z =Lz + Mz^i. (16.25)

The difference in frequency between the satellite (KL — LM) z and the

parent line {K — M)z becomes

= {JS.Lz - LMz) - - Mz) = (Lz-fi - 1^2) - {Mz^i - Mz).

(16.26)

With these known differences^ on the right Druyvesteyn obtained for

K^n, — the following values of Av/i?.

Table 16.11.—Observed and Calculated Positions of the Satellites.

Values of Av/R
* {After Druyvesteyn)

Element

Z
Observed

AvjR

Calcu

-t'li.ni

dated

Lx

A1 13- 1.79 2.23 1.82 2.34

Si 14 2.07 2.74 2.11 2.63

P 15 2.38 2.97 2.40 2.92

S 16 2.97 2.70 3.22

Cl 17 3.27 2.97 3.49

K 19 3.59 3.55 4.07

Ca 20 3.83 3.84 4.36

Sc 21 3.77 3.53 4.05
,

Ti 22 3^72 3.73 4.25

V 23 3.92 3.95 4.47

Cr 24 4.00 4.16 4.68

Mn 25 4.34 4.38 4.90

Fe 26 4.69 4.58 5.10

When one takes the fine structure of the L levels and neglects the

relatively smaller fine structure of the M levels, Eq. (16.26) predicts a

^The L differences being always greater than the M differences, Eq. (16.25)

indicates that the satellites will appear on the high-frequency side of the parent

x-ray line (see Fig. 16.5).
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fine structure for Since the in — Lm interval is small as compared
with Li ~ ill, the observed fine structure should first reveal itself as a
doublet. This splitting is observed in the first three elements, Al, Si, P.

It should be pointed out that, if the fine structure of both the initial

and final states is considered in the above example, many different

transitions become possible. The satellites should therefore be
composed of a number of lines. Consider, for example, the possible

ways in which satellite transitions KL - LM may take place. All

of the possible terms and transitions are shown in the following scheme
(Table 16.12).

Table 16.12

Even Odd

K Li
Is-i

^S ^S

ip sp ip ap ^P^D^F^P^D^F
2s“i 2p-i 2p-^ 3d-i

Li Mil,hi Lii,iii Mi Ln,in Miv,v

Odd

K Lii.in

Is-i 2p-i

ip sp

^S ^S ^S^P^D^S^P^D
2s-i 3s-“i 2s-i 3d-i 2p’-i 3p-i

Li Mi Li Miv,v Lii,ni Mu.m

Even

The configurations are given in terms of the missing electrons and the

levels in LS^“Coupling. Regardless of the type of coupling to be expected

between two adjacent incompleted subshells, the number of terms will be

the same as that given in the table above. Of the many allowed transi-

tions it should be noted that those given by KLi — Lii,mMiv,y involve

the double electron jump 2p3d to 152$.^ All double electron jumps are

shown by dotted lines. In this diagram we see that both single and

double electron jumps are possible. Although the double jumps are

possible, they should give rise to weaker lines.^

Langer^ and Wolfe^ have suggested that the five well-known satellites

of Koi (see Fig. 16.18) are to be attributed to the transitions KL^LL.
Following Wolfe's assignments, based upon quantitative calculations

of the electron-interaction energies in a Hartree field for the potassium

atom (see Fig. 7.2), a schematic energy-level diagram has been con-

structed in Fig. 16.19. The parent K and L levels are shown at the left

with the unresolved doublet below. The removal of a second

electron from the atom splits these levels (neglecting valence electrons if

^ The selection rules for double electron jumps are Ah = 1, Ah - 0, 2.

2 A treatment of double electron jumps in x-ray spectra has been given by E. G.

Ramberg, Phys. Rev., 46, 389, 1934.

^Langer, R M., Phys. Rev., 37, 467, 1931.

^ Wolfe, H. C., Phys. Rev., 43, 221,1933.
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here are any in unclosed subshells) into singlets and triplets as shown.

As pointed out by Wolfe, L/S-coupling is to be expected in these levels

since the spin-orbit interaction energy (shown by the Ln — Lm interval)

is small compared with the interaction between the two electrons (shown

by the satellite separations). Five of the six allowed transitions account

for the five observed satellites. The sixth allowed transition, shown

as a dotted line, is a double electron transition and should give rise to a

relatively weak line on the low-frequency side of Ka'. The results show

T r 1 1 ~ii
K<xi2 Ka' a5a4 a^aa

'Fig. 16.19.—Splitting up of x-ray levels due to the removal of a second electron from the

atom. Illustrating a possible explanation of x-ray Ka satellites.

that Wolfe^s assignments give a reasonable explanation of the Ka satel-

lites. The Kfi satellites may also be assigned in the same way to the

transitions shown in Table 16.12.

Although the existing data for checking this theory are somewhat

limited, double ionization followed by single, or less frequently by

double, electron transitions accompanied by the simultaneous emission

of a single radiated frequency appears to be a very plausible explanation

of x-ray satellites in general.

There appears to be, at j&rst sight, two processes by which double

ionization of an atom may be brought about: (1) a single high-speed

particle may remove both electrons, and (2) two high-speed particles

may collide successively with the atom and remove one electron after

the other. Du Mond and Hoyt, and others, have shown experimentally

that the latter tandem process must be ruled out. From the theoretical

standpoint the probability that two collisions will occur within the life
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time of the excited state is far too small to account for the observed

satellites.

Although few quantitative data are to be found on the excita-

tion potentials of x-ray satellites, observation supports the theory

of double ionization by a single impact. Druyvesteyn has shown for

example that while the parent x-ray lines in vanadium appear at

5.45 kv., the satellites Ka,,, appear only at potentials above 6.09 ± 0.1 kv.

This is not in agreement with Wentzeks early suggestion that two

K electrons have been removed from the atom. Assuming Wolfe's

assignments are correct for Ka,,, (see Fig. 16.19), the removal of one

K and one Liijii electron from vanadium requires about the same

energy as that necessary to remove a K (Is) electron from vanadium,

Z = 23, and an Lu.m (2p) electron from chromium, Z = 24. The

sum of these two ionization potentials is 6.450 + 0.586 = 6.036 kv.,

in excellent agreement with observation. In a similar manner the

line (due to the transition Lm - Ny) in Ag 47 has an excitation potential

of 3.34 kv., and the satellites should, if attributed to the allowed

transitions LmMi - MiNy, appear at about 20 per cent higher voltages,

ic,, 4.00 kv. This likewise is in good agreement with experiment.

16.12. Explanation of X-ray Absorption Spectra.—In photographing

x-ray absorption edges, it often happens that absorption lines are found

close to and on both sides of the absorption edge. Under high dispersion

and resolving power the lines on the low-frequency sides appear as

absorption lines, whereas those on the high-frequency side appear as

subsidiary absorption edges. In 1920 KosseT made the suggestion

that an inner electron, as the result of the absorption of a photon hvj need

not be completely removed from the atom but instead be simply excited

to one of the outer unoccupied states. The lowest possible frequency

to be absorbed therefore would be given by the energy necessary to

carry an inner electron to the most tightly bound but unoccupied electron

orbit. These transitions are governed by the same selection rules valid

in emission spectra and lie within only a few volts of the absorption

edges^ which would correspond to complete removal of the electron.

A detailed study by Kievit and Lindsey® of the subsidiary absorption

edges, observed on the high-frequency side of the K edges of the elements

Ca 20 to Zn 30, appears to confirm the theory already postulated, that

they are due to the removal of more than one electron from the atom.

Kronig'^ has, however, been able to explain this extended structure-

more satisfactorily on the basis of the existence of prohibited zones

in the velocity spectrum of free electrons in crystals.

1 Kossel, W., Zeits. f. Phys.j 1, 124, 1920.

2 SiBGBAUN, M., Zeits. f. Phys., 67, 567, 1931.

3 Kievit, B., and G. Lindsey, Phys. Rev., 36, 648, 1930.

4 Kronig, R. de L., Zeits. f. Phys., 70, 317, 1931; 76, 191, 1932.
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It should be mentioned that for a given element the chief absorption

edges are not always found at the same wave-length but vary somewhat
by an amount that depends upon the chemical composition of the

substance used in producing the edge. This shifting of the edge has

been attributed by Pauling^ to the difference in the electrostatic fields

within the material used as a screen. As an example of the magnitude

of the shift, the K limit of sulphur, as measured from 50 different com-

pounds, lies between X = 4987.3 and X = 5011.7 X units, a maximum
variation of 34.4 X units.

^

^ Pauling, L., Phys. Rev., 34, 954, 1929.

^SiEGBAHN, M., ^^Spektroskopie der Rontgenstrahlen,” 2d ed., p. 284, 1931.



CHAPTER XVII

ISOELECTRONIC SEQUENCES

The term isoelectronic sequence as it is commonly used refers to a

sequence of atoms having the same number of extranuclear electrons.

In general such a sequence starts with any element in the periodic table

and is followed by other elements in the order of their atomic number.
Since each neutral element contains one more electron than the one
just preceding it in the periodic table, each atom must be stripped,

i.e., ionized, of just the right number of electrons to leave it isoelectronic

with the first element in the sequence. Suppose, for example, that a

sequence starts with potassium, Z = 19. The following elements,

calcium, Z = 20, scandium, Z = 21, titanium, Z == 22, etc., are all

made isoelectronic with neutral potassium (K I) by removing one
electron from calcium, yielding Ca II; two electrons from scandium,

yielding Sc III; three electrons from titanium, yielding Ti IV, etc.

Because each atom in such a sequence contains the same number of

extranuclear electrons the energy levels and the spectrum lines arising

from each atom will show remarkable similarities from element to

element. Moreover, the empirical rules discovered from a study of

these energy levels and spectrum lines are closely associated with the

well-known x-ray doublet laws treated in the preceding chapter.

In 1923 Paschen’- and Powler^ identified series of sodium-like doublets

in Mg II, A1 III, and Si IV.

Not long afterward, Land6 pointed out the similarity between

the first doublet of the principal series of these elements and the spin

relativity or regular doublets Lu — Lm, Mn — Mm, •
•

• of x-ray

spectra.® This correlation between x-ray and optical spectra in turn led

him to the correct assignment of the quantum numbers k and j to the

x-ray levels X, Liji.xn, etc. Similarly, de Broglie and

Dauvillier^ pointed out that the Ln — Lm doublet is analogous to the

P doublet of the alkalies and that these two doublets therefore must

have the same azimuthal quantum numbers. At about the same time

1 Pabchbn, P., Ann. d. Phys.^ 71, 142, 1923.

2 powLBB, A., Proc. Roy. Soc., A, 103, 413, 1923; Phil. Trans. Roy. Soc.j 225, 1,

1926.

®Land^!, a., Zeits.f. Phys.j 16, 391, 1923.

^ Db Broglie, L., and A. Dauvillibr, Jour, de phys. et radium, 6, 1, 1924.
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Millikan and Bowen, ^ quite independently, were able to go furi

show that the regular- and irregular-doublet laws of x-rays

applied to optical doublets. Somewhat later an extension of th(

laws to complex spectra was made by Gibbs and White.

^

17.1. Isoelectronic Sequences of Atoms Containing One
Electron.—As an example of

plest type of isoelectronic sequ

us consider the group of al

atoms that are isoelectronic w
tral potassium, Z = 19, viz.: \

II, Sc III, Ti IV, V V, Cr V]

In this sequence each atom coi

addition to the closed shells of e

one single valence electron,

similar core of 18 electrons (1^

3^2 3p«) and one valence elect

system of energy levels and the

:

series of spectrum lines chara

of each element will consist of d

Photographs of the first me
the principal series of the fi

elements K I, Ca II, Sc III,

and V V are reproduced in F
The potassium doublet, in the

end of the visible spectrum,

ionized calcium doublet, in th<

are the strongest lines in K I

•

^'^-^^.I.-Photographsof^^ n -prom these and other ccipal-aenes doublets 4s,2>Sj — 4p,
i.

for the isoelectronic sequence K I, Ca II, doublets, energy level diagrs
Sc III, Ti IV, and V V. easily formulated for each ele

the sequence. It is with these energy levels and the laws gc

them that we are now concerned.

By analogy with x-ray doublets [see Eq. (16.17)], term va
given by Hertz’s formula

T =

From the theory of penetrating orbits on the other hand th

also be represented by (see Sec. 7.4)

T =
(n - /xy

1 Millikan, R. A., and I. S. Bowen, Phys. Rev., 24, 209, 1924; 26, 2
26, 160, 1926; 27, 144, 1926.

2 Gibbs, R. C., and H. E. White, Phys. Rev., 29, 426, 1927; 29, 665, 1927; 1

Acad. Sci., 13, 625, 1927.

w
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TIE

1679.36 1715.82
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In the first formula, Z is the atomic number, n is-the principal quan-
tum number and o- is a screening constant. In the second formula
Z„ is the effective nuclear charge outside the atom and

ij, is the quantum
defect. {Zo takes the values, unity for neutral atoms, two for singly
ionized atoms, three for doubly ionized atoms, etc.) The differences
between the term values of all atoms as given by the first formula and
those of hydrogen-like atoms as given by

T = RZ^
(17.3)

are accounted for by the screening constant ir, whereas in the second
formula the differences are attributed to the quantum defect /j,. We

Fio. 17.2.—Moaoley diagram of the isoeleotronio aequenoe K I, Ca II, So III, . . . The
slopes are closely 1/n.

shall now see how both of these formulas apply separately to the doublets

of an isoelectronic sequence. Transposing R in the first formula [Eq.

(17.1)] and taking the square root,

(17.4)

In Table 17.1 and in Fig. 17.2 the observed term values for the potassium-

like doublets are given, as is customary in x-rays, in terms of VT/R.

It is observed from the difference columns in Table 17.1 and from

the Moseley diagram that levels with the same principal quantum
number (n — 4) run nearly parallel. It is to be noted further that

the slopes of the curves, as shown by the dotted lines, are in agreement

with Eq. (17.4), i.«., they are very nearly equal to 1/n. If the dotted

lines are drawn through the zero-zero origin of coordinates, as they
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should be for hydrogen-like atoms, the ordinate difference

them and the plotted points will, when multiplied by n, ^

screening value of the 18 extranuclear electrons. These

Table 17.1.

—

Values of y/TIR for the Potassium-like IsoblectroN]

K I, Ca II, Sc III, Ti IV, . . .
1

Term KI Diff. Ca II m- Sc III Biff. Ti IV Di

SW 0.350 0.516 0.865 0.484- 1.349 0.4s4 1.783 0.A
0.565 0.369 0.934 0.326 1.260 0.305 1 .565 O.i

42p 0.448 0.353 0.801 0.319 1.120 0.298 1.418 O.i

4“D 0.263 0.33Jt 0.597 0.296 0.893 0.284 1.177 O.i

0.250 0.253 0.502 0.255 0.757 0.257 1.014 0.^

1 Term values T for a Moseley diagram are always computed with respect to the seri€

constants have been calculated and are given in Table I"

the doublet fine-structure separations of and ar

compared with — W or ^P — separations, they are

in the figures and in the tables.

Table 17.2.

—

Values of the Screening Constant a for the Ihc

Sequence of Potassium-like Atoms

Electron

configuration
Term KI Ca II Sc III Ti IV

3d 32D 17.95 17.40 16.95 16.66

4s 4^8 16.74 16.26 15.96 15.74

4p 42P 17.21 16.80 16.52 16.33

4d 4^D 17.95 17.61 17.43 17.29

4/ 4^F 18.00 17.99 17.97 17.94

In general it is observed, as would be expected from s

atomic models, that the screening by 18 core electrons is not s<

for penetrating s and p electrons as it is for the nonpenetrati

trons. In the particular sequence chosen it should be noted

K I the 3^P states have considerably larger cr values (see Fig.

is this change in the binding of 3d electrons that brings abou
ruption at potassium in the building up of the elements of tl

table.

A more general study of the electron-binding energies and t]

tion of the x-ray laws to the alkali-like doublets throughout tl

table is brought out in the Moseley diagram of Fig. 17.3. In
of five isoelectronic sequences it is observed (1) that levels wit]

n value are closely parallel, (2) that the slopes of the curves f'

sequence are quite accurately 1/n, (3) that the slopes of m
deviate more and more from 1/n in going to heavier and heavie;
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(4) that the curves start at approximately the same value for all

sequences aud toward heavier elements curve slightly upward, (5)

that the ^S,
,
and curves for heavier elements curve downward,

Fig. 17.3.—Moseley diagrams of the doublet levels in five periods of the periodic table.

(After Gibbs and White,)

and (6) that the 3^Z) curves change their slope abruptly between the

Na and K sequences.

Although little is known concerning the energy levels of the rare-

earth elements, it is suspected that the curve in the last sequence

Flo. 17.4.—Energy level diagrams of the potassium-like atoms. A modified Moseley

diagram. (After White.)

should have a much steeper slope than that indicated in the figure.

This seems necessary from the standpoint of the building on oif electrons

in the 14 rare-earth elements starting with cerium. The figure as it is
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now shown indicates that a 5d electron is more tightly bound to the

triply ionized cerium atom, Ce IV, than is a 4/ electron. A comparison

of Fig. 17.3 with the x-ray Moseley diagram of Fig. 16.15 brings out a

number of interesting similarities.

When values of ’\/T/R are plotted vertically upward as is done on a

Moseley diagram, the normal state of each atom becomes the highest

point on the curve. As an energy level diagram the figures are therefore

inverted. By plotting ^/TjR (or \/T) downward, instead of upward,
Fig. 17.2 may be transformed into a sequence of energy level diagrams

KI Cal Sen Tiir VY H

and a Moseley diagram combined (see Fig. 17.4). The observed transi-

tions may now be shown in the usual manner by arrows pointing down.
Let us now turn to the second formula [Eq. (17.2)] derived for pene-

trating orbits and see how it applies to the energy levels of a typical

isoelectronic sequence. Transposing, Eq. (17.2) may be written

Dividing each, term value by Zl and plotting TIZ\ in place of T, the
energy level diagram of each element will be reduced to about the same
order of magnitude. Consider, for example, the potassium-like sequence
of Fig. 17.2 and Table 17.1 as it is replotted in Fig. 17.5. In this new
figure the hydrogen-like states are represented by horizontal dotted
fines (m = 0). The difference between these dotted fines and the plotted
observed terms now give, indirectly, the quantum defect \x. Values of ju

are given in Table 17.3.

Whether the differences between observed term values and those
calculated for hydrogen-like atoms are to be attributed to a screening
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constant <r [Eq. (17.1)] or a quantum defect ^ [Eq. (17.2)] depends upon
the purpose for which these constants are to be used. In identifying
higher members of a spectral series and in evaluating terms and series
limits, the second formula is to be preferred. From the theoretical
standpoint, on the other hand, the first formula is to be preferred in that

Fable 17.3. Values op the Quantum Defect h fob the Isoblectbonic Sequence
OF POTASSIUM-LIKE AtOMS

Electron

configuration
Term K I Ca 11 Sc III Ti IV V V

U
4:S

4p
4d

4/

42p

4:^D

0.143

2.230

1-769

0.198

000

0.688

1.858

1.504

0.640

0.016

0.776

1.619

1.322

0.637

0.037

0.757

1.444

1.179

0.602

0.055

0.717

1.308

1.069

0.566

0.069

quantum numbers should take integral values only. Moreover the x-ray
laws have been used so successfully in the analysis of the spectra of
highly ionized atoms and in the extension of isoelectronic sequences in
general that the screening formulas frequently can be used to greater
advantage.

17.2. Optical Doublets and the Irregular-doublet Law.—The irregu-
lar-doublet law, extended from x-ray to isoelectronic sequences in optical

spectra by Millikan and Bowen, may be stated in terms of the energy
levels as follows: the difference between the square roots of the term values
of the levels having the same principal quantum number n is independent of
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the atomic number Z. In other words such levels on a Moseley d

run parallel to each other (see Fig. 16.15 and compare it with. Fi^

and 17.3 for optical doublets).

As a consequence of the parallelism of any two curves on a ]N

diagram, the irregular-doublet law has another and a more usefu

In Sec. 16.9 it was shown (see Fig. 16.17) that the term dift

between two levels having the same n value are linear functions

atomic number Z. While corresponding transitions (An = 0) i

observed in x-ray spectra, they are observed in optical spectra,

example of this form of the irregular-doublet law, a plot of the r

frequencies due to the transitions np to ns have been plotted
:

sequences of alkali-like atoms in Fig. 17.6. Such a graph sho-^

glance how repaarkably exact this law holds in optical spectrs

realization of this law furnishes a most reliable and accurate me
predicting the frequencies and wave-lengths of unidentified sp

lines in multiply ionized atoms.

17.3. Optical Doublets and the Regular-doublet Law.—The i

doublet law, extended by Millikan and Bowen to optical doul
given by the x-ray formula (see Secs. 16.6, 16.7, and 16.8)

Avom-I
Ra^jZ - sy^

n^

where Ap represents the fine-structure doublet separations ii

numbers, Z the atomic number, n the principal quantum n
R the Rydberg constant == 109737 cm^^, — 5.3 X 10“"®, and

. ^ 1 _ 1 ^ 1 L_ 1

ki ki ki + 1 kx(ki + 1)

In this formula ki and ^2 are Sommerfeld^s quantum numl
used in x-ray formulas. The value of B fortunately remains th

if fci is replaced by the newly assigned quantum number I, wher<

1, 2, 3,
•

•
: for s, p, d, /,

* *
* electrons, respectively:

Av = Ra^^iZ - sY
nH(l + 1)

cm""^

This is the same formula as that derived in Chap. VIII from a d
treatment [Eq. (8.25)]. From the observed separations in the 1

like sequence of nonpenetrating 2p orbits, screening constant!

calculated and given in the last column of Table 17.4.

Assuming a complete screening by the two core electrons, z.e..

2 - 5 = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 for Li I, Be II, B III, C IV, N Y, O
^

separations given in Col. 3 have been calculated. Still better cal

values are obtained by first computing values oi Z — <r from the ol
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-terra values and Eq. (17.1), and substituting a for s in Eq. (17.8). The

-values computed in this way are given in Col. 4.

Table 17.4.

—

Doublet Separations for Lithium-like Atoms, ~

Atom
Aj'

(obs.)

Ap

(calc.)

Av

(calc.)
from term
values

JZ -s,
from doublet

separations

s

Li I 0.338 0.364 0.395 1.021 0.98 2.02

Be II 6.61 5.82 6.39 2.047 2.06 1.94

B III 34.4 29.4 32.1 3.064 3.12 1.88

C IV 107.4 93.0 100.4 4.076 4.14 1.86

N V 259.1 227.4 243.1 5.084 5.16 1.84

O VI 533.8 471.0 500.8 6.091 6.18 1.82

Table 17.5.

—

Screening Constants Si Calculated prom the Observed Term
Values and Land^i’s Formula for Penetrating Orbits

{After Gihbs anSi WhiteY

Atom Av (obs.) z Z. So Si

Na I 17.18 11 1 10 7.66 3.34

II 91.55 12 2 10 9.56 2.44

A1 III 234.0 13 3 10 10.91 2.09 Third period

Si IV 461.8 14 4 10 12.08 1.92

T V 794.8 15 5 10 13.15 1.85

S VI 1267.1 16 6 10 14.23 . 1.77

Cl VIII 1889.5 17 7 10 15.29 1.71

K I 57.7 19 1 18 14.85 4.15

Ca II 222.8 20 2 18 17.24 2.76

Sc III 474.3 21 3 18 18.29 2.71 Fourth period

Ti IV 817.5 22 4 18 18.99 3.01 42P^ - 42Pg

V V 1264.7 23 5 18 19.54 3.46

Cr VI 1821 .5 24 6 18 19.98 4.02

Mn VII 2464.7 25 7 18 20.15 4.85

Hb I 237.6 37 1 36 31.23 5.77

Sr II 801.5 38 2 36 34.81 3.19 Fifth period

.Yt III 1553.7 39 3 36 36.29 2.71 6^Pi -
Zr IV 2484.9 40 4 36 37.10 2.90

Cs I 654.0 65 1 54 49.55 5.45
Ba II 1690.9 66 2 54 53.88 2.12 Sixth period

La III 3095.7 67 3 64 55.52 1.48 72p^ - 72Pg

Ce IV 4707.0 58 4 54 56.05 1.95

1 Gibbs, R. C., and H. E. White, Phys. Rev., 33, 157, 1929.

A refinement of Eq. (17.6) for penetrating orbits has been given

by Land6 (see Sec. 8.7), in which is split up into two parts, Zl and Z|

where Zi Z — Si, Zo = Z -- So, and Z is the atomic number.
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^ Ra^ZlZ}

nUil + 1
)’

Here Uo is the effective quantum number. Values of Zi and Si have been

calculated for the first principal doublets of four isoelectronic sequences

in Table 17.5.

The large values of Zi indicate very deep penetration of the p orbits.

Regardless of what physical significance can be attached to these screen-

X6494 6462 6439 659894 88

5642 30

1

3^ e

'?Di ^34

2003 199997

Fig. 17.7.—Photographs of triplet multiplets for the isoelectronic sequence Ca I, Sc II,
Ti III, and V IV.

ing constants Si, Eq. (17.9) serves as an excellent guide in predicting new
doublet separations for spectra not yet photographed or analyzed.

17.4. Isoelectronic Sequences of Atoms Containing Two Valence
Electrons.—In the previous sections of this chapter we have seen how
the x-ray doublet laws apply to the optical doublets of atoms containing
one valence electron. In this and the following sections we are con-
cerned with the extension of these laws to the complex spectra of atoms
containing a number of valence electrons. As a first step in this direc-
tion, let us consider the isoelectronic sequence of semicomplex atoms,
viz.j neutral calcium (Ca I), singly ionized scandium (Sc II), doubly
ionized titanium (Ti III), triply ionized vanadium (V IV), etc. In this

intermediate case each atom contains, in addition to the closed subshells
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of 18 electrons (Is^ 2$^ 35^ 3p^), two valence electrons. With two
electrons in incomplete subshells the energy level diagram of each atom
is composed of a system of singlet and triplet levels and the spectrum
of each atom is made up of groups of lines called singlets, triplets, and
triplet multiplets.

Photographs of two sets of these triplet multiplets are shown in Fig.

17.7 for the first four elements of the calcium-like sequence. A schematic
representation of the triplet terms and intervals is given below each
photograph. Upper states are shown on the left and lower states on the
right.
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-Modified Moseley diagram of the isoelectronic sequence Ca I, Sc II, Ti III, .

A modified Moseley diagram of the type constructed in Fig. 17.4

for the alkali-like atoms may also be constructed for the calcium-like

sequence. To illustrate, term values of the first six elements, calcium
to manganese, are plotted in Fig. 17.8. Due to the many terms arising

from the four configurations shown, Sd^, Zd^s, Zd^p, and 3d4d, only the

lowest and the highest terms for each configuration are drawn. Plotted

in this way all allowed terms (listed at the right in the figure) fall within

the upper and lower limits of each rectangle. Grouped as they are,

smooth curves can be drawn through the levels of corresponding con-

figurations. It is observed that configurations for which the total

quantum numbers of the electrons are the same run nearly parallel to

one another. This is the irregular-doublet law in complex spectra.

A comparison of Fig. 17.8 and Fig. 17.4 indicates that the irregular-

doublet law, as applied to radiated frequencies in Fig. 17.7, will also apply

to two electron spectra. Briefly the irregular-doublet law in this, its

most useful form, means that, in any transition involving no change in

the principal quantum numbers of the electrons, the radiated frequencies
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in going from one element to the next are displaced to higher and hi
frequencies by very nearly equal frequency intervals. In the calcium,
sequence, two such sets of frequencies have been observed, first th(
of lines arising from the electron transition 3d4d to Zd4p and second
set of lines arising from the transition 3d4p to 3d4sJ The allowed tf

for these transitions are as follows

:

Initial even states i/S ip ip sp SjT) s/7 3(2 3c

Final odd states ?

Initial odd states)
ipo 12)0 1/70 3po 3J^o Zpo

3fl

Final even states 3c

Examples of the linear progression of p with Z are given in Table
for the line - ®(?6 as representative of the upper set of transitions
for the lines and ^D2 — as representative of the second
of transitions.

Table 17.6.—The Irregular-doublet Law Applied to Singlets and Trip:

Element

3d4p -~ ZdU Bdis -- Zd4p

Diff- ’Ps - VI Diff.

Ca I

Sc II

(13974)

(18640)

15626

12137
32614

18700
27663

12070
Ti III 51314

18782
39733

11838
V IV 70096

18902
61571

11733
Cr V 88998 63304

Sd4:S — 3d4p

13986

23640

33494

44072

54937

9Si

99i

10S\

lost

None of the terms arising from the electron configuration 3d4d
as yet been determined for Ca I; however, an extrapolation by me
of the second and third columns of Table 17.6 locates the ^Fl -
transition not far from 13974 wave numbers.

The almost linear displacement of frequency with atoimic numl
for all lines due to the transition 3d4p to 3d4s, is shown graphici
in Fig. 17.9. The frequency scale for each element starts 11000 w.
numbers higher than the preceding element. This type of rliagr

shows not only the successive displacement of each singlet and trij
group of lines toward the violet by about 11000 cm-i but also magni

1 The many spectrum lines arising from the transition Zdid to Zdip
shown schematically in Fig. 12.4 for singly ionised (Sc ID.
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many times the variations in this displacement for each individual
spectrum line.

Similar studies of other two-electron isoelectronic sequences show
that the irregular-doublet law may always be expected to hold. In
every sequence investigated the results may be summarized as follows:
(1) Curves on a Moseley diagram are smooth and almost straight. (2)
Curves on a Moseley diagram having the same principal quantum num-
hers in the electrons run nearly parallel to each other. (3) Radiated
frequencies arising from transitions involving no change in n increase
almost linearly with the atomic number Z.

are seldom employed in the analysis of new spectra the regular-doublet
law will not be treated here.

17.6. Isoelectronic Sequences Containing Three or More Valence
Electrons.’—An extension of the x-ray doublet laws from the optical
spectra of one and two valence-electron atoms to systems containing
three or more valence electrons is now but an easy step. Consider,
for example, the isoelectronic sequence starting with neutral scandium,
Z = 21. Each atom in this sequence Sc I, Ti II, V III, Cr IV, Mn
V, . . . contains, in addition to the closed subshells of 18 electrons

’ Gibbs, R. C., and H. E. White, Phys. Rev., 29, 656, 1927; White, H. E., Phys.
Rev., 33, 672, 1929; 33, 914, 1929.
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(Is^ 25^ 35^ 3p^), three valence electrons. As seen by the energy level

diagram of neutral scandium in the lower part of Fig. 14.8, each atom
in this sequence will give rise to complex systems of doublet and quartet

levels.

Along with this group of elements we may also consider the iso-

electronic sequence starting with neutral titanium, Z = 22, Each atom
in this second sequence Ti I, V II, Cr III, Mn IV, Fe V, . . . contains,

in addition to the same closed subshells of 18 electrons, four valence

electrons. As seen by the energy level diagram of neutral titanium

in Fig. 14.10, each atom in this sequence will give rise to complex systems

of singlet, triplet, and quintet levels.

The main features of the energy level diagram of each element

in both of these sequences being known, Moseley diagrams of the type
shown in Figs. 17.4 and 17.8 may be constructed. For this construction

four of the lowest and most prominent electron configurations in each
element have been selected:

3d^ ddHs, Zdm for Sc I, Ti II, . . . .

3d\ 3dHs, 3d34p, ZdHd for Ti I, V II, . . . .

Since each configuration gives rise to many levels, the deepest lying

level is chosen as representative of that configuration on the diagrams.

In accord with Hund's rule, these are the levels of largest S and L
values shown schematically in Fig. 17.10. The corresponding terms
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of the one- and two-electron sequences of Figs. 17.4 and 17.8 are also

given for comparison. It should be mentioned that if all possible
levels for each configuration are knowp, the center of gravity of the
configuration can be plotted in place of the lowest term. (Each level

is assigned its quantum weight 2J -f 1.) In cases where the terms are
all known, the resultant diagrams are so little different from the type
here shown that the essential features of the diagram as a whole remain

Fig. 17.11.—Photographs of quartet multiplots for the isoeleotronio sequence So I Ti II
and V III.

unchanged. For most purposes, one is interested in the deepest lying
term of a configuration as that represents the most stable state of the
atom in that electron configuration.

Photographs of two strong quartet multiplets, — *F° and *F — *0°,

arising from the electron transition 3dHp to 3<ms in Sc I, Ti II, and
V III are sho-slin in Fig. 17.11. Similar photographs of a quintet multiplet
6F — arising from the electron transition ZdHp to 3d®4s in Ti I,

V II, and Cr III are shown in Fig. 17.12. The initial and final states

and their intervals are represented schematically below each photograph.
Considering that these multiplets arise from different elements, they
show by their similarity the remarkable likeness of different atomic
systems, one with the other.

17.6. The Irregular-doublet Law in Complex Spectra.—A preliminary
study of the modified Moseley diagrams in Fig. 17.10 shows that the
curves for the configurations Zd^-^is, Zd’'~Hp, and 3d"~^d run nearly

parallel to one another. This is the irregular-doublet law in complex
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spectra. In contrast with this law, it is to be noted that the configura-

tions 3d” cut down across the others and become the lowest levels in'

the third and succeeding elements.^ As a consequence of the parallelism

of certain curves on the Moseley diagram it was shown in Secs. 17.2

and 17.4 that the related spectral frequencies increase linearly with the

4s-3d^4p) \5014 5007 4999 4991 4981

Fig. 17.12. Photographs of quintet multiplets for the isoelectronic sequence Ti I, V II,

:

and Cr III.
'

atomic number Z. The same result is found to apply to complex spectra.
Consider, for example, the electron transition to 3dHs in the;
scandium sequence Sc I, Ti II, V III, .... The terms arising front,
these configurations are

Initial odd states ^P 2j(' 2q. 2ji' 2q. 2jj
3d24p ^P

I
3dHs ^P m 2F 2G

Final even states ^P 4p
•

Of the many allowed transitions between these levels, the strongest
doublets and quartets will arise from the terms in heavy type. The
doublet terms ^G°, combinings with give rise to a strong

1 The number n here refers to the number of valence electrons.
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triad of doublets and the terms, combining with ^F, give
rise to a strong triad of quartet multiplets. These two triads have been

2 2

j4000cm

^F-^F ^F-'^G 4p_4D
Fig. 17.13.—Illustrating the irregular-doublet law for ciuartet multiplets arising

from the transitions in the isoelectronic sequence Sc I, Ti II, V III, . . .

3cl-30l 4p

3d^4s-3cl’4p

3cl’4p-3d’4d

(d) 3d-4p 3d -3d4p 3d-3d4p 3cl-3ol4p

<£) 4s-4p 3d4s-3d4p 3d’4s-3d^4p 3d^4s-3d’4p

(£) 4p-4d 3d4p-3d4d 3d'4p-3d^4d 3d’4p-3d’4d

Fig. 17.14.—Showing the contrast between the irregular-doublet law (6) and (c), where

An = 0, and the transitions (o) where An = 1.

identified and plotted to frequency scales in Fig. 17.13. It is to be noted

that each scale starts 12000 wave numbers farther, along than that

of the preceding element. In this way the successive displacement of
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many lines toward the violet by almost equal frequency intervals is

brought out most effectively. If any one particular line in this figure

is plotted as a function of Z, the resultant curve, as in the case of the

doublets in Fig. 17.6, is practically a straight line. Such, curves are

shown in Fig. 17.14 for a number of strong characteristic lines belonging

to each of the four sequences starting with neutral potassium, calcium,

scandium, and titanium. For transitions involving a change in the

principal quantum number of one of the electrons, i.e.j 3(i^-i4p to

the curves are by no means linear but curve rapidly upward for the first

three or four elements and then begin to straighten out.

Fig. 17.16.—Modified Moseley diagram and the irregular-doublet law extended to the
energy levels and radiated frequencies of the same element, vanadium, in different stages

of ionization. {After White.)

17.7. Energy Relations for the Same Atom in Different Stages of

Ionization.—A further study of the modified Moseley diagram in Fig.

17.10 shows that smooth curves can be drawn through corresponding

states of the same atom in different stages of ionization. Consider,

for example, singly ionized vanadium (V II), doubly ionized vanadium

(V III), triply ionized vanadium (V IV), etc. The points for these

atomic systems when replotted as shown at the left in Fig. 17.15 reveal a

diagram similar to Fig. 17.10 for an isoelectronic sequence. With the

discovery that certain curves in this figure run nearly parallel to each

other, we now postulate that certain groups of spectrum lines arising

from the same atom in successive stages of ionization are displaced to

higher and higher frequencies by approximately equal frequency intervals.

This is verified experimentally by the plot of two different electron

transitions shown at the right in Fig. 17.15. Just as in the case of

isoelectronic sequences these nearly straight curves involve transitions

for which the total quantum numbers of the electrons do not change.

The third set of transitions shown in the figure involve combinations

for which the quantum number n of one of the electrons changes. In
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constructing Fig. 17.15 there are many terms and spectrum lines from
which to choose. From any one given electron configuration, for

example, there may be as many as 100 theoretically possible levels.

Since all possible levels in complex spectra are seldom observed, the
deepest lying term is conveniently chosen as representative of that
configuration. This is quite general practice in predicting new terms
and in making an analysis of a new spectrum.

A VI MultipreT

^2530 YH VI YM X2269
Fig. 17.16.

—

A. Ultra-violet spectrum of vanadium. Furnace spectra at (a) 2000° Aba.,

(6) 2300° Abs., (c) 2600° Abs. (d) Arc spectra, (e) Spark spectra. {After King,) B,
Vanadium spectrum from a condensed spark discharge. {After White.)

A small section of the visible spectrum of vanadium is reproduced

in Fig. 17.16A. This set of five spectrograms, assembled by King,^ shows

how lines and multiplets arising from transitions between low levels

or between relatively high levels may be distinguished from each other

as well as from lines arising from ionized atoms. At very low tempera-

tures only the low-level lines of the neutral atom V I appear. As the

temperature increases, the low-level lines of the ionized spectrum appear,

first very weak, then stronger in the arc, reaching a maximum in the

spark. Figure 17.16B is another section of the vanadium spectrum

taken with a high-voltage spark mounted parallel to the slit of a stig-

matic spectrograph. From such a spectrogram lines arising from

different stages of ionization are distinguished by the region of the spark

from which they appear to come. Lines from the neutral and singly

ionized atoms V I and V II appear with nearly the same intensity at

* King, A. S., Astrophys. Jour., 60, 282, 1924.
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all points along the spark. Lines from higher stages of ionization, "V

and V IV, appear strong at the electrodes and very weak, if at all, Ie

middle. These are but a few of the criteria that are often ernph
in the unraveling of an unanalyzed spectrum.

17.8. Centroid Diagrams.—The centroid diagram, introduced
atomic spectra by Mack, Laporte, and Lang,”^ is often drawn for
purpose of showing just how the energy levels of a given electron
figuration change in going from one element to the next. As illustrat

of this, two centroid diagrams for the levels arising from the eleci
configurations 4(3l®5s and 4d»5p in the sequence Pd I, Ag II, Cd
In IV, and Sn V are given, following Mack,** in Fig. 17.17. T
separations are plotted vertically against atomic number Z horizonts
The straight horizontal line serves as an origin and represents the cei
of gravity of each system of levels, each level being assigned the ui

weight 27 -|- 1. Since the intervals increase rapidly from elenr
to element the 4d»5s, ®Z)i — interval is made the same for all eleme
and all levels of the same element are plotted to that scale. Since
observed intervals show that the coupling is somewhere between
andiZ-coupling (see Fig. 14.20), the terms are given L^-coupling desig
tions on the left and jy-coupling designations on the right.

^ Mack, J. E., 0. Lapoetb, and R. J. Lang, Phys. Rev., 31, 748, 1928.
2 Mack J. E,, Phys. Rev., 34, 17, ,1929.
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From the Zeeman effect of various levels in the Pd I and Ag II

spectra, as well as from the relative trends of the different levels across

the diagram, one finds that the coupling is becoming more nearly of the

jj type with increasing Z. For good L/S-coupling the singlets should lie

far above the triplets, and the triplets should follow the interval rule.

For good iZ-coupling the terms should form two groups for the first

diagram, and four groups for the second diagram, around the points

shown at the right. These points may be obtained from the spectra

of the once more ionized atoms of these same elements, as well as those

in the next lower state of ionization, where one can measure directly

the interaction energy of and 5p, as given by the doublet intervals
2Dj

,5
and

Similar diagrams constructed for the corresponding sequences of

atoms in the first and third long periods of the periodic table show the

same type of trends as are shown in Fig. 17.16. A comparison of the

three periods shows that more nearly jj-coupling arises in the heavier

elements Pt I, Au II, Hg III, etc., whereas more nearly I/S-coupling

arises in the lighter elements Ni I, Cu II, Zn III, etc. (see Fig. 14.20).



CHAPTER XVIII

HYPERFINE STRUCTURE

18.1. Introduction.—It is indeed difficult to say just when, where,
and by whom hyperfine structure was first observed. T'or want of a
more exact starting point we may begin with Michelson,^ Fabry and
Perot,2 and hummer and Gehrcke,® who constructed and employed
various types of interferometers and successfully showed that many

X= 4,877 4,672 4,382 4,51 0 4,344

Fiq. 18.1.—Photographs of hyperfine structure typical of many of the lines in praseo-
dymium, reproduced from original negatives taken in the fourth order of the 75-ft. spectro-
graph on Mt. Wilson. (After White.)

spectrum lines are not single but made up of a number of components.
In 1909 Janicki^ published an extensive accourtt of his observations
and discovery of hyperfine structure in the spectrum lines of a large
number of elements. This structure was later verified in detail by
Wali-Mohammed.® As an example of the appearance of hyperfine-
structure patterns, photographs of a number of lines arising from the
rare-earth element praseodymium are reproduced, in Fig. 18.1. These

1 Michblson, a, a., Phil. Mag., 31, 338, 1891.
“ Tabby, C., and A. Pbeot, Ann. de chim. et phys. (7), 12, 459, 1897.
sLtjmmee, 0., and E. Gbhrckb, Ann. d. Phys., 10, 457, 1903.
< Janicki, L., Ann. d. Phys., 29, 833, 1909.
‘ Wau-Mohammed, Ch., Astrophys. Jour., 39, 185, 1914.

352
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photograms represent one of the most commonly observed forms of

hyperfine structure, known as flag patterns^ in which each line contains

several components degrading in intensity and interval toward longer

or shorter wave-lengths. The photographs are not to be interpreted

to mean that all the lines of a given element are of the same flag-pattern

type nor that each pattern contains the same number of components.

On the contrary many line patterns in a given element are quite different

from one another, both in spacing and in the number of components.

In terms of energy level diagrams hyperfine structure in a spectrum

line is interpreted to mean that either the initial state, the final state,

or both the initial and final states of the atom are not single but contain

a definite structure. Early in the development of this field of investiga-

tion it was believed that each observed component of a pattern belonged

to a different isotope of the same chemical element. Just as soon as

hyperfine structure (hereafter to be abbreviated hfs) was discovered in

Hyperfine- Structure Tantalum A 5997

I , i 1 1

Isotope - Structure Tungsten
LU LU IULU

A5225

Fio. 18.2.—“Photographs illustrating (o) hyperfine structure of a spectrum line as

observed in tantalum, and (6) isotope structure as observed in tungsten. {After Grace,

More, MacMillan, and White.)

elements known to have but one isotope this hypothesis was abandoned,

as is always done in science, for a newer and better theory.

Apparently the first suggestion that hfs is to be attributed to a small

magnetic moment associated with the nucleus was made by Pauli, ^ and

later, but independently, by Russell.^ Experimentalists were not long

in showing that this hypothesis, in most cases, is apparently correct.

Since the time that this theory was accepted generally, an isotope effect

has been observed in some spectra so that now there are two types of hfs

to be distinguished from each other. First, there is a hfs due to a nuclear

magnetic and mechanical moment and, second, a, hfs due to the different

isotopes of the same chemical element. The first of these will be referred

to as hfs and the second as isotope structure. In some elements hfs

alone is observed, in others isotope structure alone is observed, and in

still others both are observed.

1 Pauli, W., Naturwissemchaften, 12, 741, 1924. The suggestion that hfs is due

probably to a spinning proton was suggested by H. N. Russell to W. F. Meggers and

K. Bums, Jour. Opt. Soo. Amer., 14, 449, 1927.
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Photographs of two spectrum lines are reproduced in Fig
The tantulum Mne illustrates hfs of the flag-pattern type with, t

components due to a large nuclear moment, and the tungsten line i

trates isotope structure due to the three even isotopes of tungs
Taken with Pabry-Perot 6talons these pictures differ from direct ph
graphs of the type given in Pig. 18.1 in that each pattern is repe
several times for each line. Although there is yet much to be leai
from an experimental and a theoretical standpoint, considerable pro^
-has been made in the analysis and interpretation of hfs. We shall «

therefore by giving the simple treatments of the subject, comparin
we- go the predicted results with observation.

18.2. Hyperfine Structure and the Land# Interval Rule.—-The '

excellent experimental observations by Back, of the hfs in the spect
lines of bismuth, and its beautiful interpretation by Goudsmit, ^ reve

P lo. 18.3. Orbital and vector models illustrating the coupling of a nuclear moment I*
with an electron moment j* to form a resultant P. •

for the first time that a new quantum vector should be added, to
atom model, and that the Land# interval rule for fine structiore
applies to hfs. The model proposed is essentially the one showi
Pig. 18.3, where the quantum vector of one electron, or J* represem
the total mechanical moment of all the extranuclear electrons, is cou]
with the quantum vector I*, representing the total mechanical mom
of the nucleus {I*h/2Tr) to form a resultant P*. It is this resultant
that now represents F*h/%r, the total mechanical moment of the at
in place of J* as previously stated.

Goudsmit and Back have shown that just as the interaction ene
between L* and 5* is proportional to the cosine of the angle betw
them [see (Eq. 8.18)], so the interaction energy between the nuc]
moment J* and the electron moment J* is given by

Tp = A7V* cos (/*/*), (IS

^ Goudsmit, S., and E, Back, Zeits. f. Phys., 43, 321, 1927; 47, 174, 1928 .
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where is constant for each given fine-structure level and
AMs a measure of the strength of coupling between /* and J*. Just
as in fine structure the starred quantities are given by

J* = VJ{J + 1), 1* = Vlil + 1), F* = VFiF + 1), (18.2)

where I takes one value only and is half or whole integral valued, and
F takes values differing from each other by unity from the value I — J
to / + / when I ^ Jj and from J I to J I when J ^ I, The cosine

term in Eq. (18.1) is evaluated by the use of Fig. 18.3 in exactly the same
fashion as the cosine in LS-coupMng for fine structure (see Sec. 12.6) and
gives

r,. = - /*'). (18.3)

This is the interval rule for hfs energy levels.

Fig. 18.4.—Vector diagram illustrating graphically the interval rule for hyperfine struc-

ture. Specific example of a level, where I is taken as |.

As an example of the application of Eq. (18.3), consider the 6p®,

^Di term in the bismuth atom where / is f and the observed value of

I is |. The allowed values of F are 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7, for which the

Ti? values are —^A', —^A', and -\-^A'. A
graphical representation of this splitting is shown in Fig. 18.4. Drawn
to scale, the projection of J* on I* gives J* cos which is pro-

portional to Tii-. The differences between levels are seen to be 3A',

4A', 5A', 6A', and 7A' values proportional to the larger of the F values.

This result may be derived in general by substituting first F -|- 1, then F,

in Eq. (18.3) and taking the difference. Carried out, this gives

Ar = A'(F + 1). (18.4)
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The observed intervals in the term of bismuth are

^v = 0.563, 0.491, 0.385, 0.312, and 0.256 cm”""

with ratios closely 7 : 6 : 5 : 4 : 3

.

With each fine-structure term composed of several hfs terms, some

means of identification or designation is desired to distinguish between

the latter. Since the I value of a given atom is the same for all terms in

all states of ionization, it is suggested that the new quantum number F

be given by a small subscript to the left of the term type as shown in

Fig. 18.4. The complete designation of the top term in the figure would

therefore be in LS-coupling and OpSTCiff)? jj-coupling.

Leaving off the electron configuration, a hfs line would be designated for

example by gPg - 7^1 in Z//S-coupling and by 6(iil)g
iu

^y-coupUng. The importance of this subscript lies in the fact that F

represents the total angular momentum of the atom.

In the analysis of many spectrum lines the hfs of some levels is found

to be normalj Le., smallest F value deepest, while in others it is inverted^

i.e.j largest F value deepest. In the first instance the coupling constant

A' of Eq. (18.3) is 'positive and in the second instance negative. The ques-

tion of how both positive and negative values of A' arise from the same

element and often in the same multiple term will be taken up in the

following sections.

As an example of normal and inverted hfs a schematic diagram of

the bismuth line X4722 is shown at the left in Fig. 18.5. The observed

pattern of lines arising from transitions between the two sets of levels

is shown below. The selection rules for F in hfs are just the same as

those for J in fine structure, viz.^

AF = 0, ±1. (18b)

Because of the ideal coupling between I and J in. nearly all

the intensity rules and formulas derived for L/S-coupling, and given

in Eqs. (12.31) and (12.32), may be applied to hfs by replacing the

electron-spin resultant S by the nuclear spin 7, the orbital resultant

L by the electron resultant J, and the electron resultant J by the atom
resultant

With a nuclear spin I = f and a J value of the initial state in Fig.

18.5 is split into two levels P = 4 and 6. Again with/ = fandJ « | the

final state is split into four levels P = 3, 4, 5, and 6. [The fine structure

in Bi does not show Z/>S-coupling but very good jf^-coupling (see Fig. 14.21)*

The transition 7s to 6p with J changing from | to f is an allowed transi-

tion.] The observed line intensities are shown at the bottom of the

^ For a derivation of hfs intensity rules see E. L. Hill, Proc. Nat. Acad. Sd.) 15|

779, 1929. Intensity tables are given in the Appendix.
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figure by means of the microphotometer curve, for comparison with the
calculated intensities given just above.

The second hfs pattern in Fig. 18.5 is drawn for one of the two reson-
ance lines of manganese, an intercombination line, X5394. With an
I value of each level / = |- and

-I-
is split into six components as shown.

Applying the relative intensity formulas to the allowed transitions, the
theoretical pattern shown near the bottom is obtained. For want of
greater resolving power this very narrow pattern is only partially resolved
as shown by the microphotometer curve at the bottom of the figure.

In making an analysis of the hfs of an uncharted spectrum, patterns
such as we have shown here are all one has to work with. Where all

F-5-

6p^7S,(i^|)

6p*. ail) I

.830

III 1 I I

111 tI

Bismu+h A 4722

.121

.106“
3d°4s 4p

Fia. IS.S.—Schematio diagrams of the hfs levels and patterns of (a) X4722 in bismuth
{after Back and Ooudsmit), and (6) X5394 in manganese {after White and Riischl).

components are completely resolved, as is easily accomplished in a simple

and wide pattern like Bi, equal frequency differences enable one to

construct hfs energy levels for the initial and final states. If there

are more than two levels, the interval rule may be applied and the F
values written down from the interval ratios. Knowing the J values

from the fine-structure analysis, the nuclear spin I is obtained directly.

These are often the steps taken in the determination of the nuclear

spin L
It should be noted that, if J g /, the level will be broken up into

21 + 1 hfs levels, whereas, if J ^ J, the level will be broken up into

2J + 1 hfs levels. This rule shows that, if the J values of a line are

known to be large, the nuclear spin may be determined directly from the

number of lines or levels and in some cases from an incompletely resolved

pattern. A good example of this is to be found in praseodymium (see

Fig. 18,1) where all lines that have been resolved as shown are flag
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patterns with, six components. This can be interpreted to mean only

that for Pr, I =
-f.

18.3. Nuclear Interaction with One Valence Electron.—Calculations

of the interaction energy between a single arbitrary electron and a

nucleus with a mechanical and magnetic moment have been made by
Fermi/ Casimir/ Hargreaves/ Breit/ and Goudsmit.® The treatment

to be given here is essentially the semiclassical treatment given by
Goudsmit which leads, with suitable modifications, to the quantum-
mechanical results obtained by the others. It should be pointed out at

the outset that the treatment does not apply to the special case of an

s electron. Suitable changes, however, will make the results applicable

even here.

The interaction of a single electron with the nucleus (see Fig. 18.3)

may be divided into two parts: (1) the interaction of the orbital motion Z*

with the nuclear moment /*, and (2) the interaction of the electron spin s*

with J*. Applying classical electromagnetic theory, as has been done
in Sec. 8.6 for the. spin-orbit interaction, the electric field at the nucleus

due to the electron at a distance r is given by

Similarly the magnetic field at the nucleus due to the orbital motion
of the electron is

c

Substituting Bohr^s relation for the angular momentum

27rmr X v = Z*/i,

the magnetic field becomes

« - 98 .6)

where m and e ar^he mass and charge on the electron, and r is the
electron-nuclear stance. Since r is not constant in any orbit, either

on the classical meory or on the quantum mechanics, (l/r^) must be
averaged. Now the nucleus with a mechanical moment /*A/27r and a
magnetic moment /x/ tends to carry out a Larmor precession around this

field with an angular velocity given (see Secs. 3.7 and 8.6) by the

1 Perm:!, E,, Zeits. f. Phys., 60 , 320, 1930.
^ H. B. G. Casimir, quoted in L. Pauling and S. A. Goudsmit, “The Structure of

Line Spectra, p. 208.

3 Hargreaves, J., Proc. Roy. Soc.j A, 127, 141, 1930.
^ Breit, G., Phys. Rev., 37, 51, 1931.

6 Goudsmit, S. A., Phys. Rev., 37, 663, 1931; see also Pauling, L., and S. A.
Goudsmit, “The Structure of Line Spectra,” p. 204.
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product of the field strength H and the ratio between the magnetic and
the mechanical moment. For this latter ratio we write

m = (18 .7)

2ir

where e/2mc is the classical ratio and gi is an unknown factor called the

nudear g factor. If the nuclear moment were due to a proton in an orbit,

gi would be expected to be that of an orbital electron. If it is due
to a spinning proton, gi should be between 4^ and 7 times this.^

The processional angular velocity becomes therefore

27rVrV
(18-8)

The interaction energy is now given by the product of col and the

projection of the nuclear mechanical moment I'^h/2T on I*,

Since Z* processes around y*, and and in turn process around

their resultant jP*, the above cosine must be averaged. Since the

first precession is very much more rapid than the latter, we may, in the

usual manner, project Z* on j*, then j* on I* and get for the average

cosine,

cos (J*Z*) = cos cos (Z*i*). (18.10)

Substituting in Eq. (18.9) this gives

hfl
2m^c^ 2i[r\r^

J*^cos (/*i*) cos (Z*j*). (18.11)

Since both of these angles are fixed, the cosines are readily evaluated in

terms of the quantum vectors s*, Z*, i*, /*, and F*. This will be done

after we obtain the interaction energy for the electron spin 5 * and the

nuclear spin I*.

According to classical electromagnetic theory the mutual energy

of two magnetic dipoles with moments jji>x and ijlsj and at a distance r apart,

is equal to

Wi,s = ^^(cos (ti/^ie) - 3 cos cos (y«r)}. (18.12)

1 Recent Stern-Gerlach and Breit-Rabi experiments with hydrogen have shown

that the nuclear magnetic moment of hydrogen lies between 2J- and 3^ nuclear

magnetons; one nuclear magneton being defined as ehl4:TrMc, where M is the mass

of the proton. Because the magnetic moment of a proton appears to be considerably

larger than one nuclear magneton the term proton magneton frequently used for this

same unit of magnetic moment is misleading.
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The nuclear magnetic moment fii is given by Eq. (18.7), a^xid the
magnetic moment of the spinning electron by

==
27r* Cis.ig)

The mean value of the term in braces, involving the electron-^xxiiclear

distance r, is readily shown by the use of direction cosines to be^

cos (/*i*){cos - 3 cos cos (s*Z*)}. 08.14)

Inserting these results in Eq. (18.12),

THi ^ 2
^

^

2mc 27r 2mc^ 2Tr
cos (J*/*){cos 0’*S*)

—3 cos cos (s*Z*)}. (18.15)

Adding the two interaction energies [Eqs. (18.11) and (18.15)], tlxe total

interaction for spin and orbit becomes

r,- = Wu + Wi,. - cos (/*r) = CIS. 16)

where the coefficient a' is given by

eVi^

^ cos ^ cos is*]*)

cos {j*l*) cos (18.17)

Upon substituting the quantum-mechanical value of (l/r*») (see

Secs. 4.9 and 8.6),

a' = gi
Rhca^Z^

nH{l + |)(^ + 1)
(18.18)

For a given spectral term, i.c., given s, I, and j, a' is a constant.

Fermi, Hargreaves, and Breit have shown from a quantum-naeoliaiiical

treatment, and Goudsmit has shown from the classical theory of energy

sums, that the terms in the braces of Eq. (18.17) are to be repletced by

Z*Vy*2. This changes the a' coefficient of Eq. (18.18) to

, _ Rhcoc^Z^
“ ” + i)j(j + !) (18.19)

Dividing by he to obtain a' in cm~i

:

,
Ra^Z^

“ + ^)j(j + 1)'
(18.20)

According to Eq. (18.7), the nuclear g factor is given by blxe ratio

between the nuclear magnetic moment in Bohr magnetons, eh/4:f7r'mcj and

the mechanical moment in units of h/2Tr. If gi is to be expressed in

^ See Pauling, L., and S. A. Goudsmit, *^The Structure of Line Spectra,^' P- 206.
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^uclear magnetons {eh/4nrMc), where M is the mass of a proton, gi in
;^q. (18.20) must be divided by 1838, the ratio of the mass of the proton
.^o the mass of the electron. The result is

Ra^Z^
1838 n*(l + ^)j(j + 1)

cm'-1 (18.21)

•^his a is the A' of Eqs. (18.1) and (18.3) for hydrogen-like atoms. If
is positive, a' is positive and the hfs terms will be normal. If p, is

j3.egative, a' is negative and the hfs terms will be inverted. If the nuclear
Xtiagnetic moment is due to a spinning proton, the gi factor would be
e3cpected to be between 4|- and

As already pointed out, the above equations have been derived
for hydrogen-like atoms. Since hfs has not been observed in these
simplest of atomic systems we must look to the more complex spectra
SbXid the heavier elements for a comparison of theory with experiment.

18.4. Nuclear Interaction with a Penetrating Electron.—In a classical

-treatment of fine structure Land6 showed, by the use of an idealized

ixiodel, that Z‘^ in the resultant equation should be replaced by Z| times

fZo- The alkali doublet separations, for example, are given by Eq. (8.32),

Lv
Ra^Z\Zl

nm + 1 )

(18.22)

where Zi is the effective nuclear charge inside the core of closed electron

stiells, and Zo the effective nuclear charge outside. By analogy with
-tliis equation and its derivation, in Eq. (18.21) is broken up into

two parts so that the interaction energy of a single valence electron,

screened from the nucleus by a shell of electrons, is given by [see Eq. (18.3)]

Tf = W{F*^ - (18.23)

where
, _ gi Ra^ZiZl

1838 nl{l + \)j{j + !) (18.24)

^ In any experiment performed for the purpose of determining the magnetic and

xnechanical moments of the nucleus, m/ and /*A/27r are so oriented with the field, as

in the Zeeman effect, that what one measures is the component of juj along the field H.

X^'rom the experimental value of this component the moments ixi and J*A/27r are calcu-

IfLted from theory. In Frisch, Stern, and Estermann’s experiments on the hydrogen

inoleoule a magnetic moment of approximately 2\ ± 10 per cent nuclear magnetons

lias been measured for the proton. By a different method Babi, Kellogg, and

^acharias find a value of 3i ±10 per cent nuclear magnetons. The agreement

13etween these two values must be regarded as more important than their difference.

Dividing by / = J gives a value of gi from 4J to 7 for the proton. This comes from

Eq. (18.7), for, if the ratio gives the gi factor, then the ratio of their com-

i:>oncnts along any line will also give the same ratio.

See Frisch, B., and O. Stern, Zeits. /. Phys.^ 86, 4, 1933; Estermann, L, and

O. Stern, Zeits. f. Phys., 86, 16, 1933. Babi, I. L, J. M. B. Kellogg, and J. B.

SSachARIAS, Phys. Rev., 46, 167, 1934.
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The latter equation is somewhat simplified by substituting th©

observed fine-structure doublet separation [Eq. (18.22)]. This gives

Qj Avl(l “b 1)

ms ’ Zi(i + \)j{j +1)'
a = (18.25):';;

A graphical comparison of this equation with the observed hfs of

the IVj^Pu levels in doubly ionized thallium is made in Fig. 18.6. The-
calculated /i/s separations are shown in Fig. 18.6jB, the observed separa-

tions in Fig. 18.6D. The relative intervals are not in good agreement.

It should be noted that, since gi for the T1 nucleus is unknown frond

theory, the lower level in each part of the figure has been taken arbM
trarily to have the same separation as the observed.

fA) (B) (C)

Obs. Calc. Calc.

2

°k -SajA-
'

1

Tl®- ’P "5682cm"'-

(D)

Obs. Zn

2%
.437cm-‘ ,

1 fVi/

2 ri%
.375pm-i

j

o\
Fig. 18.6.—Graphical comparison of calculated and observed hfs in thallium. (A) “

Observed doublet separation. (B) Relative separations according to Eqs. (18.23) an:d|

(18.25). (C) Relativity corrections added. (D) Observed hfs separations.

Breit^ and Racah^ have shown that relativity corrections are differ^

ent for the two levels of a doublet and must be taken into account. Th4;
relativity corrections to be added to Eq. (18.25) are obtained by multir!:;

plying a' by k/X, where
j

_ + ^)(j+ 1) .

(4p^ - Dp

\ =
2l{l + D

[{G +

p^ = O' + ir -

D^ - -1- {P- (ccZim

(18.26)

(18.27>

Equation (18.25) becomes therefore

, _ gi Avl(l + l))c

1838 ZS + ^)j(j+l)\

Substituting the known values in these equations and assuming t]b(e

same separation for the hfs^ the ^Pg separation in Fig. 18.6C ii

obtained. Although there is better agreement with observation, the
discrepancy is still rather large.

^ G. Breit, see Goudsmit, S. A., Phys. Rev., 43, 636, 1933.
2 Racah, G., Zeits. f. Phys., 71, 43b 1931.
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As stated above, the equations thus far developed should not apply

to s orbits. McLennan, McLay, and Crawford^ have shown, however,

that the equations do seein to be approximately correct even for this

special case. Goudsmit has suggested that we write for s electrons.

, _ gi SBa^ZjZl

1838 ini
(18.28a)

As examples of the application of Eqs. (18.28) and (18.28a), we

substitute observed hfs separations from a known spectrum and calculate

nuclear g, factors. Such calculations are given in Table 18.1 for the

doubly ionized atom of thallium. The observed hfs separations are

given in Col. 2. With a nuclear moment I = \, the a' factors, given in

Col. 3, are obtained from Eq. (18.23). Many calculations of Zi from

fine-structure term values show that, throughout the periodic table.

Table 18 . 1.—Nuclear gi Factors Calculated prom the Observed Hfs nr Tl III

Term Av a' K X Zi Zo 9i

6s, “jSj 6 . 4 cm“^ 6 . 4 cm”^ 2.31 81 3 3.7

7s, “-Si 1.37 1.37 2.31 81 3 2.94

•7p, “Pi 0,375 0.375 2.08 1.17 77 3 2.96

Zi^Z for s electrons and ^ 2 - 4 for p electrons. The lack of

agreement between the values obtained in the table as well as in other ele-

ments in the periodic table indicates that the above presented theoretical

treatment of hfs is not complete and must still he modified further. Eor

this reason too much weight should not be given to such calculations.

It should be noted, however, that the magnitude of the calculated gi

factors should be about right and is about what one would expect if the

nuclear moments are to be attributed to positively charged particles in

the nucleus.

18.6. Classical Explanation of Normal and Inverted Hfs .—Classically

it is not difficult to show that for each level of a fine-structure doublet

arising from a single valence electron the orbital interaction of the electron

with the nucleus tends to produce a normal hfs sphtting of both levels.

The electron-spin interaction with the nucleus, however, tends to invert

the hfs of the term j = Z -f- f and to widen that oi j = I
— This

may be seen from the classical orbital model in Eig. 18.3. The orbital

motion of the electron produces a magnetic field at the nucleus which

is opposite in direction to its mechanical moment l*h/2iT. The most

stable state for the nucleus in this field, and therefore the state of least

I McLennan, J. C., A. B. McLay, and M. F. Crawford, Proc. Roy. Soc., A, 133,

652, 1931.
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energy, will be the one for which the nuclear magnetic moment is most
nearly parallel to the field of the electron. If this magnetic moment
is due to something like an orbital or spinning proton, this will be the

state for which the mechanical moments I* and /* are oppositely

directed. These are the hfs states fPg and in Fig. 18.6.

If we now think of the spinning electron and the nucleus as small

magnets acting on each other at some distance from each other, the

most stable position of the two will be that for which their magnetic

moments are in opposite directions and the mechanical moments are

in the same direction. These correspond to the |P| and IP^ states

in Fig. 18.6. Since the orbital interaction with the nucleus is greater

than the spin interaction, the hfs of both levels is normal. Although

the greater splitting is observed in the level in T1 III (see Table

18.1) the a' coefficient, which measures the total interaction with the

nucleus, is greatest for the level.

Fermi has shown from a quantum-mechanical treatment of s electrons

that the interaction with the nucleus is opposite in sign to that of the

spin of an arbitrary electron, it has the same sign as an orbital

interaction. Classically, therefore, an s electron may be thought of

as a cloud of negative charge, distributed as shown in Figs. 4.6 and 4.7

and rotating about the nucleus. A positive charge rotating at the

center "of this spinning negative cloud is most stable when the magnetic

moments are parallel and the mechanical moments are opposite. This

shows that 5 electrons also give rise to normal hfs, as observed. Because

of the deep penetration of an 5 electron on the classical theory, or the

large probability density near the nucleus on the quantum-mechanical

model, the interaction between s* and and hence the fe/sfor states

should be very large.

18.6. Hyperfine Structure in Atoms with Two or More Valence

Electrons.—In 1927 Meggers and Burns^ published an account of the hfs

in the lanthanum spectrum, at which time they pointed out that the

largest structures were always observed for configurations involving a

single unbalanced s electron. They also pointed out at the same time

that, while certain levels revealed wide structures, others of the same

multiplet were either single or else very narrow and unresolved. In

the 6s5(i,^Di,2,3 terms of La II, for example, the two outer levels

and ^Dz show a wide splitting, whereas the middle level W 2 shows

practically none. An explanation of this anomaly in terms of the vector

model has been given by White, ^ and equations for the splitting have

been given by Goudsmit and Bacher.®

^ Meggers, W. F., and K. Burns, Jour. Opt Soc. Amer., 14
, 449, 1927.

2 White, H. E., Phys. Rev., 34, 1288, 1929; 34 , 1397, 1404, 1929; 36
, 441, 1930;

Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci., 16, 68, 1930.
3 Goudsmit, S. A., and B. P. Bacher, Phijs. Rev., 34

, 1499, 1501, 1929.
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In Fig. 18.7 we picture, on both the classical model and on the

quantum-mechanical model, an atom with two valence electrons, one in

a penetrating s orbit and the other in a nonpenetrating d orbit. A vector

diagram for the same atom in L>S-coupling is drawn schematically at

the left. Prom this picture it is easy to see how the penetrating electron

has an opportunity of coupling strongly with the outer electron when

it is outside the core and also with the nucleus when it is inside the core.

Thus the ,s electron may greatly strengthen the coupling between the

electron resultant J* and the inner nuclear resultant J*. Due to the

screening of tdie nucleus by the core electrons, the interaction between

the nucleus and the d electron is small compared with that betw^een

and f*. For strong coupling with the nucleus the electron must

not only be deeply penetrating but also tightly hound. All s orbits, for

example, will be deeply penetrating, but only those that spend a con-

siderable amount of their time near the nucleus will couple strongly with

I* and give wide hfs.
. r a r

Due to the large spin-spin interaction of the electrons m L/S-couplmg,

si and «.I
precoss rapidly around their mechanical resultant S . Due

to the somewhat weaker coupling between the spin and the orbit

It of the d electron, S* and It process more slowly around their

.Lull nut y* Finally J* and I* are coupled weakly together and

miiiy rjd thei. — r.

trequmde. ..f toe preMsslone are given by,
“f the

the etoerved energy di«ere»ces, i.. by the

intervale,
of tor^ition

T'ho well-known general relation that tne energy
^

betwLn any two magnetic moments is proportional to the cosme

angle between them (»ee Sec. 8.6) enables one to wnte

Tf = a'I*st cos (I*sf)
(18.29)

fc, the energy o( interaction between an s electron and the nuclear
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momeat. Owing to the above mentioned classical precessions, cos

must be averaged. Projecting the rapidly precessing sf on Sf*,

then the less rapidly precessing on J*, and finally the slowly precessing

J* on J*, we obtain

cos = eos (/*/*) cos cos (18.30)

giving for Eq. (18.29),

Tf = a'l^sf cos (J*J*) cos (J*S*) cos (18.31)

This may be written in the generally observed form of Eq. (18.1)

:

• Pj- = A'/*/* cos (iV*), (18.32)

where

A' = cos (J*S*) cos (S*s?). (18.33)

Since each of the angles is constant, all three cosine terms are readily

evaluated in terms of the mechanical moment vectors to give for LS-

coupling

where ^ ^ 2/*^
’

(18.34)

(18.35)

One interesting result regarding this equation is that A', as shown by
Goudsmit and Bacher, may be simplified by expressing it in terms of the

electron g factor. Substituting ^ ^2 si^^d the value of g as

given by Eq. (13.8), the A' factor for i>S-coupling reduces to

A' = Wig -
1) (18.36)

If the coupling between the s electron and the outer electron is

jj, the average cosine is obtained in a similar fashion by projecting

I"* on J*, then J* on to give

cos = cos (/*/*) cos (JM)- (18.37)

This again leads to Eqs. (18.32) and (18.34), where, for j>-coupling,

A' = a'^ cos (J*sJ) = a‘
- jr

2/*2
(18.38)

As an example of the application of these equations let us first con-

sider an sd electron configuration in Jt/S-coupling and calculate the relative

separations of the Jifs in each of the terms. Graphically this has

been done in Fig. 18.8 for the case where J = |. The first step is to

calculate the A^ coefficient for each of the three terms. The quantum

values to be substituted in Eq. (18.35) are: 5 i = S 2 — >S = 1, Z = 2,

J = 1, 2, and 3. These give the values A' = — and W
®Z)i, ®D2 ,

and ^Ds, respectively. The same values of A' can be calculated
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more quickly from the g factors 4, -J, and and Eq. (18.36) (see Table IV
in the Appendix). Substituting in Eq. (18.34), along with I = § and
the J values 1, 2, and 3, the relative separations shown in the center of

Fig. 18.8 are obtained. The observed levels plotted at the right are

li'iu. 18.8. -Calculated and observed hfa intervals for an sd configuration W term in

thallium.

those of the configuration &s7d in singly ionized thallium (T1 II). The

observation of normal splitting in and of inverted splitting in ^Di

substantiates here, as it does in many other cases, the supposition that

the penetrating s electron is responsible for the strong coupling of J

with the nucleus.

Table 18.2.“ -Coupling Coefficient a' for a 6s Electron in Tl II; Calculated

PROM THE Observed Separations

Configura-

tion
Term A Jacobs.) A' a'

Configura-

tion
Term Aj'Cobs.) A' a'

’Di

+3.33
+0.55
-2.12

+0.95
+0.22
-1.41

+5.70
+2.64
+5.64

6s5/ ^Fz

+3.31
-0.68
-2.49

+0.735
-0.194
-0-996

+5.88
+4.66
+5.97

6«7d

Wi

+3.391

+0.78
-2.21

+O.97I

+0.31
-1.47

+5.82
+3.72
+5.88

6s6/

^F^

^Fz

3^2

+3.35
-2.24
-2.58

+0.745
-0.640
-1.030

+5.96
+15.4
+6.18

(hM
«Di

+3.46
+1.66
-2.25

+0.99
+0.66

,
-1.50

+5.94
+7.92

1 +6.00

Referring to Eq. (18.33 we lind tnat lor a

likc ^^ the coefficlt a', the spin s*, and cos (S*«f) aa-e cons .a-ts for

all values of J. The splitting factor A' is therefore proport onal to

1/J* COB (J*aS*). The vector diagrams at the right ni Fig. . ai
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observed separations of many different levels in Eqs. (18.34) an<i (18.35)
and calculating the coefficient a'. This has been done in Table 18.2.

It is seen that the lower level of each triplet shows inverted hfs^
At the same time the values of a' for the lower and upper level of each,
triplet are closely the same. The center level in each case is in poor
agreement with the others. This latter is to be expected since the
fine-structure intervals of the triplet show departures from the Lancia
interval rule for triplets. Because the two outside levels have the same
g factors in all coupling schemes, they should show agreement if onr
assumptions are correct. Goudsmit has pointed out that t>y taking
all levels with the same J value into account the energy sum rnles will
apply to those levels of the same configuration. This has been verified
experimentally by McLennan, McLay and Crawford^ for T1 II, Taking
into account only the outside triplet separations in Table 18.1, a>n average
value a' == 5.90 cm“^ is calculated as the coupling coefficient for a
6s electron in thalhum.

If for a two-electron system both electrons are in s orhits, both
may couple strongly with the nucleus and contribute apprecialbly to the
splitting. In such cases the vector model of Fig. 18.7 is greatly simplified
and the interaction of each electron with the nucleus will be given by
Eq, (18.29). The two energies when added together and the cosines
averaged and evaluated in the usual fashion give again Eq. (18.3d:) as the
resultant interaction energy, where

A' - + <). (18.3Q)

Here a', is the coupling coefficient for one of the s elect.x-ons and
ai, the coefficient for the other. The derivation of this equation will
be left as an exercise for the reader. If the electrons are in s onbits with
the same total quantum number, there will be but one term^
and this cannot possibly show any splitting with J = 0. The only
possibility of observing hfs due to the coupling of two 5 electrons with Z*
will arise in ^Si terms where the total quantum numbers are dLifferent.
In T1 II the series of ^Si terms arising from the configurations Qs7%Sy
where n = 7, 8, 9,

• •
*

,
has been observed to have hfs. -A-Ssuming

the value a' = 5.90 cm~^ as the coupling coefficient of the 6^ electron
common to each configuration (see Table 18.2), the following valnes
are calculated for 7s and 95 electrons:

Configuration Term Ay A'

•VVi 4.97 3.31 5 . 00 0.72
6s9s 4.62 3.01 6.90 0.12

1 McLennan, J. C., A. B. McLay, and M. F. Crawford, Proc. Roy. A, 133,
652, 1931.
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A comparison of the three values 5.90 for 6s, 0.72 for 7s, and 0.12

for 9s indicates the rapid decrease in the coupling with the nucleus

with increasing total quantum number. The conditions for wide hfs

therefore specify that at least one electron be not only deeply penetrating,

as all s orbits are, but that it also be tightly bound to the atom.

18.7. Hyperfine Structure in Complex Spectra.—Attempts to corre-

late observed hfs in complex spectra with theory have in some respects

been more successful than in the simpler cases of one-electron systems.

As shown in the last section this is due largely to the general observation

that nearly all wide structures and patterns arise from configurations in

which there is a single tightly bound s electron. The classical and

quantum-mechanical model for a complex atom may be represented by

Fig. 18.7. This figure is generalized by letting the s, I, and j of the

nonpenetrating electron represent the resultant fil, L, and J of several

nonpenetrating electrons. In such a system the penetrating s electron

couples strongly with the outer electrons when it is outside the core

and with the nucleus when it is inside the core. The treatment for several

electrons will therefore be essentially the same as that given in the preced-

ing section for two valence electrons. Replacing I*, s*, andj* in

Eqs. (18.35) and (18.38) is Lf, S% and J|, the interaction energy for

complex spectra becomes

Pp = - I*^ - J*^), (18.40)

where, for LS-coupling,

, ,
S*^ - Lf .

S*^ -f sp -
^ ^ 2J*-^

' 2S*^
(18.41)

and, for Jj-coupling,

A' = a'
J*2 ^ g*2 _ J*2^

2J*“
(18.42)

Here &, Lp, and Jp represent the resultants of the nonpenetrating

electrons, si the spin of the penetrating s electron, and S and J the

total resultants of all the electrons together.

Let us now apply these equations to a specific example where hfs

separations have been observed. In the neutral spectrum of lanthanum

the first excited state is a term arising from 5d®6s. Three of the

four levels in this term have quite wide hfs whereas the fourth is rela-

tively narrow. The observed intervals are shown at the right in Fig. 18.9.

To calculate relative splittings for each level, we first evaluate A' coeffi-

cients for each. The observed fine-structure intervals of 341.8, 484.6,

and 627.0 cm-^ have the ratios revealing good LS-couphng between

electrons. From the configuration and term 5d'^&s,W we have the quan-

tum values S = f ,
Si = |, & = 1, Lp = 3, and J = f , -f,

and |.

Substituted in Eq. (18.41), we obtain A' = ^a', -f^a/

y

-iftrci', and ^a'
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for Wy aad respectively- Substituting theS€
the over-all separations and sh-c

in Pig. (18.9), are obtained. The calculated intervals in t

are obtained by computing a constant a' from and
four levels. Better agreement between calculated and ot>s

is obtained by taking the orbital motions of the 5d electroxii

Assuming that the interaction will be given to a fili'st api
a"L*I* cos (!/*/'*'), the energy will be given by Eq.
A' = Substituting the c

bers, the energy contributions and. ^ct
The intervals in the middle column are obtained by calctxl;

a' and a" from and ^Fg and using these for th.e ob]

Calculated

w-
Calcula+ed Observed

fo9 ^9
3^ —

"

).5& .55 cnrr’

627.0 cm _1

4M.6

.faVfa'

.35

^F,

*F„

541.6

5A"

a -0,141 cnr'

H|.0J

ICrt' .

5<^
;

-.34

;

.10

zrfa'-^
J -.20

0-0.1166 a-0.00415

Fig. 18.9.—Calculated and observed hfs intervals for fPSf in I

AJthough. agreement with experiment is not so good as c
it is certain from the above considerations that the orb
the two M electrons contributes considerably to the c
electron resultant J with the nuclear moment I. The vi
at the right in Fig. 18.9 show graphically how the stronger
s electron, acting through the spin resultant S*, inverts the

Not all wide hfs patterns arise from configuratioms inv
tightly bound s electron. This fact is illustrated by the 3a
of copper and the (f f |) 5 ,j

terms of bismuth. In all
binding of the p, d, orf electrons, as the ease may be, will
least one electron. This is shown by the fact that the
on the energy level diagram and the electrons contribute
coupling of J* with I*. Equations for the interaction c

» Anddhson, 0. E., Phys. Rev., Vol. 46, 1934.
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arbitrary electrons with a nucleus have been derived by Goudsmit n.«iing

the principle of energy sums.^ Although the calculations from these
equations are in good agreement with some hfs terms, Goudsmit points
out that there are unaccountable discrepancies in others. Breit and
Wills^ have brought some of these discrepancies into agreement with
experiment by a quantum-mechanical treatment of the same problem
for coupling intermediate between LS and jj. For these rather com-
plicated cases of nuclear interaction the reader is referred to the original
articles.

18.8. Nuclear gi Factors. A nuclear gi factor is a number expressing
the ratio between the magnetic moment of the nucleus in nwlear magnetons
(eh/^^rMc) and the mechanical moment of the nucleus in quantum
units of /i/2ir. From Eqs. (18.28) and (18.28a), the following may be
written:

For arbitrary electron orbits.

gi =

and for s electrons,®

a'Zijij + 1) (I + I) 1838

Avl(l 1)

X.
(18.43)

_ 3a'n®]838 1

8Ra^ZiZl ' K
(18.44)

As an example of the application of these equations we shall first

apply Eq. (18.44) to the hfs of T1 II, where the very large separations
are due chiefly to the penetrating s electron. The average value of a'

for the 6s electron is calculated for the values given in Table 18.2 Using
only the outside triplet separations a' = 5.90 cm-h As pointed out in
Sec. 18.4, Z{ for s electrons is about equal to the atomic number Z.
the effective charge outside the core, is taken as one for T1 I, two for
T1 II, and three for T1 III. The effective quantum number is given
by the term value of 6s,®<S in T1 III, where the 6s electron is the only
valence electron. The relation T = RZlfnl, applied to this state, with
T = 240600 cm~i and Zo = 3, yields n® = 2.02. Substituting these
values in Eq. (18.44),

= 3 X 5.9 X 8.3 X 1838 1

8 X 5.8 X 81 X 9
’

2.31
(18.45)

Although the exact value obtained here may not be correct, it is

significant that the value is of the right order of magnitude on the
assumption that nuclear moments arise from protons in the nucleus.
Values of gi computed for a number of elements by Breit, Wills, and

1 Goudsmit, S., Phys. Rev., 37, 663, 1931.
® Bbbit, G., and L. A. Wills, Phijs. Rev., 44, 470, 1933.
® These equations have been given by S. A. Goudsmit as fair approximations for

the g, factors, Phys. Rev., 43, 636, 1933.
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Goudsmit, and independently by Fermi and Segr6 by a somewhat

different method, are given in Table 18.3, along with values of nuclear

moments. The values of I determined from band-spectrum intensities

alone are given in parentheses. In many cases, only a lower limit for I

has been set. A negative gt factor suggests the possibility that the

nuclear spin is due to negative charges, although this is not necessary.

Table 18.3,—Table op Nuclear Moments

Element

and atomic

number
Isotope I Qi

Element

and atomic

number
Isotope I 9i

r

H 1 1 (i) 5.0? 2.5? Cb 41 93 1 0. 8 3.5
2 (1) 0.7? 0.7? Rh 45 103 1

He 2 4 0 ( no, 12,
1 n

Li 3 7 f 2.2 3,3 Cd 48 < 14, 16, r
C 6 12 (0) 1 111, 13 -1,,0 -0.5
N 7 14 (1) In 49 115 0 1,,2 5.4

0 8 16 (0) Sn 50 117, 119 h -1,,8 -0.9
F 9 19 h 121 I 1,,1 2.7

Sb 51
]

Ne 10 20, 22 0
\

123 1 0,,6 2.1

Na 11
*

23 1 1.4 2.1 I 53 127 1

A1 13 27 i 4.2 2.1 Cs 55 133 n 0,,7 2.6
P 15 31 (i) Ro 136, 38 0
S 16 32 0

00 ^ 135, 37 1? . 0 ,4 1.0
Cl 17 35 (i) La 57 139 1

Ca 20 40 0 Pr 59 141

V 23 51 Eu 63

Mn 25 55 1 Tb 65

Co 27 59 1 0.8 2.8 Ho 67

Cu 29 63, 65 I 1.5 2.3 Lu 71

Zn 30 67 « Ta 73 181 1

Ga a.

j

69

71

1

1

1.4

1.8

2.1

2.7
W 74

j

182,

183
4,6 0

?

As 33 75 1 Re 75 185, 87 f
Br 35 79, 81 i Au 79 197 i 1 .2 i.8
Kr 36 83 SI I 198, 200
Rb 37 ( 85 0.5 1.3

TTrr on y 202, 204

1 87 1 1,9 2.8
ng oU <

199 J 1 , J 0.5
Sr 38 87 1? ( 201 1 -0 ,4 -0.6

T1 81 203, 05 i 2 ,8 1.4

Pb 82 207 i 1 0 0.5
Bi 83 209 I 0 ,8 3.5

Just how far the above equations can be expected to give correct gi

factors is a question that will be answered when we know more con-

cerning the structure of the nucleus. From the recent experiments of
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Frisch, Stern, and Estermann as well as Rabi, Kellogg, and Zacharias^

there is some evidence that the magnetic moment of the neutron is

negative. This should play an important role in any new theory of

nuclear structure.

18.9- Zeeman Effect in Hyperfine Structure.—We now turn to the

Zeeman effect of hfs, a subject which had its beginning with a study

of the bismuth spectrum by Back and Goudsmit. The paper published

by them in 1928 is considered a classic in the annals of spectroscopy.^

At this early stage in the development of hfSj in general, it was shown

by Back and Goudsmit that all of the simple classical derivations and

formulas for the anomalous Zeeman effect and the Paschen-Back effect

could be carried over to hfs by making the following substitutions:

I, Pj Qh Qj} Mij Mj, and Mf
for Sy Lfj Jj Qsj Qlj gjj Msj Ml, and Mj, respectively.

Unfortunately the so-called Zeeman effect of hfs has not yet been

observed, chiefly because of the lack of sufficient resolving power in

the optical instruments thus far employed. What has been observed

by Back and Goudsmit, however, is an effect similar to the so-called

Paschen-Back effect in fine structure. Since there is good reason to

believe that the hfs Zeeman effect will be observed and studied in the

near future, a simple treatment of the subject

will be given here.

In a very weak magnetic field the atom

may be thought of as precessing as a whole

around the field direction H subject to the

quantum conditions that the projection of

the mechanical resultant F*/i/27r on H is equal

to MFh/2'7r. The magnetic quantum number

Mf takes values differing from each other by

unity ranging from Mf = -—P to Mf = +P.

A classical vector model for very weak field

is shown in Fig. 18.10. To calculate the mag-

netic energy it is necessary that we first com-

pute the magnetic moment of the atom as

a whole. This moment will be made up of

two parts or components: fxj, the magnetic

moment of the extranuclear electrons, and mj, the magnetic moment
of the nucleus, lliese moments [see Eqs. (13.1) and (13.6)] should be
given by

Fig. 18.10.—Vector model
of an atom with a nuclear
spin in a very weak magnetic
field (hfs Zeeman effect).

Frisch, B,., and O. Stkun, ZeU-s. J. Phys., 86, 4, 1933;. Estermann, I., and O.
Stern, Zeits. f. Phys., 86, 17, 1933; Rabi, 1. 1., J. M. B. Kellogg, and J. R.
Zacharias, Phy.s. Rev., 46, 769, 1934; 46, 157, 1934.

* Back, E., and S. A. Goudsmit, Zeits. f. Phys., 47, 174, 1928.
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Since it is the mechanical moments /* and J* that are quantized,

the total magnetic moment of the atom is just the projection of these

magnetic moments on 7^* (see Sec. 10.3). As and /* are parallel to

each other, and ixj and J* are oppositely directed, the resultant atomic

magnetic moment txp becomes

]j>F = fj^j cos — IX

I

cos (18.47)

Upon substituting from Eq. (18.46),

MP = [gjJ* cos (J*F*) - gj* cos (18.48)

As in the Zeeman effect of fine structure, the term in brackets is placed

equal to F* times a constant gp, i.e.,

grF* = gjJ* cos {J*F*) — gj* cos (I*F*). (18.49)

This gives

Referring to the vector model again, we may now evaluate the cosines

in terms of the mechanical vectors and obtain, for Eq. (18.49),

_|_ J*2 _ J*2 ^ JH«2 _ J"*2
Qf = Qj <2p^2 2J^*2

* (18.51)

Because of the general observation that hfs separations are many times

smaller than the fine structure the gi factor for the nucleus must also

be very small compared with the gj factor for the extranuclear electrons.

If we make the assumption that gi << gj, we may write

Tp *2 _L r *2 __ /*2

Qf = gj • (18.52)

If the nuclear spin is due to one or more particles with the mass

of protons, the nuclear gi factors should be in the neighborhood of one

or two thousandths of those for electrons. By Eq. (18.50) the ratio

between the magnetic and mechanical moments of the entire atom is

therefore closely represented by

IXF _ e _ e _ 7*2

F*h ^‘'2mc ^’2mc

'

‘

(18.53)

2t

According to Larmor’s theorem, F* in a very weak field will carry

out a classical precession around the field direction, the angular velocity

of which should be given by H times the ratio between the magnetic

and mechanical moments:
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The energy of this precession is given by cof times the component of the

mechanical resultant F'^hl27r along H:

AW = co..^ cos iF*H) = H • cos (18.55)

In terms of the magnetic quantum number Mfj

(18.66)

Dividing by /ic, the energy in wave numbers becomes

He
--ATf “ Qf ‘ cm-^ = gp • ikfj;’ * L cm“\ (18.57)

As an example of the magnetic splitting given by these equations,

consider the transition in an atom where the nuclear spin

Fig. 18 . 11.—Zeeman effect of hfs in a very weak magnetic field.

J «= Specifically the fine structure arising from the transition 7s,

— 7pj^P^ in doubly ionized thallium is shown at the left in Fig. 18.11.

The gj factor for is f, which substituted in Eq. (18.52) gives the

two values Qf 1 for IPg and Qf = i for fPg, Similarly the gj factor

of two for gives gF = 1 for IS^ and gF = ^ for IS^. Multiplying

each Qf hj the possible values of Mf [see Eq. (18.57)], the magnetic

splitting shown at the extreme right in the figure is obtained. For any

given field strength, L is a constant.

By analogy with fine structure the selection rules for hfs are

AMf = 0 for p components,

AMf = ±1 for s components. (18.58)
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Similarly the relative intensities should be given by the fine-struetiif**

equations (13.21), by replacing J hy F and M by MfA
In a very weak field the A/s lines each break up into symmetric**'

patterns similar to the anomalous Zeeman patterns of fine structu*^

in a weak field. Because the complete resolution of A/s patterns i*

zero field is accomplished only for the very widest and simplest structure*^

it is now quite clear why the so-called Zeeman effect of A/s has not be***

observed.

If now the field is increased to a point where the ordinary anomaloi*^
patterns of fine structure would be observed, each of the A/s pattern**

like those in the figure, will begin to overlap and something analogoU*
to the Paschen-Back effect sets in. This is the subject to be treatn*-

in the next section.

18.10. Back-Goudsmit Effect in Hyperfine Structure.—If the majt'

netie field strengths commonly used in studying the Zeeman effect ar*

employed in a study of the spectrum of nr

element having a nuclear magnetic and mechani

'

cal moment, a phenomenon analogous to tlM

Paschen-Back effect in fine structure is observoil

Because this effect was first observed and
counted for by Back and Goudsmit^ the phi*'

nomena -will here be referred to as the Borfc*

Goudsmit effect.

A magnetic field that is called a weak fwk,
for fine structure is in reality a strong field foi

A/s. In such a weak field the coupling between
the nuclear moment Z* and the electron n*'

sultant J* will be broken down, and eacli

will be quantized separately with the field

direction. Classically each will process sepa-

rately around H as shown in Fig. 18.12. Unclei
these conditions the magnetic energy will Ix!

moment J*, in a weak mag- made up of the sum of the following energioit;

effect).

(Baok-Goudsmit
energy due to the interaction between

I* and ZZ; (2) the energy due to the interar-
tion between J* and H

; (3) the energy due to the interaction between
I* and J*. By Larmor’s theorem the two processional angular veloci-
ties are given by H times the ratio between the magnetic and mechanical
moments [see Eqs. (3.58), (10.23), and (13.23)]:

^ For hfs intensity formulas derived by the quantum mechanics, see E. L. IIi||

Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci., 16, 779, 1929.
'

2 Back, E., and S. A. Goxtdsmit, Zeits. f. Phys., 47, 174, 1928.

Mp

Fig. 18 . 12 .—Independent
precession of the nuclear
moment I*, and electron
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Multiplying each of these angular velocities by the corresponding
angular-momentum components along H, the following

;
two energy

contributions are obtained:

iff,,,

/» u 7
,

(^lo.DUy

AH'.„ .//•». .7-^ CO, y.f/) - H
. ^ . ^4-

The sum of these two energies gives the main energy shift from the

line-structure term from which it sprang, i.e.j from the center of gravity

of the hfs terms arising from a given fine-structure term. This sum
may be written

^Wn = i-giMi + (18.61)

Dividing by he, the energy in wave numbers becomes

Hp
— LT It = {—giMi -f- --j = {—giMt 4- gjMj)L cm~'-. (18.62)

The third interaction mentioned above has still to be added to this

equation. By exactly the same treatment as that given for a single

electron in Sec. 10.7, and for several electrons in Sec. 13.7, this energy

is given by

r = A'l*J* cos (/V*) cm-h (18.63)

Referring to Fig. 18.12 it is seen that the angle between I* and J*

is continually changing so that it must be averaged. In the usual

manner the average cosine is given by

cos '(P7^ = cos {l*H) cos (J*H). (18.64)

Substituting in Ftp (18.63),

r = A'l* cos (./*//) • ./* cos (/*ff). (18.65)

In ternts of the magnetic (luantum numbers these projections are

r = A'MtMj. (18.66)

Adding this to Eq. (18.62), the total magnetic energy in a weak field

becomes
—AT = (

—

giMi gjMjyL -|- A'MiMj. (18.67)

Now the g: factor for the nucleus is so small compared with gj for

the external electrons that the first term in the parentheses may be

dropped. Neglecting this term,

-At = gjMjL + A'MiMj cm-K (18.68)

Let us now apply this equation to the specific example of one of the

resonance lines of thallium, X == 5349, &p,^P% — 7.s,^iSj (see Fig. 8.1).
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For the lower level gj = = ft, and Mi ==

The energies in very weak and in weak fields are. readily calc

tabulating them as in Table 18.4. Starting at the left the

each column are written down in the order given.

Table 18.4.—Magnetic-energy Factors for the Terms and i

Where the Nuclear Spin / = i

After the table is completed, the energies are plotted as

Fig. 18.13 starting with the field-free levels on the left and en

weak-field levels on the right. Calculations of the interactio;

for field strengths between the two extreme cases of weak
weak fields have been carried out by Goudsmit and Bacher

Inglis.2 Their calculations show that the following rules can 1

for the transitions between very weak and weak fields: (1)

projection of the mechanical moment of the entire atom on 1

the same in all field strengths, i.e.y

Mjf = Ml -f* Mj
and (2) levels with the same value of Mie never cross.

Selection rules for hfs transitions between levels in a 'v

are similar to those for fine structure in strong fields and may 1

LMi = 0
,

/ 0 for p components^
^

1 for s components.

^ Goudsmit, S. A., and R. F. Bacher, Phys. Rev., 34, 1499, 1929.

2 Inglis, D. R., Zeits. /. Phjjs., 84, 466, 1933.
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The schematic diagram of the T1 I hfs pattern X5349 is shown in

Fig. 18.14. In a very weak field each hfs line breaks up into an anoma-
lous but symmetrical pattern. (These have not been observed.) In

Fig. 18.13.—Splitting of hfa terms in weak and very weak magnetic fields (Back-Goudsmit
effect).

Fig. 18.14.—Schematic diagram of the change in the T1 hfa pattern X5349 from no
field to very weak field to weak field Back-Goudsmit effect). {Observed pattern after

Wulff). In reproducing the microphotometer curve the field-free lines have been left

out as shown by the break at the center of the figure.

the weak field where the coupling between I and J is broken down, the

lines have crossed each other to form a pattern resembling closely the

Zeeman pattern of the same transition in an atom where the nuclear
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ixioment is zero (see Fig. 10.8). A comparison of Fig. 18.14 with Fig.
13.11 for the Paschen-Back effect of the fine structure in jfj^-coupling
is of interest. With 7 = J it is to be noted that each line of the Zeeman
pattern should theoretically be double, and that the separations should
be of the same order of magnitude as the field-free hfs. The micro-
photometer curve at the bottom of the figure has been obtained in a
field of 43350 gauss by Wulff.^

A similar calculation for any spectral line where I has an integral
or half-integral value will lead to a pattern resembling closely the Zeeman

pattern for the same line if I were zero. Due
to the interaction energy term A'MiMj in Eq.

^
(18.68) each of the Zeeman terms will be split

^ up into 2/ + 1 equally spaced levels, and
\ / each line in the observed Zeeman pattern will

be split into 21+1 equally spaced lines. This
better advantage from the

// following description of an atom where 1 is

\\ large. In weak field, I* and process inde-
^ ^ pendently around if. For each orientation of

/*, as shown in Fig. 18.15, there will be
2J + 1 orientations of the nuclear moment /*.

\ In Fig. 18.15 the 1 value, as in bismuth, is

taken as f. Since the coupling of /* with
if, as measured by the energy factor giMj,

gram’“’sho^ng~tt^e“*°2/ is negligibly smaU, I* is coupled to, and pre-
orientations of the nuclear cesses around, the magnetic component of J"*

tioTofth^eieotrof moment Ordinary Zeeman effect
J*. Drawn for the special this energy of interaction is proportional to Mj.

Gouds^t^Sect).” ^ precession of I* is fur-

nished by J*, and its magnitude by Mjy the
energy of the splitting will be proportional to MiMj, or equal to A'MiMj,

as already shown.

As an example of this effect a diagram of a weak-field pattern observed
by Back and Goudsmit in bismuth is reproduced in Fig. 18.16. Each
of the four middle groups has been resolved by Back and Goudsmit and
found to have exactly 10 components. The two center groups of lines

marked a have been reproduced and published by Zeeman, Back, and
Goudsmit.^ Figure 18.17 has been enlarged and reproduced from the
halftone reproduction in their published paper. To obtain the lower half

of the figure, the photographic paper was moved parallel to the lines

-Vector dia-

the 2il -f" 1

^ WuLFF, J,, Zeits. f. Phys., 69, 74, 1931; see also Gkben, J. B., and J. Wxjlff,
Phys. Rev., 38, 2176, 1931; 38, 2186, 1931.

.

2 Zeeman, P., E. Back, and S. A. Goudsmit, Zeits. f. Phys., 66, 11, 1930,
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during exposure thus enabling the 10 components to be easily distin-

guished. The effect is much the same as a microphotometer trace.

That there are 10 components in each group furnishes conclusive evidence

that, for the Bi nucleus, / = f-

Qbs. Hyperfine- Structure

Ul_xl
No Field Bismuth

XAIZZ

CalCi

Fio. 18.16.-Caloulated pattern for the bismuth Une X4722 in a weak field (Baok-Goudsmit

effect)

.

Fro. 18.17.-Observed pltt'eml''^ B-k and Goudsrnit
“'^^^.^^.V^Tthe

ssi/trJ? p»»—< >»•“•>

«

lines during enlargement.

Intensity rules for /i/« in weak fields f ^^e
Zeeman effect in weak fields and are given by Eq. 13.21)

assumption that Mi does not change in any i ansi lo

will be independent of the value of Mi- This means each

component of an ordinary Zeeman pattern the intensity will divide

equally between the 2/ -t- 1 components due to the nuclear mom .
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This means that Eq. (13.21) should be valid and that M, as given there,
is theMj as given here. This is in fair agreement with the observations in.
Tl. In Bi the appearance of so-called /orbzdden transitions (Aihf^ = ± 1 )
shows that the field is not strong enough for these simple rules to hold.
Calculated intervals and intensities have been shown by Goudsmit and
Bacher,! and by Back and Wulff^ to be in excellent agreement with
observed patterns in Tl and Bi in different intermediate field strengths.

18.11 . Isotope Structure.—It is now known with certainty that the
hfs observed in the spectrum lines of some elements is due to small
differences in the energy levels of two or more isotopes and not to a.

Pio. 18.18. Isotope structure observed in the spectrum lines of tungsten. (,Aftee Grace,
More, and White,)

nuclear spin of one isotope. A good example of such structure is to be
found in the spectrum of tungsten, one section of which, taken with.
Fabry and Perot 6talons, is reproduced in Fig. 18.18. Each line, it is
noted, shows three components, each of which corresponds, respectively,
to one of the isotopes of even mass 182, 184, and 186. Although these
patterns are distinctly different from the very commonly observed
hfs flag 'patterns as shown in Fig. 18.1, one cannot always distinguish
isotope structure from hfs by appearances. Some hfs patterns and some
isotope patterns look much alike.

In tungsten as in other elements where isotope structure predom-
inates, many lines appear to be sharp, i.e., the lines arising from the
different isotopes fall on top of each other. This fact indicates that
the relative shifts of a set of terms belonging to one isotope are practically
the same as the relative shifts of the same levels in another isotope.
Where isotope structure is observed the relative shifts are materially
different. This latter means that the nucleus by itself is not entirely
responsible for the structure and that the interaction between the

1 Goudsmit, S. A., and R. F. Bacheb, Z&its. f, Phys., 66, 13, 1930.
2 Back, E., and J. Wulff, Zeits. f. Phys,^ 66, 31, 1930.
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nucleus and the extranuclear electrons must be taken into account.

Because there are no combinations between the levels of one isotope and

those of another one cannot say how much one system has been shifted

from the other but only how levels shift relative to others. As shown by

the tungsten lines, as well as the lines in other elements, the relative

shifts, where observed, are found to be approximately proportional to the

mass differences.
*

The suggestion that isotope shift may be due to a change in the

Rydberg constant (see Sec. 2.13) is occasionally but not always in

agreement with observation. In singly ionized hthium, for example,

the observed shift of Li« ls2p and ls2s from Li^ ls2p and ls2s is several

times that expected. Hughes and Eckart^ have shown, however, that

with two electrons a change in the nuclear mass may alter the energy

by a greater amount than in the case when there is but one electron, as

in hydrogen. Their calculations for Li« and Li’ are in excellent agree-

ment with experimental observations.

Attempts to calculate isotope displacements in heavy elements

have been made by Breit.^ These calculations, based upon a change

in the size of the nucleus, are in fair agreement with the relative shifts

observed in Hg, Tl, and Pb.
. j., . j.

The slight differences in the relative intensities of the tungsten

isotope lines in each pattern of Fig. 18.18 are due to the presence of a

fourth isotope of odd mass 183. Having a nuclear spin, this isotope

gives rise to hfs which divides into components differently in different

patterns. This subject of isotope structure and hfs together is taken

up in the next section. As a matter of fact isotope structure is eeldom

observed in an element alone.
. j t>

18 12. Isotope Structure and Hyperfine Structure Combmed. Per-

haps the most complicated line patterns in all the periodic table are

those observed in the spectrum of mercury. Since mercury is a ^eay

element, and since the mercury arc is a convenient, light source for the

adjustment and demonstration of interferometers, the mercury lines

have been investigated by many experimenters. In such elements with

high atomic weight, the Doppler broadening does not interfere m ordinary

light sources to the extent that some lines were known over two decades

ago to contain as many as 10 to 15 components.

In the very excellent hands of Schuler, Keyston and Jones, these

patterns have now been analyzed. Their analysis shows that of the six

1 Httghbs, D. S., and C. Eokabt, Phys. Rev., 36, 694, 1930.

^Brbit, G., Phys. Rev., 42, 348, 1933; see also Rosenthal J. E., and G. Beeit,

Phys. Rev., 41, 469, 1932; and Racah, G., Nature, 129, 723, 1932.

sSchUlbe, H., JVotMnOTSsmscW*0»»>
^ pi

' 74
SXON, Zeits.f. Phys., 72, 423, 1931; SchUler, H., and E. G. Jones, Zeiis.f. Phys., 7 ,

631, 1932; 77, 801, 1932.
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mercury isotopes,

Mass 196 198 199 200 201 202 204
Abundance 0.10 9.89 16.45 23.77 13.67 29.27 6.85 per cent,

the five with even mass have either a zero magnetic or a zero mechanical
moment,'- and the two with odd mass have mechanical moments as
follows: for Hg 199, 7 = i and for Hg 201, 7 = |. The magnetic
moments of these two isotopes are opposite in sign and quite different
in magnitude. For Hg 199, g, ^ 1.1 and for Hg 201, g, ^ -0.41 nuclear
magnetons.

4 ttJEE 0.585

0195

0.158

0.295
IT

0.400
0.758

A 3662

JL ml
Observed

Fig. 18.19. Hj^rfine structure of the mercury isotopes as observed in the transition
6»6p. - md, 3Z),. X3662. (After Schiller, Weetmeyer. uTd ZZ )

Hfs terms for two energy levels in mercury are shown in Fig. 18.19.
The heavy lines near the center of both the upper and lower levels
represent the even isotopes 196, 198, 200, 202, and 204. The very light
lines represent the levels of the odd isotope 201, and the remaining levels
belong to 199. The observed pattern is shown at the bottom, and the
corresponding transitions are given directly above. The relative
abundance of the isotopes as given by Aston’s mass-spectrograph meas-
urements IS in agreement with the observed hfs in that the center line
contains about 70 per cent of the total intensity. If there were an

J Since we know relatively Uttle about nuclear structure at the present time, it is
difficult to say whether one, or both, of the nuclear moments, magnetic or mechanical,
IS zero. If a nucleus has a large magnetic moment, but no mechanical moment,
there can be no space quantization with J* and hence no hfs. If a mechanical moment
exists, but no magnetic moment, there will be quantization but no splitting. Such
cases of one or the other moment equal to zero are known to exist in extranuclear
electron structure.
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appreciably different isotope shift in the initial or final states, as there

is in the resonance line ’/So
— ®Pi at X2536, this fine would not be single

as observed but would reveal five components. The relative positions

of the levels belonging to different isotopes are arbitrary, for, if one system

of levels is moved up or down, the radiated lines remain unchanged.

Returning to Eqs. (18.34) and (18.35), the observed hfs in mercury

may be used to calculate the coupling coefficient for the deeply penetrat-

ing and tightly bound 6s electron. For the state the calculated

values are as follows:

Hg 199 Hg 201

A' = -1-0.303 A’ = -0.114

a' = -1-1.212 a' = -0.456

Since a' is negative for Hg 201, the gi factor [by Eq. (18.24)] is negative.

For Hg 199, the gi factor is positive and by the ratio of the a' coefficients

is about 2.66 times as large. If the same calculations are made for the

upper term a smaller ratio is obtained. This may be attributed

to perturbations of certain of the hfs terms by those of a term, only

three wave numbers away. When the perturbation corrections shown

in Fig. 19.15 are made, the ratio of the a’s, and hence the ratio of the

gi factors, comes out to be 2.79, in very good agreement with similax

calculations for six or more other terms.

In addition to mercury, line patterns of a number of other elements

have been sufficiently analyzed to show the presence of both isotope

structure and hfs. In Cd, for example, there are six isotopes of mass

110, 111, 112, 113, 114, and 116. Like mercury the even isotopes are

observed to have a nuclear moment of zero, and both of the odd isotopes

to have the same mechanical moment / = i and the same magnetic

moment gi = —1.0.

Problems

1. Show that the interaction energy of two s electrons with a nuclear moment I

IS

^ diagram similar to Fig. 18.9 for the term dh,^F. Assume a

^
‘"“'conttmltt diagram similar to Fig. 18.13 for the Bi levels given in Kg- 18-5.

Assume gj factors of 2 and J for the upper and lower levels, respectively. Ca cula-

tns are most easily made by tabulating as in Table 18.4. Note that, for the lower

t’. From'^thflOTels derived in Prob. 3, construct a diagram simUar to Fig. 18.14.



CHAPTER XIX

SERIES PERTURBATIONS AND AUTOIONIZATION

It was pointed out in Chap. I that certain well-established spectral
series show abnormalities of one kind or another. Of particular impor-
tance are the anomalies of the type found in one of the calcium series
shown in Fig. 1.13. In this one instance the diffuse series behaves in
the usual fashion by contracting after the first member to very narrow
patterns. This contraction is soon disturbed, however, and the patterns
expand anomalously reaching an apparent maximum at the seventh
member; then decreasing again to narrow patterns, they approach the
series limit.

Term Values
Ro. 19.3.—Anomalous copper series. Fia. 19.4.—Anomalous aluminum series.

In terms of the energy levels, themselves, this anomaly is to be
attributed to the series of initial states and not in any way to the
common final 0 , 1,2 states. Of the surprisingly large number of well-
known anomalous series found in other elements, those of aluminum
and copper are particularly notable.

19.1. Observed Abnormal Series.—To start with, let us consider
several observed series where the causes of the irregularities are now
we nown. Although it is the anomalous progression of spectral
hues that is observed, we are here concerned with the derived energy
levels themselves. In Figs. 19.1, 19.2, 19.3, and 19.4, the fine structures
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of four series of terms are shown for cadmium, calcium, copper, and
aluminum, respectively. In each figure the fine structure is plotted

vertically and the term values horizontally. The dotted center lines

represent the center of gravity of each series member, each level being

assigned the quantum weight 2/ + 1. The cadmium series in the first

figure represents a series of triplets approaching in a regular fashion

the series limit.

The *^2 , 8,4 series in singly ionized aluminum, like the *£> 1 , 2,3 series

in calcium, expands abnormally and contracts again as it approaches

the single limit. The copper series discovered by Shenstone^ is of

particular interest : the first term is right side up (^Pj above *P})
,
the second

term is very narrow (both terms falling practically together), the third

term is inverted, the fourth term is right side up and very wide, and the

fifth term is inverted. The beautiful way in which each of these anoma-

lous series has been explained by Shenstone and Russell* is the subject

of the following sections of this chapter.

19.2. Energy Level Perturbations.—In the early chapters of this book

we have seen that the term values of hydrogen-like atoms are given by

the simple Bohr formula

where Z is the nuclear charge, B the Rydberg constant = 109737 cm~^,

and n the total quantum number. If .Z is replaced by the effective

nuclear charge Zo (see Sec. 7.4) and n by the effective quantum number

n*, one obtains Rydberg’s general formula for series of many electron

atoms,

n*

RZi
(19.2)

{n - nY

Here the integral valued quantum number v, is retained by writing

n* — n — 11,
where is the so-called quantum defect. For all neutral

atoms Zo = 1, for singly ionized atoms Zo = 2, etc. Using this formula,

three aluminum series are shown in Fig. 19.5 with values of /x = n — n.*

plotted vertically and the term values plotted horizontally. Series

following Rydberg’s formula [Eq. (19.2)] are represented on such a

diagram by a straight horizontal line. A refinement of Rydberg’s

formula by Ritz in which n* is replaced hy n — u ~ <^Tn is necessary

for a series like

BZl ^ BZl

n** {n — — oiTnY
(19.3)

On the diagram such a series is represented by a straight fine with inter-

cept u and a slope given by a.

* Shenstone, A. G., Phys. Rev., 34, 1623, 1929.

® Shenstone, A. G., and H. N. Rvssbll, Phys. Rev., 39, 416, 1932.
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Now in the anomalous series of aluminum the fourth term is a
foreign term and rightfully belongs to another W series. ^ When this
term is omitted, the n values of the following terms will all be lowered,
by one. A replot of the series with corrected n values is shown in Fig.
19.6, along with the anomalous series of calcium in Fig. 19.7. The

Fig. 19.5.—The qliantum defect ix = n — n* for three aluminum series.

resGuiblance between these curves and anomalous dispersion curves is
quite striking.

A generalized fQrm of the Rydberg-Ritz formula, derived from
perturbation theory and the quantum mechanics, has been given by
Langer.^

Tn (19.4)

^ In a study of this series Schiddinger attributed the anomalous behavior to a sort
of polarization of the atom and assigned the third and fourth members of the series
to the same total quantum number; Ann. d. Pkya., 77, 43, 1925.

^Lanqeb, R. M., Phys. Rev., 35, 649, 1930.
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Here Tn represents as usual the successive terms of the series and Ti a
foreign perturbing term not belonging to the series. Although Langer's

formula does not adequately account for all series details, it does account

for the existing anomalies in many series and its success is much beyond
the expectations of a first approximation.

hanger's formula, modified by Shenstone and Russell to fit the
anomalous series taken up in this and the last section, takes the form

^ RZl _ m
» - , - o,r. +

(19.5)

where the effective quantum number is

n* = n - M + f~=~To

This equation postulates that under certain conditions (to be specified

later) a term To foreign to the series in question will perturb the series,

causiqg it to deviate from the ordinary progression expected. Because

of the form of the perturbation term — To), this formula is analo-

gous to the formula used in anomalous dispersion theory. This analogy,

as seen in Fig. 19.6, is closer than might at first be expected.

As an example of the use of Eqs. (19.5) and (19.6), the observed

term values and the computed constants of the ^Di series of calcium

are given in the following table.

Table 19.1.

—

Series Calculations for the Anomalous ^snd.^Du Series op

Calcium

(After Shenstone and Russell)

Term value

observed
Configuration n n* n — n*

Term value

calculation

T(obs.) - T
(calc.)

28969.1 4s3d 3 1.9463 1.0537 26465 2504

11666.4 4s4d 4 3.0816 0.9185 11556 0

6661.4 4a6d 6 4.0896 0.9104 6562 -1

4265.6 4s6d 6 5.0780 0.9220 4252 +3
3002.4 4s7d 7 6.0456 0.9544 3002 0

2268.3 4s8d 8
'

6.9662 1.0448 2287 -19

1848.9 Foreign term

1651.3 4s9d 9 8.4105 0.5895 1561 0

1273.1 AslOd 10 9.2840 0.7160 1276 -3

1046.6 4sllci 11 10.2445 0.7555 1048 -2

869.8 4sl2d 12 11.2323 0.7677 873 -3

734.0 Asm
,

13 12.2273 0.7727 737 -3

628.0 AsUd 14 13.2190 0.7810 630 -2

/X = 0.8705, a « 0.00000339, /3 = -85, To = 1848.9.
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With the exception of the first series member, the agreement between
the observed and calculated term values is very good. The origin of

the foreign term is discussed in Sec. 19.5.

19,3. The Nature of and Conditions for Term Perturbations.^ A
first-order perturbation treatment and calculation of atomic energy
levels have been given by Slater^ and by Condon.^ Including electron

spin in the calculations, Condon shows that under certain conditions

terms belonging to different electron configurations will perturb each
other. If two levels have the same characteristic quantum numbers,
and lie close together, second-order terms of the perturbation correction

become large and cannot be neglected in. the calculation of the energy of

either level. A large second-order correction implies that the eigen-

functions for each of the respective levels contain components of the

eigenfunction of the other level. Thus both levels belong in part to

both electron configurations. The assignment of a given level to a
definite electron configuration is therefore only approximate and becomes
more exact when the levels are far apart.

The nature of the perturbation between the two levels in question
reveals itself essentially as a repulsion. This apparent repulsion may
be thought of as being due to a sort of resonance phenomenon, there

being a certain probability that the atom will jump back and forth

between the two characteristic states without the radiation of energy.

The frequency of this interchange, and hence the repulsion, increases

as the interval between the levels decreases.

The quantum conditions for term perturbations may be stated as

follows : Two levels belonging to the same or to different electron configurations

will 'perturb each other when (1) both electron configurations are of the same
parity, i.e., both even or both odi,^ and (2) both levels have the same J value.

In addition to these necessary conditions, observation shows that the

greatest effect is to be expected when the two levels have the same
L and S values in L>S-coupling, or the same ji and values in jj-coup-
ling. For intermediate coupling schemes the more nearly alike the
coupling schemes the greater will be the effect.

Consider as a simple example two neighboring sets of ^Di, 2,3 terms
arising from different electron configurations of different parity, i.e.,

one configuration odd and the other even. In the ideal case of Z/>S-coup-

ling these levels will be represented as shown at the left in Fig. 19.8.

If now the configurations are of the same parity, i.e., both even or both
odd, a sort of resonance will be set up tending to repel corresponding
levels. These are shown at the right in the figure. The nearer two

1 Slatek, J. C., Phys. Rev., 34, 1293, 1929.
2 Condon, E. U., Phya. Rev., 36, 1121, 1930.
® An electron configuration or term is said to be odd when the sum of the I values

of the electrons is odd, and even when the sum is even.
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corresponding levels are to each other, the greater is the repelling effect

(see Figs. 19.6 and 19.7). In Fig.

19.8 the terms, being the nearest

to each other, undergo the greatest

displacement, with the result that the

narrow triplet is widened and the wide

triplet is narrowed. This same result

is to be expectedwhen the unperturbed

wide triplet is above the narrow triplet.

19.4. The Anomalous Diffuse

Series of Calcium.—We now return to

the anomalous ®Z) (4snd) series of

neutral calcium discussed in the

preceding section. Referring to the

calcium energy level diagram in Fig.

11.9, it is seen that the first member
of the diffuse series 4snd is also the

first member of another series

Zdns. Now the seventh member of

the anomalous series is without doubt

an extra member and should be

called the second member of the Zdns series. If this assignment is

correct the first two terms of the latter series should have as a limit the

first excited state (3d) of the ionized atom. Term values taken with

respect to as a limit give Rydberg denominators 1.60 and 2.64, in good

agreement with the assignment.

A more detailed study of the fine structure of the two series is to

be seen in Fig. 19.9. At the extreme left and right in this figure the two

series are shown as they would occur without perturbation. In the

center the observed series is shown. It should be pointed out that the

unperturbed Zdns triplets should have a total separation of approxi-

mately 60 wave numbers, the same as that of the series limit (see

Sec. 11.5), and that the higher members of the 4snd series should be very

narrow. The effect of the perturbation is to widen the triplets on the

left and to narrow those on the right, as observed. The third member

of the right-hand series, shown by dotted lines, because it lies above the

first series limit, should not be observed. This will be discussed in

Sec. 19.9.

19.6. The Anomalous Principal Series in Copper.—^The fine structure

of the anomalous series in copper is shown in Fig. 19.3. This very

irregular series, probably the most distorted series known, was discovei ed

by Shenstone and now has a very beautiful and simple explanation.

Although the first term of the series, 3d’-Hp,^Pi,i, in combination with

3dio4s,2>Si, gives rise to the strongest lines in the copper arc spectrum,

3D2*-

/

«/ /
/ ^

D2

^Di

-D|
UNPERTURBED PERTURBED

Fig. 19.8.—Schematic representation of

term perturbations.
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Fig. 19.9.—Perturbed diffuse series in Fig. 19.10.—Perturbed principal series in

calcium. copper.

' ICIOOO 20,000 30,000

Term Values

Fig. 19.11. Showing perturbations in the principal series of copper.
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was not until the spectrum had been so thoroughly analyzed and every-

ing else was accounted for, that the higher members of the series were

5jB.iiitely identified.

It is now known that the irregularities in this series are due to the

irturbing influences of a foreign, widely spaced, inverted term.

3 shown in Fig. 19.10 these two fine-structure terms, 3952 cm~^ and

>73 cm“^, respectively, are due to the odd electron configuration ZdHsip,

id the perturbed series of terms are due to the odd configurations

Plotting the quantum defect n — n* against the term values,

Lg. 19.11 results. It is observed that, as the series approaches the

srturbing terms from either side, the mutual repulsions between cor-

ssponding terms {i.e., terms with the same J values) increase slowly at

rst, then more rapidly.

19.6. The Inverted Alkali Doublets.—It may be shown from the

nantum mechanics or from the classical model of the atom that the

oublet levels of the alkali metals should be normal, i.e., of the two levels

= I ^ and j = I — h the level j = I — h should he deeper. While

ais is observed to be generally true, it is well known that the and W
arms of some of the alkalies are inverted. In caesium, for example, the

rst ^P and “D terms are normal and

tie second W term is inverted. ^ In

uibidium the ^P terms are normal and

tie “D and W terms are inverted.^

XL potassium the ^P terms are normal

,xid the “D terms are inverted.’ In

lew of the anomalous turning over

>f the normal copper doublets, dis-

ixissed in the preceding section, it

eems highly probable that the inver-

ion of the narrow alkali doublets

night be due to the perturbing influ-

sxLce of widely spaced inverted doub-

eb terms lying high above the series

imit.'* This inverting effect is shown

icliematically in Fig. 19.12.

Inverted doublet terms arise in

xeneral from electron shells lacking

UNPERTURBED PERTURBED

Fig. 19.12.—Possible explanation of the

inversion of alkali doublets.

but one electron to complete them. Consequently the excitation

3f an electron from one of the completed electron shells to an outer

may give rise to several of the desired doublets. Consider, for

^ Meissner, K. W., Ann. d. Phys., 60, 713, 1916; 66, 378, 1921.

2 Ramb, R., Ann. d. Phys.j 10, 311, 1931.

® Meissniir, K. W., and 0. Masaki, Ann. d. Phys.j 10, 326, 1931.

4 White, H. E., Phys. Rev.j 40, 316, 1932.
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example, the normal rubidium atom with the electron configuration

Rb 37, Is22s22p«3s2325«3di“4s^4p«5s. (I9.7)

The excitation of the 5s valence electron to any of the unoccupied

d orbits Ad, 5d, 6d, etc., should give rise to a series of very narrow but
normal levels. The excitation of a ip electron from the completed

4p® subshell to a 5p orbit, on the other hand, will result in the even
configuration (leaving off the completed subshells) ip^5s5p, giving rise

among other terms to one inverted term and one normal term.

Similarly a double excitation of two electrons to the even configuration

ipHdbp gives rise to three inverted terms and three normal terms.

Due to the spin-orbit interaction of the 4p® subshell these levels, whatever
the coupling scheme, will be very wide. Furthermore the inverted

doublets should lie deepest. Although these terms have not been
observed in the alkali spectra, they certainly do exist and their position

may be predicted fairly accurately from x-ray spectra to be high above
the regular series limit of the chief optical series. Even at so great
a distance, the inverted terms tend to invert the narrow doublet terms
far below and the normal terms tend to restore them. The net second-
order effect of these two opposing actions, although small, is great
enough to cause inversion.^

19.7. Autoionization.—^The atomic process of autoionization put for-

ward by Wentzel and Shenstone““ is of considerable importance in atomic
spectra, for it clears up a great many of the difficulties previously unex-
plained. Above the limit of any series (see the calcium series in Fig. 19.9)
lies a continuum of possible energy states characterized by the same
quantum numbers as the series of discontinuous levels below the limit,
i.e., the same L, S, and J values and the same odd or even parity of
the electron configuration. An atom excited to a hypothetical energy
state like the even ’D (3d6s) state of calcium, above the first series
limit and into a region accompanied by an even *D continuum, is in
a condition for resonance of the type discussed in Sec. 19.3. Before
the atom has time to reach any stationary state and return to a lower
state giving rise to radiation hv, there will be a spontaneous transition
into the continuum equivalent to the ejection of an electron with kinetic
energy and the return of the atom to the series limit =*>3}. This
process of autoionization clearly shows why the third and succeeding
members of the calcium series Zdns are not observed and postulates

AATaa ^ T f ^ distance have been calculated by M. Phillips, Ph
Rev., 44 644, 1933, and shown to be great enough to produce the observed inversio

Autoionization has long been known for x-rays as the Aug&r effect. In givini
quantum-mechanical treatment of the effect, G. Wentzel {Zeiis. f. Phys., 43, 61

suggested its possible application to optical spectra. Direct application
optical spectra was made by Shenstone, Phys. Rev., 38, 873, 1931,
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that these hypothetical levels are not discrete in the usual sense but are

spread out over the continuum.

In some instances the quantum condition for resonance between a

given discrete level and continuum are only partly satisfied {i.e,, there is

a weak resonance coupling between the discrete state and the continuum,

see Sec. 19.3) so that the process of either spectral emission or autoioniza-

tion may take place. This is the subject of the following sections.

19.8. Autoionization in Copper.—It has long been known that the

copper arc spectrum, unlike most spectra, consists of many spectrum

Even Odd Even

lines half of which are sharp and the other half unusually broad and

diffuse. A thorough investigation of these lines by Allen^ has shown

that the diffuseness is not due to a pressure or temperature effect but

to a natural breadth of the energy levels. Such broad leveb immediately

suggest that we are dealing with short mean lives and with the process

of autoionization.
, ^ ^ i

A thorough analysis of the copper arc spectrum by ShensW reveals

in addition to the well-known series of normal doublets, a system of

inverted doublet and quartet levels. Prom the energy level chagraa

of copper in Fig. 19.13 it is observed that several of the mverted doublet

1 Allbn, C. W., P%s. 2Se«., 39, 42, 56, 1932.

2 Shbnstone, a. G., Phys. Rev., 28, 449, 1926; 34, 1623, 1929.
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and quartet levels lie above the series limit of the normal doublets
and in the continua of even and and odd and ^P terms. Of
these high levels the inverted terms (3d®455s) are of particular
interest. In combination 'with a number of lower levels it is observed
that all lines with or as initial levels are narrow sharp lines
whereas those with or as initial levels are very broad and diffuse.
Photographs of the combinations (BdHsAp - 3dHs5s)
are shown in Fig. 19.14 and the wave-lengths are given in Table 19.2.

The intervals between the terms, as well as the intercombinations
with lower doublet levels, show that the coupling is not Russell-Saunders
but something between LS~ and jj-coupling. Now the two broad
levels and are not strictly quartet levels with /S «= f but are
nearly enough like ^D| and terms to permit, at times, autoionization.
The and levels, on the other hand, are strictly qilartet levels,
for with 3d^4:s5s the spins of each of the 5 electrons and the S of 3d®
must take the so-called parallel positions to produce, with the L value 2,
the J values ^ and respectively. The observed and calculated
g factors of 0 and \ from the Zeenian effect confirm this. In this latter
case autoionization is not to be expected, and the sharp lines arising
from these two levels indicate that it does not occur.
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Table 19.2.-"Qitaktet Multiplet in Copper

r)45.o ‘Dj 636. S *Di 887.8

100

N'\ 4651.13

22 67 XJ

4704.60 4586.97

2124B.9 21794.8

409.4
2 21 U 30 U

4797.04 4674.76 4539.70

20840.4 21S85.6 22021.7

7S9.7
2 U 13 U 12

^Fi 4842.20 4697.49 4509.39

20846.0 21282.0 22169.8

For want of a picture of the spreading out of an energy level, the

following process is suggested. By the absorption of energy the atom

is raised toward an excited state, e.g., toward *D^ of the above given

example. Because of the resonance phenomenon discussed in Sec. 19.3

there will be a certain probability that the atom will go over into the

(iontinuum and self-ionize before it has time to reach any stationary

state. Thus in absorption the energy level in question will not be

discrete but will be broadened by an amount depending upon the proba-

bility of self-ionization. The emission of radiation being the reverse

of absorption, the observed spectral lines are broad.

The other diffuse lines in the copper spectrum all start from initial

states that lie above the first series limit and have, without doubt, the

same explanation as that given above for the states of 3d®4s5s.

19.9. Autoionization in Calcium, Strontium, and Barium. In the

early development of complex-spectrum analysis, Russell and Saunders'

discovered the now famous series of p' terms. These terms which they

designated as np\x», where n = 2, 3, 4, and 5, are now designated as

“Rq 1

2

and are attributed by RusselP to the electron configurations

md, 3d4d, 3d5d, and 3d6d. All but the first member of this series

(see Fig. 11.9) lie above the first series limit 4"^ of the four chief senes of

singlets and triplets. The continuum above these four chief series

corresponds to everi S and D terms and to odd P and F terms. Russell’s

9p terms {Sdmd), being characteristically even, enable the electron in any

one of these states to have a mean life sufficiently great to combine

normally with odd lower terms and give rise to the respectably sharp

1 Rubsblb, H. N., and F. A. Satjndbes, Astropkys. Jour., 61, 38, 1925.

2 Riissbul, H. N., Astrophyg. Jour., 66, 13, 1927.
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spectrum lines observed. The even term ddid combining with ^Po.i, 2 ,

4s4p in a double electron jump gives rise to three hazy lines at X 2757.40,

X 2749.34, and X 2745.49. The broadness of these lines is due to the

broad ^Si level and indicates that (1) the quantum conditions for auto-

ionization are not far from satisfied (with respect to the ^Si continuum),

(2) the mean life of the atom is long enough to permit some atoms to

return to lower levels giving rise to radiation, and (3) that some of

the atoms starting toward this state go over into the continuum and
self-ionize.

In strontium a term 4d6p [the corresponding term in calcium

(see Tig. 11.9) is 3d5p] lies just above the 5^S limit and, as in calcium,

is in a continuum of terms 6smf. These negative ^F° 2
, 3,4 terms

4d6p combine with lower ^Di, 2 ,z terms 5s4d, giving rise to five very diffuse

lines (see Table 19.3).

Table 19.3

Strontium, hazy lines (short mean life) Barium, sharp lines (long mean life^

Interval X Designation Interval X Designation

4?i 3189.23 ZD, 10 3586.50 - ^Fl
Zn 3189.93 ‘D, - 10 3561.94 ‘D, - ‘Fl
2n 3198.99 ^Di - 10 3566.66 - ^Fl
2n 3200.22 15 3610.96 - ^Fl
In 3205.13 - ^Fl 3 3589.95 - ^Fl

2 3639.72 ^D, - ^Fl

1 White, H. E., Phys. Rev., 38 , 2016, 1931.

In barium these same ^F° 2 ,3,4 terms 5d7p lie just below the series

limit 6^>S so that autoionization is not possible. Combining with lower
^Pi,2,3 terms 6s5d, six relatively sharp lines are expected and observed
(see Table 19.3). Where the mean life in a given state is long the lines

will have a very narrow natural breadth, and where the mean life is

relatively small the lines will have wide natural breadth. This question
of the breadths of spectral lines will be taken up in Chap. XXI.

19.10. Hyperfine-structure Term Perturbations.—In the early
development of hfs and nuclear spin it was observed that the Land4
interval rule was always valid. This observation is in complete agree-
ment with the present-day atomic models, and, were it not for one
fairly well-established case in mercury, found by Schtiller and Jones, ^

the rule might be laid down as infallible. Since the one known departure
from the interval rule is attributed by them to the same type of pertur-
bation phenomena as those discussed in the first sections of this chapter,
a discussion of this single known example is not out of place here.

1 ScHtiLBR, H. and E. G. Jones, Zeits. f. Phyz., 74, 631, 1932; 77, 801, 1932.
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The first member of the diffuse series in mercury consists of foTir

terms ®Di, *2)2, *1)3, and W 2 ,
arising from the electron configuration

G$6d (see Fig. 11.6). Contrary to what one would expect from LS- or

jj-coupling
^
the term lies about three wave numbers below ^Di.

Since the triplet intervals 60 and 35 cm"*^ have the ratio 5:3 in place of

2:3 for LS-coupling, only the and levels can be assigned definite

S and L values. Due to the close proximity of the two levels ®Di and

1“ ^2 I-O 1-^2
H9 195 Hg 198. 200,202.204 Hg 201

^jD 2, their respective /i/s terms perceptibly perturb each other. These

perturbations are shown schematically in Fig. 19.15.

Due to the relatively large number of mercury isotopes (198, 199,

200, 201, 202, and 204) the A/s patterns of a majority of the spectrum

lines are very complex. As stated in Sec. 18.12 the very interesting and

praiseworthy analysis of many of these patterns by Schuler and Jones has

led to the assignment of different nuclear spins to the different isotopes:

(Isotope 198 199 200 201 202 204

MercuryjNuclear spin 0 i 0 f 0 0
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Starting with the even isotopes with zero spin in the center column
of Fig. 19.15, the two terms and will, for the 199 isotope, each

be split into two hyperfine levels. The same two terms for the 201 iso-

tope will be split into three and four hyperfine levels, respectively. The
dotted lines represent the centers of gravity of each set of levels (each

level is assigned the quantum weight 2F + 1), and the arrows indicate

the levels that repel each other. It is assumed that there is no isotope

displacement.

By analogy with the perturbation rules given in Sec. 19.3 the quantum. •

conditions for hyperfine term perturbations may be postulated as follows:

Two levels belonging to the same or to different electron configurations

will perturb each other (1 ) when both electron configurations are of the

same sign, and (2) when both levels have the same F value. The I value

being always the same for every energy level of each atom, the greatest

effect is to be expected when the two levels have the same J value.

(In the case of mercury the Ts are different.) Schuler and Jones point

out that the repulsion is not only a function of the distance between the

levels but also a function of the F and I values. Though the F —
|

levels are farther apart than the F ^ levels, the shift is greater. Fur-
thermore the shift of the F = f levels for / = I is twice as great as for

7 = f . A possible explanation lies in the relative magnitudes of the

nuclear factors.

It is to be noted that the levels for 7 = | are inverted with respect

to the levels for 7 = J. Whatever the coupling scheme may be for the

6s6d configuration, the ^Di term can only be LS-coupling with >S = 1 ,

L = 2
,
and 7 = 1 . With a positive g factor and a strong coupling

between the 65 electron and the nucleus, the hfs terms of will be
large and inverted as observed for 7 = With a negative nuclear

g factor they will be normal as observed for 7 = |. The magnitude of

the hyperfine separations shows that the positive g factor is 2.7 times the
negative g factor.



CHAPTER XX

THE STARK EFFECT

20.1. Discovery of the Stark Effect.—Although the splitting up of
spectral lines in a magnetic field was discovered by Zeeman as early
as 1897, some 16 years elapsed before anyone succeeded in showing
that a similar effect is produced when a source of hght is placed in an
electric field. In 1913 Stark^ demonstrated that every line of the Balmer
series of hydrogen, when excited in a strong electric field of at least

100000 volts per centimeter, is split into a number of components.
When viewed perpendicular to the field, some of the components of

each line pattern are observed to be plane-polarized with the electric

vector parallel to the field (p components), and the others polarized with
the electric vector normal to the field (s components). When viewed
parallel to the field only the 5 components appear, now unpolarized.

There is at least one good reason why early attempts to observe

the splitting of spectrum lines in an electric field were not successful,

viz.j the production of very high potential gradients along a discharge

tube is a very difficult task. Soon after Stark^s discovery, Lo Surdo^

observed the splitting of lines excited in the cathode dark space of a

discharge tube. These two sets of observations mark the beginning of a

very interesting, and at the same time complex, field of investigation.

^

20.2. The Stark Effect of Hydrogen.—If one were to ask. What was
the most outstanding success of the early Bohr quantum theory?, the

reply would be, The first satisfactory treatment of the hydrogen atom

in an electric field, by Epstein^ and by Schwarzschild.^ It is interesting

to point out that these early results, coming as they did at a time before

the spinning electron made its d6but, have been little altered by the

more satisfactory quantum mechanics as given by the Schrodinger

wave equation® and by the Dirac theory of the electron.^

1 Stark, J., Berl Akad. Wiss., 40, 932, 1913; Ann. d. Phys., 43, 965, 1919.

^ Lo SxjRDO, A., Accad. Linc&i Atti, 22, 665, 1913; 23, 83, 256, 326, 717, 1914.

® A rather complete bibliography and account of the Stark effect is given by R.

Minkowski in H. Geiger and K. Scheel, Handbuch der Physik, Vol. 21, p. 389, 1929.

^ Epstein, P. S., Ann. d. Phys., 50, 489, 1916; also Phys. Zeits., 17, 148, 1916.

^ ScHWARZscHiLD, K., SUz-her. Berl. Akad. TEm., 1916, p. 548.

” Schrodinger, E., Ann. d. Phys.j 80, 437, 1926; Epstein, P. S., Phys. Rev.^ 28,

695, 1926.

^ SciiLAPp, R., Proc. Roy. Soc., A, 119, 313, 1928.
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We shall not attempt to derive any of the equations for the Stark
effect but shall begin by first writing down the geneial energy relations

for a hydrogen atom in an electric field and then proceed to interpret

them m terms of atomic models and the observed spectrum lines The
interaction energy of a hydrogen-like atom in an electric field is given by

AT = AF + BF^ + CF^ + (20 1)

Here AT represents the change in the teim value of the atom m
wave numbers, ^ e , the shift in the energy levels from the field-free states

to the states in the electric field, and F is the strength of the field in

electrostatic units The coefficients A, B, and C, in this equation, have
been calculated from classical and quantum-mechanical considerations by
Epstein, Wentzel, Waller, Van Vleck, S Doi, Schrodinger, and others,

and are given by

^ - 3(n2 - nO - Qmf + 19), (20 2)

3/^9
^ ~ ~ ~ + 39}

Here n is the usual total quantum number, and ui, riz, and W; are electric

quantum numbers, subject to the condition

mi = n — Ui ~ ni — 1 (20 3)

The allowed values aie

ri = l, 2, 3, =0
, ni = 0, 1, 2, 3, n - 1,

(20 4)
mi = 0, +1, ±2, ±in - 1), m = 0. 1, 2, 3, n - 1

If the field is expressed in volts per centimeter the independent
constants preceding the quantum numbers in these expressions are
6 42 X 10 5 22 X 10 and 1 53 X 10“^® for A, B, and C, respectively
The first term in Eq (20 1), involving P to the first power, is called
the first-order Stark effect, the second term, involving F to the second
power, IS called the second-order Stark effect, etc The values of +, B,
and C indicate that, if the field is not too large {F < 100000 volts 'per
centimeter), the lower states of the hydrogen atom (n small) would be
expected to show only a first-order Stark effect Such fields result in a
symmetrical sphtting of the energy levels about their field-free positions
The second-order effect, which is always present and becomes large for
higher states and higher fields, results in a unidirectional displacement
of each line One peculiar result should be pointed out before going
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further, viz.^ that the first-order Stark effect is observed first in hydrogen-

like atoms, whereas the second-order Stark effect predominates in most
others. The latter will be considered more in detail in Sec. 20.8,

20.3. Early Orbital Model of Hydrogen in an Electric Field. ^—The
early treatment by Epstein and Schwarzschild of the hydrogen atom in

an electric field is shown schematically in Fig. 20.1. We have seen in

Chap. Ill how the Bohr-Sommerfeld orbits, in field-free space, are

quantized, and how the size and shape of each orbit are given by the

total quantum number n, the azimuthal quantum number I (or k), and the

radial quantum number r. In a magnetic field we have seen how

Fig. 20.1.—The orbital model of hydrogen in an electric field.

the orbit becomes oriented, or space-quantized, and how the magnetic

quantum number mi is introduced.

Now the action of an external electric field on an orbital electron

is quite different from the action due to a magnetic field. So different

in fact is the new motion that a different system of coordinates is required -

for a solution of the problem. The required solutions are found in

parabolic coordinates, and the quantum numbers describing the motion

are those given in Eq. (20.2). The quantum number mi, which gives the

projection of the orbital angular momentum {i.e., mz/i/27r), on the electric

axis, is to be compared with the magnetic quantum number mi. It

should be pointed out that in an electric field the orbital angular momen-

tum is not necessarily constant as it is in a magnetic field.

1 For a treatment of the Stark effect in terms of electron orbits, see A. Sommerfeld,

^‘Atomic Structure,'’ p. 276, 1923; see also A. E. Ruark and H. C. Urey, ^‘Atoms,

Molecules and Quanta,” p. 149, 1930.
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The quantum numbers m and nzj called the parabolic quantum

numbers, are closely analogous to and replace the radial and azimuthal

quantum numbers of field-free space. Just as r and I determine the

range of the electron-nuclear distance rmin (perihelion) to (aphelion),

so ni and determine the range of the electron's motion in the electric-

field coordinates as shown in Fig. 20.1. While Ui limits the motion to

the region between the two paraboloids of revolution and
n2 limits the motion to the region between the two paraboloids of revolu-

tion T/oain and Tho region intersected by the two pairs of parab-

oloids is shown in cross section only. Confined to this region the

electron has three periodic motions, one around the field direction given

by mi, and one each along the | and u coordinates given by ni and
Since the last two periods are not necessarily the same, the electron will

in time have covered every point in the cross-sectional area shown. ^

If mi 0, ni 0, and ^2= 0, then rymin = and the motion is con-

fined to move along a paraboloid given by = constant between the
limits and If Ui and m are both zero, mmn = and =

and the electron moves in a circle with m-i = n — 1.

Although quantum-mechanical models in the form of electron-cloud
pictures have not been made for hydrogen-like atoms in an electric

field, there is little doubt but what they closely resemble the orbital
model just as they do for the field-free states shown in Chaps. IV and IX.
It will be seen in Sect. 20.5 that in a strong electric field the spin of the
electron adds very little to the orbital picture presented above. This
is to be contrasted with the large contribution of the spin to the energy
in a magnetic field, as shown by the anomalous Zeeman effect.

20.4. Weak-field Stark Effect in Hydrogen.—A treatment of the
hydrogen atom in a weak electric field has been given for the orbital
model, neglecting electron spin, by Kramers,^ and for the quantum-
mechanical model, including spin, by Schlapp.® This latter treatment
employs the Dirac electron theory and is therefore to be preferred.
Although Schlapp’s derivations will not be given here, we may neverthe-
less form some picture of the atom in a weak field and see in a qualitative
way how the energy levels and spectrum lines should split up according
to his results.

By a weak electric field in hydrogen is meant one in which the inter-
action energy between the electron resultant j* and the field F is con-
siderably less than the magnetic interaction energy between I* and s*.
In other words we have a weak field when the Stark splitting is small

1 Attempts to represent the various possible motions of an orbital electron in an
eleetnc field have been made by R. W. Wood, Phys. Rev., 38, 346, 1931 ; see also A.
Sommerfeld, “Atombau.”

‘ Kramers, H. A., Zeits. f. Phys., 3, 199, 1920.
s ScHLApp, R., Proc. Boy. Soc., A, 119, 313, 1928.
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compared with the fine-structure splitting. In a weak field the spinning

electron, which may be thought of classically as a small magnet, does

not interact with the field so that the coupling of with F is due only to

the interaction of with F. On the classical picture of a processing

atom the electron mechanical resultant j'^hl2'K processes around the

field Fj somewhat as showm in Fig. 20.2. The projection of on the

field direction F is given by m^, where m/ takes values differing from each

other by unity from to -j.

The important difference between the Zeeman effect and the Stark

effect is that each pair of levels +mj and — m, arising from a given level

have the same energy when in an electric field but different energies

Fig. 20.2.—Classical vector model for the hydrogen atom in a weak electric field.

when in a magnetic field. The state rrij == | in Fig. 20.3, for example,

has the same energy as the state lUj ^ — -|. Similarly the states m
j

= -f |

and m/ = — ^ have the same energy. Instead of a level i = f being

split up into four components as in the Zeeman effect, there are but two

levels. The reason for this can best be understood by referring to the

classical orbital model, or to the quantum-mechanical model of electron

clouds (see Figs. 9.8 and 9.10). The nature of the forces acting on the

electron are purely electrostatic so that the energy of the electron in an

orbit of given n and I depends only on the inclination of the orbit plane

with respect to the electric field, or to the distribution of charge on the

quantum-mechanical model, and not on the direction of rotation or

motion of the electron in its orbit. The states with Q'^d “

correspond to the same inclination of the orbital plane, or to the same

charge distributions, and therefore have the same distortion, or energy

change, due to the applied field. In a magnetic field, on the other hand,
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the energy depends on the direction of rotation, and the energies change

sign when changes sign. It should be noted in Fig. 9.8 that for given

Uj I, and j each pair of states +mj have the same charge distributions.

Again each pair of states with the same n, jj and but different I have the

same angular distribution but different radial distribution.

The energy levels of the hydrogen atona for the two states n = 2

and n = 3 are shown in Fig. 20.3. The field-free levels and theoretical

pattern for Ho, are given at the left and the weak-field levels and pattern
are given at the right. Theoretical treatments of the Stark effect show
that wherever two or more levels with the same n and j but different

Fig. 20.3.—Fine structure and weak-field Stark effect for hydrogen H«. {After Schlapp.)

I lie close together the first-order Stark effect predominates over the
second-order Stark effect. At the left in the figure it is to be noted that
states for which n and j are equal fall together (see Fig. 9.3), and that
these same levels at the right show a large first-order splitting. The
only unpaired state for each n is in each case the one at the top, 2p,
Pg, and and these show only second-order splittings too small
to show in the figure. The reason why a first-order effect occurs in
the double levels and not in the single may be explained as follows:
Owing to the overlapping of angular wave functions, and the mutual
energy shared by the two states, the atom in either one of the shared
states will possess a net electric moment. Wli0n^ ^ ^tate is unpaired,
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there can be no appreciable electric moment and hence only a second-

order ejffect.

Due to the space quantization of the mechanical moments, as shown
in Fig. 20.2, the electric moment interacts with F to give j + \ equally

spaced levels. The quantum numbers for weak-field Stark effect are

n, j, and m,. Although I is no longer a quantum number, Schlapp

arbitrarily assigns the upper levels of each parent j to the higher I value

I = j + 2 )
lower levels to I = j

— All weak-field levels

arising from the same fine-structure term j retain the same j value.

The selection rules for the weak-field Stark effect are the same as

those for the Zeeman effect

:

Am,- = 0 gives p components^

Am,- = ± 1 gives s components. (20.5)

The relative intensities of the various components shown at the lower

right in Fig. 20.3 are those calculated by Schlapp. Each fine-structure

component in Ha should show a sym-

metrical pattern. Since the fine structure

without field has never been completely

resolved, these patterns have never been

observed. Due to the falli^ng together of

levels with the same m,*, the s com-

ponents when viewed parallel to F will

(since each arises from two opposite

circular polarizations) be unpolarized.

20.6. Strong-field Stark Effect in

Hydrogen.—A strong electric field for

hydrogen may be defined as one for which

the interaction energy between the elec-

tron and the field F is greater than the

interaction energy between the electron

spin and orbit. In other words when the

splitting of the energy levels due to the

field is greater than the fine-structure splitting, the field is said to be strong.

In such a field the magnetic coupling between Z* and s* is broken down, and

Z* is quantized with respect to (and on the classical model processes

independently around) the field direction F as shown in Fig. 20.4. While

the spin is not acted on by the external electric field, it does interact with

the magnetic field of the orbital motion Z*. This interaction takes place

even though 5* is no longer coupled with the orbit to form y*. Resolv-

ing the magnetic field due to Z* into two components, one along F and

the other normal to F, the normal component will average to zero.

As a result of this, s* will precess around the component parallel to

F. As in a strong magnetic field the spin s* therefore processes around

F

Fig. 20.4.—Classical vector model
for the hydrogen atom in a strong
electric field. Space quantization for

the Stark effect.
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the electric field direction but for a different reason We may, there-

fore, ascribe quantum numbers mi and rris to these two motions where
mi takes values from +Z to — Z, and takes the values +-| and — i

[This IS the mi of Eq (20 3) ]

^

In such a strong field Epstein and Schwarzschild, and others, have
shown that the first-order Stark effect is many times laigei than the
so-called second-order Stark effect (see Sec 20 2), ind that the inter-
action energy of Z'" with F is given by the first teim of Eq (20 1)

at = AF = 6 42 X l0-m{n2 - ni)F (20 6)

Although the coupling between Z* and 5* has been broken down
in a strong field, there is still a magnetic interaction between the two
vectors which is of the same order of magnitude as the fine structure
m no field, and this must be added to Eq (20 6) Just as in the Zeeman
effect this energy is given by Eq (10 29) as

r = aZ*s* cos (Z*s*) cm“^ (20 7)

Even though Z is not a quantum number, the cosine when aveiaged
should give [see Eq (10 33)]

r == amms cnr ^

(20 8)

Adding this energy to Eq (20 6), each strong-field term is shifted by

AT = 6 42 X 10''®n(n2 — ni)F -|- amim„ (20 9)

where a is the l*s* couphng coeflSicient (see Sec 8 6) determined from the
fine structure, and where F is measured m volts per centimeter

Let us now apply Eq (20 9) to the specific example of the first thiee
states of hydrogen and then the selection rules to the first membei
of the Balmer series EL The energies for each quantum state are
easily calculated by tabulating as in Table 20 1

The allowed values of n, m, and rii are first written down in columns
to msure obtaining all possible combinations The quantities nCm - «i)

next computed From Eq (20 3) the values of nii are obtained
For every possible state mi there are the two possibilities rris =
and m* = -| The a coefficients in the last column are not all equal
as each is a measure of the spin-orbital interactions and there aie several
different I’s We see from this table that there is exactly the same
number of possible states of the atom as in the Zeeman effect In the
Stark effect, however, certain levels fall together Plotting the eneigies
as given by Cols 5 and 8, each weak-field level m, is connected to a
strong-field level with the same m„ such that no two levels With the same
m, cross
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Table 20.1.—Energy Factors for the Stark Effect in Hydrogen

n n<2. rii 712 rii n{ji2 — rii) mi ms amims

1 0 0 0 0 0 ±i 0

+1 + 1 0 0 -1 ±i ^al2
+ 1 0 41 42 0 ±§ 0

0 4*1 -1 -2 0 ±h 0

0 0 0 0 41 ± 2 ±a/2

+2 +2 0 0 -2 ±i + ct

-1-2 + 1 41 43 ±i Ta/2

+2 0 42 46 0 ±i 0

-f-l 42 ~1 -3 -1 + i Tal2

3 H-1 41 0 0 0 + i 0

fl 0 41 43 41 ±4 ±a/2

0 42 -2 -6 0 ±4 0

0 41 -1 -3 41 ±4 i.<i/2

0 0 0 0 42 ±4 ±a

As in the Paschen-Back effect the selection rules for a strong electric

field may be stated as follows:

Arris = 0
,

Amz = 0 for p components, (20.10)

Ami = 1 for s components.
orTiiiTig m^+rrig* rnj

n-2

No field

Wecik field

Strong field

and n = 3.
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Intensity rules have been worked out from the quantum mechanics

by a number of investigators. Those shown in Fig. 20.6 have been
calculated by Schlapp using as a model the Dirac electron as applied
to hydrogen. Although the weak-field patterns have not been observed,

'

the strong-field pattern for each line has been observed and found to 1

be in good agreement with theory, in both the intensities and the relative
separations. It should be pointed out that under different electrical
conditions in different types of sources the relative intensities of the
components are different. The microphotometer curve shown for
Ha in Fig. 20.6, taken from the work of Mark and Wierl.i is observed

to be in excellent agreement. The fine-structure splitting due to the '

magnetic l*s* interaction is not resolved. The lower figure if plotted I
to the scale of the field-free line above would be many times wide^ 'I
than shown. A reproduction of Mark and Wierl's published photograph |
of Ha IS given in Fig. 20.7. In enlarging this photograph the photo- 1
graphic paper was moved in the direction of the lines during the exposure: 1

20.6. Second-order Stark Effect in Hydrogen.—In field strengths |
of over 100000 volts per centimeter the Stark components of the hydrogen

|

line patterns show deviations from the shifts given by the formulas §
for the first-order Stark effect. This effect, which is found experimentally
to shift different components to the red or violet by an amount pro-
^rtional to the square of the field strength, is called the second-order i
Stark effect. In other than hydrogen-like atoms the same phenomenon
is called the qvxxdratic Stark effect.

The first observations of the second-order effect in hydrogen were
made by Takamine and Kokubu® in the Stark pattern of H, when-

^ /I

1 Mark, H., and R. Wibel, Zeits. f. Phys., 66, 166, 1929. |2 Takamine, T., and N. Kokxibv, Proc. Tokyo Math. Phys. Soc.i 9, 394, 1918.* ;
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the spectrum was produced in a field of 147000 volts per centimeter. In

this field the middle s component of Hy was observed to be shifted

toward the red by only 0.8 A.. These experiments were followed up by

extensive investigations in fields of several hundred thousand volts per

centimeter by Kiuti/ Foster,^ Ishida and Hiyama,® Rausch von Trauben-

berg and Gebauei^^ and others.

The theoretical relation giving the second-order shift of the Cinergy

levels in hydrogen-like atoms is given by the second equation in Eq.

Fig. 20.7.—Observed Stark pattern for hydrogen Ho. {After Mark and Wierl.)

(20.2). Early derivations of this formula, using the orbital model

of the atom, did not include the constant term 19. Recent comparisons

of theory and experiment show better agreement with the newer formula

as it is given in Eq. (20.2). This may be shown by the observations

of Rausch von Traubenberg and Gebauer for two of the s components

of Ht, in Fig. 20.8. The circles represent the observed shifts as measured

from the photographic plates, the solid lines the theoretical shifts accord-

ing to Eq. (20.2), and the dotted lines the shifts according to the older

theory. Equally good agreement has been found in other components

and other line patterns in hydrogen.

In measuring the second-order shifts of various components of a

given Stark pattern better agreement with theory is found by taking

Ejtrn, M., Japan. Jour. Physics, 4, 13, 1925.

2 FosTBE, J. S., Astrophys. Jour., 63, 191, 1926.

» Ishida, Y., and S. Hiyama, Inst. Phys. Chem. Research, Tokyo, Sd. Paper 9,

Vol. 152, 1928.

* VON Tbaubenbeho, H. Rausch, and R. GBBAtrBR,'2et/s. f. Phys., 64, 307, 1929;

66, 254, 1929.
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syimnetncal pairs of lines and measuring the shift of their center of
gravity from the field-free hnes The wave-length shift is given by

A *\ ^7*
I %AX = —2

^0, (20 11)

where Xr is the wave-length of the red component, X„ is the wave-length
of the violet component, and Xo the wave-length of the field-free line

20 7 Stark Sffect for h^ore than One £/lectron—As compared
with the Stark effect in hydrogen the effect of an electric field on atoms
contaimng more than one electron is in many cases quite complicated
One of the most important features to be mentioned is the unexpected
appearance of so-called forbidden hnes These hnes, involving what

(A)

z

(B)

FI
yd

''X
\

z
z

and
« hydrogen (Aft^ Rausch wn Traubenb^a

s oom^,nenJ ±3 ^ * component of B Shift of the

m field-free space would correspond to a change in the azimuthal quantum
number of zero, two, three, four, etfi , are often the strongest lines in a
pattern The reason for this is that in an electric field the quantum
conditions are quite different and the selection rules apply to a new set
of quantum numbers

Although the sphtting up of the energy levels for different atoms is^erent from level to level and from atom to atom, the formulas derivedrom the quantum mechamcs for hydrogen are found to apply in many
hydrogen-hke a given termhappens to be, the more nearly the Stark splitting will follow the hydrogen

formas [Eqs (20 1) and (20 2)] Hydrogen-hke states in complexatoms are those for which the effective quantum number no is neLly

Sucrt™^""
the quantum defect (see Sec 7 4) is practically zero

e/ etfiA ete

’ '' “ ^ nonpenetratmg orbit like 2p, 3d, if, 5f, 5g,

not\*i^
excited electron moves in a penetrating orbit, the state will

explanatmn tbP^^^^^
' ^ Stark effect A classicalexplanation that has been given for this is as follows Owing to the ramd

LTZllrrr* ‘ --CouIomV force Mdthe electric moment will precess rapidly m the orbit plane so that its
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time average in any direction will vanish. With no electric moment
there should be no first-order Stark effect. In an electric field, however,

the orbit will be displaced as a whole in one direction and this will give

rise to a quadratic, or second-order, Stark effect. On the quantum

mechanics one might say, just as in hydrogen, that, due to the overlapping

of wave functions and the mutual sharing of energy of two close neighbor-

ing states, the atom in either of the two states will possess a net electric

moment. This moment, due to the space quantization of mechanical

moments, will interact with the field in such a way as to give rise to

equally spaced levels, the intervals between which will be proportional

to the first power of the field F. The farther removed a state is from

other hydrogen-like states, the smaller will be the net electric moment

Fig. 20.9.—Quadratic Stark effect for the potassium doublet 4s, \4047

and X4044. (After Grotrian and Ramaauer.)

and the smaller the first-order splitting. Just as in hydrogen we can

now say that, if the excited electron is in a hydrogen-hke orbit and

there are no other hydrogen-like orbits with the same n, the state will

show no first-order effect.

As an example of the practical application of the above principles,

let us consider the sodium D lines arising from the transitions 3s,^Sj.-3p,

j. Here these states, arising from electron orbits with the same total

quantum number n, are thousands of wave numbers apart as well as a

long way from the almost hydrogen-like 3d,®P|.| states. These fines

have been studied in strong electric fields by Ladenhurg‘ and found to

show only a quadratic Stark effect. In a field of 160000 volts cm-^ the

various components for the two lines were displaced to the red by a

small fraction of an Angstrom unit. Again in potassium, Grotrian and

iLADENBtTBQ, R., Phys. Zeits., 22, 549, 1921; .Zeits. /. Phys., 28, 51, 1924; Ann.

d. Phys., 78, 675, 1925.
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Ramsaueri observed similar shifts, with slight splitting into com-

ponents of the doublet 4s, ^Si, — 5p, A reproduction of their measure-

ments on this doublet is shown in Fig. 20.9.

If a given orbit is not far from hydrogen-hke, the term will show
only a quadratic Stark effect in a weak field. As the field increases,

and the levels from the hydrogen-like orbits of the same n begin to overlap

the one in question, the term will begin to show a first-order Stark

effect. An electric field which, for a given level, gives only a quadratic

effect is sometimes called a weak field. A field strong enough to give a
first-order effect is also called a strong field. We therefore see that what
may be called a weak field for one energy level may be a strong field

for other levels of the same atom. (It should be noted that this reference

to weak and strong fields cannot be applied to hydrogen, for there the

first-order effect is observed first in weak fields and then the second-order
effect in strong fields.) A pure quadratic Stark effect arises when the
conditions for weak field are satisfied for both the initial and final states.

These are the conditions under which Fig. 20.9 was obtained. As the
field increases, the initial state usually goes over to the strong-field case

long before the final state does. When the field is strong for both the
initial and final states the Stark separations are given by AF -f BF^
[see Eqs. (20.1) and (20.2)], and the resultant Stark patterns will resemble
those of hydrogen. We shall now apply these principles to the Stark
effect of helium.

20.8. The Stark Effect in Helium.—The appearance of forbidden
lines in helium when the spectrum is produced in an electric field was
first observed by Koch.^ Following Koch’s discovery, Stark® and his

COworkers were able to produce long series of forbidden lines like Is2s,®/S-

lsns,^S, ls2p,®P - IsnpfiP, etc., where AZ = 0 and ls2s,»^ - lsnd,»Z),

ls2p,®P - lsn/,»P, etc., where Al = 2. Later experiments by Foster** and
others extended the observations and, under improved experimental
conditions, brought out the significance of these new lines. The correla^
tion between the Stark patterns of helium with its two electrons and the
Stark patterns of hydrogen with its one electron is one of the most
interesting and remarkable achievements of our modern theory of
atomic spectra.

As a specific example of the Stark effect in helium let us consider
the spectrum line X3705, arising from the transition ls2p,®P — ls7d,^D,
and examine the various energy levels, transitions, and observed Stark
components associated with it. From the energy level diagram of

^ Groteian, W., and G. Ramsavbb, Phys. Zeitn., 28, 846, 1927.
2 Koch, J., Ann. d. Phys., 48, 98, 1915.

.

s Stark, J., Ann. d. Phys., 48, 210, 1916; 66, 577, 1918.
* Foster, J. S., Phys. Rev., 23, 667, 1924; Proc. Roy. Soc., A, 114, 47, 1927; A, 117,

137, 1927.
. > >
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helium in Fig. 12.14, it is seen that both of these terms are nearly hydro-

gen-like. By hydrogen-like is meant that the term value is within a

few wave numbers of the corresponding term value in a hydrogen-like

atom. In such a state the excited electron is in an orbit not greatly

different from one of the hydrogen orbits. (Compare the He 2p curve

in Fig. 12.15 with that of H in Fig. 4.6.)

No field Strong field

Fig. 20.10.—Theoretical Stark splitting for the Ull states of helium,^ where Z = 0, 1, 2, 3.

4, 5, and 6, for s, p, d, /, g, h, and i electrons respectively.

Turning first to the final state ls2p,®P, we find that the only other

near-by states are and */S, arising from ls2s several thousand wave

numbers lower. From the discussion in the previous section one should

therefore expect only a quadratic Stark effect for both the and

terms of ls2p. Even the very highest fields yet attained would not be

strong enough to bring the ls2s and ls2p sets of levels near enough

together to give rise to a first-order Stark splitting. We may therefore

assume little or no splitting and a very small shift in the final state P

for all ordinary fields.
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Turning now to the IsTdy^D initial state which is almost hydrogen-
like, we find ls7p,^P 42 cm“’- lower and lsTs,^S 159 cm~^ still lower.

Above IsIdy^D, and within but a few wave numbers, must lie the states

arising from the configurations ls7/, ls7^, Islh, and ls7i (see Fig. 20.10).

Although not observed in connection with the ordinary spectral series,

these levels certainly do exist as possible states of the helium atom.
Due to the close proximity of these latter states, an electric field will

not have to be very strong to produce a first-order Stark splitting of
At first the and states will show a second-order Stark splitting.

As the field is increased, and the components of the upper levels approach
those of ®P, the levels will begin to show a first-order effect. Finally,

when the field and sphtting are large enough, the term will show a
first-order splitting. In these strong fields the spin-orbit interaction
SL IS broken down and the quantum number L no longer has meaning.
Only the projections of the orbital and spin momenta on the field direction
are quantized, and we have as quantum numbers M£ and Ms in place
of mi and m, as in hydrogen. For each quantum value of Ml there
wfil be three possible values of Ms, viz., 1, 0, and -1. These are indi-
cated at the right in Fig. 20.10. Although there is no coupling between
the spin resultant S and the field F, S will interact with the orbital
magnetic moment projected on F (see Sec. 20.5) and give rise to splittings
of the same order of magnitude as the fine structure of each triplet.
This splitting is too small to show in the figure. The small separations
appearmg at the right are shown for the purpose of correlation with field-
free states.

Mention should be made at this point of the singlet terms arising
from each of the configurations shown in Fig. 20.10. These singlets in
field-free space lie just above each corresponding triplet, and these go
over m an electric field to an array of levels almost identical with the one
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shown for the triplets. Due to the spin-spin interaction this set of levels

will be just above but almost superposed upon the triplet array.

In considering the allowed transitions between two sets of levels the

selection rules,

0
,

Aikfx = 0 for p components, (20.12)

AAf I, = 1 for ^ components

must be applied. With the set of levels shown at the right in Fig. 20.10

as initial states, and the states Ml = 1, 0, and—

1

(from l52p,®P)

HELIUM
4120 4026 3867 3819 3733 3705

V J V y V
.

^

Fig. 20.12.—Stark effect in helium. (Enlarged from a section of a plate taken hy J. S.

Foster.) The field-free spectrum is shown between the p components above and the a

components below.

as final states, transitions from the states Ml = 0, ±1, and +2 are the

only ones allowed. Since the final levels show only a quadratic effect,

the three lower levels will be superposed and the observed spectrum

lines should follow the dotted lines in Fig. 20. 1 1 . The observed patterns,

as photographed by Foster, are reproduced in Fig. 20. 12. These observed

lines are drawn as heavy lines in Fig. 20.11. In very weak fields only

certain of the lines from levels with higher L values appear. Most of

these in zero field are forbidden transitions. As the field increases, the

23p _ ysp transition appears. Quantum-mechanical calculations for

the tracing of various levels from zero field to strong field have been carried

out by Foster^ and shown to be in good agreement with experiment.

‘ Foster, J. S., Proc. Roy. Soc., A, 117, 137, 1927.



CHAPTEE XXI

THE BREADTH OF SPECTRUM LINES

It is well known from experiment that many spectrum lines have an
observable breadth that is independent of any optical system used to
observe them. In many cases narrow and broad lines are observed simul-
taneously in the same spectrum. The sharp and diffuse series of each
of the alkah metals are good examples of this. Oftentimes it is found
that suitable methods of excitation will sharpen the lines to within the
limits of the resolving power of the best spectrographs. Other lines are
known, however, where all of the general methods used for sharpening
hnes have failed to produce fine sharp lines. The copper arc lines dis-
cussed in Chap. XIX, and reproduced in Fig. 19.14, are good examples of
tins. In this chapter we are concerned with the general causes of and
where possible the theoretical calculations for, the observed breadth of
spectrum lines. We shall start by writing down the known causes andt^es of spectrum-line breadths and then proceed, in the following sec-
tions of this chapter, to treat each one more or less independently

A. Doppler effect.

B. Natural breadth.

C. External effects:

. Collision damping.

. Asymmetry and pressure shift.

c. Stark effect.

The first of these, the DoppUr effect, has to do with the distribution offrequencies observed from many atoms moving at random as they doaccording to the kinetic theory of gases. This simplest of all broadening
effects will be treated first in this chapter (see Sec. 21.1).

clening

of inherent propertyof the atom, independent of all external effects. The quantum m^hanics
sham’fl^°''-^^T^n

isolated atom are not

TMs ^fil tTe f
^ natural breadth,inis will be treated in Secs. 21.2 and 21.3.

The third and perhaps the least understood of the causes for +he

mis*
»' lines include, aU e^al ty

(1)^
coltaon, between atom, and (2) Beld, of Neighboring atoms aS

zoib., «, i. i„, „d
418
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molecules. These effects will be treated in the last three sections of

this chapter.

21.1. The Doppler Effect.—Apparently one of the most classical

of all atomic phenomena is the effect of the Doppler principle as it

applies to the observed frequency of a radiated line. This is perhaps

best shown by the different stellar spectra and by the solar spectrum

as observed from the limbs of the sun (see Fig. 21.1). Here, where the

velocities of the stars and their emitting gases, with respect to the observer,

are high, the observed shifts of the spectrum lines are large. Quite

similar effects are well known to exist in the case of a gaseous discharge

where, due to thermal agitation, the atoms emitting light have relatively

E

W

N

,S

N
Fig. 21.1.—Solar spectra of the east and west limbs, and the north and south poles,

of the sun. Arrows indicate solar lines showing the Doppler shift. Bracketed lines,

showing no shift, are part of the oxygen A band produced by absorption in the earth's

atmosphere.

high velocities. The random motions of the atoms or molecules in a

gas, however, produce a net broadening of the line with no apparent

shift of its central maximum. As one might weU. expect, this broadening

is found experimentally to (1) increase with temperature and (2) decrease

with increasing atomic weight.

For an appreciable Doppler effect the atom must have an appreciable

velocity at the time of radiation. If v is the velocity of the atom, and 9

is the angle between v and the direction of observation, the frequency

of the light will be changed by an amount Av, given simply by the classical

expression

Av _ V — Vo _ V cos 9 _
Vo Vo c c

where vo is the frequency of the line for v = d, v the observed frequency,

u = V cos 9 (21.2)

the component of the velocity v in the direction of observation, and c the

velocity of light. Unlike the closely analogous Compton effect this

relation does not involve h and is exactly the relation given by the

quantum niechanics. Assuming a Maxwellian distribution of the veloci-
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ties the probability that the velocity will lie between u and m + dit is
given by

dw = (21.3)

where

/3
P .

2RT (21 .4 )

Here
fj, is the molecular weight, R the universal gas constant, and

r the absolute temperature. Substituting the value of u from Eq. (21 . 1)
we get for the relative intensity 7 as a function of the frequency v,

I (v) = constant e
(21 .5)

Fig. 21.2.—Intensity-frequency contour for the Doppler broadening of a spectrum line.

This general equation is plotted in Fig. 21.2 for the purpose of showing
the general shape of a spectrum line which has been broadened by the
so-called Doppler effect. To find the two frequencies at which the
intensity drops to half its maximum valued the exponential term in
Eq. (21.5) IS set equal to one-half. Solving this for v — vo and multiply-
ing by two we get for the half-intensity breadth, in absolute frequency
units,

JJ . - 1 .67^, IM.
(21 .6)

This equation shows that the Doppler broadening is (1) proportional to
the sq-mre root of the temperature, (2) proportional to the frequency ro,
and (3) %nversely proportional to the square root of the molecular weight.

^The half-intensity breadth of a spectrum line is here defined as the interval
omts where the intensity drops to half its maximum value. (Some
It of this interval and call it the half breadth )
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Remembering that Ap/v = AX/X, the half-intensity breadth in terms of

absolute wave-length units is

= „Xo Mr
C\ n

In 2 = 1.67^^
'2RT

(21.7)

As an example of the application of this equation, consider the sodium

D lines at X5893 k. For a temperature of 500° Abs., Eq. (21.6) gives a

half-intensity breadth of 0.056 cm”^ or 0.02 A., a value 200 times as large

as the natural half-intensity breadth (see the following section).

While Eq. (21.6) shows that the half-intensity breadth in frequency

units increases with frequency, Eq. (21.7) shows that, in wave-length units.

Fig. 21.3.—Amplitude-time curve of a single electric charge oscillating about a fixed point.

A damped oscillator.

it decreases. The latter would show that the x-ray region of the spectrum

might be suitable for the measurement of natural breadths (see Sec. 21.4).

21 .2 . Natural Breadths from Classical Theory.—According to classical

electromagnetic theory a vibrating electric charge is continually damped

by the radiation of energy. The energy E of such an oscillator decreases

exponentially by

E = Eoe-^‘ (21.8)

and the amplitude (see Fig. 21.3) hy

A = Aoe 2
,

(21.9)

where Eo is the initial energy at time t = 0, E the energy at any later

time t, A and Ao the corresponding ampHtudes, and y a constant given

by

_ 2 2 _
~ 3 ~ Zmc^ (21 .10)
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Here oh is equal to 2w times the freriuency of the oscilldtiun »«„. Th©
displaeement j of the oscillator at any time t is given by

X “ Aaf “ COS (w„< 4- f). (21.11)

Vn -dinary Fourier analysis of tlu* damiRHl wave emitted by th©
OBCc.ator gives for the energy, or better the intensily which is prt»{K»rti(mal
to the energy radiated, as a function of the fre<iiieii<’y,

/(p)
y
2r

1

4t*(i/ci - r)’ +
(21 . 12)

The general contour of such a distribtition is shown in Fig. 21.4.
The half-intensity breadth 3' of this symmetrical <iistrihutii>n, like the

Pto. 21.4.— Inteniity-froouenoy oontdur for thfl nstuml itwiulib «f n i|mc>trum Un#.

Doppler half-intensity breadth, is hero definoti ns (hr intrmd bettt*rrn the
two points where the intensity drops to half its nuiximum mlue. Am seen
from Eq. (21.12) the intensity will drop to half its maximum when th®
two terms in the denominator are equal, i.e., when

Vo — v
7
4ir

^3'
2*" Av,

which gives for the natural half-intensity bremith

(21.13)

s:

Since Av/v A\/\ and c

of wave-length, is

y ire^vl

2t Snw' (21.14)

vX, the half-intensity breiwlth, in terms

51 ^ Ah ~ « 1.10 X iO -‘j-m (21.16)

which is constant and equal to 0.000116 A for all wave-lengtha, a value

oT® ^ measured by ordinary spectroseopic methods.
1.3 Natural Breadths and the Quantum Mechanlci.—According

to quantum-mechanical principles an energy level diagram <jf an atom
is not to be thought of as a set of discrete levels but as a wirt of continuous
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term spectrum in which the probability distribution is concentrated

in regions where the terms are observed (see Fig. 21.5). With such
probability distributions for the different levels of a given atom the

transitions between levels will not give rise to infinitely sharp lines.

From Heisenberg's uncertainty principle, expressed in terms of energy

and time,

AEAt^h, (21.16)

it is not difficult to understand how it is that the energy levels are

not discrete. Writing for AE the uncertainty in the energy hAT, and

for the time At the mean life r, the uncertainty in

the breadth of an atomic state in absolute

frequency units is of the order

AT ^ (21.17)

This may be interpreted to mean that the

greater the mean life of an atom in a given

state the smaller will be the half-intensity

breadth of the state. It follows therefore that

normal states, or metastable states, of atoms

will be sharp whereas other states will be broad.

It is not surprising to find that the quantum

mechanics leads to an expression for the half-

intensity breadth of spectrum lines which,

although different for different levels, is of the

same order of magnitude as that given by the

classical theory of radiation damping,

probability distribution I{T) of an energy state

for an atom on the quantum mechanics has been given by

liT) ^

Normal state

Fig. 21.5.—Schematic
diagram illustrating* natural
breadths of energy levels.

(21.18)
2T4xHr„- T)^+ (Tn/2)2

where Tn is the term value of the center of gravity of the term distri-

bution, and

8xV(r„ -Tmf _ I

‘ 3mc’ r
( )

Here Tm is the term value of any lower level to which a transition may

take place. Tn — T represents small Av intervals in the initial term

and Tn - the mean radiated frequency Vn.m corresponding to transitions

between the two levels. With the above value of the term half-

intensity breadth 5'^ is given [see Eq. (21.14)] by

4nreKTn - T _ A.
3wic®

'5:̂ - 2c... (21 .20)
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Now the coefficient Cn,m varies from level to level and depends for its

value on all other states of the atom lower than the one in question:

Cn,m = (21 .21)
yn

m

Here Qn and are the quantum weights (2J + 1) of the levels for the
transition n m, and fn,m is the number of so-called dispersion electrons

for the same transition. The sum is to be taken over all levels m which
lie deeper than the level n.

Although not easily determined the / factors in the above given
equation are a measure of the intensity of a spectrum line and in a few
simple cases have been calculated^ and measured.^

London has shown from Schrodinger^s theory that the number cf

dispersion electrons to be associated with any state of the atom is equal
to unity. This means that, if we sum up the fs for all transitions into
and out of a given state,

2/ = 1 . 1 .22)

The/s for transitions into a state are taken with a plus sign and thoKse

out of a state with a minus sign. The table of / values given in Table
21.1 will serve as a simple example of this rule. Since these are all

transitions into the normal state, and there are no transitions
out, the sum, including the rest of the series and the small sum con-

Table 21.1. Dispersion Electrons, / Factors. Observed Values to Be Asso-
ciated WITH THE Principal Series of Sodium

{After Filippov and Prokofjew)^

Transition Xair fn,m Transition Xair fuftn

3s, *5 - Sp,V 5893 0.9755 3s,

-

np,^p 2476 0.0000384
3s, ‘S - 4p,2P 3303 0.01403 3s, ‘3 - 12p,‘P 2464 0.0000284
3s, ^-S - 5p/P 2853 0.00205 8s, ‘3 - 13p,‘P 2456 0.0000217
3s, ^3 - 6p,V 2680 0.000631 3s, ‘3 - 14p,2P 2449 0.0000173
3s, ‘S ~ 7p, 2594 0.000256 3s, ‘3 - 15p,‘P 2444 0.0000140
3s,®(S — 8p,^P 2544 0.000134 3s, ‘3 - 16p,2P 2440 0.0000116
3s, “S - 9j),2p 2512 0.0000811 3s,‘3 - 17p,i!P 2437 0.0000092
3s,

-

10p,V 2491 0.0000637 3s,‘3 - 18p,‘P 2434 0.0000075

1 Filippo7, a., and W. Prokofjbw, Zeits. f. Phys., 66, 458, 1929.

tributed by the continuum above the series limit, should add up to
unity. It is to be noted that almost the entire sum in this case comes
from the resonance lines X5890 and X5896 (average 5893) due to the

Habgbeaves, J., Proc. Camb. Pha.

1930
372, 1929; 61, 64, 1930; 66, 720,

326, 1931; Minkowski, R., Zeits. f. Phys., 36.
»39, 1926; Ladenburg, R, and E. Thiele, Zeits. f. Phys,, 72, 697, 1931.
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transitions — Zpy^P^ and 3s,

—

3p,^P^. Taking this fine struc-

ture into account the / factors for each of these two lines separately

are 0.3252 and 0.6503, respectively. Using these values we shall now
return to the calculation of half-intensity breadths. Remembering that

the summation of the /'s for a given state is to be taken over those

levels lying deeper than the one in question, the

value of C for 3p,^P^ and for 3p,^P [Eq. (21.21)]

is practically unity. For S/n,m = 0.3252,

- 2, and = 2. For ^Pi, - 0.6503,

Qn = 4, and Qm = 2. These levels, for these

particular lines, have just the classical half-

intensity breadth of O.OOOIIOA.. By Eq. (21.20)

this corresponds to a mean life of

3mc^ = 1.6 X 10-» sec. (21.23)

It is not difficult to show that, if 8i = 7i/27r

and §2 = T2/27r represent the respective half-

intensity breadths of the initial and final states

for a given transition, the intensity distribution

of the observed spectrum line will be given by

/(,) = T'l + -

1

RqcilqTed line

2t

(21.24)

Fig. 21.6.—Showing the
relation between the natural
breadth of a spectrum line

and the natural breadths of

the corresponding energy-

levels.

From this relation we observe that the line drops to half its maximum
intensity when the first and second terms in the second denominator are

equal, i.e., when

27r ( 1^ 1,2 v) = 7i + 72
(21.25)

From this we see that the half-intensity breadth of the radiated line,

(21.26)
72 .

, 5
dn = ^^1,2 y = 61 -f- 62,

is just equal to the sum of the half-intensity breadths of the initial and
final states. This is shown schematically in Fig. 21.6, where both the

initial and final states have been drawn with relatively large breadths.

For the sodium D lines, discussed above, the final state with an almost

infinite mean life is sharp so that the natural breadths of the observed

lines will be due almost entirely to the spread of the initial states. Meas-

urements of the half-intensity breadths of spectrum lines will be discussed

in Sec. 21.4,
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21,4. Observed Natural Breadths and Doppler Broadening.—In the

preceding section we have seen that the Doppler breadths of the sodium

D lines at normal temperatures and pressures are many times the natural

breadths as given by Eq. (21.26). In spite of this observed fact fruitful

attempts to measure the natural breadths of many lines have been

made. In order to see how this is possible the two types of curve are

superposed in Fig. 21.7, One represents the natural breadth of a

line and the other the Doppler breadth for the same total intensity.

Each curve' assumes all other broadening effects are absent. It is

observed that, while the Doppler intensity drops off sharply and becomes

negligibly small in a very short frequency interval, the natural breadth

remains fairly large at considerable distances from the center. If the

Fig. 21.7.—Comparison of natural breadth and Doppler breadth of two lines with the
same half-intensity breadth and the same total intensity.

i

Doppler breadth is not too large it is easy to see how one might measure
i

the intensity contours far out on the wings and from these calculate the i

half-intensity breadth. This has been done for the sodium D lines by I

Minkowski.’- In this particular instance almost perfect agreement
I

between theory and experiment was found. Many measurements of >

other lines have been made in this indirect way with varying degrees •

of agreement.
j

In hydrogen the Doppler effect has been the chief limiting factor
]

in all attempts to resolve the fine structure of the Balmer series lines
!

(see Fig. 9.5). For Ha, at temperatures between 250° and 300° Abs., the
; j

Doppler half-intensity breadth is about 0.2 cm“^, or 0.09A, a value of the
j

same order of magnitude as the largest fine-structure interval. By oper-
j

ating a hydrogen-discharge tube in a hquid air bath the and lines
|

have been considerably sharpened. Attempts to excite the lines with the ;

tube cooled in Uquid hydrogen have been unsuccessful. The effect of
i

atomic mass on the Doppler breadth is very beautifully brought out by !

the comparison of the Ha lines reproduced in Fig. 9.5. The Hi lines
j

1 Minkowski, R., Zeits. f. Phys.j 36, 839, 1926.
|
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are 1.4 times as broad as those of The measured contours of these

and other lines as well as their increase in breadth with temperature are

in excellent agreement with Eq. (21.24).

Mention should be made at this point of the several attempts that

have been made to measure the natural breadths of x-ray lines. The

results thus far obtained in this region of the spectrum show that, while

the shapes of the lines studied are not far from that expected, the half-

intensity breadths are several times larger than is predicted by theory.

Experimental verification of the natural contour of a spectrum

line has been made in the case of the anomalously broad lines so well

known in the copper arc spectrum (see Fig. 19.14). The intensity

Fig. 21.8.—Observed natural breadth, contour of one of the anomalous copper arc lines.

See Fig. 19.14. {After Allen.)

contour of one of these lines, as measured by Allen, ^ is reproduced in

Fig. 21.8. For this as well as many other broad lines in copper the

mean life of the atom in the upper state has been greatly reduced by the

probability of autoionization, a phenomenon discussed in Chap. XIX.

Although this particular type of broadening is not due to exactly the

same effect as a natural breadth, it is here classified as such in that it

takes the place of natural breadth and is an inherent property of the

atom independent of all external effects. The observed half-intensity

breadths show that the mean life of the atom in such broad upper states

is of the order of 10“’-® sec.

With the exception of a few special cases, such as the broad copper

lines, the natural breadth of a spectrum line may be neglected in compari-

son with the Doppler breadth at ordinary temperatures. The importance

of the subject of natural breadths lies in its application to the dispersion

of a gas and to dispersion theory in general, a field of investigation

which has developed largely in the hands of Ladenburg and Kopfermann.

21.6. Collision Damping.—One of the important external causes

in the broadening of spectral lines is the process called collision damping.

‘ Allbn, C. W., Phys. Rev., 39, 42, 55, 1932.

2 LAnENBUKG, R., Zeits. f. Phys., 66, 167, 189, 1930. For other references see H.

Kopfermann and R. Ladenburg, Zeits. f. Phys., 48 , 26, 1928.
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This is but one of the effects produced by the collision of two atoms, one
of which is in the process of emitting or absorbing radiation. Following
the early suggestion of Michelson^ in 1895, and Lorentz^ 1905, the
phenomenon is based upon the following assumptions: //, during the time

an atom is emitting or absorbing radiation of freqiiency vq it collides^

elastically with another atom, the phase and amplitude of the radiaUon
have a chance of undergoing a considerable change.

If one assumes that the time two atoms are in collision is large com-
pared with the mean time between collisions^ the emitting or absorbing
atoms will most of the time be under the influence of strong atomic
fields. These conditions, which exist in a gas at relatively high pressures,
give rise in general to a red shift of the spectrum lines. This phenomenon

will be discussed in the following
section under the heading of Asym-
metry and Pressure Shift.

In this section we are concerned
with the damping effect, or broaden-
ing of a spectrum, line, produced by
the sudden change in the atomic
radiation by collision. The assump-
tions usually made are: (1) the
mean time between collisions is large
compared with the collision time,

and (2) with every impact the oscil-

lations are either completely cut off,

or they are momentarily interrupted during impact only to resume the
same frequency again with possibly a phase and amplitude change
(see Fig. 21.10). That the phase of the oscillations may be changed
in the short collision time may be seen from the following rough calcula-
tion. For normal temperatures and normal-effective-collision cross
sections the collision time is of the order of 10“^® sec. For ordinary
visible light with a period of about 10“^^ sec. there will be some hundred
modified oscillations during impact.

In giving a classical treatment of the phenomenon of collision damp-
ing, it is customary to assume the radiation to be an undamped oscillation
of the form shown in Fig. 21.8a, and given by

Fig. 21.8a.—Undamped oscillation in-

stantly stopped after a short interval of

time. Ideal model for collision damping.

a: = Ao cos (woi + (21 .27)

(where too = 2tvo), which is instantly stopped after an interval of timer.
Now T is the interval between the time the atom begins radiating and
the time a collision occurs. A Fourier analysis of a single finite wave

' Michelson, a. a., Astrophys. Jour., 2, 251, 1895.
® Lorentz, H. a., Koninklijke. Akad. W&t&nschappen Amsterdo/m, Versl., 14-

518, 577, 1905-1906.
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like this leads, strangely enough, to an intensity distribution which has

the contour of a single-slit diffraction pattern. The shorter the wave

train, or the longer the wave-length, the broader the central maximum
of this pattern. Now for each atom of a gas, r will have a different

value so that for the gas as a whole there will be a certain probability

distribution of the r^s. If we assume the same distribution for r as is

usually assumed for the free paths of the same gas atoms, the probability

that T will lie between r and r + dr is given by

— T

dw = (21.27a)
To

where ro is the mean flight time, i.e,, the average time between collisions.

When a Fourier analysis of the set of wave trains has been made, the

relative intensity I, as a function of the frequency v, is found to be given

by the relation

liy) = constant;
/i / \ 2

* (21.28)^
^ (coo “ + (l/To)^

This equation gives the same intensity contour as radiation damping

shown in Pig. 21.4. The intensity drops to half its value when

£00 - W = - = 25r(>/0 - v) (21.29)
To

and gives for the collision-damping half-intensity breadth,

dl = —
•

(21.30)
TTTq

This result is to be compared with Eq. (21.20). It should be noted that

in the derivation of this equation the small effect of natural breadth due

to radiation damping has been neglected. Further consideration of

this problem shows that, if the radiation starts again after impact with

a new phase and amplitude, and radiation during impact is neglected,

exactly the same intensity distribution is obtained as given above.

Let us now find the order of magnitude of the line broadening due

to collision damping. To do this we must first find a value of to. From

the kinetic theory of gases the average velocity of an atom or molecule

is given by

(21.31)

where R is the universal gas constant = 8.3 X 10^ ergs mole“’^, T the

absolute temperature, and m the molecular weight. The mean free

path Zo is just

Zo = fovo. (21.32)
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so that the half-intensity breadth

[Chap. XXI

5^ = 1- = 1 11̂1 ,

^ TTTo TtZo \ TT/i

(21.33)

If a foreign gas is present, the molecular weight /z is replaced by
mM/(m + M), where m is the molecular weight of the emitting gas andM
that of the foreign gas. The mean free patli, as given by the Maxwellian
formula, is also written

U = kT ^ RT
\/^N'jrp^p

(21.34)

where p is the optical cross section, or collision diameter, i.e., the average
distance between nuclear centers at closest approach, and p is the pres-

sure. This gives for the half-intensity breadth, in terms of the Avogadro
number N = 6.06 X 10^^ mole~^, and the pressure p or density d,

4Ap^p

y/RTixtt
4Ap2d (21.35)

The only unknown factor in this expression is the collision diameter p.

Instead of assuming the kinetic-theory values of p and attempting to
check theoretically the observed line breadths for different pressures,
it is customary to compute values of p from the observed lines. The
following values, for example, were obtained by Schiitz for the sodium
D lines excited in an atmosphere of different foreign gases (see Table 21.2).

Table 21.2. Optical Cross Section, or Collision Diameter p, for the Sodium
D Lines Absorbed in Mixtures with a Foreign Gas

{After Schiltz)

Source Ho He Ne A

Schiitz^ Popt

Pkin

5.8

2.3

5.6

1.9

6.15 ,

2.3
9.0

2.8Kinetic theory

1 ScHtfTZ, W., Zeits. f. Phys., 46, 30, 1927.

Since the observed values poi^t are from two to three times those cal-
culated from kinetic theory the term optical cross section has been applied
in the one case and kinetic cross section in the other.

In some instances the effect of a foreign gas on the spectrum lines
of a given element is to give very broad lines and large optfcal cross
sections. In favorable cases popt may be from 10 to 100 times This
is interpreted to mean that even at great distances another gas atom
may act on the radiating atom strongly enough to change the phase of
the oscillation. Such large actions often arise when no foreign gases
are present.

A comparison of Doppler half-intensity breadths with collision half-
intensity breadths [Eqs. (21.6) and (21.35)] shows that for visible light,
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and room temperature and pressure, the two effects are of the same order
of magnitude. In mercury, Fabry and Perot reduced the pressure to
1 mm in order to measure the Doppler broadening without large distor-
tions from collision damping. With increased pressures, on the other
hand, collision damping becomes the predominant cause for the broaden-
ing of lines. The effect of pressure or density [see Eq. (21.35)] on the
breadth of

^

a line is shown in the specific case of the mercury resonance
line X2537 in Fig. 21.9. Here the half-intensity breadth, as it is observed
in absorption, is plotted against the relative density, the latter being
defined as the density of the gas relative to its density at normal tern-

oning of tho mercury resonance line the change in frequency at the time of
X2537 in absorption. {After FilchU collision between two atoms one of
hauet, Joo8, and Dinkelacker.) which is radiating.

perature and pressure. The largest readings correspond to values taken

at a pressure of 50 atm. The foreign gas mixed with the mercury vapor

to obtain the upper curve was CO 2, and to obtain the lower curve, N2 .

21.6. Asymmetry and Pressure Shift.—In the previous section we
have seen how the broadening of a spectrum line due to pressure has

been attributed to the sudden change in phase of the emitted radiation

by collision, a phenomenon called collision damping. Since collision

damping takes into account only that part of the radiation given out

before and after collision, we have yet to consider the radiation that

takes place during collision. This is shown schematically in Fig. 21.10.

In this very ideal model it is assumed that the frequency of the oscillation

changes suddenly when the emitting atom first comes under the influence

of the coi^-ding atom. After collision the original frequency is resumed

again. Asymmetry and pressure shift are attributed to the modified

radiation indicated at the center of the figure.

.

The explanation has been given that at close approach of a foreign

atom the energy levels of the excited or radiating atoms in question are

altered, due chiefly to polarization effects (see Fig. 7.5).^ It is convenient

^ This is quite similar to a quadratic Stark effect and might well be classified as

such (see Sec. 21.7).
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in this explanation, following Jabl6nski,^ to represent the energy levels

by means of potential curves for the two atoms considered as a molecule-

In Fig. 21.11 the initial and final states of the pseudo molecule are plotted

Fig. 21.11.—Potential curves for two states of an atom at close approach of another atom-
illustrating the cause for asymmetry and red shift. {After Jabldnski and Weise/copf.)

as functions of the distance between the atomic centers, r. Due to the
polarization of one atom at close approach of another, an excited or outer
state will be lowered more than a tightly bound lower state. The
frequency distribution during this time of close approach is added to the
collision-damping distribution. The result is that the spectrum line

Fig. 21.12.—Asymmetry and broadening of the mercury resonance line X2536 with increased,
pressure. {After Fiichtbauer, Joos, and Dinkelacker.)

observed is spread out more on the long wave-length side thanuit is on the
short (see Tig. 21.12).

At normal temperatures and pressures the collision times are small ^

and the broadening and shift are small. With increasing pressure
the mean collision time increases and the time between collisions decreases

^ Jabl6nski, a., Zeits.f. Phys., 70
,
723

,
1931

;
see also Mabgenau, H., Phys. Rev.,

43
, 129

,
1933 .
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with the result that, as the line is shifted to the red, it is broadened
asymmetrically. The mercury resonance hne \2537 is shown in Fig.

21.12, as observed in absorption by Fuchtbauer, Joos, and Dinkelacker,^

at a pressure of 10 and 50 atm., respectively. The foreign gas used in

these observations was nitrogen. To show that the pressure shift

depends upon the foreign gas used,

curves have been reproduced in Fig.

21.13. In general it is observed that

the shift of a line is very closely pro-

portional to the relative density. The
relative density is here defined as the

density of the gas relative to the

density at normal temperature and

pressure.

That the lowering of an energy

level due to pressure effects is greater

for high levels than it is for the low

is confirmed by Babcock’s^ interfer-

ometer measurements on the iron

lines. The well-known spectrum of

iron was investigated at pressures below 1 atm. for the purpose of

determining how reliable the different lines may be as wave-length

standards. At low pressures the lines are very sharp, and the pressure

mercury resonance line X2537, in absorp-
tion. {After Filchtbauer, Joos, and
Dinkelacker.)

{After Babcock.)

shift is extremely small. Employing Fabry-Perot 6talons, however,

shifts accurate to thousandths of an Angstrom or better were measured.

Since an observed spectrum line gives only the difference between two

^ fuchtbauer, C., G. Joos, and 0. Dinkblacker, Ann. d. Phys., 71, 204, 1923.

Babcock, H. D., Astrophys. Jour.. 67, 240, 1928.
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term values, relative shifts are all that can be determined The results

from over 100 lines are best shown by the graph reproduced in Fig 21 14,

where each term is plotted relative to the ground state as zero Weight-

ing each plotted point, Babcock expresses the belief that the quintet and
septet terms are depressed slightly more than the triplets Whether
this IS a real effect or not, the major effect is in good agreement with what
one would expect from polarization effects explained above

21 7 Stark Broadening—In an ordinary arc of high current density

many ions are produced which upon collision with other atoms give

rise to strong electric fields The effect of these mtermolecular fields

IS to produce a Stark-effect broademng of the observed spectrum hnes
In addition to this effect by ton fields, dipole or quadrupole moments
of gas atoms or molecules may also produce relatively strong inter-

molecular electric fields The hydrogen atom and molecule are good
examples of a dipole and quadrupole, respectively Being of the same
order of magnitude as colhsion damping and Doppler broadening (see

Secs 21 5 and 21 1), the Stark effect plays a relatively important part
in the general subject of the breadth of spectrum lines In attempting
to calculate Stark-effect broadening one is immediately confronted
with the problem of continually changing, inhomogeneous, electric

fields At the approach of two atoms in colhsion the electric field at
each of the respective atoms mcreases, reaches a maximum at closest

approach, and then diminishes as the two atoms recede

Smce the Stark effect for an inhomogeneous electric field has never
been worked out, Holtsmark^ and Debye^ made the simplifying assump-
tion that there will be an average mtermolecular field F to which, one
can assume, the ordinary Stark-effect formulas apply The problem
of calculating average fields has been divided into three classes, (1)
the field due to charged atoms or molecules, ^ e

,
tons, (2) the field due

to dipole momentSj and (3) the field due to quadrupole moments Although
the theoretical treatment of each of these three possibilities is out of
place here, we shall write down the derived formulas for the three average
field strengths

(For ions) F = aien^ (21 36)
(For dipoles) F - ag/xn (21 37)
(For quadrupoles) F = azqn^ (21 38)

Here the a s are constants, e is the lomc charge, im the dipole moment,
q the quadrupole moment, and n the number of corresponding particles
per cubic centimeter

Holtsmark made the next simplifying assumption that a spectiuna
hne IS spread out symmetrically into a continuous frequency band, the

^ Holtsmark, J
,
Phys Zeits

, 20, 162, 1919, 26, 73 1924
* Debye, P Phys ZeUs

, 20, 160, 1919
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total breadth of which is given by the outermost components of the first-
order Stark effect (see Chap. XX). The total spread of the levels will
be

(21.39)

In general there will be a statistical distribution of the fields and
a resultant distribution of bands of different breadths. The summing
up of these distributions, in the case of dipole fields for example, leads
to an intensity distribution having the same form as that for natural
breadths.

For dipole Moments, d . 7,^ • (21.40)

where 8s is the half-intensity breadth/

(for dipole) 5. = A^P = i.5iA^n. (21.41)

The intensity contours for ions and for quadrupole moments have
almost the same form as those for the dipole moments (see Fig. 21.4).

•n
c
2?

co

it
C5

Jig. 21.16.—Observed half-intensity breadth of hydrogen Ha, \6563, in angstroms.
{After Michekon.) Calculated half-intensity breadth due to Stark effect from inter-
molecular quadrupole fields. {After Holtsmarka)

Tho essential features of the above given eejuations are the expressions
for the half-intensity breadths of the observed spectrum lines. For the
latter two types of field these are:

For ion 5, = (21.42)
For quadrupole 6, = 5.524^,gnt. (21.43)

As one might well expect, all half-intensity breadths are functions of the
density n.

Of the many attempts made to check these formulas with observa-
tion those made by Holtsmark are perhaps the best. Of these his

comparison of Eq. (21.43) with Michelson's observations on the hydrogen

^ For a derivation of the equations given here the reader is referred to M. Born,
^^Optik” 1933; also V. Weisskopf, Phys. Zeits.j 34, 1, 1933.
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line Ha has been pointed out by several investigators as giving the best

general agreements. The quadrupole moment of the hydrogen molecule

is known from theory (by Debye) to be 3.2 X gm^ cm^ sec.”^

This value substituted in Eq. (21.43) gives the half-intensity breadth as

a function of n, is calculated from Eq. (20.2). In Fig. 21.15 both

the calculated and observed half-intensity breadths have been plotted

for comparison. Subtracting the Doppler breadth the agreement, even

here, is not very good.

In general the first-order Stark effect will account for the broadening

of many spectrum lines. The second-order, or quadratic, Stark effect

which only becomes appreciably large in strong fields must also produce

an observable effect.

One of the best confirmations of Stark-effect broadening may be

found in the chief series of the alkali atoms where historically the terms

sharp and diffuse series originated. Due to the penetration of the 5 and

p orbits involved in the sharp-series lines, both in the initial 3 states

and in the final P states show no first-order Stark effect. As a result

the lines, despite strong intermolecular electric fields, are sharp. For the

diffuse series, however, the d and / orbits are nearly hydrogen-like

and, being not far removed from the hydrogen-like f, hj , . . orbits,

show a first-order Stark effect. Under suitable excitation conditions

even the diffuse and fundamental series have been observed as sharp

line^.

Finkelnbxirg^ has studied the Balmer series under pressures of from

1 to 30 atms. of hydrogen. Using a high-voltage condensed-spark

discharge, between metal electrodes placed very close together, each

member of the series is observed as a very broad line. At a pressure

of about 2 atms. the Ha, H^, and Hy lines are symmetrically broadened,

without an appreciable shift of the maximum, to the extent that the half-

intensity breadths are about 25, 100, and 200 A, respectively. At from

10 to 30 atms. the lines are so broad that they overlap one another and
form a continuous spectrum. These enormous breadths are attributed

by Finkelnburg to a Stark effect, the enormous fields being produced
by the very high ion density in the spark discharge. That the Stark

effect is chiefly responsible for the broadening is confirmed by (l') the

general contour of the lines, (2) the symmetrical broadening without
appreciable shift, and (3) the increased broadening with higher naembers
of the series.

It should be pointed out that asymmetry and pressure shift, discussed
in Sec. 21.6, may well be classified as a second-order Stark effect. At
close approach of a foreign atom the associated electric field causes a
polarization and a displacement of the energy levels of the atom in

question (see Fig. 21.11).

1 Finkelnbttrq, W., Zeits. f. Phys,, 70, 375, 1931.
,



APPENDIX

Table I. Values op the Physical Constants
{After BirgeY

Velocity of light c (2.99796 ± 0.00004) X 10i« cm sec.-i
Mass of the electron (spectro-

»»»0 = (9.035 ± 0.010) X 10-2*g
Mns.s of the proton

Jlfj, = (1.6608 ± 0.0017) X lO'^^^g
Charge on the electron e = (4 77O ^ q.OOS) X 10-i“ abs-e.s.u.
Planck s constant A = (6.547 ± 0.008) X 10-« erg. sec.
Rydberg constant (hydrogen'). Rh'- = (109677.759 ± 0.05) cm-'
Rydberg constant (hydrogeiV) . = (109707.56 ± 0 05) cm-'
Rydberg constant (helium) = (109722.403 ± 0.05) cm"'
llydberg constant (infinite.

R ^ (109737.42 ± 0.06) cm-^
Katio ikfp/mo (spectroscopic) 1838 + i
Wave number per absolute volt

.
(8106 ± 3) cm"' abs-volt"'

Wave-length per absolute volt.
. (12336 ± 5) X 10“* cm"' abs-voR-'

Energy of one abs-volt electron .

.
(1.5910 ± 0.0016) X 10-'" erg

Speed of one abs-volt electron.
. (5.9346 ± 0.0017) X 10' cm sec.-'

Einc-structure constant a = ‘Zire^/lw = (7.283 ± 0.006) X 10“"

a" = (5.305 ± 0.008) X 10-5

1/a = 137.29 ± 0.11
Unit angular momentum A/2x = (1.0419 ± 0.0013) X lO"" erg. sec.
Magnetic moment (one Bohr
magneton) = (0.9174 ±0.0013) X 10-“ erg gauss"'

Magnetic moment (one nuclear

magneton) mi/1838 = 4.991 X lO-"^ erg gauss-'
Zeeman displacement per gauss. = (4.674 ± 0.003) X 10-* cm"' gauss"'

. . Bohr magneton ui

Bohr mechanical moment " h/^
^ (0.8806 ± 0.0006) X 10' gauss"' sec"'

1 Birqk, R. T., Phya. Rev., Supplement, 1, 1, 1929.

Table II.—Equivalent Electrons
{After Gihbs, Wilber

,
and White)^

p Electrons

(6) pi „ sp

(16) pi -- ap

(20) pS _ ap W
(16) pi W 8P

(6) pi - ap

(1) pH - i,s'

d l^lectrona

(10) 'Ki»

(46) HPP)
(120) HJ^) HPDFGH) HPP)
(210) d4 - \{SDO) nm HtiDFQI) HPDFOH) HD)
(262) dt> - HD) HPDFGH) HRP)HSDF01) HDG) HS)
(210) de - ^iSDQ) 3(pp) iG^DFGI) HPDFOH) HD)
(120) di - HD) HPDFGH) HPF)
(46) ds - i(.S7X/) 3(/>P)

(10) d" - 2(;))

(1) dio -

1 Gibbb, R. C., D. T. Wilbur, and H. E. White, Phya. Rev., 29, 790, 1927.
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Table II.—Equivalent Elbcteons.

—

(Contimied)

f Electrons

(14) /I - HF)

(91) P - HSDGI) HPFH)
(364) P - HPDiF2G2HiIKD ^(SDFQI)

(1001) P - KSiDiFGiHdzKUN) HPzDzFiGzHJiKsLM) HSDFGI)
(2002 ) P - HPiP^FiGzHiIzKtLzMiNO) ^SP^DMiHzIzKiLM) ^PFH)
(3003) P - ^{SAPDzF£^zHiI^K^LiM2N2Q) HPoPiFzGrHdoKzLzMsNO) HSPDzFiGzHzTiKL) HF)
(3432) P - ^B^PhDiFizQizHzIzKiLzMANzOQ) K^zPiDzFzGnEazKzUMN) KPDFQHI) HS)
(3003) P - HSiPDzFiGzHJ7KzLAM2N2Q) HP^iDsFsOiHzhKdjzMsNO) KSPDzF2QzHa2KL) -^{F)

(2002) P - KP^DiFiGzH7lzKajzM2NO) KSP2DzFaG^HzIzK2LM) ^{PFH)

(1001) po _ ^{SzDiFGiKazKLzN) KPzPiFiQzHilzKTLM) KSDFQI)
(364) /II - HPD 2F2G2H2IKL) HSDFGI)
(91) /12 - HSDGI) KPFH)
(14) /i3 - KF)

(1) /H - 1(5)

The subscripts to the right of each term type in the table for / electrons are not inner quantum
numbers but indicate the number of such terms. For example P — ^(SzPh, etc.,) indicates that there
are two ~S terms, five ^P terms, etc., arising from seven / electrons.
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Table IV —^Land:^ g Factors for L/S-coupling

Table V—^Landj^ g Factors for Two Electrons in j^-coupling
(Values in parenthesis are excluded if electrons are equivalent)
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